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Editorial policy
For over 60 years, Discovery and excavation in Scotland has 

issue offers a simple way to keep up to date with current work in 

In 2007 we carried out a survey of readers that revealed 

Some improvements were suggested, such as widening the scope 

listed them in the Notes for contributors

such as more comprehensive indexing will be introduced as and 

DES

a reference work, an annual summary of activity in technical 

and/or further detailed records will be deposited with the Royal 

Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 

funding that entries should be supplied for publication in DES

CSA publishes DES as a service to its members and to 

specialist interest in archaeology and welcomes contributions 

Financial support is received from various bodies for entries 

relating to their work, and further contributions are received for 

out the work on a voluntary basis and a team of volunteer editors 

supports the editing of the county lists that make up the largest 

part of DES

DES aims to provide a rapid, comprehensive summary of all 

archaeological work undertaken in Scotland each year by the 

underlie and constrain the editorial policy reflected in the notes 

It is divided into two sections: notes for contributors and editors 

on the format and deadlines for submissions, and a section on 

Acknowledgements
I am grateful to Paula Milburn, Carol Primrose, Wendy Raine 

and Anne Billing for assistance with editing the archaeological 

Cartographic Centre for the Local Authority map, and to Glasgow 

work of Paula Milburn in verifying locational information is very 

CSA is in receipt of an award from the Historic Scotland 

CSA wishes to acknowledge the following bodies for generous 

particular contributions to this volume:

Historic Scotland

Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments 

of Scotland

Ellen McAdam, Glasgow Museums

1 Notes for contributors

1.1 Content of DES

The Editor will accept appropriate accounts of all forms of 

the year of discovery, but contributions may also be submitted at 

Evaluation

Watching brief

Excavation

Fieldwalking

Historic building survey

Environmental studies

Finds studies

 

in any medium, of work previously recorded in DES.

1.2 Text format and deadlines

Please supply contributions as a Word attachment via 

and a disk with the entries and any illustrations should 

on a separate page following the standard format, and 

Professional organisations should submit text in 

Individuals may submit text in the format of the sample 

Contributions may be sent in at any time during the 

Contributions received after that date will be included in 

All entries should acknowledge the contributor(s), 

Contributions should be sent to Dr Paula Milburn at 

 

1.3 Illustration format

We will include illustrations to accompany your entry 

wherever possible, provided they are of appropriate 

Please supply colour and black and white greyscale 

Black and white bitmap images should ideally be saved 

Please supply a hard copy of each image, labelled on 
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1.4 Editorial process

Copyright for text and images published in Discovery 

and excavation in Scotland will rest with the Council 

Contributors should ensure they have copyright 

The editor will apply the standards and conventions of 

Because survey observations can be replicated, these are 

(where no archaeology was found) should be as short as 

Badly written, very long or controversial contributions 

Contributors will not receive proofs of edited 

The contributor is responsible for the accuracy of 

entries, and all enquiries concerning content should be 

1.5 Sample entry

[County]

[Parish]

Berry Burn Wind Farm
Evaluation and survey Headland Archaeology Ltd

undertaken in July 2006 to ascertain whether there were 

any archaeological constraints upon the location of a turbine 

2, equivalent 

depths of peat, and all came down onto natural sand with frequent 

comprising two separate structures lying on top of the natural 

three features lie on the very E margin of the Turbine 30 location 

and c

Three linear banks that lay outside the limits of previous work 

[Organisation/individual name] 

1.6 Format for editors
[Local authority]

[Parish]

[Report]

[tab] second and subsequent paragraphs

[tab] Location of archive [full point] 

Funder: [no full point]

2 Conventions

2.1  Abbreviations and acronyms

Do not punctuate abbreviations or acronyms, eg 

2.2  Bibliographic references

It will not normally be necessary to provide references 

for entries in the DES

References to previous DES entries for the same site 

DES

the year of publication, with page and illustration 

Take the title from the title page, not from the spine or 

exactly as to wording and spelling but not necessarily 

should be capitalised and no full stop is necessary at the 

2.3 Dates

th century, 3rd millennium

 

5th th

Elision of dates should be to the shortest form consistent 

2.4 Geographical references

Exceptions are treasure trove locations where the 

submitting body feels that a more ambiguous location 

is appropriate, or completed work where the locational 

information has already been submitted to DES

(see map on DES
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2.5 Italics

Discovery and excavation in Scotland, DES, Proc Ant 

Soc Scot

c (for 

circa), terminus ante quem, honi soit qui mal y pense

2.6 Numbers and measurements

Spell out the numbers from one to ten except in 

numerals except where the context makes this awkward 

Where numbers appear in a sequence, use numerals, eg 

Elision of numbers should be to the shortest form 

Cite measurements in kilometres (km), metres (m) or 

Do not leave a space between the number and the unit 

In a series of measurements using the same unit only 

the last measurement needs to be followed by the unit, 

2.7 Quotations

Short quotations should be enclosed in single quotation 

marks

indented, beginning a fresh line, and should not have 

2.8 Spelling

Spelling should follow the Concise Oxford Dictionary, 

phrases:
st Edition OS

annexe (noun)

artefact

cup mark

datable

dry stone

gazetteer

groundwork

gully

hut circle

land use

medieval

metal detecting

millennium

penannular

planticrub

ploughsoil

posthole

rig and furrow

ring ditch

roundhouse

samian

viewshed

walkover

wind farm

2.9 Style

Contributions should be brief statements of work 
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Discovery and excavation in Scotland pro forma

 

Local authority

Parish

Site name 

[Report]

Location of archive

Funder
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ABERDEEN CITY

ABERDEEN CITY

Aberdeen

Caberstone House, 47 Belmont St,  
Aberdeen Stewart Buchanan

(approx 60m sq) was situated between Caberstone House to the 

Funder: Grampian Developments Ltd

10–12 Canal Street, Aberdeen
Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

out on 6 August 2007 on a small development site on the line 
th

the canal bed were recorded and showed it had had a thick lining 

to have been c

Funder: Harbour View Estates

Hillhead Halls Development,  
University of Aberdeen, Hillhead JC Murray

Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

Hall of Residence on the site had been demolished so the area 

Funder: Stewart Milne Construction

18–32 James Street, Aberdeen Stewart Buchanan

Evaluation, excavation  

th th

dark soil (up to 2m deep) that had been imported to the site 

during land reclamation associated with the construction of 

All deposits sat on top of clean estuarine sand (Virginia St 

marks the late medieval boundary of Aberdeen harbour/

a raft of horizontal timbers compacted into the sand (approx 2 x 

wooden posts driven vertically into the sand and would appear 

also a number of outlying posts sharing a similar alignment to 

the surviving structure, suggesting that the original structure was 

The location of the structure at the edge of the late medieval 

prior to the land reclamation that established the present harbour 

regarding dating and timbers have been sent for radiocarbon 

Funder: Barratt Construction Ltd

King Street Bus Station Stuart Mitchell and Cara Jones

 

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

recorded the upstanding remains of two former depots at this 

the complex was converted to a bus depot and extended by the 

Funder: First Group Plc

Marchburn Primary School Site,  
Davidson Drive, Northfield
Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

and a complex system of land drainage and improvement was 

Funder: Buro Happold Ltd

1–25 Mearns Street, Aberdeen Stewart Buchanan

Evaluation, excavation  

all parts of the proposed development were excavated down to 



ABERDEEN CITY/ABERDEEN/ABERDEENSHIRE

Land at East and Rear of 57–65 Stoneywood Terrace, 
Aberdeen Stewart Buchanan

was to locate and identify evidence for the remains of the 

Aberdeenshire Canal and its towpath that was known to have 

Marriott Hotel, Aberdeen Airport, Argyll Road  

Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

October 2007 on a development site on the SW side of Aberdeen 

Funder: Marriott Hotels

Old Machar

1052 Jesmond Drive, Bridge of Don, Aberdeen  

 JC Murray

Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

of drains and possible land reclamation are later in date and 
th

Funder: Sted Investments Ltd

Peterculter

Cults Academy, Cults, Aberdeen  

Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

of the site of the proposed new Cults Academy in 2006, further 

th century but no archaeological features were 

evident in the excavated trenches and it appears that most of 

the original ground surface had been disturbed when the playing 

Funder: Buro Happold Ltd

ABERDEEN/ABERDEENSHIRE

Belhelvie, Dyce, Newhills

Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (Northern Leg) 

Report deposited with Aberdeen City Council Archaeology 

demolition level as a number of long granite blocks (lintels) up to 

(Mearns St) end of the channel was linked to the main sewer by 

almost certainly dates from this period and would appear to be a 

Funder: Barratt Construction Ltd

Ness Farm Gully Waste Treatment System Alan Duffy

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

Archive to be deposited in RCAHMS

Funder: Aberdeen City Council

New Library, Bedford Road, Aberdeen University  

 JC Murray

Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

2007 on a number of engineering test pits within the area of the 

Old Megabowl Site, St Andrew’s Street, Aberdeen 

 Stephen Lancaster

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

geoarchaeological exposures created by the demolition of the 

in order to assess the presence and survival of possible loch 

deposits at the site, on the basis of earlier work at Gallowgate in 
th th

down to mineral loch deposits, probably dating to the late 

Funder: Bancon Developments Ltd

Newhills

Kingswells House, Aberdeen Stewart Buchanan

associated with the installation of a septic tank, connecting 

Funder: Astell Associates
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Funder: Transport Scotland

ABERDEENSHIRE

Aboyne and Glen Tanar

Tarland Road, Aboyne
Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

Funder: Bancon Homes

Alvah

Brownside Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

These surveys supply the information required to determine an 

appropriate method of managing the archaeological resource 

in partnership with other responsibilities (eg environmental 

considerations, public access and recreation as well as forestry 

the ground, sites noted previously from aerial photography and 

Where the rigs run down into an area of marshy ground they 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Banchory-Devenick

Duffs Hill Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

A concentration of stones might represent the remains of an 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Old Bourtreebush George Currie

Stone circle, cup mark

southernmost upright stone of Old Bourtreebushstone, a cup 

Banchory-Ternan

Banchory Woods Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

roughly parallel to the woodland, march at this point (in a SW 

western edge the rigs appear to be responsible for the alignment 

be more reminiscent of an earthen boundary dyke than an actual 

the ground is so stony that it is hard to imagine that it was ever 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Birse

Berrysloch Ewen Rennie

Standing stone

Corsedardar Ewen Rennie

Standing stone
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It is a tall narrow stone, the top part of which appears to have 

Bourtie

Kirkton of Bourtie George Currie

Stone circle, cup mark (possible)

centre of the upper surface of the recumbent a possible cup 

Kirkton of Bourtie WJ Howard

Saddle quern

Boyndie

Whitehills Jenny Shiels

Abbey in Yorkshire are of comparable construction and style, 
th 

The date of the Whitehills pin is uncertain and it is both more 

robust and 30mm longer than the examples given, although the 
th century 

a hipped shaft that is a feature associated with Early historic 

Cairnie, Huntly

Bin Forest Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

consisting of only the lowest course of boulders, which are 

Subsequent tidying of the area by the Strathbogie Archaeological 

Group and resistivity surveying by members of OFARS appears 

arrowhead, a scraper and a fragment of abraded pottery were 

regarded as only ever used as common grazing land and well out 
th

to the earlier prehistoric activity attested barely 200m away at 

been constructed between the drawing of an estate plan in the 

contemporary with that site but gives the appearance of being 

still survives in the woodland as a denuded linear dyke and slight 

remains of stone and earth dykes can be seen as both sides of 

th

an acre in extent, whereas these remains would appear to have 

comprised of earth and stones continues into the wood heading 

SW for approx 60m before turning southeastwards, where a 

for this to be a later extension after the drawing of the estate 
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stone dykes in this area might relate to those shown as a dotted 

have been subsequently farmed, these dykes are likely to predate 
th

of very large boulders and set on the lower edge of very rocky 

th century and might relate to a dyke that enters the woodland 

earth and stone dyke entering the wood from the W after approx 

the way around by another earth and stone dyke coming from the 

This modern track appears to have superseded an earlier one 
th

th

plan and amongst the surviving remains are elements which 

th

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

0 20 40 m
metres

N

‘tumbled’ stone platform

drain

pond

Chapel of Garioch, Oyne

Bennachie Forest Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

There appears to be the remains of a further rectilinear structure 

th
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Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

enclosure dyke

NJ 7016 2063

N

0              50           100
metres

dyke

modern
road

rigs

headland

Chapel of Garioch

Kemnay
Flints

c50 waste pieces of mostly small size 

Legatsden George Currie

Scottish Episcopal Palaces Project – Fetternear  
 PZ Dransart and J Trigg

 

th

Levelling has been noted throughout the area excavated to 

the S of the mansion and on both sides of the current drive 

(DES

DES 

explained by the different nature of the natural geology, which 

a series of truncated stakes were encountered, together with 

th

the result that the present interior surface is lower than the 

and truncated a dense concentration of stakeholes that underlay 

This suggests a series of phases but at this stage it is only possible 

scarped natural is a terrace wall that seems to replace an earlier 

At the eastern limit of the excavation there is evidence for 

We wish to thank Mrs C Whittall, Mr J Whittall, Mrs C Fyffe, 

Mr R Fyffe and Mr D Fyffe for their support and for allowing 

Archive to be deposited with Aberdeenshire SMR and 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Council, Council for British 

Archaeology Challenge Funding, Fetternear Trust and 

Clatt

Leith Hall Pavilion, Kennethmont
Excavation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

pavilions, but as the pavilions do not appear on a map dated 

excavation revealed the stone foundations of the W pavilion 
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Cluny, Monymusk, Tough

Pitfichie Forest Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

appears to indicate the end of a cottage with other probable wall 

composed mainly of large boulders and running almost parallel 

northern end of the dyke, atop a knoll, are a number of stone 

the previous feature

To the W of this and largely enclosed by the present boundary is 

area of the circular feature appears to have been perpetuated by 

subsequent more rectilinear banks on its northern and western 

similar alignment to the previous entry, diverges from the enclosure 

at its SW corner and almost parallels the course of that other 

section of dyke heads towards the modern woodland boundary 

seemingly similar to the previous entry, runs roughly parallel to 

It is likely that this is a westward extension of the previous 

a building survive quite well and the size can be estimated by 

brief examination of the surrounding windblown area appeared 

survives quite intact from where it enters the wood until it reaches 

way continues intermittently until it disappears E of the position 

appears to be a smaller building, possibly a byre (measuring 

enters the wood and winds up to the crest of the ridge where it 

disappears

OS map but absent from subsequent maps is more likely to be 

the remains of a small farmstead which subsequently might have 

three possible clearance cairns of approx 5m diameter surround 

the remains and give further substance to the suggestion that this 
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denuded remains of old dykes might indicate the former use 

of this area by the earlier fermtoun of Tillyfourie prior to the 

construction of the present farm after engrossment in the 
th

the forestry ground beyond this track contains the remains of 

th

to extend further eastwards to enclose a larger area than is 

wood from the E as an extension of a track leading from Glentone 

the present deeply cut Holly Linn Burn in such a fashion as to 

indicate the former presence of a bridge, providing access to and 

The bricks of the chimneystacks appear to be frogless and to 

to represent clearance remains associated with the cottage noted 

with small enclosure and the very denuded remains of further 

may indicate the existence of a former structure, or they might 

on the southern edge of Scare Wood, which appears to have 

end of the rigs appears to stop at the present dyke, which might 

revealed the slight remains of a stone structure which can also be 

the remains of a lynchetted track running approx 265

 from this 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Cluny, Tough

Corrennie Forest Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

scatter of stones that appear to be structural a few metres to the 

maps belies the sinuous nature of this hollow way and indicates 
th

scouring of heather cover has revealed what appears to be two 

would be gratefully received!
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appears to have been longer than the present ruins and was, 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Crathie and Braemar

Braemar Castle, Braemar
Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

October 2007 during the excavation of two service trenches 

observed during the watching brief appears to demonstrate that 

within a salient of the wall was almost certainly built as part of 
th

Funder: Aberdeenshire Council

Culsalmond

Culsalmond Mort House, Kirkton of Culsalmond  

Excavation, standing building recording  

 Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

and Watch House in the graveyard of the old parish church, 

excavation of floor levels and recording of features associated 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Council

Daviot

Cuttlecraigs George Currie

Dunnottar

Cliffline Monitoring, Stonehaven Douglas Gordon

Monitoring Rathmell Archaeology Limited

Report deposited with Aberdeenshire Council Archaeology 

Funder: Jacobs

Dunnottar Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Dunnottar Castle, Car Park Extension, Stonehaven  

Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

th

Funder: Dunecht Estates

Dunnottar Castle, Stonehaven
Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

2007 as a condition of scheduled monument consent during 

the installation of an interpretation board beside the entry 

Report deposited with Aberdeenshire SMR, Historic Scotland 

Funder: Dunecht Estates

Durris

Sheeoch Bridge Donald Wilson

Evaluation, survey AOC Archaeology

Dyce

Kirkhill Colin Shepherd

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Echt

Redhill Moira Greig

Hut circles Aberdeenshire Archaeology Service

Funder: Aberdeenshire Council

Fettercairn

Arnhall Quarry, Edzell Edward Bailey

Watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd
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There is one known archaeological site within the area of the 

quarry (but outside the monitored area), a cropmark enclosure 

Fettercairn, Marykirk

Inglismaldie Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

 and 320
th

 

entry, though the wavelength of 8m makes them appear distinct 

 from 

this point where it has been cut by a later track and modern 

the wood there are six rigs with an 8m wavelength, two with 6m, 

outshot occur in an area depicted as a small enclosure on the 

th

culvert possibly associated with the cottage, though a later date 

this corner of the wood though the depth is not great (2m at 
st Edition OS map and it 

th

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Fetteresso

Fetteresso Forest Ewen Rennie

Standing stone

in the forest on the E side of the track, c200m to the W of Burn 

Stonehaven Waste Water Transfer Scheme, Backies, 
Stonehaven JC Murray

Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

was beside the Old Toll Booth where three long cist burials had 

Fordoun

Drumtochty Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

cover the site but it is clearly more than a simple rectangular 

small patch of compacted material that might be the remains of 

to the SE corner of the enclosure and seems to continue on the 

Tree throws have brought up a number of stones that might 

be structural remains (the underlying soil matrix being gravelly 

st
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N

0 50 100

areas of stone remains

X
Y

NJ 8280 3972

modern fence lines

S T

areas of stone scatter

A
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X Y

P Q
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0 10

P

Q

metres

Earthworks recorded at Badiebath Wood,
Gight, Aberdeenshire
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 stop 

st 

Edition OS map, this area is shown as less densely planted than 

the surrounding woodland, possibly indicating abandonment and 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Fordyce

Brankanentham Bill Slee

Fyvie, Methlick

Gight Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

feature comprising bank and ditch very similar to a previously 

th century, shows 

Badiebath Wood more or less as it presently exists with no record 

which contains a piece of early brick and another patch contains 

for unwanted material, but they seem remote from the nearest 

appearing to continue the orientation of the present woodland 

boundary that might be related to a denuded bank in the parkland 

dyke turns, in the middle of the wood, there appears to be the 

the northern third of the wood are very well preserved remains of 

Amongst the rigs is what appears to be a large clearance cairn 

th

the construction of a larger bank between this area of rigs and 

2

though it possible they may be small shelters used by people 

position close to Gight Castle raises the possibility that it may be 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Gamrie

Buchan Street, MacDuff Martin Cook

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

The evaluation encountered no features or artefacts of 

Mains of Cullen, Gamrie JC Murray

Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

to observe the excavation of the foundations of a new house 

th th

Funder: Mr and Mrs Allen

Gartly, Huntly, Rhynie

Clashendarroch Forest Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

th
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th

250  to present track (approx 60m) and at 73  to the bottom of 

of very large boulders and appears to have enclosures similarly 

th century farmstead with remains 

followed by the present forestry track but appears to be not 

composed of large boulders which makes use of rocky outcrops 

th

The walls appear to have only ever stood to about a metre high 

th th

boundary is an earth and stone dyke with its face looking towards 

th

to have a stone foundation while the enclosing boundary is 

th

th

th

 

down to the present track and also at 330

th

management scheme surviving as a series of rigs and apparent 

on its own and topographically strangely positioned for such a 

th

at 335 th

composed of large boulders

heading 355

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Gartly, Kennethmont

Gartly Forest Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

th

from the direction of the now destroyed farmstead S of Cold 

cairn does not appear to form part of that assemblage and is 

possibly more ancient
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the W are only three deep but with a wavelength of approx 

and apparent connection with a system of routes that makes no 

sense in terms of the known historic landscape might indicate 

that they are relicts of an earlier pattern of settlement now 

way which appears to link the trackway (noted above) with that 

approx 6m and is attached to a denuded dyke running SW for 20 

starts as a bank and continues, becoming less pronounced, 

These two features together appear to enclose an area of land, 

ways (probably relating to the settlement remains noted below) 

stones makes it certain that this structure had a turf wall sitting 

appears to have been constructed of larger stones than Building 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Glenbervie

Fetteresso Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

sits on a slope overlooking the burn below an area of stone 

th

dykes appear to represent a palimpsest of features from a range 

enclosure) associated with enclosure dykes and a lynchetted track 

remains survive and appear to relate to the earlier farmstead 
th

th

th

th

th

th

a subsequent structure lying down the slope, but this has been 

th

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Glenmuick, Tullich and Glengairn

Glengarden Moira Greig

Field system Aberdeenshire Archaeology Service

possible circular enclosures lie within an area of rough grazing to 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Council

Rashy Burn Moira Greig

Hut circles Aberdeenshire Archaeology Service

circles was recorded by AAS aerial reconnaissance in December 
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Funder: Aberdeenshire Council

Spital of Glenmuick
Corn drying kiln barn and associated barn

barn built into a bank a short distance from the long houses of 

Spital of Glenmuick

c

handedly by the resident Mr John Robertson (keeper for the 

partly underground and partly as open channels, it becomes 

concrete chambers along the line of the lade, for settlement, 

Spital of Glenmuick
Possible whisky still

the left bank of Allt Darrarie and 30m downhill from a rough 

track up the glen, the turf covered stone footings of rectangular 

Spital of Glenmuick
Remains of footbridge

large rock in middle of the burn with an iron ring attached to 
st Edition 

Spital of Glenmuick
Remains of old road

way through a tree plantation before turning SW, emerging from 

the trees and meeting the right bank of Allt Darrarie at a ford at 

direction, it turns W across pastureland before petering out at 

st Edition OS map of 

Huntly

59A Bogie Street, Huntly
Standing building survey Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

st Edition 

have been divided into two rooms, one end a bothy with hearth, 

Funder: D Stewart

Clean Brae Colin Shepherd

Earthwork survey

buildings and associated enclosures in an area of scrub deciduous 

th th

into the lands of the fermtoun of Gibston before the drawing of 

N

metres
0         10

clearance(?) cairn

well

Clean Pool Colin Shepherd

Site survey

revealed slight traces of possible remains that were not previously 
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overburden of brash and the topmost layer of turf were removed 
2

in situ

the remains and to aid the Forestry Commission in planning 

was chosen in an attempt to gain those answers whilst avoiding 

One cairn was encountered and drawn and a further one 

S of the cairn suggest possible settlement activity, though this 

layer were a barbed and tanged arrowhead, a thumbnail scraper 

The site is important for, amongst other things, demonstrating 

how an area of mature woodland can completely mask all trace 

of quite substantial underlying archaeology and preserve them in 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

47 Duke Street, Huntly
Standing building survey Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

th

building had been much altered but many original features were 

Kinnoir Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

denuded earthen bank runs up the line of the spur to the top 

 and running back down to 

 and follows the contour around the hill 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

King Edward

Balchers Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

 with a wavelength 

 with a 

appeared to be a mixture of 6m and 2m, but it is possible 

that larger rigs were separated by less apparent rigs, in a 6m 

 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Kintore

Broom Lodge, Mill Road, Inverurie  

Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

to the henge of Broomend of Crichie (DES

importance of the neighbouring ritual complex, two samples of 

+

+

Funder: R Minto

Kintore ‘Power Station’, Kintore  

th

Funder: Aberdeenshire Council

Midmill Long Cairn, Kintore JC Murray

Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd
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Funder: SSE Power Distribution

Midmill South, Kintore
Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

activity was evident in two of the trenches, but proved to consist 

charcoal, possibly the base of a pit, a quantity of sherds of one 

samples of charcoal (alder and hazel) sealed by the pottery have 

Funder: Malcolm Allan Housebuilders

Northern Scottish Henges Project  

 Richard Bradley and Amanda Clarke

of 300m2 was stripped immediately outside the S entrance to the 

of one stone socket, which probably belonged to the southern 

Away from the monument were occasional postholes and a 

entrance and sharing the long axis of the henge monument was 

There were no artefacts, but charcoal samples associated with 

the post pipes and with the weathering cones in the tops of the 

Aberdeenshire Council

Leochel-Cushnie

Craigievar Castle, Leochel-Cushnie  

Excavation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

th

shown on the estate map marks of former cultivation and a 

Logie-Coldstone

Poldhu Wells Restoration (Adopt-a-Monument)  

Research, conservation, interpretation Cromar History Group
st Edition 

6 inch OS map, but there is reason to believe that they were 

they have become completely overgrown with rhododendron and 

A desire by the people of Logie Coldstone to restore the site led 

to an approach to the CSA and a request for inclusion in their 

whose land the wells are situated, has cleared the rhododendron 

and the site has been cleared of leaf mould to reveal the original 

A copy will be deposited with RCAHMS upon completion of 

LEADER+

Longside

Land adjacent to Skinner Road, Longside Claire Herbert

Evaluation Alba Archaeology (Highland) Ltd

deposited with RCAHMS and Aberdeenshire Council SMR

Funder: Chap Homes Ltd

Lonmay

St Combs Jenny Shiels

Medieval ring and dress fastener Treasure Trove

popular amulets against plagues and afflictions, especially in the 
th

Clothes fastener: Cast copper alloy hooked fastener broken 

along the line of two perforations where it would have been 

Aberdeenshire Heritage
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Strathbeg Pumping Mill, Crimond  

Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

September 2007 during the removal of dumped silt alongside 
th

Report deposited with Aberdeenshire SMR, Historic Scotland 

Funder: RSPB

Marykirk

Southern View, Marykirk Clionadh McGarry

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

September and October 2007 in advance of a proposed housing 

was suspected because of features recorded through aerial 

Funder: FM Developments

Midmar

Midmar Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Monquhitter

Wagglehill Wood Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Oyne

Hillforts of Strathdon: Phase 1 Maiden Castle  

 Murray Cook, Lindsay Dunbar and Rob Engl

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group
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These revealed a complex sequence that included a previously 

which was capped by a cobbled surface running around the 

circular structure had been constructed, revetting the primary 

material between the outer face of the roundhouse and the inner 

Funder: AOC Archaeology Group, The Society of Antiquaries 

of Scotland, The Mackichan Trust, The Hunter Archaeological 

Mither Tap, Bennachie Dan Atkinson

Watching brief, radiocarbon dating Headland Archaeology Ltd

monitoring revealed a stone block, possibly a step, near the 

Within the fort and also close to the entrance were noted two 

Immediately below this and to the S, with a visible width of 

revealed a dark, gravelly silt deposit that lay directly on top of 

perhaps vestiges of one of the roundhouses located in this area 

Quercus) charcoal 

were retrieved from a sample taken from the deposit beneath 

with Aberdeenshire SMR and RCAHMS

Funder: The Forestry Commission Scotland

Peterhead

Sandford Lodge, near Peterhead
Standing building appraisal CFA Archaeology Ltd

features were photographed and an assessment was made of 

of the building concluded that little is known about the origins 

of Sandford Lodge, when it was built, who its original owners 

were and the appearance of the original floor layout and internal 

Funder: ERM Ltd

Rathen

Rathen West Church Cemetery, Rathen  

Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

and the old parish church of St Ethernan, a medieval or possibly 

the presence of medieval pottery illustrates the possibility of 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Council

Rayne

Rayne Church

Rhynie

Essie Road, Rhynie
Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

is considerable evidence of prehistoric and Pictish activity in 

Rhynie Environs Archaeological Project –  
The Craw Stane/Barflat, Rhynie  

Geophysical survey  
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To the S of the Craw Stane enclosures, a strong circular 

Archive to be deposited with RCAHMS and reports with 

Funder: The Society for Medieval Archaeology and The Hunter 

Skene

Burnland, Elrick Mike Roy

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

Slains

Forvie Kirk, Sands of Forvie, Slains JC Murray

Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

2007 to observe the placement of interpretive posts around 

The human remains were recorded but left in situ and the posts 

Reports deposited with Aberdeenshire SMR, Historic Scotland 

Old Castle, Slains JC Murray

Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

June 2007 during the installation of an underground electric 

th

stone rubble and earth may indicate an attempt to consolidate 

Reports deposited with Aberdeenshire SMR, Historic Scotland 

Funder: SSE Power Distribution

19, Old Castle, Slains JC Murray

Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

th

th th

were evident but 38 sherds of medieval pottery were found in 

Report deposited with Aberdeenshire SMR, Historic Scotland 

Funder: Professor M J Rogers

Strachan

Blackhall Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

, a different alignment to the later surviving dry stone 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Strathdon

Auchernach Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

northern boundary of the farmstead of Finnygaud Burn and may 

have formerly linked to its eastern boundary which still survives 

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Tarland

Tillychardoch Horse Mill, Tarland
Standing building survey Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

th

setting for the central mechanism and a stone channel for the 

Funder: Montana Building and Maintenance Services

Tarves

Deer Park, Haddo Moira Greig

Rig and furrow Aberdeenshire Archaeology Service

Funder: Aberdeenshire Council
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Turriff

Delgaty Wood Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The Forestry Commission has been sponsoring prospective 

th

the ground largely as a bank, though in places it almost takes 

a few yards short of this it is broken by what appear to be the 

bank is flattened but not entirely absent, indicating that the bank 

predates the hollow way that, presumably, predates the later 

drainage gully which flows S before making a westward turn and 

its eventual end amongst the various quarries along the western 

it must be assumed that this feature relates to the quarrying 

apparently underlying the Castle policies as depicted on William 
th

Archive deposited with Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission, 

Funder: Aberdeenshire Forestry Commission

Lower Woodtown, Hatton Estate, Turriff  

Evaluation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

Funder: Hatton Estates

Udny

Pitmedden House, Pitmedden
Excavation Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

The excavation sought to establish the footprint of a Victorian 

conservatory that had been formerly attached to the wall of the 

th

ANGUS

Aberlemno

Mains of Balgavies Chris Fyles

Agency (SEPA) commissioned a watching brief on 5 February 

hand dug to facilitate the drilling of groundwater boreholes close 



ANGUS

been made in the near vicinity and it was thought that similar 

Airlie

Airlie Primary School

requested as the remains of four early historic cist burials had been 
th

one of the cists was a complete 3rd

A watching brief has been recommended due to the nature of 

quite small so there remains a possibility that some may still be 

is to be demolished during the development and a watching brief 

Funder: Angus Council

Arbroath and St Vigeans

Auchmithie Coastal Path Rob Engl

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

path links the existing nature trail at Seatons Den, Carlingheugh 

path skirts the boundary of the scheduled area of Lud Castle 

Funder: Angus Council

22–26 East Abbey Street, Arbroath John Lewis

Evaluation Scotia Archaeology

predating the 20th

in all the trenches may well be testament to this area once having 

Funder: Bellrock Developments

Barry

Greencore Maltings, Carnoustie Alan Duffy

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

Funder: Ogilvie Homes Ltd

Brechin

Former Den Burn Works, South Esk Street, Brechin 

 Suzanne Lilley and Diana Sproat

Historic building recording AOC Archaeology Group

was undertaken during September 2007 on the building remains 

of the former Den Burn industrial works prior to the development 

facing South Esk Street and the partial remains of original mid 
th

Funder: Lidl GMbH

Trinity, by Brechin Rachel Benvie

Funder: Angus Council

Cortachy and Clova

Glen Clova Hydro Scheme Graeme Brown

This work was undertaken during July and August 2006 along 

the exception of an already damaged structure and a section 

of boundary wall no new discoveries were made in this already 

Funder: Shawater Ltd

Powmyre Quarry, Glamis Edward Bailey

Watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

features within the development area, with the exception of a 

operations on the quarry and several groups of archaeological 

A total of eight E/W aligned long cists were excavated 

either of locally available sandstone slabs or a combination of 

poorly preserved and had been almost completely ploughed away 

with the exception of two adult burials, where the remains had 

with these burials

constructed of very large sandstone slabs with the capstone still in 

adult male burial with the fragmented remains of an Early Bronze 
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group consisted of several recognisable structures, including a 

from this area may date to the Late Bronze Age or early Iron 

Several isolated features were excavated including a probable 

cremation burial found in a small pit and three pits, two of which 

With the exception of the group of linear aligned pits, all 

groups of pits and postholes contained charcoal, charred cereal 

Dun

House of Dun, Brechin Robert McMorran

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

Brechin to Montrose Road on 5 March 2007 observed no 

Funder: Angus Council

Montrose Basin Alan Saville

Dunnichen

14 Guthrie Street, Letham

Funder: AB Roger and Young

Forfar

Forfar Loch George Currie

Glamis

Glamis Castle JC Murray

Watching brief

The grubbing out of over 30 large mature trees had heavily 

disturbed the area and as a result no archaeological features were 

Funder: Strathmore Estates (Holding) Ltd

Glenisla

Burn of Kilry P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

enclosure boundary walls have been delineated together with 

In situ susceptibility measurements made on boulders in the 

magnetic boulders present to produce magnetic anomalies of 

the type observed, although as yet it has not been possible to 

Funder: Blairgowrie Geoscience

Glenisla House, Folda David Bowler

rest on a layer of boulders forming a natural terrace, of probable 

early settlement of West Inverharity and foundations may survive 

th th

th

Funder: Folda Homes Ltd
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Inverarity

East Grange Steading, Inverarity Rachel Benvie

Sent to Edinburgh for treasure trove assessment TT2007/60

Funder: Angus Council

Kirkden

Gardyne Castle Thomas Addyman

Historic building assessment Addyman Archaeology

th

th

unusual detailing, with false parapet and conical stone roofs 

of the building deliberately associates itself with both the new 

king and earlier Royal Stewart palace architecture (Holyrood, 

Falkland, Stirling) perhaps in emphatic reaction to the preceding 

Funder: Private client

Lintrathen

Balintore Castle, Lintrathlen JC Murray

Watching brief Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

2007 to observe the installation of electricity supply to Balintore 
th

Funder: SSE Power Distribution

Pitmudie George Currie

Cup mark on standing stone

Logie Pert

Logie Schoolhouse Diana Sproat

Historic building recording AOC Archaeology Group

located in the small village of Logie, prior to its renovation and 

Monikie

Ardestie Earth House Sarah Hogg

Souterrain, on two separate visits in February 2007, during the 

excavation of two small trenches, one for a new entrance gate 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Montrose

Asphalt Car Park, near Montrose Beach Rachel Benvie

th th

Funder: Angus Council

Garden behind Montrose Library Rachel Benvie

Funder: Angus Council

7 Hill Place, Montrose John Lewis

Watching brief Scotia Archaeology

to the construction of four apartments, located some 200m S 

only demolition debris and remnants of a stable which had once 

Funder: Mr John Grimes

Montrose Beach Rachel Benvie

Funder: Angus Council

North of Dorward House, Montrose Tamlin Barton

became clear that the ground on which the houses were to be 

Funder: Roger and Young Architects

Queen’s Close, Montrose John Lewis

Watching brief Scotia Archaeology
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Panbride

Craigmill Burn Chris Fyles

Agency (SEPA) commissioned a watching brief on the machine 

excavation a 5 x 2m pit created to facilitate the drilling of a 

thought that occupation debris from this settlement might have 

Tealing

Prieston George Currie

ARGYLL AND BUTE

Ardchattan and Muckairn

Cliff House, Benderloch, Oban  

 Lindsay Dunbar and Sarah Lynchehaun

Archaeological survey, excavation AOC Archaeology Group

householder undertaking landscaping for a garage in the garden 

undertook an archaeological excavation and survey under the 

The landscaping had impacted on a rock shelter located 

in situ deposits, including 

Examination of the remaining in situ soils recovered a small 

quantity of decorated prehistoric pottery (probably from a Food 

Vessel), a single worked bone tool and a small amount of human 

examination of the human bone indicates the presence of two 

adults with a single adolescent bone pointing to the presence of 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Land to the E of Ledaig House, Benderloch Clare Ellis

Controlled topsoil strip Archaeology and Micromorphology

by the construction of a new dwelling and associated driveway 

deposits were revealed but no features of archaeological or 

Funder: Mr and Mrs Black

Arrochar

Allt a’ Chnoic
Settlement

boulders in an irregular oval of c

structure, external dimensions approximately 

 c

 c

3m upstream from E, circular, 5m external diameter, walls 
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 c

circular structure of 3m internal diameter, with massive walls 

Garristuck, Ardlui Douglas Gordon

Monitoring Rathmell Archaeology Limited

monitoring works was undertaken of ground at Garristuck, 

of the area to the rear of the house and the footprints of the new 

Funder: GMG contractors Ltd

Campbeltown

Ardnacross Farm Clare Ellis

Evaluation Archaeology and Micromorphology

were revealed during an archaeological evaluation at Ardnacross 

decorated pottery sherds and is tentatively interpreted as a hearth 

in situ, although 

the inclusion of charcoal indicates the structure burnt down and 

structural pattern was evident there appeared to be three vaguely 

parallel, curving lines of stakeholes with the inner one forming a 

Funder: Mr Watson

7–11 Argyll Street, Campbeltown Christine Rennie

Funder: Fyne Homes Ltd

Gallowhill Farm Clare Ellis

Evaluation Archaeology and Micromorphology

enclosure some 30m in diameter was exposed in a series of trial 

Funder: Mr Hill

Kildonald Cottage Clare Ellis

Evaluation Archaeology and Micromorphology

2007 revealed the foundations of a wall constructed from large, 

Cardross

Kilmahew Castle Thomas Addyman

Historic building assessment Addyman Archaeology

with Charlotte Maclean, for Avanti Architects) of the designed 

and outline building recording was undertaken during July 2007 

th

th  century, stylistically it appears 
th

In the absence of historical documentation the precise dating 

structure to the ownership of the extravagant George Maxwell 

building is attributable to the architect John Douglas, who is 

known to have remodelled a number of other early houses and 

towers in a very comparable manner, and otherwise worked in 

the general vicinity (an unexecuted design for Rosneath Castle, 
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Funder: Avanti Architects

Coll

Broadhills John Lewis

Watching brief Scotia Archaeology

demolition of a ruined house at Broadhills, prior to the construction 

suggest that any part of the derelict building predated the late 
th

th

Funder: Anna Taylor

Totamore Sarah E Thomas

PhD Research on the late medieval church in the Hebrides 

 Departments of Archaeology and History, 

c

Funder: The Hunter Archaeological Trust

Coll, Kilninian and Kilmore

Inner Hebrides Archaeological Project Steven Mithen

Survey School of Human and Environmental Science,  

exercise reported in DES 2006 was continued, resulting in the 

reported in DES

recovered a chipped stone assemblage of c

also recovered from underlying sand, along with wood charcoal, 

reported in DES

recovered further chipped stone likely to be of Early Bronze Age 

date, numerous coarse stone artefacts and enabled the collection 

Archive to be deposited with Hunterian Museum, upon 

Funder: Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Society of 

Antiquaries of London

Colonsay and Oronsay

Port Lobh, Colonsay
Geophysical survey, test excavation  

site (DES

Test excavation c

anomaly uncovered the presence of a further denuded limpet 

and animal bone were recovered from soil layers overlying this 
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Funder: British Academy, Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, 

Department of Archaeology

Port Mhor Clare Ellis

Controlled topsoil trip Archaeology and Micromorphology

th

Dunoon and Kilmun

Allt Fala Mor
House ruin

a few metres inland from the shore, on the S bank of the Allt Fala 

the SW corner and at the E end inside and outside the building, 

probably the remains of the collapsed E gable, but there is no 

Blairbeg
House ruin, enclosure, small structures

of Blairmore Farm in an open area on gently sloping hillside 

what was evidently a substantial house are heavily covered with 

slopes away below the E end, where there may have been a 

stone revetment: the SE corner, which is well preserved, extends 

enclosure extends 37m to W of the house, where its greatest 

 

remains of a stone structure, probably rectangular, with a heavy 

are traces of what may have been a similar structure, within an 

Bla’ Wearie Croft, Stronchullin  

Croft house and associated structures, sheepfold

croft house stand in an open area surrounded by forestry 

main house (A) is roofless, but otherwise largely intact, though 

 

The wooden window frames survive as do the wooden louvres 

by cylindrical pipe sections angled downwards to the outside, 

 

in the E wall of the S chamber, and two possible doors in the W 

 On the W side of B 
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 c20m 

Chapelhall David Sneddon

was immediately to the S of an area where previous salvage 
th

that the graveyard continued to the S of the area previously 

of the evaluation and the similarity between natural subsoil and 

the evaluation area and did not appear to continue to the S or 

Funder: Mr and Mrs Lee

Clachaig Gunpowder Mill, Glen Lean  

Historical survey of industrial site

gunpowder mill at Clachaig was undertaken between January 

 c

waterway system with lades, tail races, dams and the track of a 

RCAHMS, Historic Scotland 

Garrachra Clare Ellis

Evaluation, watching brief Archaeology and Micromorphology

somewhere to the E of Garrachra Cottage, although the precise 
st Edition OS 

May and June 2007 and prior to gravel extraction, a watching 

brief was undertaken of the topsoil stripping of an area SE of 

Funder: Aitchesse Ltd

March Cottage Douglas Gordon

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

works was undertaken in respect of the proposed residential 

consisted of seven trenches within the footprint of the proposed 

trenches and test pits exhibited a fairly common stratigraphic 

sequence with a light grey brown loamy clay reaching an average 

Funder: John Mudell and Sons

Newton
Farmhouse and associated buildings

group of substantial stone farm buildings with mortared walls 

The buildings are roofless, but otherwise largely intact, with walls 

window on either side, and a single slit window in the centre of 

pipe emerges on to a small plastered brick trough, either a drain 
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is the base of an upper storey window, the only feature of the 

is much tumble below the badly broken E wall, which has the 

the W end and another 2m from the E end, with a window in 

Inside, immediately E of the W door, is a low rectangular wall 

broken, but possibly contained a door c

W wall has a possible door between it and D, and the E wall has 

This small structure does not communicate with F and appears 

flanked by windows c

have accommodated one, but there is no evidence for a chimney 

a 2m wide entrance close to A and a track from the S leading up 

Glenorchy and Inishail

Ardanaiseig Hotel Fiona Baker

Watching brief Firat Archaeological Services

new accommodation block on the shore opposite the SAM 

Bonawe Furnace Donnam Maguire and John Arthur

out over the site of Bonawe, Iron Works, Taynuilt, on 27 April 

Funder: Alan Livingstone, Taynuilt

Bonawe Furnace Donnam Maguire

Funder: Alan Livingstone, Taynuilt

Kilcalmonell

Ballochroy 1 George Currie

Ballochroy 2 George Currie

Corriecrevie George Currie

Kilchoman

Ardnave, Islay T Cowie
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Claimed as treasure trove and allocated to the Islay Museum 

Kildalton and Oa

Glenegedale House Martin Cook

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

April 2007 on the topsoil stripping of three house plots 

Funder: Mr and Mrs Whyte

Kilfinan

Ann Terrace, Kames Alan Duffy

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

Funder: Forbes and Adam

Kilfinichen and Kilvickeon

Caol Ithe, Iona Clare Ellis

Watching brief Archaeology and Micromorphology

August 2006 on the excavation of the foundations for a bothy 

and septic tank to be built in the garden ground of Caol Ithe, 

Funder: Mr and Mrs MacDonald

Fionnphort, Isle of Mull John Wood and Mary Peteranna

Watching brief Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

January 2007 to monitor digging of all areas to be disturbed 

lay on an historical pilgrimage route to Iona, and other areas 

stripped of topsoil, and any area of archaeological interest was 

th th

Funder: Martin Caldwell TSL Construction Ltd

Maritime Landscape in North Argyll –  
Loch Beg, Loch Scridain, Fish-trap  

 Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

Argyll (DES DES

Killarow and Kilmeny

Drùim a’ Chuirn, Carnbeg  

Settlement with souterrain

MacPhee, head gamekeeper on the Dunlossit Estate, reported the 

It had come to light through a shepherd losing a lamb through a 

The accumulation of earth since its abandonment left only a 

lintels appeared to be Dalradian, metamorphosed limestone 

extended very far in a westerly direction from the hole before 

direction it could be seen extending for a distance of over 

immediately beneath topsoil, perhaps representing an attempt 

this deposit would give a clue to the length of the souterrain, 

four small test pits were made through the topsoil to check for 

its presence, suggesting that the souterrain is only about 6m 

The W end of the souterrain is positioned within the entrance 

group of six houses, probably not all of the same date, the others 

being positioned as follows:

All these houses are positioned towards the end of an 

working, probably a level driven into the side of the slope, 

In the months before our visit to the site pigs had been kept in 
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A full report with plans and photographs will be lodged with 

Killean and Kilchenzie

Ballure George Currie

Braids George Currie

Kilmartin

Carnassarie Roddy Regan

members of the local community participating in a walkover 

The survey, undertaken between April and May 2007, recorded 

the survey substantially increased our knowledge of past land 

Burial cairns
Two burial cairns had previously been recorded within the 

Cup-marked rocks
Only one of the recorded rock art sites had previously been 

of single, or groups of, plain cup marks, with most located on 

exposed natural rock panels, although four sites were located 

to 36, although the numbers on each rock might be increased if 

Platform/enclosure

delineate its periphery and may be the remnants of a kerb on its 

Carn Ban cairn and the Carnassarie standing stones and cairn 

suggest it may be some type of denuded monument relating to 

Saddle quern

a saddle quern, incongruous amongst the dark volcanic rock 

Structures
We recorded 85 individual structures during the survey (with 

the later two structures might be associated with other nearby 

Shielings

Possible mills

represent the remains of a horizontal mill, given its position 

Clearance cairns
Over 60 single or groups of clearance cairns were recorded 

alongside or amongst rig and furrow cultivation and/or former 

Rig and furrow

the survival and visibility of the patterns of rig cultivation are 

probably due to past and present land management, with close 

undergrowth and this may partially account for fewer recorded 

sites within the western survey area where the undergrowth was 

Other sites
Other features recorded during the survey included quarries, 

Ormaig 2007 Clare Ellis

using a variety of methods including scaled plan, tracing and laser 
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Data on the vegetation covering the rock art and the geology 

into which the rock art had been carved was also collected to 

inform options for the long term management and conservation 

Funder: British Academy, The Society of Antiquaries of 

Ormaig Rock Art Graeme Cavers and Gemma Hudson

Laser scan survey AOC Archaeology Group

laser scan survey of the rock outcrops at Ormaig was undertaken 

of around two thirds of the carvings was achieved during the 

Torran, New Farmhouse Site John Lewis

Evaluation Scotia Archaeology

together with a pit for a septic tank and trench connecting the 

Funder: Mr Joachim Brolly

Torran, New Hostel John Lewis

Watching brief Scotia Archaeology

A watching brief was kept during the machine excavation of a 

W end of Loch Awe to a septic tank, and another from the septic 

Funder: Mr Joachim Brolly

Kilmichael Glassary

Barran Eoin Tom Welsh

Enclosure
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massive structure 70m downhill E of E arm, and in boggy ground 

Dunadd Environs RA Housley, SPE Blockley, JJ Lowe, 

  A MaCleod and IP Matthews

Palaeoenvironmental study of tephra layers in 

organic river meander sediments  

 

medieval hilltop settlement believed to have been one of the 

political centres of the Dál Riata th centuries 

earlier pollen and plant macrofossil study from the meanders, 

resolution record of land use practises contemporary with the 

resolution showed only two of these zones had geochemically 

unaltered ash shards in stratigraphically discrete horizons which 

horizons matched hitherto known Icelandic volcanism with the 

Before this there have only been reports of the plume passing 

Glasgow

Ederline Boathouse Crannog, Loch Awe Jon C Henderson

Two trenches were excavated, one at the side of the mound 

in situ occupation 

deposits on the site and to gain some insight into how the mound 

to uncover the original foundations of the crannog to provide 

trench and they are interpreted as discard from the main mound, 

bone were recovered from both deposits and several timbers 

structural timbers were found in both contexts throughout the 

they approached the main crannog mound, no in situ structural 

timbers or deposits which could be said to indicate the basal 

A trench measuring 7 x 2m (Trench 2) was opened on the 

surface of the mound in an effort to identify in situ occupation 

were found throughout the trench sitting within a matrix of grey 

this deposit but it contained small flecks (less than 50mm in 

diameter) of charcoal and burnt bone throughout, suggesting the 

structural layers of a packwerk

in the trench and may represent the fragmentary remains 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Fearnoch Old Farmhouse, Kilmichael Glen John Lewis

Watching brief Scotia Archaeology

groundworks associated with the construction of a new house 
th

foundations and the stripping of topsoil from the area to its 

immediate E revealed no structures or features of archaeological 

Funder: L and A Mackay Ltd

Long Walk Stables, Kilmartin Robert McMorran

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group
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Tullochgorm Tom Welsh

Multivallate fort

Tullochgorm and 600m W of Brainport Point, is accompanied by 

the remains, and there has been localised digging sectioning 

turn within a pair of walls around the base of the knoll enclosing 

unconnected but within the overall complex, 70m SW of the fort 

is a structure 30 x 6m, forming two rooms, one constructed with 

large stone blocks embedded end to end, the other with rubble 

Kilmodan

Achanelid George Currie

Kildalvan George Currie

Kilmore and Kilbride

Cardingmill Cottage Alan Matthews

Watching brief Rathmell Archaeology Limited

area consists of landscaped ground at to the S of the existing 

Funder: Mr Finlo Cottier

Dunstaffnage Colin Breen, Wes Forsythe  

 and Dan Rhodes

Survey and assessment School of Environmental Science,

drawn from the School of Environmental Science at the 

Belfast conducted an integrated landscape survey and assessment 

of the survey was to undertake extensive terrestrial and marine 

topographic and geophysical survey of the landscape area of the 

castle with a view to reconstructing the formation processes of 

The Castle is located on an upthrown block of conglomerate 

can be traced along the edge of the conglomerate block, down 

to the shore along a topographic low (preferentially eroded along 

the upthrown block of the fault lend an elevated position to the 

Castle, but the vertical face created by the fault plane also adds 

Geophysical survey was conducted both in the marine 

Bay and surrounding waters comprised an EdgeTech Model 

models of the bay area and act as basemaps for further data 

onshore topographic surveys to produce seamless digital terrain 

survey resulted in the production of seafloor maps outlining both 

sediment types and the potential presence and location of sites 

were detected on the seabed in the immediate vicinity of the 

Three primary forms of terrestrial geophysical survey were 

undertaken, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), Resistivity 

processed and its usefulness is under question due to the nature of 

grids, with an attempt to cover as much of the available ground 

with the topographic data obtained using a combination of total 

The GPR survey carried out in the environs of Dunstaffanage 

castle indicated a ditch of varying size located close to the base 

in one instance shows a hint that it may have been amended 

showed a strong consolidated reflection perhaps indicative of 

The interior of the church showed no signs of burials, although 

including 
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5  Two, and possibly a third, earthwork features which have 

Glenshellach, Oban John Lewis

Excavation, radiocarbon dating Scotia Archaeology

500m E of Glenshellach Farm (DES

Corylus avellana retrieved 

In 2007 what were thought to be the remains of a building 

standing on a low rock outcrop were investigated before the rock 

th

It is thought possible that the earlier wall was contemporary with 

Funder: Mr Iain Clark

Kilninian and Kilmore

Ballygowan Bay  

loose and smaller than the lower ones and probably constitute 

appearance of a kerb although they do not extend round the full 

Maritime Landscape in N Argyll –  
Aros Castle, Harbour Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

small harbour, its inner end lying under the access road to the 

seated on a rock above the sea, and once a seat of MacDonald of 

Meall Min, Isle of Ulva Hilary McColl and Loyla Picozzi

Fieldwalking

one of the trails indicated to visitors as leading eventually to the 

rising towards cliffs above the sea shore at one point, but falling 

As the trail crosses a small area of boggy ground, some flat 

vegetation from around the stone edges revealed signs of further 

cups, some of them only partial, as if the stone had originally 

by, so we assumed the stone had been brought here with the 

other (unmarked) stones to help walkers to cross the boggy patch 

We had no means of measuring the stone at the time, but we 

Kingarth

Blackpark East, Kilchattan Bay, Isle of Bute Alan Saville

c

and cores by Mrs Anne Spiers and others at the same spot where 

DES 

Mount Stuart House, Policies, Shore Chapel  
(Scoulag Church) J Austin, C McFarlane, T Romankiewicz,  

 J Sanders and T Addyman

Conservation plan and gazetteer  

 Simpson & Brown Architects with Addyman Archaeology

(Shore Chapel) A conservation plan was commissioned by the 

Mount Stuart Trust for managing the house and its immediate 

th

chapel built for the 3rd Marquess of Bute by Robert Rowand 
th

th

th century and 

th

design drawings helped to understand the original design 

of this building as an endowed protestant church and it has 

its transformation, presumably by Rowand Anderson, into a 
rd Marquess 

Works included survey, gazetteer, condition assessment and 
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archaeological analysis of the main house, Shore Chapel, and 

key structures within the designed landscape in order to develop 

combined with extensive review of historical information from 

the Mount Stuart Archives, which culminated in the production 

Archive deposited with Mount Stuart Archives

Funder: The Mount Stuart Trust

Lismore and Appin

Appin House Draw Kiln

then continues uphill retained on W side by rubble retaining wall 

Clachandou
Survey Dept of Adult and Continuing Education,  

Ferryhouse in the village, which was a long house with a hearth 

in each of its gable walls and which was quite probably built in 

Fragments of three freshly broken china vessels were found 

in the lime mortar and rubble wall core of this building, behind 

next to it) while the third was a glazed globular vessel of higher 

An extra room (B), with the same width and height, was 

wall and no doubt the thatched roof of A was removed at this 

point so that a continuous slate roof could be erected over both 

was inserted to cover the walls of both parts, wooden floors were 

and an upper wooden floor was added on top of the rafters of A, 

with partitions forming at least two rooms immediately under the 

against the gable end of B, and part of its own gable rests on the 

older wall, it is not quite in line with the earlier buildings although 

Concrete has recently been poured over the floor so the original 

st

building of the barn/byre therefore seems reasonable but it could 

the right spot so the original thatched cottage must go back to 
th

The series of buildings at Clachandou are important because 

they are a rare example in Appin of a domestic dwelling in 

which one can clearly trace the changes reflecting the economic 

improvement in the life of ordinary highland people during the 

I am grateful to Stuart MacCorquodale, the owner, for 
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Plan of Clachandou showing the main three phases of construction, 

c c

Isle of Lismore S Stoddart

with Historic Scotland

Funder: Historic Scotland, McDonald Institute Cambridge, 

CERS (current phase)

Lismore Landscape Project/Balnagowan Loch  
(Baile a’ Ghobhainn) & Loch Fiart  

 Rupert A Housley and Susan Ramsay

 

preliminary study of the upper sedimentary sequences of two 

lochside sampling sites on the isle of Lismore undertaken 

between July 2005 and January 2007 has shown that the island 

experienced an unusual vegetational history compared to other 

Ulmus appears 

to have been the dominant woodland type on Lismore in the 

Quercus

to the calcareous conditions prevailing on the island or could 

be connected to issues of vegetational competition supposing 

Ulmus became well established on the island before Quercus 

Alnus appears to have been slow, 

perhaps indicating that the mechanism influencing the rise in 

by a decrease in both Quercus and Pinus, although more 

both sampling sites there are early and late burning episodes, 

the second correlated with woodland clearance for arable and 

prehistoric period the landscape on Lismore may have been 

virtually treeless, but the macroscopic charcoal from Iron Age 

and later archaeological sites being excavated by Simon Stoddart 

extent this shows deliberate management of scarce woodland 

resources, or importation of wood to the island, remains to be 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Maritime Landscape in North Argyll –  
An Sailean, Explosives Store  Colin Martin and  

 Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

These appear to be explosives stores associated with the nearby 

DES 

to seaward of it, has very thick walls, and an earth bank in front 

Maritime Landscape in North Argyll –  
An Sailean, Lime-kiln Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

(now replaced by the present track between it and the shore), 

th

the kiln, close to the shore, and may be associated with the lime 

Lochgoilhead and Kilmorich

Gleann Uaine

The ground immediately W of the house drops away steeply to 

 c

edge is evident in the S quadrant, suggesting that it may be a 
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measuring c  c

C and D, a small deep pool to the E of D providing an accessible 

and there are the remains of a possible twinning pen at the 

At the S end of the low knoll, 8m from E, is an oval setting of 

appearance and location suggest that it may be a robbed cairn, 

 c

Luss

Bannachra Castle Sarah Phillips

remains of a wall and the scheduled tower house, Bannachra 
th

the scheduled area, was examined as possibly being the remains 

that the wall was rather ramshackle in nature, constructed from 

pieces of the castle itself and even later structures from the site, 

was related to the Victorian garden landscaping although it 

included the children participating in standing building recording 

North Bute

Cnoc an Rath
Survey Addyman Archaeology

surrounded by a ditch retains some evidence for a low bank 

latter was partly superseded by a formally constructed wall to the 

th

th

Archive deposited with Bute Museum, RCAHMS, Mount 

Kilmichael Chapel and Graveyard (Discover Bute 
Landscape Partnership Scheme) 

Survey Addyman Archaeology with  

 Simpson and Brown Architects

stone level of detail of the ruined chapel, a simple rectangular 

th 

A general survey of the graveyard and its perimeter wall was 

bank that may represent the remains of a much earlier boundary 

down, stonework at the surface may represent further parts of 

existing wall has been breached, grazing animals have caused 

Kilmory Castle, Meikle Kilmory (Discover Bute 
Landscape Partnership Scheme)  

Survey Addyman Archaeology

was undertaken during August 2007 of the surviving masonry 

This level of the tower must have been accessed from the floor 

The building was heavily impacted by the construction of an 
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bedrock upon which the earlier building stood was substantially 

Archive deposited with Bute Museum, RCAHMS, Mount 

Shalunt, Isle of Bute Alan Saville

North Knapdale

Barr Ban Tom Welsh

Structures

Dal Riata Dun, Community Archaeology Project  

 Roddy Regan

occupation deposits that appear to be associated with both the 

depth of the occupation deposits within the earlier dun structure 

suggest it was occupied for some time, although how long is 

stone tools, including polishers and grinders as well as a rotary 

quern (possibly of Iron Age date) and spindle whorls hints a 

degree of permanency of occupation, with hide, grain and 

occupation deposits were associated with the enclosure structure 

but given the relative shallowness of its associated depositional 

What does seem apparent was that the original dun structure 

was remodelled at some point to construct the more circular 

enclosure structure and it is probable that the builders used 

problematical is the transitional period between the earlier 

and later structures and it remains to be seen whether dating 

indicates continuity or suggests a chronological gap between 

buildings appear to have been used in similar ways, in that they 

occupation signatures, if the artefact assemblage and occupational 

dates any comparison with other excavated dun structures would 

be speculative, although the eventual results should considerably 

and the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

Funder: Forestry Commission, Historic Scotland, Society of 

Dun Mor Tom Welsh

Assessment of overgrown structures

above the swing bridge, crossed in a curve by the Crinan Wood 

footpath, a cluster of part standing walls and structures contained 

North Knapdale Forest Clare Ellis

Watching brief, building recording  

 Archaeology and Micromorphology

the construction of art installations the archaeological works 

55) and a watching brief on the hand excavation of a drainage 

Swing Bridge Cottage, Crinan Tom Welsh

Rosneath

Old Barremman Farm Rebecca Shaw

Historic building recording  

 Rebecca Shaw Archaeological Services

building recording works was undertaken at the site known as 

one building, divided into three separate compartments with no 

and was probably originally used as a byre (with one internal 

At some point the internal wall was removed from the byre and 

time, the loft at the SE end was removed and the connecting 
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as one of the opposing doors to create the through draft was 

as some form of washing area, with the byre and the barn being 

Funder: Mr and Mrs Larter

Rothesay

31/33 Bishop Street, Rothesay Alan Matthews

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

The trenches revealed a sequence of accumulation and 

redeposition which, at its earliest, was approximately datable to 
th 

from the site by later landscaping and the slope deposits, washed 

Funder: Rothesay Christian Fellowship

Eastlands Road, Rothesay Douglas Gordon

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

severe truncation were tested to ensure that this truncation 

had removed any archaeology that may originally have been 

thin dark brown clay silt topsoil, which was in general 50mm or 

subsoils, the predominate two were [002] and [003], these were 

Funder: Bute Homes

Rothesay Castle Paul Fox

crowns and several wall heads prior to the laying of a new floor 

and associated drainage in the room immediately to the S of 

excavations revealed several phases of building activity, reduction 

c

Phase 2 c

Phase 3 c

c

Phase 5 c

rebuilt by the 2nd

masonry and structure including removal of trees and vegetation 

by the 3rd

Phase 7 c rd

A further vault crown was left unexcavated as it lay below the 

recommended 200mm depth of excavation below the existing 

Tower and the Gatehouse was drawn, numbered and recorded 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Rothesay Council Buildings, Isle of Bute Rebecca Shaw

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

to a proposed residential development at Rothesay Council 

provisional information to inform the development of mitigation 

of the impact on the archaeological remains during the proposed 

A sequence of eight test pits were excavated, six within the 

ground floor of the Rothesay Council Buildings and two within the 

Medieval green glaze pottery was found on the upper surface of 

the floor 

A number of the pits indicated disturbance to their deposits 
th th

Funder: Fyne Homes

Southend

Southern Kintyre Project: Interactions across the  
Irish Sea from the Mesolithic to the Bronze Age  

 Vicki Cummings and Gary Robinson

 

 

area between Southend and Macharioch, between April 2007 

location as key in early prehistory (see DES

substantial quantity of flint was also found in the Druma Voulin 
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In April/May we also conducted a walkover survey of the 

Blasthill area and in August/September we returned to test, 

had facing slabs on both the inside and outside of the wall and 

circle, nor the wall itself, but investigated a small feature abutting 

Close to the hut circle was a linear bank which we traced 

and opened a single trench through it, 2 x 5m wide (Blasthill site 

medieval dwelling (possibly temporary), which was constructed 

We also opened a series of small test pits over other possible 

We conducted geophysical survey (resistivity) at the site of 

Macharioch where we had found a structure in 2006 (see DES 

resistivity around the unscheduled part of the chambered tomb at 

Fieldwalking

Excavation

Torr Na Lice, Mull of Kintyre  

 Frances Hood, Sue Hothersall and Brian Balmain

Rubha Na Lice, Mull of Kintyre  

 Frances Hood, Sue Hothersall and Brian Balmain

structure 2 x 2m, the back wall being natural outcrop and the 

W of this are faint suggestions of house stones close to a small 
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Feature 5: Further to the W is a large (6m in diameter) 

South Knapdale

Achadh – Chaorann George Currie

Crinan Canal – Loch 4, Ardrishaig to  
Lock 5, Cairnbaan Tom Whalley

a survey was undertaken of the towpath bank between Locks 

th th century This earliest phase 

may survive next to Lock 5 at Cairnbaan where angular stone 

pitching sits in front of the bank material this continues down to 

th to early 20th

phase saw the attempt to replace the collapsed stone face 

wherein a platform was cut into the bank around half way up 

and a revetment of oblong concrete blocks was then built up 

material was then banked against the piling and the sloped face 

Phase 3: Mid 20th century to c

failing of Phase 2 works, where the masonry face slipped, the 

material behind was scoured away exposing the wooden piles 

th century to c

Each of these repairs/builds was bolstered with a banking 

Strachur

Coire Aodainn

Kinlocheckbeag

on a steep slope within a Forestry plantation, are the remains of 

 

house, above the SW short wall is a large hollow, about 3m wide, 
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Lower Caoinaig

substantial, well preserved dry stone sheepfold and the remains 

about 3m²

On a mound, about 6m above the burn is a corn kiln, with an 

30m from the point at which the burn enters the River Cur, are 

the truncated remains of a stone structure, probably originally 

Stuck

side of Loch Eck, set back c

floor windows is the lower section, up to roof level, of a window 

of similar width and style, probably the lower part of a dormer 

 c

the vertical extension is clear: the lower dry stone house with 

triangular gables survives intact, and the gables and side walls 

have been extended upwards, the extensions alone mortared and 

wall creates two rooms c

Upper Caoinaig

rectangular dry stone foundation in a small forest clearing 

Within the forest, a few metres W of A is a low rectangular 

Three connected sections of dry stone walling in a Z shape 

may be the remains of a rectangular structure but the evidence 

About 8m S of D but less well preserved, is a rectangular 
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A small burn runs between D, E, F on its W side, and B and C 

Upper Succoth

where a later, probably rectangular, concrete structure has been 

Strathlachlan

Allt Darach

The settlement is in an advanced state of erosion and exists 

on the same side of the burn, are traces of a rectangular turf bank 

remains of at least two severely eroded rectangular dry stone 

There is much scattered stone in the vicinity suggestive of 

additional structures: in particular there may be a third structure 

Evanachan 1–4 George Currie

Evanachan 5–7 George Currie

Evanachan 8–11 George Currie

Tiree

Inner Hebrides Archaeological Project – Hough, Tiree 

 Darko Maricevic

 

The geophysical survey was focused on the area of the stone 

circles and their immediate surroundings, while the wider 

area was extensively walked in search of further upstanding 

survey was followed by the excavation of four trenches in order 

to evaluate the archaeological potential of the geophysical 

Landscape survey
The landscape survey took place at various times during 2006 

 c80m 

eastwards down the slope from the northernmost of the two 

recorded stone circles (SC2) are seven surviving stones forming 

There is nothing to suggest that this might be an encircled cairn 

stones and the diameter of the circle would have been smaller 
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fragment lies broken next to its stump, which is still imbedded 

There are ten or eleven low mounds in this group, possibly 

mounds vary in diameter between c

northernmost of this group shows signs of robbing and remains 

of a probable cist structure, out of which one of the side slabs 

barrows and c

oval mound, measuring c  c

has a large irregular hollow in the middle, which undoubtedly 

plan, the disturbance is partly following the shape of an internal 

cannot be at present be determined whether the chamber had an 

it probably represents a disturbed burial or mortuary prehistoric 

overgrown by heather and internally hollowed, probably through 

c

the base as a result of sheep rubbing, but the lower estimate is 

southernmost stone circle and is situated c

of them are certainly natural outcrops, while the others might be 

least partly natural, arrangement is a curious monument, which 

can be described as a standing stone, either set into a mound 

boundary, but it most likely represents an earlier monument, 
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position in the landscape, as well as being at the end of the 

The gneiss boulder is not particularly tall, in fact it is quite chunky 

Geophysical survey
The magnetic part of the geophysical survey has been 

this part of the survey was the immediate surrounding and the 

order to establish the potential presence of buried archaeological 

remains within the stone circle area as well as to evaluate 

the suitability of this geophysical technique on a site which is 

magnetic survey are dominated by large scale bipolar magnetic 

Overall survey plan of prehistoric monuments at Hough with the 
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responses related to the underlying gneiss bedrock and the high 

Large areas of the survey were simply dotted with comparatively 

smaller, but numerous, high magnetic anomalies, representing 

of the boulders were clearly visible on the surface, while others 

was not different to the gneiss monoliths incorporated into the 

history on the site, there was no way of telling whether, at 

was conducted in June/July 2007 of a small sample of magnetic 

situated next to the southernmost stone circle to the magnetic 

survey was very poor and the shape of the mound was barely 

Hence, the part of the geophysical survey involving resistivity 

were much clearer then the magnetic survey over the cairn and 

the outline of the cairn was clearly visible, the mound being 

Furthermore, an internal structure in the form of a high resistance 

representing a megalithic or dry stone chamber, measuring 

c

at the robbed out chamber tomb described above, c600m to 

the two monuments have obvious similarities in the shape of 

The excavation
Four trenches were excavated in order to

geophysical magnetic anomalies 

2) establish the broad stratigraphic sequence and to inform 

about the history of sedimentation and the related formation 

processes and taphonomy in relation to the agricultural practices 

loose gneiss boulders and rubble present in the area immediately 

has established that the presence of this material is due to natural 

processes, presumably related to the glacial movement of the 

stones used in the construction of the stone circles were local in 

origin as comparably sized and shaped stones were noted during 

sequence in these two trenches was a thin palaeosoil, situated 

that rig and furrow, which are clearly visible on the surface, have 

flint were recovered from this trench as well as several small 

It is likely that the stone was moved into its current position 

and it might well represent one of the missing stones from the 

that it postdates the formation of the buried soil, which contains 

the furrows have penetrated through the buried soil and into the 

Summary

previously recorded stone circles, a cairn and two groups of 

of the third stone circle, probable linear barrow cemetery 

(incorporating previously postulated monuments), robbed out 

the three stone circles has been covered by the geophysical 

magnetic survey, the results of which have emphasised the 

strong and complex magnetic response of the Lewisian gneiss 

presence of previously unknown internal chamber, potentially 

subsequent excavation of four trenches has established that the 

magnetic anomalies in question relate to glacially deposited 

to be in its original position as it sits on top of the buried soil 

chipped stone and pottery from the excavation are presently 

Reading

8 Kilkenneth, Tiree Clare Ellis

Evaluation, building recording  

 Archaeology and Micromorphology

level 2 building recording and machine excavated trial trenching 

sequence comprising four boulder/dry stone structures and a 

midden and windblown sand was recorded from within the 

Funder: Mr A MacDonald
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Kilkenneth Chapel, Tiree Susan Ovenden

 c

x 3m with an enclosure wall covering an area of approximately 

is surrounded by, and partially embedded within sand dunes, 

by applying a variety of complimentary geophysical techniques 

expected at the outset of this investigation the conditions at the 

Gradiometer survey was most affected by site conditions 

although useful information regarding possible archaeological 

has provided hints of possible structures associated with the 

Chapel, while the ground penetrating radar survey has provided 

Funder: SCAPE & Historic Scotland

Torosay

Maritime Landscape in North Argyll – Bagh an Eilean 
Bhain, Torosay Castle, Explosives Store  

 Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

from any other estate buildings, probably built to store explosives 

used for quarrying, perhaps associated with the construction of 

Maritime Landscape in North Argyll – Fishnish, 
Curved Walls Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

of the bay between the present car ferry slip and the older quay 

Maritime Landscape in North Argyll –  
Fishnish, Quay Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

of a cleared sloping landing area which has been formed by 

enhancing a natural gulley, to the S of the slip for the present 

Maritime Landscape in North Argyll – Port an Eathair, 
Torosay Castle, Bathing House  

 Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

ground, this was built as a changing room for bathers from the 

would be suitable at the upper part of the tide, and a passage 

has been cut through nearby rocks to allow access to the next 

CLACKMANNANSHIRE

Alloa

The Old Wet Dock, Alloa Harbour Dan Atkinson

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

evaluation were carried out at the site of a proposed 

housing development at the Old Wet Dock, Alloa Harbour, 

the assessment was to identify potential archaeological issues 

that would impact on the proposed development, in particular 

the location of the old wet dock basin that is to form a feature 

location, limit and nature of the wet dock and helped inform the 

A total of eight trenches were excavated revealing the buried 

few masonry or brick courses with the occasional survival of 

in situ

Clackmannan

Riccarton, Clackmannan S Mitchell

Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

Muckhart

Muckhart Parish Church
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proposed construction of a session house and meeting room 

Funder: The Congregational Board of Muckhart Parish Church

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY

Anwoth

Kirkclaugh 1 and 2

the carvings had been on one of the inner walls of the stable 

of them could be found, and they were thought to have been 

surface would have covered the entire slab, but probably due 

to the slab being moved or worked only a section of its surface 

Lagganmullan 7D

Balmaghie

Threave Castle Sarah Hogg

brief was maintained at Threave Castle during works in advance 

encountered indicated at least two types of material used to build 

May 2007: A second short period of archaeological monitoring 

part of works to improve access to the Castle the decision had 

the ground level with imported soil, and replacing the turf, 

revealing nothing of archaeological interest other than a small 

group of stones thought likely to represent tumble from the outer 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Buittle

East Logan Farm Alastair Penman and Robert McCubbin

capstone of a dry stone lined well was uncovered at the southern 

was in situ

The walling of the well comprised a mix of greywacke and 

granite boulders and was constructed in dry stone wall fashion 

there was evidence of a constructed well top and several of the 

height of the well is not contemporary with the earlier, lower part 

and the hypothesis must be that the water table had risen and 

The water which remained in the bottom of the well to a 

Archive deposited with the Dumfries and Galloway Council 

Caerlaverock

Caerlaverock Castle T Cowie

allocated to Dumfries and Galloway Museums (Dumfries) (TT 

of their typology, the smaller axehead falls within the range of 

larger axehead can be compared most closely in terms of 

overall shape, if not exact size, with axes of the Biggar variant 

In the light of these features, the hoard is likely to date to the 
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Caerlaverock Castle Sarah Hogg

the excavation of two soakaways and two drainage channels 

th

Funder: Historic Scotland

Caerlaverock Castle David Murray

visitor centre as part of works to replace an existing underground 

previously undisturbed ground, and the trench ran through an 

Funder: Historic Scotland

East Park, Wildfowl & Wetland Trust (WWT)  
Reserve, Caerlaverock
Evaluation  

in situ mammal 

conclusive evidence to support the hypothesis that the cockle 

deposit represented an anthropogenic event rather than a 

environmental reconstruction no further archaeological work is 

was located in a series of more recent intrusive animal burial 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Ward Law Fraser Hunter

a copper alloy quadrilobate openwork mount, with a dominant 

vicinity of both an Iron Age enclosure and a Roman temporary 

Colvend and Southwick

The Newbarns Project (N Site)  

 Elizabeth and Alastair Penman

Excavation Stewartry Archaeological Trust

volunteer diggers and students of the Stewartry Archaeological 

has been reported in DES 2003,  and 2005, .

the earliest having been dated to the Early Bronze Age, have 

satellite cairn was recovered from the peat covering the old loch 

the form of a huge granite capstone sitting on granite cushion 

is on the other cairns being currently excavated, so it can be 

hypothesised that this feature was still beneath the waters of 

the then Barnhourie Loch during the later tenure of the cairns 

in after use when the monument was closed for posterity, or has 

The cobbled floor of the building has tilted to the S and use would 

been shifted off the level by violent tree root action, and some 

This was the fourth to be found in the immediate vicinity of 

this feature, which was so badly damaged in antiquity that one 

might interpret it as a deliberate attempt to destroy this ancient 

it to the medieval occupation of the cairn when it was in use as 

Several round Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age burials 

have been revealed, some of which contain two cremation 

depressions and all are lined with granite and shale cobbling into 

granite boulders before a small, flat capstone was set in position 
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uncovered next to this burial and underneath a further layer of 

feature a series of stakeholes have been found surrounding the 

and the strictures of DEFRA it has not been possible to carry on 

the 2007 competition prize by the Young Archaeologists Club 

The archive is in the process of being deposited with Dumfries 

and Galloway Council and is lodged with the Stewartry Museum, 

Funder: The Council for British Archaeology, Barend Holiday 

Dryfesdale

Johnsfield Douglas Gordon

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

exhibited across all of the trenches within the development area, 

with a mid gray brown slightly clay silt with very frequent small 

to medium stone inclusions over a slightly varying stony sand or 

Report deposited with Dumfries and Galloway Archaeology 

Funder: Ms A Spence

Lockerbie Area T Cowie

trove and allocated to Dumfries & Galloway Museums (Annan) 

th th

Dumfries

The Saddle, Castledykes Tom Welsh

Evaluation 

top of the mound is 20m equidistant, parallel and similar in 

width to an indentation in the crest at Castledykes immediately 

This symmetry suggests the Saddle might have been a bridge 

defences when it was used as a supply base by Edward I of 

is a low mound contained within the same curved scarp on W 

S ends of the mound at Castledykes, and suggests that together 

Paradise earthworks were adapted as a barbican to Castledykes, 

Eskdalemuir

Eskdalemuir Forestry By-Pass Road
Evaluation Dumfries and Galloway Council

of archaeological investigative works was undertaken on 7 June 

sequence of deposits indicating the presence of a track flanked 

does lie on the on the predicted course of the Roman road from 
th

st

to determine whether the ridge was a natural phenomenon or 

Report deposited with Dumfries and Galloway Archaeology 

Funder: Tihill Forestry

Inch

Cults Loch 3 Anne Crone and Graeme Cavers

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group
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the promontory, one of which has now been radiocarbon 
st

stakes and collapsed planking were found near the neck of the 

promontory, which appears to have formed a barrier cutting 

extending into the centre of the promontory occupation deposits 

Funder: Historic Scotland/AOC Archaeology Group/SWAP

Planting End Douglas Gordon

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

comprised a single trench that followed the centre line of the 

recovered, although very occasional modern detritus of white 

glaze and other modern wares were noted in the topsoil of the 

trench

Report deposited with Historic Scotland, Dumfries and 

Funder: Dumfries and Galloway Council

Inch and Old Luce

A75 Improvement Scheme – Planting End to 
Drumflower Robert McMorran

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

the A75 trunk road improvement scheme between Planting 

Funder: Graham Construction

Kells

Airds of Kells David Devereux

Medieval architectural fragments  

 

 the Stewartry Museum)

th

earlier house on the same site, but as the estate was associated 
th century, there is the 

possibility that there may have been an earlier building in the 

vicinity

Funder: Dumfries and Galloway Council

Kelton

Ingleston Motte Robert McCubbin and Alastair Penman

Medieval motte hill Stewartry Archaeological Trust

was undertaken by experienced volunteer diggers and advanced 

students of the Stewartry Archaeological Trust, but due to the 

introduction of foot and mouth disease precautions the season 

reported in DES

continued to expose the outer defence line of the timber tower 

to the W side of the motte hill and a level of large flat stones 

used as paving between the tower and the timber defence line 

Over the defensive level a series of furnacing features have 

been excavated, pointing to the possibility that some form of 

smelting went on either between the two phases of the timber 

towers (c  c

A large furnace situated at a low level on the northern extremity 

of the motte hill was completely excavated and produced dating 

presumed that it was used to salvage ironwork, etc, scavenged 

Archive deposited with Dumfries and Galloway Council and 

Kirkcolm

Glengyre Rebecca Shaw

Evaluation Rebecca Shaw Archaeological Services

works was required at the site known as Glengyre, near Leswalt, 

Stranraer as part of the requirement of the issued planning 

consisting of a sequence of seven trenches sited randomly across 

very denuded remains of a possible earlier settlement site, which 

comprises slightly stony grassy outlines, are visible on a slight rise 

to the immediate W of the proposed development area (centred 

Report deposited with Dumfries and Galloway SMR and 

Funder: Mr and Mrs Murphy

Kirkcudbright

Broughton House Derek Alexander
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Broughton House (Lily Pool) Tom Whalley

House was partially demolished and rebuilt in September 2007 

2007 before the works, and during September the works were 

revealed the methods used to construct the pool, and the features 

through which it had been cut, which included an earlier drain 

Jordieland Farm David Devereux

Medieval carved stone head Dumfries and Galloway Council 

buried in a boundary hedge of the farmhouse at Jordieland, about 

head of the same stone type and general style provenanced 

Funder: Dumfries and Galloway Council

Torrs 10
Survey

directly next to the path at the above grid reference is a small 

outcrop containing two cup marks, one measuring 60mm wide, 

Kirkmaiden

Kirkbryde, Graveyard Field Rebecca Shaw

Excavation Rebecca Shaw Archaeological Services

comprised a series of trenches which were excavated over and 

located as well as an area of paving possibly representing a base 

century date we can conclude that this structure was in 
th century in rural Wigtownshire and it may have been 

Report deposited with Dumfries and Galloway SMR and 

Funder: Matthew Caughie

Knowe Hill, Killumpha Rebecca Shaw

Evaluation Rebecca Shaw Archaeological Services

Port Logan, as part of the requirement of the issued planning 

comprising a sequence of six trenches sited randomly across 

Report deposited with Dumfries and Galloway SMR and 

Funder: Mr Hamilton

Knowe Hill (II), Killumpha Rebecca Shaw

Excavation Rebecca Shaw Archaeological Services

August 2007 and comprised a series of trenches excavated 

th century, though some of the 

white china seemed to be early 20th

th

but in the main it appears the structure was abandoned not long 
th

Report deposited with Dumfries and Galloway SMR and 

Funder: Mr Hamilton

Kirkpatrick Irongray

Shawhead T Cowie

Owing to its incompleteness it is not possible to assign it to a 

of flat axeheads distinguished by their relatively narrow butt and 

The axes of Scotland and 

Northern England Prähistorische Bronzefunde 
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Claimed as treasure trove and allocated to Dumfries and 

Langholm

A7 Auchenrivock Martin Cook

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

to the A7 Trunk Road to the S of Langholm an archaeological 

Funder: Historic Scotland on behalf of the Scottish Executive 

Development Department: Trunk Roads Design and 

Construction Division

Leswalt

Lochnaw Cottage Alan Matthews

Excavation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

of Lochnaw Cottage, consisting of three radial trenches within 

the footprint of the proposed development and expanding 

outwards from upstanding remains which were also excavated 

recessed structure whose dry stone wall faces retain the sides of 

suggesting that the structure was not wholly sunken but rose 

freestanding dry stone wall possibly related to an associated 

st Edition OS map appears to depict the structure as the smaller 

Report deposited with Dumfries and Galloway Archaeology 

Funder: Mr G Doyles

Minnigaff, Old Luce and Penninghame

Barclye to Palnure Pipeline Scheme  

 Vicky Oleksy and Alan Hunter Blair

Group undertook a walkover survey along the proposed route of 

th

We subsequently undertook an archaeological inspection 

after topsoil stripping during the construction of the new water 

a gully drain were recorded on part of the Glenluce to Ladyburn 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Mochrum

Airyolland Homestead Graeme Cavers and George Geddes

Excavation AOC Archaeology Group and Headland 

Archaeology

were excavated over the rampart and within the interior of 

structures or features, suggesting that much of the interior 

trenches encountered the footings of a low stone wall running 

postholes were associated with this wall, although the deposits 

the rampart to the W, encountered an old ground surface from 

Trust, Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

Moffat

Carrifran Wildwood Magnar Dalland

Survey Headland Archaeology Ltd

out in advance of tree planting as part of the Carrifran Wildwood 

8km2

total six known sites or group of sites within the current area, 

of the hill, and a group of shielings and enclosures on natural 

Funder: Borders Forest Trust
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Old Luce

Glenluce

date for the camp, as Republican denarii had all but vanished 

from circulation by the 2nd

Longforth Farm John Pickin

Findspot Dumfries and Galloway Museums Service

central roundel, a cross arm and part of a vertical geometric 
th th

Claimed as treasure trove (TT 05/07) and allocated to 

Parton

Cogarth Farm David Devereux

Rig and furrow Dumfries and Galloway Council  

pasture of Whinny Hill, Cogarth Farm, were brought to the 

areas on the flatter parts of the hill between rocky knowes and 

Funder: Dumfries and Galloway Council

Rerrick

Slate Row George Currie

Sanquhar

A76 Glenairlie Martin Cook

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

advance of the proposed road improvement to the A76 Trunk 

encountered

Funder: Historic Scotland

Stoneykirk

Clay Croft, Stoneykirk, Stranraer Rebecca Shaw

Watching brief Rathmell Archaeology Limited

dwelling, detached garage, driveway and septic tank on as site 

no archaeological material during the stripping during the ground 

Report deposited with Dumfries and Galloway Archaeology 

Funder: Mr and Mrs Hainey

Tinwald

Jericho Bridge, Locharbriggs Robert McMorran

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

Discoveries included two small pits and two postholes in an area 

Funder: Tarmac Ltd

Troqueer

Martingirth Farm T Cowie

was found by Mr I Taylor while metal detecting near Martingirth 
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but it certainly belongs to the general class known as developed 

flat axes among which similar decoration frequently occurs 

developed flat axeheads and early flanged axeheads known from 

The axes of Scotland and 

Northern England Prähistorische Bronzefunde 

Claimed as treasure trove and allocated to Dumfries and 

Pearmont House Claire Shaw

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

The evaluation comprised four trenches covering approximately 

a fairly common stratigraphic sequence with a mid to light 

distinct homogenous orange/brown silty/sand with frequent sub 

Report deposited with Dumfries and Galloway Archaeology 

Funder: Ian Watson

Whithorn

6 George Street Claire Shaw

Archaeological monitoring Rathmell Archaeology Limited

forthcoming housing development at the rear of the property 

Report deposited with Dumfries and Galloway Archaeology 

Funder: Mr D Coe

George Street/King Street/Bruce Street,  
Whithorn
Watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

as the site of the earliest Christian monastery in Scotland and a 

thriving medieval burgh, and was an important focus of pilgrimage 

work was undertaken in accordance with scheduled monument 

had high potential and were monitored by Headland, while 

waterlogged deposit, heavily truncated by modern service 

encroached into the scheduled area, but no features or deposits 

the partial remains of a mortared and cobbled road surface of 

potential archaeological features and the modern road surface 

deposited with Dumfries and Galloway SMR

Funder: Scottish Power Systems Ltd

DUNDEE

Dundee

Burns and Harris Building, Marketgait

Harris building during the demolition of the concrete flooring 

th

Funder: Dundee City Council

Holiday Inn Express, Dundee Scott Jacobson

Watching brief, evaluation Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd

evaluation consisted of ten trenches covering approximately 

th th

Funder: Saltire Leisure Ltd

Panmurefield Alan Hunter Blair

Evaluation, trial trenching, test pitting,  

standing building assessment AOC Archaeology Group

2 of trial trenching on 

assessment of a dovecote towards the SE part of the development 

of which were burnt, a probable large whetstone associated with 

a pit and an alignment of pits towards the eastern boundary of 
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Seafield House, Grove Academy,  
Broughty Ferry Ray Cachart

proposed Public Private Partnership (PPP) redevelopment of 

the school site at Grove Academy, Broughty Ferry, between 
th

Victorian villa which later became a preparatory school and was 

of development Robertson Construction wished to expose and 

identify the nature of any buried remains to ascertain how they 

the watching brief was to investigate and record any remains 

plan of the house was obtained and architectural features of 

was on the W side of the site and a lesser build was attached to 

left in situ

Funder: Robertson Construction Central

Western Cemetery Christina Donald/Alan Saville

Findspot Dundee City Museum  

 (McManus Museums and Art Gallery)/ 

 

c

A Bronze Age collared cinerary urn now in Dundee Museum 

th century, in a different part of Western 

EAST AYRSHIRE

Dunlop

Dunlop House, Dunlop Alan Matthews

Historic building recording Rathmell Archaeology Limited

Former central atrium on second floor, Dunlop House, East Ayrshire 

Baronial revival style tower house designed by David Hamilton, 

throughout the house such as the intricate cornicing, marble 

insertion of modern services and the ongoing effects of damp 

Funder: McTaggart Construction

Fenwick

Kilmaurs Road, Fenwick Martin Cook

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

The evaluation consisted of six trenches totalling 528 m² over 

Funder: ATD Developments

Galston

Laigh Newton H James, D Swan and Charlotte Francoz

hall or unroofed ceremonial structure, a small, rectangular, 

On a lower terrace, a medieval farmstead was revealed, 

presence of medieval pottery associated with the structures 

and in the ditches indicates that these features were broadly 
th th 

Loudoun

Galston Flood Prevention Scheme,  
Moley’s Plantation, Galston
Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

but there were no other features or deposits of archaeological 

Funder: RJ McLeod Contractors Ltd
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New Cumnock

Old Coalburn, Greenburn Opencast Mine Ian Suddaby

Excavation CFA Archaeology Ltd

st 

one of which was fully enclosed by sandstone and brick walls, and 

and sandstone surfaces were exposed but the exact function of 

th and 20th

Sorn

Beechcroft Claire Shaw

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

consisted of six trenches within the footprints of housing plots 

of all of the uncovered features with archaeological potential 

stratigraphic sequence with a mid brown/orange friable silty/

silty/sand with frequent degraded fragments of red and blonde 

Funder: David Bone

EAST DUNBARTONSHIRE

Cadder

Low Moss Prison (former RAF Bishopbriggs)  

 Diana Sproat

Historic building recording AOC Archaeology Group

was undertaken in August on the site of the former Low Moss 

prison at Crosshill Road, Bishopbriggs, prior to its demolition 

important as the former RAF Bishopbriggs barrage balloon depot, 

representing the largest remaining collection of original World 

War II buildings in existence in Scotland outside the property 

Bishopriggs were built during the expansion period which began 

written, drawn and detailed photographic record of the structures 

Funder: Scottish Prison Service

Kirkintilloch

Alloway Grove, Kirkintilloch  

 John Gooder, Mike Roy and Robert McMorran

Evaluation, watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

2

was subsequently conducted over an area of 600m2

Funder: Cruden Estates Ltd

Frontiers of the Roman Empire Project:  
Roman fort environs project –  
Auchendavy Roman fort Richard Jones

Geophysical survey  

extended the work previously carried out (see DES 2006) in the 

area excavated in advance of the sewer pipe line (Dunwell et al 

PSAS

 

c

from those of later date among the plethora of features detected 

Vodafone Mast, Kirkintilloch Fiona Baker

Watching brief Firat Archaeological Services

th century were present and no evidence of the  

Archive deposited with Firat Archaeological Services and to be 

Funder: Mono Consultants Ltd/Vodafone

New Kilpatrick

Antonine Wall, Douglas Park Golf Course O Lelong

th th greens on Douglas Park 

Golf Course, which lie above the presumed route of  the Antonine 

to scheduled monument consent for proposed reconstruction 

penetrated to a greater depth at the centre, corresponding to 

the line of a proposed new drain, these sealed an earlier clay 

th
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construction, again including crushed clinker, which were cut by 

large, cut feature of modern date ran obliquely across the green 

Funder: Douglas Park Golf Club

Douglas Academy, Milngavie Ross White

Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

Archaeology Ltd in June 2007 during topsoil stripping for the 

Funder: WSP Environmental Ltd

EAST LOTHIAN

Aberlady

Ballencrieff Farm Jenni Morrison

Historic building recording Abercorn Archaeology LLP

appraisal and historic building recording on a farm building at 

the requirements of a condition attached to planning consent to 

building shown on the 2nd

evidence together with the structural evidence indicates that the 
th

evidence for the movement of the S wall to create a narrower 

structure was recorded, but the building is otherwise of a single 

Funder: Mr Alistair Fisher

Athelstaneford

16 Camptoun Holdings Richard Heawood

Evaluation Abercorn Archaeology LLP

the site of a proposed stable block and arena, close to cropmarks 

remains were revealed except for a small undated pit which is 

Funder: Mr S Reynolds

Gilmerton House Fraser Hunter

Claimed as treasure trove (TT 38/07) and allocated to East 

Bolton

Kirklands Farm Richard Heawood

Evaluation Abercorn Archaeology LLP

building, and was required because of the proximity of several 

Funder: A and J Steven

Cockburnspath

Townhead Farm, Cockburnspath Robert McMorran

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

the construction of a cattle court and shed near Townhead Farm, 

Funder: A and B Russell and Partners

Dirleton

Dirleton House Stables Richard Heawood

Historic building recording Abercorn Archaeology LLP

appraisal and historic building recording on the derelict stables 

the requirements of a condition attached to planning consent to 

Documentary evidence and architectural style both suggest 

a date of c

appears to have been planned and built as a group with Dirleton 

stables were later reused for some industrial activity, and became 

roofless and derelict in the latter part of the 20th

Funder: Mr and Mrs D Weir

Dunbar

Ashfield, Dunbar

th 

and 20th

st Edition 25" OS map, but the 

buildings, which are believed to relate to the railway, date to the 

second part of the 20th

st Edition 6" OS map although it is unclear if the surviving 
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Funder: Robertson Homes

1A Duke Street, Belhaven Richard Heawood

Evaluation Abercorn Archaeology LLP

to planning consent for a new house, and was required because 

Funder: Ms J Wilson

Dunbar Harbour Vaults Richard Heawood

Excavation Dunbar Vaults Investigation Group

interesting and well preserved structure, comprising passageways, 

record and investigate archaeological deposits in the Vaults in 

investigate parts of the external structure in the area covered by 

Vaults Investigation Group, and was undertaken by group 

members and many other volunteers, with professional advice 

included a masonry fragment plausibly deriving from the Castle 

defences and two pits containing midden material, all found in 

th

th

th

Funder: Heritage Lottery Fund

Lamer Island Battery Rob Engl and Suzanne Lilley

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

work was required as part of a conservation plan for the 

underwent at least four phases of alteration as it developed from 
th

footings and features of its military life were present, although 

structure have been removed, although the presence of a central 

drain and channels for iron framing are still visible in the fabric 

An archaeological evaluation was also required and investigated 
2

unknown structural archaeological remains were recorded, such 

Funder: Dunbar Harbour Trust

MacArthur’s Store (Spott’s Store), Dunbar  

 Thomas Addyman

Historic building appraisal Addyman Archaeology

was undertaken during May 2007 and revealed that the southern 

side of the building incorporated an earlier structure, perhaps of 
th

th century (possibly 
th

the central spine wall were made further secure by a system of 

The structure saw repeated subsequent remodelling relating to 

and overlain with studs embedded in a plaster lining onto which 

th century by a single 

We carried out some assessment of the evidence for the 

Archive deposited with East Lothian Council SMR, 

Funder: Dunbar Harbour Trust

Proposed Horse Arena, Brandsmill, Dunbar Helena Gray

Archive assessment, metal detecting survey and evaluation  

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

undertaken by CFA Archaeology in August 2007 at Brandsmill 

to the SE of Dunbar, before the development of the site as an 

Funder: White Sand Stables

St Pauli, Belhaven Road, Dunbar
Watching brief and evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

out from December 2006 to February 2007, in advance of 
th

modern concrete ramp was also noted during the watching brief, 
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and is probably associated with later commercial buildings on the 

Funder: John Brown Builders

Spott Road, Dunbar John Gooder

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

trenches totalling 3,600m2

Funder: Capita Symonds on behalf of Asda Stores Ltd

Gladsmuir

Brierbush Road, Macmerry  

 Stuart Mitchell and Phil Richardson

were carried out in June 2007 in advance of construction of a 

details of any archaeological sites in the proposed development 

area of 683m2, revealed traces of rig and furrow cultivation and 

evidence of mining activity, including two possible bell pits

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, City of Edinburgh Council 

Funder: East Lothian Council

East Adniston Biddy Simpson 

Building recording survey  

an informal historic building recording at East Adniston, 

was built of sandstone, with dressed blocks at the corners and 

building remains have not been dated, they could relate to the 

Elvingston Science Centre, Gladsmuir  

evaluation were carried out in July 2007 in advance of a 

evidence indicates that the origins of the house lie in the medieval 

Funder: Elphinstone Homes

Haddington

15A Camptoun Holdings Richard Heawood

Archaeological monitored strip Abercorn Archaeology LLP

footprint of a proposed house extension close to a long cist 
th

Camptoun Steading Richard Heawood

Historic building recording Abercorn Archaeology LLP

July 2007 prior to residential development in accordance with 

th

derive from an earlier layout which is depicted on the OS map 

a structure which may have been related to threshing activities, 

although no trace of a windmill suggested by cartographic sources 

th th

Clerkington Stables Diana Sproat

Historic building recording AOC Archaeology Group

th century stable block 

associated with the Clerkington Estate before its renovation as 

Funder: Charles Stephenson

18/20 Market Street, Haddington Jenni Morrison

Evaluation Abercorn Archaeology LLP

proposed residential development, presently a car park to the 

Trench 2 contained two further skeletons and a possible grave 

th century 

human remains were disturbed in the vicinity during the 

Sinclair McGill Building, Haddington Alisdair Curtis

Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

investigation work consisting of three trial pits and three boreholes 

in and around existing buildings on High Street in April 2007, 

in advance of conversion for use as a new library, museum and 

there has been considerable ground disturbance in the past for 

the insertion of utility services, with most of the pits displaying 
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phase of road surfacing and may be medieval or more recent in 

Funder: East Lothian Council

Innerwick

3–11 Crowhill Cottages, Innerwick Candy Hatherley

Evaluation, historic building recording  

 Headland Archaeology Ltd

connection with a planning condition issued by East Lothian 

th 

rear wall and extensions, all date from c

th century, with bathrooms added in the 20th

th century and early 20th century and, when combined 

with historical information such as census data, they provide a 

Funder: Dunglass Ltd

Inveresk

Barbachlaw, Salters Road, Wallyford Rob Engl

Field survey and evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

An initial metal detecting survey using volunteers from the 

th th

th

A subsequent test pitting programme involving the excavation 

50 metal artefacts were retrieved including buttons, coins and 

The intrusive archaeological evaluation targeted areas of 

The evaluation revealed a substantial number of archaeological 

roundhouse, a truncated roundhouse and several linear features, 

and a large number of isolated pit features of unknown date and 

A further programme of metal detecting was undertaken 

Funder: Sirius Ltd

Carberry 

portion, mostly lost, showed the deceased riding down a dead 

tabula 

ansata

Crescens was serving with his own unit or was on detachment 

S from Inveresk, but there is evidence of reworking and it may 

Carberry Road Alan Matthews

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

required it in respect of forthcoming construction of a Travel 
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Funder: Whitbread Group PLC

Hollies, 183 High Street, Musselburgh Richard Heawood

Watching brief Abercorn Archaeology LLP

watching brief were conducted during August 2007 immediately 

of the existing property, imposed because of the site location 

at an angle to the present street frontage, which has more of 

It is not known when this structure was erected, but it had been 

th

wall was not disturbed and will remain in situ below a new drain, 

archaeological remains survive elsewhere on the site, preserved 

Funder: Hollies Day Centre

Macbeth Moir Road, Musselburgh  

 Stuart Mitchell and Phil Richardson

assessment did not reveal details of any archaeological sites in 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, City of Edinburgh Council 

Archaeology SMR

Funder: East Lothian Council

253 North High Street, Musselburgh Stuart Mitchell

Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

of a sandstone building with internal brick partitions, and of 

bedding ditches associated with a former orchard or formal 

Funder: Gregor Properties Ltd on behalf of Mansecourt Ltd

Pinkie Mains Farm, Musselburgh Samantha Hickman

Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

the remains of a WWII military camp known to have existed in 

Funder: Taylor Wimpey Strategic Developments Ltd

South-west of Barbachlaw Farm, Wallyford  

 Biddy Simpson

Metal detecting survey  

 East Lothian Council Archaeology Service

th

part of a salvage exercise in advance of what was believed to be 

diverse assemblage of artefacts, representing a wide range of 

Wallyford Dawn McLaren and Fraser Hunter

stone from a rotary quern was recovered casually at the edge 

Distinct peckmarks from manufacture are visible on the surface 

into the side, its base flat, the internal surfaces smoothed and 
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pitted from use, with concentric striations and light polish around 

grinding surfaces are known from the Roman period onwards, 

deliberate slighting of the stone, or mark where it was to be 

c

Wallyford Settlement Expansion Project,  
Wallyford Sue Anderson

 

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

th th

Funder: Miller Homes Ltd

North Berwick

Marine Park, North Berwick
Watching brief Addyman Archaeology

between April and May 2007 during the laying of a gas main 

in the open ground parallel to the rear (S) side of the dwellings 

The ground in Marine Park was found to have been levelled in 

North Berwick Law Whalebone Arch Biddy Simpson

Site appraisal East Lothian Council Archaeology Service

monitoring, it became increasingly apparent that the whalebone 

dismantled, and after receiving Scheduled Monument Consent 

from Historic Scotland the stumps of the arch were dug out by 

Report deposited with Historic Scotland and East Lothian and 

Old Abbey Road, North Berwick Ian Suddaby

2005, on the site of a residential housing development at Old 

evaluation with subsequent targeted excavation and watching 

The work has led to the discovery of structural and artefactual 

remains dating in the main to the latter part of the medieval 

comprised walls, a possible trough, linear ditches which may be 

in general poorly preserved, probably a result of raiding in the 

later middle ages, with subsequent rebuilding and still later stone 

robbing and the conversion of the land to agricultural uses in the 
th

The pottery assemblage was typical of the town, dominated 

by Scottish whitewares in the medieval phase but also including 

Funder: Barbour Homes

Sydserf House, North Berwick George Geddes

Historic building recording, evaluation  

 Headland Archaeology Ltd

th

historic building recording, an archaeological evaluation of the 

area E of the house, and archaeological investigation in the 

The house, a truncated shell with a later roof, has been stylistically 
th th

th

core has undergone extensive alteration and refurbishment over 

time, leaving a building with irregular fenestration and a number 
th

century or earlier house was enlarged and formalised during 

century, moving out of use as an important residence 

produced evidence for internal partitions and floors, apparently 
th

Two phases of archaeological evaluation were undertaken in 

house, had been disturbed by 20th

th
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An area immediately to the S of the house was also evaluated 

and appeared to be undisturbed, with an intact soil overlying 

deposited with East Lothian SMR

Funder: Dunglass Ltd

Tantallon Road, North Berwick John Gooder

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

2

Funder: Barr Construction Ltd on behalf of Tesco Ltd

The Lodge Grounds Restoration Project  

 Candy Hatherley and Roz Gillis

Survey and watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

requested by East Lothian Council prior to the restoration of 

and the entrance walls of a tunnel structure located to the E of 

A watching brief was carried out during the excavation of two 

th th

Funder: Derek Carter Associates

Pencaitland

Pencaitland House Mike Cressey

Standing building appraisal and archaeological investigation  

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

construction of a private dwelling at the former Pencaitland 

radar survey had previously been carried out to identify the 

A standing building survey of Old Pencaitland House, an 

results of the appraisal suggest that the Brew House was a mid 
th

A single fragment of medieval white gritty ware suggested that 

the material used to construct the building platform had been 

th century, notably a turnpike turreted 

staircase and possibly an original roof, which was recorded in 

Funder: Mrs Lynne Hare

Prestonkirk

Old Hailes Biddy Simpson 

Building recording survey  

archive consists of a report, a photographic contact sheet and a 

Report deposited with RCAHMS and East Lothian and 

Midlothian SMR

Traprain Farm Richard Heawood

Evaluation Abercorn Archaeology LLP

of a new agricultural shed, and the cut created when the shed was 

c

Funder: George Aitken and Sons

Prestonpans

Mid Road, Prestonpans Stuart Mitchell

Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

of the application area) in April 2007 during an evaluation in 

series of cultivation furrows was revealed, aligned roughly SSE to 

Funder: Stewart Milne Homes Ltd

Prestongrange Community Archaeology Project  

 Melanie Johnson and Mike Cressey

Excavation CFA Archaeology Ltd

th

season (DES 

completely removed to allow a full plan and elevation of the 

the flue but it is too early to say whether this is associated with 

excavated and the deposits which built up or were cut through 
th
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trench had been damaged by the excavation of modern rubbish 

pits in various places, undermining the wall of the flue at one 

Two trenches were also opened up to look for any remains 
th

a railway siding that was used by the nearby Prestongrange 

Funder: Heritage Lottery Fund

Prestonlinks Community Woodland  

 Ian Hill and Sue Anderson

 

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

survey were carried out in September 2007 at the proposed 

site of a community woodland E of Prestonpans in the core 

routed, and it is believed that the line of retreat passed to the S 

th th th

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, East Lothian Council SMR

Funder: Prestonlinks Woodland Group

Proposed Car Park, Prestonpans Station
Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

on the route taken by defeated government troops fleeing the 

horseshoe type were uncovered, but there were no features, 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, East Lothian Council SMR

Funder: First ScotRail

Saltoun

East Saltoun Farm Mike Roy

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

evaluation in 2006, which had revealed a number of shallow 

2007 on the excavation of a service trench at the site of a 

Funder: Whitekirk Developments

Stenton

Little Spott Steading Richard Heawood

Historic building recording, evaluation, watching brief  

 Abercorn Archaeology LLP

conducted at Little Spott Steading prior to proposed residential 

th

th

century layout have survived to the present day, including parts 

of the early W range is the clearest survival, represented by a 

of the steading is formed by, to the W, a cart shed with six arched 

bays and granary over, and to the E, a stable block, with central 

th

th century, as do cattle courts 

and a turnip shed with feeding hatches which was constructed in 

steading revealed pits and ditches containing Scottish White 

th th 

with East Lothian Council SMR and Archive deposited with 

Funder: Cappoquin Properties Ltd

Tranent

Bankton House, Tranent Ross White

Archive assessment, metal detector survey, watching brief  

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

during, the construction of a horse riding arena in a paddock 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, East Lothian Council 

140 Church Street, Tranent Richard Heawood

Evaluation Abercorn Archaeology LLP

Funder: Mulraney Properties Ltd

North Elphinstone Farm Mike Cressey

Standing building survey CFA Archaeology Ltd

May 2007, in advance of conversion of the farm into domestic 

th century, the farm in its early 

form was geared to mixed farming, in contrast to the 20th 

plant and modern milking shed also led to alterations, with a 
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A detached S range has remained largely unaltered since the 

the needs of 20th

Archive to be deposited with RCAHMS, reports deposited 

Funder: East Lothian Council

Seton Collegiate Chapel Sarah Hogg

excavation of drains running from the north end of the W 

These were needed to connect new guttering and drainpipes to 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Seton Collegiate Church Mary Márkus

Inventory

th th

These stones underwent conservation during June to August 

2007, and are now laid out in the S transept of the church, 

below the restored traceried windows from which some of them 

th

This and other inventories of carved stones at Historic 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Whitekirk and Tyninghame

Tyninghame Links Steading
Buildings appraisal CFA Archaeology Ltd

th 

geared to livestock rearing and this is reflected in the formal 

main large cattlesheds had arched openings leading out into two 
th century 

th century the courtyard was covered by large 

contemporary with the rest of the buildings, according to the 

historical cartographic evidence, and has all the attributes of an 

Archive to be deposited with RCAHMS, reports deposited 

Funder: East Lothian Council

Whittingehame

New Luggate Farm Steading, Nr Whittingehame Mains 

 Richard Heawood

Evaluation Abercorn Archaeology LLP

Funder: J and D Clark

Papple Steading Thomas Addyman

Historic building assessment Addyman Archaeology

for the existing steading complex of c

clear that the present steading complex had been conceived of as 

a model farm by the proprietor, Lord Balfour (noted agricultural 

improver and Prime Minister), and built in a single principal 

immediately to the S This assessment was undertaken on 22 

substantially built medieval masonry, apparently the last remains 

th 

Archive deposited with East Lothian Council SMR, 

Funder: Tighmor, Simpson and Brown Architects

Yester

Station Road, Gifford Jenni Morrison

Watching brief Abercorn Archaeology LLP

required prior to the construction of houses because of the 

presence of a mill lade which was probably in existence by the 
th 

Archaeological monitoring was carried out during the excavation 

The mill lade was visible in plan at the base of the trench and in 
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Eaglesham

Ardoch Farm, Stoneybyres Farm and Threeplands Farms 

 Robin Hunter and Susan Hunter

Survey ACFA

Ardoch Farm
st 

high

recorded various quarrying, trackways, agricultural and water 

management features in the spring and summer of 2007 using 

Stoneybyres Farm

the western area of Stoneybyres Wood and beyond through the 

dyke surrounding the wood and it is speculated that the trackway 

 

recorded various agricultural and water management features 

were recorded in the early summer of 2007 using a Garmin 

Threeplands Farm

st and 2nd Edition OS 

recorded various agricultural and water management features 

were recorded in the early summer of 2007 using a Garmin 

Hunter, S, and Hunter, R An archaeological survey of 

Ardoch, Stoneybyres and Threepland Farms, Eaglesham 

Parish, East Renfrewshire

Mains, Polnoon and Waukers Farms and  
the Farmlands of Damhead  

 Robin Hunter, Susan Hunter and Janie Munro

Survey ACFA

Mains Farm

was made of the remains of the dam crossing the Polnoon Water 

agricultural and water management features were recorded in 

Polnoon Farm

various agricultural, water management and quarry features were 

Damhead Farmlands

quarries, trackways, agricultural and water management features 

Waukers Farm

trackways, culverts, agricultural and water management features 

Hunter, R, and Hunter, S An archaeological survey of Mains, 

Polnoon, Waukers Farms, Millhall Hamlet and the farmlands 

of Damhead, Eaglesham Parish, East Renfrewshire Association 

Pap

Nethercraig Farm  

 Robin Hunter, Susan Hunter and Janie Munro

Survey ACFA

Sketches of Farm Houses 
st Edition OS map of 1856

Park Farm, Netherton Farm, Nether Enoch Farm, 
Over Enoch Farm, Carrot Farm, Myres Farm and the 
Farmlands of Hare Shaw Farmlands and Drumduff  

 Robin Hunter, Susan Hunter and Janie Munro

Survey ACFA

Park Farm

record were made in Spring 2007 of the upstanding remains of 
st and 2nd Edition OS maps of 

.

st 

and 2nd Edition OS maps , together with the 

associated lade systems.
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various trackways, clearance cairns, gravel quarry workings, 

culverts, banks, agricultural and water management features 

Netherton Farm

photographic record were made in Spring 2006 of the dam 
st and 2nd Edition OS maps , 

together with the associated lade systems.

and various trackways, modern cairns of stone and earth, gravel 

quarries, agricultural and water management features were 

Nether Enoch Farm

Sketches of Farm Houses st 

and 2nd Edition OS maps 

was recorded on the lintel of an opening on the northern side 

Over Enoch Farm

photographic record, which included the external and internal 

and photographic record which included external and internal 

Summer 2006 and various trackways, residues of gravel quarry 

workings, modern earth mounds, quarries, agricultural and water 

Carrot Farm

and a photographic record made of features still extant on the 
st and 2nd Edition OS maps 

.

.

in Spring 2006 and various modern earth mounds, residues of 

gravel quarrying, agricultural and water management features 

Hare Shaw Farmlands

st and 2nd Edition OS maps 

structures was surveyed in June 2006 and a scale drawing at 

st and 2nd Edition 

OS maps 

trackways, quarries and natural features were recorded using a 

Drumduff Steading 

st and 2nd Edition OS maps 

Myres Farmstead
st and 2nd Edition 

OS maps  was recorded as a scale drawing at 

Hunter, S, and Hunter, R An archaeological survey of Park 

Farm, Netherton Farm, Nether Enoch Farm, Over Enoch 

Farm, Carrot Farm, Myres Farm and the farmlands of Hare 

Shaw and Drumduff, Eaglesham Parish, East Renfrewshire, 

South Kirktonmoor Robin Hunter and Susan Hunter

Survey ACFA

marsh farmland on the northern side of the Eaglesham Moor 

Report deposited with RCAHMS and WoSAS

Eastwood

Braidbar Quarry Housing Development Claire Shaw

were undertaken between May and September 2007 to identify 

known and potential archaeological features which may be 

affected by the proposed housing development at Braidbar 

c

possibility that unrecorded industrial remains may exist in 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions
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Mearns

Middleton B Henry

Survey ACFA

were surveyed by ACFA in advance of proposed development 

which were previously recorded by RCAHMS but not surveyed 

cairns, a Late Bronze Age homestead, two other hut circles, an 
th th

cairns and banks nearby may be related to associated Late 

Bronze Age/Early Iron Age agricultural activity (DES

considerable thought was given to this site, and although the 

enigma remains, the surveyors tend to favour the former 

description, suggesting that this is a chambered long cairn 

farmstead, this complex site built into the northern corner of 
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Currie

Heriot Watt Research Park North  

 Mike Roy, Laura Scott and Hamish Donald

Archaeological recording AOC Archaeology Group

undertaken on the site of an extension to the Heriot Watt 

Funder: James Clydesdale and Associates

Dalmeny

Echline Avenue, South Queensferry
Monitored topsoil strip, watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

were carried out during September and October 2007 during 

evaluation carried out by CFA in February 2005 (DES

samples from the pits containing prehistoric material were 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, City of Edinburgh Council 

Funder: Places for People Group Ltd

Extension to Orocco Pier Hotel, 17 High Street,  
South Queensferry Mike Cressey, Peter Rix and Ian Suddaby

Standing building survey, evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

carried out during September and October 2007 on building 
th

the architectural remains and the historical record showed that 

the distillery survived, comprising wall footings and plinths for 

Funder: Renaissance (Ecosse) Ltd

22–25 High Street, South Queensferry Simon Stronach

Historic building recording, watching brief  

 Headland Archaeology Ltd

historic building recording was undertaken in January 2007 at the 

Boat House Restaurant, South Queensferry to satisfy planning 

th

that was altered as part of the development may have originated 
th

Funder: Paul Steward

Edinburgh

Advocate’s Close Mike Cressey

Standing building recording, watching brief  

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

archaeological watching brief were carried out during April 2007 

th

Historical evidence shows this fabric was incorporated into a new 

An archaeological watching brief monitoring the removal of the 

Funder: Station Properties Ltd

31 Barnton Avenue West Rob Engl

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

E of Barnton Lodge, in the grounds of which stood the now 

2

Funder: Richard Hall Architecture Design on behalf of Mr and 

Mrs Lam

Beehive Inn, Grassmarket Dan Atkinson

Evaluation, building recording Headland Archaeology Ltd

works in the vicinity of the site had uncovered the remains of 

the area contained building rubble and modern debris above 

building rubble and the presence of a modern wall above the 
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photographic record of the rear of the Beehive Inn was also 

Funder: the Spirit Group

Bonnington Road Lane, Ashley Place and Tinto Place  

 Ian Suddaby

Evaluation, watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

bounded by Bonnington Road Lane, Ashley Place, and Tinto 

th th 

watching brief inside the footprint of a modern warehouse in 

the E of the site revealed no archaeological remains and the 

further land drains and a ditch, which may be represented on 
st Edition OS map and on both Edinburgh and Leith Town 

Funder: Miller Homes Ltd

Bonnyhaugh Lane Richard Heawood

Historic building recording, watching brief  

 Abercorn Archaeology LLP

watching brief were conducted during July 2007 on a development 

Funder: EF Hendrie Property Construction

32 Calton Road, Edinburgh Simon Stronach

Watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

undertaken during September and October 2006 on main 

th

groundworks associated with the development did not extend 

deeper than the upper of these deposits, and recovered artefacts 

62 Coburg Street, Leith Rosalind Gilles

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

during September 2007 as a condition of planning consent at 

development but was probably in the defences constructed 

th 

There was therefore some potential for surviving archaeological 

th

Funder: Dunallan Homes Limited

Colinton Castle Kitchen Stabilisation Works Ian Suddaby

Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

at the northern end of the kitchen, partly below an ashlar arch 

A loose and heavily rooted topsoil overlay a deposit of collapsed 

was not exposed and neither floor deposits nor occupation layers 

Report deposited with Historic Scotland and City of Edinburgh 

Funder: Merchiston Castle School

Craigmillar Castle David Murray

Castle on 20 March 2007 to assess the nature of deposits under 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Craigmillar Regeneration Area – Castlebrae High 
School Jamie Humble

Watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

connection with a planning condition issued by Edinburgh City 

was evidence of recent earthworking in the area with a deposit 

Funder: Parc Craigmillar Ltd

Craigmillar Regeneration Area – Greendykes  

 Laura McCalman

Test pitting Headland Archaeology Ltd

potential for surviving archaeological features and deposits in 
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Funder: Parc Craigmillar Ltd

Cramond Kennels Diana Sproat

Historic building recording AOC Archaeology Group

th

at Cramond during 2006 and 2007 in advance of their 

kennels were largely ruinous at the time of the survey, and an 

external elevation survey was completed in addition to a detailed 

Funder: City of Edinburgh Council

Crawford’s Bakery, 130 McDonald Road, Edinburgh 

Colin Hewat

Historic building survey Headland Archaeology Ltd

This work was requested by the City of Edinburgh Council 

Archaeology Service (CECAS) in order to provide a record of 

the former bakery before the site is developed and the buildings 

the history of the building, the compilation of a comprehensive 

Dewar Place Diana Sproat

Historic building recording AOC Archaeology Group

recording was undertaken during 2006 and 2007 at the former 

The upgrading work required the rear of the buildings to be 

completely demolished, but the listed red sandstone facade 

Generating Station designed by architect Robert Morham in 

laser scanning, and an internal floor plan and written and 

Funder: GVA Grimley LLP

Duncan Place, Leith
Watching brief Addyman Archaeology

to perform an archaeological watching brief during trenching 

th

th

this underlying deposits of compacted silt appears to suggest 

At the base of the trench in most areas we encountered an 

apparently undisturbed natural raised beach deposit from which 

depth analysis of the natural wear of the tusk is desirable, and it 

in the lowest excavated layer (assumed natural), suggests wider 

East Claremont Street Alan Saville

axeheads and the possibility exists that this is foreign and a recent 

Eastern General Hospital Diana Sproat

Historic building recording AOC Archaeology Group

was undertaken during December 2006 and January 2007 at the 

Eastern General Hospital prior to the partial demolition of the site 

and several later alterations and additions have transformed the 

the main elements of the original building and the layout remained 

Funder: Montagu Evans
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Edinburgh Castle – Audio Visual Kiosk  

 Gordon Ewart and Alan Radley

The former was c

deep, running from the area of the present restaurant to a 

th

Tower in the form of sandstone blocks, visible in section lying 

track several areas of crude metalling were revealed, probably 

associated with successive versions of access roadway on the 

The earliest features in the archaeological trench related to 

th to 
th 

carved handle was found in the construction cut for the earliest 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Edinburgh Castle – Coalyard and Guardhouse  

 Gordon Ewart and Alan Radley

Castle in late 2006 during a programme of works included in the 

service tunnel and was the site of a series of six piles intended 

with the construction of the present service tunnel to a depth 

of c
th th 

Archaeology Ltd from each of the proposed pile sites and cores 

that the inner ditch was c c

In advance of the establishment of access to the new ticket 

below and prompted the examination of a series of chambers 

The short survey also revealed evidence of a massive angled 

This rampart is the truncated remains of the angled forework 

th

foundations rather than interconnected chambers beneath the 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Edinburgh Gasworks, Caltongate Donald Wilson

Excavation AOC Archaeology Group

between July 2006 and July 2007 in the southern area of 

to produce a 3D record, revealed the remains of the former 

were recorded across an area that measured approximately 

c

with cartographic evidence and consisted of a number of 

second phase corresponded with the documented expansion of 

stone walls and stone vaults, a number of heated brick surfaces 

furnace and the remains of a large square chimney base with 

of the retorts survived but the basement level of the furnaces 

were linked to a chimney at the southern end of the site by 

features included a number of circular platforms and bases, 

cobble floor surfaces, rows of stone mountings, large concrete 

engine mountings and platforms, two large engine basement 

A large number of smaller features were recorded across the 

areas of the site had been truncated by features associated with 

brick and concrete roof support foundations spread across the 

The excavation also revealed a number of small discrete pockets 

Funder: Mountgrange (Caltongate) Ltd

Edinburgh Tram Depot Jamie Humble

Watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

was undertaken during the groundworks for the Edinburgh Tram 

At the time of writing, monitoring is still in progress at Leith 

Docks and at various locations on Leith Walk, overseeing the 
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excavations to locate and reposition services along the route of 

Funder: Alfred McAlpine

Edinburgh and Kirkliston

Edinburgh Tram Scheme David Sneddon

evaluation trenches were opened in the construction corridor 

for the proposed Edinburgh Tram Scheme between Gogar 

associated with sherds of medieval pottery possibly dating to the 
th th

Trench 7 revealed shallow curvilinear ditches, containing sherds 
th 

th

scant remains of a possible wall foundation of unknown date, 

previously recorded nearby cropmarks of potential prehistoric 

features are presently undated

Funder: Transport Initiative Edinburgh, Halcrow Group Ltd

Edinburgh

Edinburgh Zoo Alan Hunter Blair

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

Funder: Halliday Fraser Munro on behalf of the Royal 

Zoological Society of Scotland

Farl O’Cakes Field, Lauriston HMD Jones

Geophysical survey Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society

DES 

2006 was followed by a magnetometry survey over the same 
2

positive magnetic responses overlying the high resistance points 

Funder: Dr Peter Morris, City of Edinburgh Council, Edinburgh 

Archaeological Field Society

2 Forrest Road/11–14 Bristo Place  

Historic building survey, evaluation, mitigation  

 Addyman Archaeology

June 2007 incorporated a review of historical resources and 

th

This was followed by the establishment of the building known 
th century, and 

the foundation and expansion of the Edinburgh City Poorhouse, 

permitted accurate digitisation of the architectural evidence for 

by Edinburgh historian Charles Boog Watson, Some notes on 

the so-called Darien House
th

historians, and the site was allocated by the city for the foundation 

th century 

th

were made on the Bristo Place frontage, in the form of Council 

as well as evidence for an extensive sequence of stencilled 

Following the demolition of the shops fronting onto Bristo 

Place and the removal of more modern laboratory buildings 

to archaeological evaluation, the principal concern being to 

demolished in c

deposits were encountered along the W exterior of the W wall 

evidence of having been cultivated soils, including extensive 

pottery were recovered from this soil, including much of a 

residual from earlier deposits relating to the medieval occupation 

George Heriot’s School Sarah Phillips

Archaeological monitoring Addyman Archaeology
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2007 at the old Mining Institute building, Grassmarket Campus, 

The monitoring, which was to ascertain the depth of the building 
th

Granton Harbour Mike Cressey

Standing building recording, photographic survey  

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

in April 2007 has recorded the upstanding remains of a large 

mid 20th

was recommended that no further work was required before its 

Funder: Forth Property Developments Ltd

Grassmarket, Edinburgh Ian Hill

Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

March and July 2007 during the excavation of a service trench 

for water mains replacement along the Grassmarket and 

surrounding streets (Cowgatehead, Candlemaker Row, West 

demonstrated evidence of an extensive history of construction 

and ground disturbance, as might be expected in the heart of 

it revealed a number of culvert drains, possible paved/cobbled 

best preserved and most extensive features were found at the 

were shown to have been severely compromised by the large 

Funder: Scottish Water

Greenside End Mike Roy

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

Funder: City of Edinburgh Council

Greyfriars Kirkyard Regeneration  

 Ian Suddaby and Sue Anderson

Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

and October 2007 during the upgrading of paths in Greyfriars 

was recovered from redeposited contexts, most of it from adult 

medieval period to the 20th

terracotta shield which presumably once adorned a family tomb, 

A photographic record of individual graves and family grave plots 

Funder: City of Edinburgh Council 

Harbour Place, Portobello  

 Candy Hatherley and Dan Atkinson

Evaluation, harbour survey Headland Archaeology Ltd

archaeological evaluation was undertaken during December 

2006 on a grassed verge at Harbour Place, Portobello, to identify 

th

A survey was also undertaken of the remains of the masonry 

pier head on the beach at the former site of Portobello Harbour, 

recording the visible remains of the lower courses of a dry stone 

Although the structure has largely been robbed of its construction 

skinned construction and the vestiges of rubble coring used to 

Funder: City of Edinburgh Council

Henderson Street, Leith
Excavation Headland Archaeology Ltd

and June 2007 at the site of the former Tabernacle Church, 
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Henderson Street, Leith, in advance of a proposed housing 

that medieval deposits survived in the SW corner of the site, 

excavation yielded information on the development of the area 

This suggested various phases of temporary stabilisation and 

colonisation by dune grasses, which were subsequently engulfed 

over the dunes and this early deposit was mixed with a small 
th

This topsoil and an overlying accumulation which contained 

slightly more occupation debris were only preserved in the S of 

The sooting in the feature and the discolouration of the sand 

Environmental material was recovered in the form of charred 

The feature was interpreted as an oven rather than a hearth and 
th th

foundations of a series of small buildings, constructed over dune 

structures, a mix of stone and brick, were coarsely bonded with 

lime mortar and some appeared to be constructed on wide stone 

th th

The area of in situ medieval deposits at the southern side 

of the site suggests that the dune surface remains relatively 

have suffered some degree of truncation and presumably the 

truncation a possible late medieval oven did survive, implying 

features and the low frequency of artefacts accumulating in the 

Funder: Port of Leith Housing Association

High Street Sarah Lynchehaun

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

the replacement of cobbles along 200m of the High Street, 

Funder: City of Edinburgh Council

57–59 High Street Mike Cressey and Ian Suddaby

Standing building recording, evaluation  

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

archaeological evaluation were carried out during July 2007 as 

architectural features associated with two vaulted rooms (probably 

th and 20th th

Archaeological examination of the floor deposits in the vaulted 
th th

It appeared that building work from that date had involved 

HM Prison Sauchton  

Photographic survey Addyman Archaeology

was made of early 20th c

range and main gatehouse, before their demolition in advance 

Funder: Carillion Building plc and Holmes Partnership, 

Architects

Holyrood High School

watching brief on the site of the new school building for Holyrood 

land on which the new school is to be built and the second on 

excavation of eight trenches in the development area between 

excavations have taken place on the site, which has potential 

corner of the designed landscape surrounding the nationally 
th

also potential for unrecorded prehistoric remains due to the 

However, no prehistoric remains were encountered during this 

th

Holyrood Park Alan Saville
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Holyrood Park Alan Saville

Holyrood Park Sarah Hogg

2007 during the excavation of a trench to locate and repair a 

burst water main in Holyrood Park, near the tennis courts and 

c

Funder: Historic Scotland

Holyrood Park Sarah Hogg

Funder: Historic Scotland

Holyrood Park: Arthur’s Seat  
(Gutted/Guttit Haddie) David Murray

Funder: Historic Scotland

Holyrood Park: Kaim Head Sarah Hogg

to determine whether there was bedrock in the embankment 

cable was revealed in the base of the other four pits, showing that 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Infirmary Street Baths George Geddes

Building recording, watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

found of earlier archaeological deposits or fragments of earlier 

basement and the construction details, as well as the division of 

Funder: Malcolm Fraser Architects

Jewel and Esk College, Milton Road East David Simon

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

breaking works associated with the construction of a leisure 

complex and associated swimming pool in the Jewel and Esk 

Funder: Jewel and Esk Valley College

Lambs House, Leith Paul Masser

Test pitting Headland Archaeology Ltd

th

dated to the medieval period by pottery, were discovered in 

th

Funder: EDI Group Ltd

Logie Green Road Dan Atkinson

Building recording, watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

building was designed by the Edinburgh architect John Breingan 

extension, now demolished, was added to the rear of the original 
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out during groundworks after the demolition of the extension to 

establish the presence/absence and nature of any archaeological 

for the floor of the extension, representing the remains of the 

Funder: PMP Architecture on behalf of AMA Ltd

Madelvic Plot 8, Granton Park Avenue, Granton  

Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

out by CFA Archaeology Ltd in October 2007, in advance of the 

The proposed development area constitutes the western end of 

the former policies of Broompark House, which is shown on 
st

have been a Georgian villa, and cartographic evidence suggests 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, City of Edinburgh Council 

Funder: Places for People Developments Ltd

Merchiston Castle School,  
6th Form Boarders’ Accommodation Ross White

in advance of and during the construction of new Sixth Form 

area had been agricultural land and then became part of the 

of the area available for trenching resulted in 325m² of trenching 

Funder: Doig and Smith LLP on behalf of Merchiston Castle 

School

New Kirkgate Shopping Centre Patrick Ray

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

Leith Citadel Ditch and revetment wall, a watching brief was 

Funder: Southglen Developments (Coburg) Ltd

Pilrig Park Evaluation – Siege of Leith  
(Leith Open Spaces Project) Tony Pollard

Geophysical survey, trial trench evaluation  

trenching evaluation was carried out in Pilrig Park, which is to 

a combined Protestant Scottish and English force against the 

The evaluation succeeded in identifying the remains of a 

WWII air raid shelter, which was clearly visible as a geophysical 

th 

associated with the house, with domestic rubbish possibly dating 
th

the remains of a possible ditch associated with the fort, into which 

several archaeological features including the foundation slot of a 

Funder: Edinburgh City Council

36–40 Potterow, Edinburgh Simon Stronach

Evaluation, historic building recording  

 Headland Archaeology Ltd

Modern deposits containing porcelain and ceramic sewer pipe lay 

and the site must have been cleared to the level of subsoil prior to 
th or 20th

Some of the boundary walls surrounding the site dated to the 

City of Edinburgh Council SMR and archive deposited with 

Prestonfield Alan Hunter Blair and Erlend Hindmarch

Archaeological evaluation, excavation  

 AOC Archaeology Group

May 2007 prior to redevelopment showed that the level of the 

ground surface had been raised in recent times by as much as 

concrete and tarmac were uncovered along with the bases of 

subsequent excavation revealed the remains of the former 

Duddingston and Pentland Breweries, recorded as occupying 

this site at the beginning of the 20th



CITY OF EDINBURGH

Quartermile Diana Sproat and Martin Cook

Evaluation, historic building recording  

 AOC Archaeology Group

was also carried out in advance of the Quartermile development 

Funder: Southside Capital Ltd

89 Ravenscroft Street, Gilmerton Erlend Hindmarch

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

watching brief it was possible to phase the development of the 

different upstanding walls on the site and in addition two further 

Funder: Head Andrew Landscaping Ltd

St Andrews Square Gardens Roz Gilles

Watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

undertaken during May and June 2007 on the excavations along 

the path of mainline drainage in the location of ten soakaways 

A series of deposits were uncovered, which were consistent with 

the known development of the area from open ground in the 
th th

Funder: Land Engineering Ltd

St James’ Episcopal Church,  
Constitution Street, Leith J Sanders and T Romankiewicz

Historic and architectural assessment Simpson and Brown

investigation were undertaken during January to March 2007 

to inform an option assessment for the former church St James, 

revealed that the drawings held by RCAHMS were of an early 

uncovered drawings of a later second scheme much closer to the 

style, typical of Gilbert Scott, to a more continental European 

influence that was to become characteristic for the generation of 

th

It shares characteristics with subsequent buildings by Anderson 

Funder: City of Edinburgh Council

St Patrick’s Church, Cowgate Elizabeth Jones

Excavation Headland Archaeology Ltd

2007 in advance of the construction of a hotel on the site of 

evaluation at the site established that medieval archaeological 

th

down from the High Street and accumulated at the base of the 

to have been used to provide stable footings for buildings and 

some of them correspond to the layout of buildings visible on the 
st

Cut through the lower levels of midden was a substantial ditch 

of the ditch in the centre of the site was part of a sunken barrel, 

Funder: Archdiocese of St Andrews and Edinburgh

Semple Street John Gooder and Diana Sproat

Evaluation, building recording AOC Archaeology Group

2 

Funder: Scottish Widows

Siege of Leith Project (Leith Open Spaces) Tony Pollard

Geophysical survey, trial trenching, evaluation  



CITY OF EDINBURGH

by a combined Scottish and English protestant force against the 

The Links are traditionally associated with the siege through 
th century have 

a linear, banked feature which in places had been truncated by 
th

to correspond to a linear feature shown on the Petworth map 

The bank was constructed from heaped sand and a negative 

feature, possibly a posthole, was cut into the edge facing the 

the rear of the low bank and may represent a borrow pit related 

earlier military activity, or it may be a raised trackway crossing 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, Edinburgh City Council

Funder: Edinburgh City Council

Tartan Club, Freer Street, Fountainbridge Alan Duffy

Watching brief, evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

the redevelopment of the former Tartan Club, Fountainbridge, 

slab, nor the subsequent evaluation trenching (total trench basal 
2

Funder: Buredi Limited

The Caves, 253–255 Cowgate

Tynecastle High School

walkover survey as well as determining the form and function of 

only two of the existing buildings were found to date form the 

Kirkliston

Harvest Road, Newbridge Sarah Lynchehaun

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

required during the development of Evans Easy Space Ltd, 

Funder: 3D Reed Architects

Huly Hill Donna M Maguire

April 2007 over the site of Huly Hill, in the area around and 

anomalies were detected, although several agricultural rigs and 

modern services were recorded, together with indications of 

with Edinburgh Council SMR and RCAHMS

Funder: Edinburgh Council

Humbie Farmsteading Tom Whalley

Standing building survey, archaeological monitoring  

The survey focused on the open barn courtyard and the ranges 

and photographed and the survey revealed various redundant 

included arched entrances that had been blocked or converted 

into linteled entrances, inserted entrances, and blocked windows 

The Cat Stane Scheduled Ancient Monument, 
Edinburgh Airport Melanie Johnson

Test pitting CFA Archaeology Ltd

required in advance of a programme of Site Investigation (SI) 

pits were required in the scheduled ancient monument known 

layers of made ground containing large quantities of shale waste, 

and modern glass, tile and ceramics, while others cut through 

ground disturbance and landscaping has taken place in the past, 

possibly associated with the former Dunnet Shale Workings or 



CITY OF EDINBURGH/FALKIRK

deposited with CECAS and RCAHMS

Funder: Tie Ltd

West Clifton Steading Mike Cressey

Building survey CFA Archaeology Ltd

half its length as an unroofed shell, and the vestigial remains of 

near vicinity of the steading, a targeted watching brief will be 

Archive to be deposited with RCAHMS, reports deposited 

with SMR and RCAHMS

Funder: Cruden Homes (East) Ltd

FALKIRK

Airth

Shore Road, Airth Ross White

Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

the foundations for a modern building which would have fronted 

foundations and a concrete floor surrounded by demolition 

subsoil at c

Bo’ness and Carriden

Frontiers of the Roman Empire Project: Roman Fort 
Environs Project – Carriden Roman Fort Richard Jones

Geophysical survey  

(see DES 2006), covering an area of c

the shallow ditch parallel to and c

What appears to be a relict stream bed runs from the ditches of 

Falkirk

Antonine Wall – Bantaskin (Blinkbonny Road  
to Frobisher Avenue, Falkirk) David Murray

left by an uprooted tree were undertaken on the  at Bantaskin 

restorative landscaping initiative designed to make this previously 

Funder: Historic Scotland

4 Camelon Road, Falkirk Geoff Bailey

Excavation Falkirk Museum

The line of the frontier was found to be c20m S of the line 

Funder: Falkirk Museum, Falkirk Local History Society, 

Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society

Eastburn Drive Chris Fyles

area of the  during work to install a new combined heating 

power scheme, and the assessment was a condition of the 

This represented a deviation from the previously agreed route 

base of the trench revealed deposits of decayed turf and sandy 

are likely to derive from activity associated with the Roman 

Wall, possibly from slippage of material from the rampart 

small pit containing stones and clay had been truncated by the 

Funder: Falkirk Council

Falkirk Gateway (Phase 1) Alan Duffy

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group



FALKIRK

Funder: Macdonald Estates Group Plc

Lochlands Geoff Bailey

Excavation Falkirk Museum

2007 on the Lochlands Industrial Estate in advance of the 

construction of a new warehouse and associated hardstandings 

Funder: LPS Contracts Ltd, Falkirk Museum, Falkirk Local 

History Society, Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society

Tamfourhill, Falkirk Ian Suddaby

Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

2007 in a proposed residential housing development on a 

st

Larbert

New Carron Road, Stenhousemuir Derek Hall

the pottery production centre of Stenhouse, was undertaken 

clay bonded structure which was sealed by an extensive dump 

presence of a Musty Type 2 pottery kiln similar to those excavated 



FALKIRK/NORTH LANARKSHIRE/FIFE

Muiravonside

Manuel Nunnery Geoff Bailey

Excavation
th

robber trenches 5m apart, which are believed to represent the 

W/E for at least 38m, forming a terrace with extensive areas 

c26m square to the 

the S of the church, as is more usual, and that it had been 

washed away when the River Avon changed its course in the 
th

Area ground resistance and magnetometry surveys of a larger 

Funder: Falkirk Local History Society, Edinburgh 

Archaeological Field Society, Peter Morris, Historic Scotland

FALKIRK/NORTH LANARKSHIRE

Denny/Cadder

A/M80 Stepps to Haggs, Glasgow
Evaluation, watching brief, building recording,  

survey, palaeoenvironmental assessment  

 Headland Archaeology Ltd

to Haggs in the Falkirk area and incorporates the route of the 

existing A80, which currently links the two stretches of the 

corridor, a watching brief on geotechnical test holes, building 

be trenched because of constraints such as services, tree cover 

excavated in differing landscape settings from rolling hillsides to 

along with the palaeoenvironmental assessment revealed a 

landscape where peat deposits have accumulated in glacially 

of drier pockets of land has taken place from the medieval 

Funder: Historic Scotland for Transport Scotland

FIFE

Abdie, Collessie and Monimail

Melville Lodges to Newburgh Pipeline Cara Jones

Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

brief was carried out during topsoil stripping for a pipeline running 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Abdie

Newburgh, Barns of Woodside Alan Saville

knobs, four smaller intermediary knobs and one slighter raised 

Aberdour

Aberdour Castle Sarah Hogg and David Murray



FIFE

a stone buttress to the SE of an arch spanning the kirk lane 

buttress may be related to the construction of a summerhouse 

(now removed) in the E corner of a walled garden to the E 
th

to establish whether it had once extended in this direction as 

th

Funder: Historic Scotland

Balmerino

Balmerino Abbey Douglas Gordon and Thomas Rees

Geophysical survey, evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

all of the trenches in the development area, with a mid brown 

slightly sandy silt over a slightly varying gravel subsoil, which 

Funder: Gilberts on behalf of Headon Developments Ltd

Balmerino Farm Steading John Lewis

Excavation Scotia Archaeology

founded Balmerino Abbey, a daughter house of the Cistercian 

remnants of its E range and even less of its church now stand 

evidence of a date stone set into a cart shed, it has been assumed 
th century although a study 

accommodation prompted the excavation of a series of trenches 

to coincide with the service trenches for the redevelopment 

(DES

The drain also cut through the foundations of a small masonry 

Several other box drains, as well as a possible precursor of the 

th th

the E end of the building were the remains of a kiln that had been 

uncovered throughout the site, some of them probably medieval 

area than originally thought and it is now presumed to be part 

Funder: Country Property Developments Limited

Burntisland

Burntisland Alan Saville

c

Cameron

Feddinch Mains Golf Course

based assessment and walkover survey on the site of a proposed 

railway line and station, quarries, an old road line, a possible 

building platform and two cropmarks, one possibly indicating 

archaeological features were discovered in any of the evaluation 

Funder: St Andrews International Golf Club

Carnbee

Kellie Castle Addyman Archaeology

Building recording Addyman Archaeology



FIFE

th

th

century scheme of tall panels by the application of additional 

th

a scheme of c

simulate expensive hardwood such as walnut, and tromped to 

possibly installed under the direct influence of Sir William Bruce 

and S side of the SW tower permitted wider appraisal of the 

Raggles cut into the S side of the SW tower revealed the former 

th 

th century the SW tower was added 

decade of the same century further additions were made above 

set chimneys characteristic of this period (comparable to Winton, 

th century resulted in 

the enlarging of numerous windows, at the same time as the 

th

Crail

Crail Fraser Hunter

of a zoomorphic penannular brooch, related to examples from 
th th

Crail Fraser Hunter

Culross

Blairhall Claire Shaw and Amanda Gow

Archaeological monitoring Rathmell Archaeology Limited

groundbreaking works at the forthcoming residential development 

During the monitoring of phase one and two of the works on the 

th th

Funder: Lomond Homes Ltd

Culross Charles Burnett and Jenny Shiels

th th 

the lead seal is a chevron between three fleur-de-lis

a chevron between three fleurs-de-lis Or, then we are dealing 

was gules, a chevron between three fleur-de-lis Or then it could 

be Carruthers of Mousewald, Mousewald Parish Dumfriesshire, 

Broun of that Ilk or Broun of coulston, Haddington, East Lothian 

Culross Palace Gordon Ewart

level is associated with the current kitchen garden and had been 

revealed in the trenches excavated (maximum depth 600mm) 

sloping pathway immediately W of the Palace in order to reveal 



FIFE

Cupar

Tarvit Home Farm, Cupar Thomas Addyman

Historic building assessment Addyman Archaeology

of this formally planned steading complex of c

stone spire above, the rear ranges of this complex were much 

Although the complex is essentially complete there were a 

fabric in the SW range that incorporates reused stones of 

stables interior in the SW range, though damaged, remains a 

th century

Dairsie

St Mary’s (Old) Parish Church, Dairsie  

Excavation Church of Scotland/Fife Council

2006 between the boundary wall of Dairsie (Old) parish Church, 

the archaeology of the trench had largely been compromised 

undisturbed cemetery deposits including an abundance of human 

Report deposited with Fife SMR, Historic Scotland and with 

Funder: Church of Scotland General Trustees

Dunfermline

Carnegie Museum, Dunfermline Rebecca Shaw

Watching brief Rathmell Archaeology Limited

Report deposited with Fife Council and archive with 

Dunfermline Carnegie Library  

 John Sanders and Cath McFarlane

Conservation plan Simpson and Brown Architects

April and June 2007 as part of a planned new museum and art 

buildings were analysed, and drawings were made to reconstruct 

by the architect James Shearer, in a striking design that fused 

The bank building was found to be one of the earliest branches 

of the Commercial Bank of Scotland, designed by the architect 

archaeological investigation of the site has revealed a midden 

containing medieval pottery, and the site was assessed as having 

Funder: Fife Council

Ferry Port on Craig

Tayport Alan Saville

Kilrenny

Anstruther Jenny Shiels

Findspot Treasure Trove



FIFE

refused to accept the episcopacy, which resulted in his being 

the English Civil War when many Covenanters supported the 

appears as a dissenting voice at a time when dissent was fraught 

Museums

Kinglassie

Kinglassie Jenny Shiels

Findspot Treasure Trove

th fede

comprises two clasped hands either side of which is a sacred 

heart engraved with what may be a schematic rendition of the 

panels each bear a letter to make up the holy monogram I H S 

example of a fede ring with much of the internal gilding intact 

would have been commissioned as a display of wealth as well as 

Kingsbarns

Kingsbarns Jenny Shiels

Romanesque strap end Treasure Trove

an animal head in grotesque style with lentoid eyes and gaping 
th century and is Romanesque in 

and the suggestions is that they may have been attached to book 

Pitmilly Alan Saville

St Andrews and St Leonards

St Andrews Jenny Shiels

Medieval Papal bulla Treasure Trove

Paul in relief on one face and the name of the issuing Pope 

bishopric of St Andrews, the most prestigious see in Scotland, in 

close to St Andrews, one of the principal sites of medieval 



FIFE

Torryburn

Crombie Old Parish Kirk Iain Fraser

Early medieval sculptured stone

being concealed in the blocked opening, and not visible on the 

contained in a marginal beading, probably the decorated narrow 

Places of Worship in Scotland: Fife Pilot Project  

 Edwina Proudfoot

Gazetteer, photographic survey  

 Scottish Church Heritage Research

Various The gazetteer of places of worship in Scotland is now 

being developed as a web site, being trialled at present as a pilot 

which will run till the end of March 2008 and is managed for 

St Andrews Medical Centre, St Andrews Rob Engl

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

new medical centre on modern, landscaped open ground to 

showed that much of the site had been greatly affected by 

St Leonard’s Field, Abbey Walk, St Andrews  

Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

area lies c

was recovered from the deeper deposits in the northern part 

of the area, but there were no other features or deposits of 

Funder: Robertson Homes

The Grange, St Andrews
Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

respect of a proposed housing development in land S of The 

Report deposited with Fife Archaeology Service and archive 

Funder: cand L Properties



FIFE/GLASGOW

views of the immediate environment of each building, while the 

data entries describe the building, features, events and people 

It is estimated that the total could be over 700 by the end of the 

Below are highlights from two sample sites, which show the 

Methil Parish Church Amanda Gow

church which was situated between High Street and Station 

located in a large grassy precinct, separated from the road on its 

northern side by a low coped wall composed of large sandstone 

church hall in the precinct to the W of the church with a tarmac 

Western Elevation (Principal) At ground floor level in the 

The area in the central arch is constructed from ashlar masonry 

and there is chequerwork detail above the doors in the outer two 

in the upper western face of the porch and there is also a small 

On the northern side of the nave there is a tower (see Tower 

Northern Elevation At the eastern end of the face is the 

the west of this, the northern transept extends from the face of 

arched windows in the northern face and an arrow slit in the 

the eastern face there is also a door set in a round arched frame 

tower is situated to the W of this and beyond this on the face of 

Eastern Elevation The base of this elevation is constructed 

from coursed sandstone blocks while the rest of it is constructed 

buttresses set back from the centre of the face with a carved 

Southern Elevation The chancel and transept mirror the 

At the western end of the face is the porch, which has a single 

round arched window below the pyramid slate roof and there is 

Vicarsford Cemetery Chapel

architect Thomas Martin Cappon and bears a striking resemblance 

The chapel is sited on a hill to the centre of Vicarsford Cemetery 

This is an apsidal chapel heavily influenced by French Gothic 

octagonal Gothic spire which is pierced by pointed arches and 

East Elevation The apsidal east end of the church is held 

three recessed orders and the lights themselves are glazed with 

are topped by a corbel course which runs between the buttresses 

North Elevation

by a gargoyle and has a pair of carved heads on its decorative 

South Elevation The S elevation is dominated by an 

West Elevation The W elevation has a large stained glass 

face is divided by string courses, the uppermost stage of which 

Funder: Heritage Lottery Fund Your Heritage, LEADER+, 

GLASGOW

Glasgow

Athenaeum Theatre, 179 Buchanan Street, Glasgow 

 George Geddes

Historic building recording Headland Archaeology Ltd

noted Glasgow practice of John Burnet, Son & Campbell 

The proposed redevelopment of the theatre into a retail unit 

required the removal of the gallery area of the former auditorium 



GLASGOW

In addition, details of the construction and phasing of the raked 

produced, supported by a photographic survey

Funder: Cairnduff Developments

British Waterways, Scotland: Forth and Clyde Canal – 
Port Dundas – Pinkston Basin Paul Fox

request of Historic Scotland, repair work undertaken between 

repointing stonework, replacement of coping stones, and 

th century and with the Pinkston Power 

Funder: British Waterways, Scotland

Campbellfield Brick and Tile Works, David Street, 
Gallowgate Martin Cook

Evaluation, Excavation AOC Archaeology Group

between June 2007 and August 2007 over the site of the 

of the works and a subsequent excavation was undertaken over 

site had undergone various changes, developing from a small 

local pottery to a much larger industrial complex prior to its 

Funder: Coltart Earley

Gartloch Road, Garthamlock, Glasgow Erlend Hindmarch

Excavation, evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

the discovery lay outwith the remit of planning control, WoSAS 

recommended that the archaeological discovery be adequately 

recorded as the remains could not be preserved in situ

of building remains relating to the farmstead of Cardowan which 
st th

remains were also recorded, in the form of brick walls and stone 

surfaces which relate to the later development of the farmstead 

as seen on the 2nd rd

Evaluation of the immediate environs of the discovery uncovered 

further remains of the farmstead and showed that the area had 

th th th century) 

(c

Funder: Persimmons Partnerships (Scotland) Ltd

Glasgow Cathedral Tom Whalley

the fabric of Glasgow Cathedral a standing building survey of 

the Chapter House took place in December 2006 and January 

th 

th century but was partially demolished and rebuilt in 
th

th th

Funder: Historic Scotland

Great Dovehill Victoria Clements and Graeme Cavers

Watching brief, excavation, building recording survey  

 AOC Archaeology Group

th

th

of the inn was revealed, with sandstone walls, asphalt floor 

and brick vaulted roof, and was recorded and surveyed using a 

Funder: Alba Town Two Ltd

Great Eastern Hotel Donald Wilson

Evaluation, historic building recording  

 AOC Archaeology Group

The archaeological evaluation comprised four trenches across 

mid 20th

Funder: Grant Murray Architects

High Street, Bell Street, Glasgow B Ballin Smith

at the corner of High Street and Bell Street in the centre of 

Glasgow, which had an archaeological condition attached to the 



GLASGOW

feature recorded was an open drainage channel in one corner 

th th

drain may have related to an earlier phase of activity on the 

of the drain relate to the construction and eventual demolition 

of a stone building with a basement that was dug into natural 

eventually replaced by a larger building which included a wider 

from this building were all found in situ

Other elements of the basement may by this time have already 

the brick walling was inserted and a wooden staircase was 

Funder: Alba Town

Maryhill Locks Tom Whalley

repairs saw the removal of 32m of concrete and poor quality 

saw the removal of 28m of concrete (c

(c

Once the concrete and poor masonry was removed the puddle 

cut and a historic repair (in the form of wooden piles) was also 

c

Below the concrete was a double course of horizontally tooled 

c

Funder: British Waterways Scotland

Orr Street PRJ Duffy

were requested to provide archaeological assistance following 

the discovery of disarticulated human remains during building 

elements of human skeletal material from a mixed layer of 

of the bone demonstrated that it was of archaeological, rather 

the bone most probably related to earlier historic burials at the 

in situ burials, 

containers or related structures in the area of building works was 

Funder: Strathclyde Police

Govan

The Forth and Clyde Canal: Ruchill Gordon Ewart

sandstone sides of the canal and its periodic repairs using 

Funder: British Waterways

Paisley

Leverndale Hospital Stuart Mitchell

Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

August 2007 at Leverndale Hospital in advance of residential 

and a single shallow ditch, a possible trackway and two sides of 

quantity of animal bone was recovered from one pit, and several 

Funder: Scott Wilson Ltd on behalf of Miller Homes

Renfrew

Jordanhill Campus Cath McFarlane and John Sanders

Conservation audit Simpson and Brown Architects

which is planning to relocate the Education Faculty from Jordanhill 

th century, incorporating parts 

the War a large number of institutional buildings of varying quality 

th th

carried out under the auspices of the landscape designer Sir Henry 

Steuart, and mature trees were transplanted from other sites to 



HIGHLAND

HIGHLAND

Abernethy and Kincardine

Loch Garten Alan Saville

mostly small flakes and chips, but including a few microliths 

Alness

Assynt Water Treatment Works,  
Clear Water Tank and Loch Glass Intake Alastair Rees

around the proposed intake from Loch Glass in order to 

assess the potential impact this may have on the archaeology 

Report deposited with Highland Council and archive with 

Alness and Rosskeen

Invergordon

May 2007 to assess the potential impacts upon any cultural 

heritage, that would result from the construction of a waste 

of these sites were indicative of agricultural land use from the 

Bronze Age through to the present day, but a number of early 

20th

the study area was considered to be very high and a programme 

of trial trenching was proposed for the Rosskeen area before 

Funder: Scottish Water

Applecross

Applecross Mains Community Archaeology Project 
 Gemma Shannahan and John Wood

Excavation Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

purpose was to identify and record key aspects of the broch 

site that could not be addressed during the Time Team visit in 

April 2005, creating a conserved, interpreted monument for the 

excavation of 2007 saw the continuation of investigation in two 

opposing quadrants that had been opened over the circuit of the 

the broch centre, and during the September stint, the entrance 

during the latter excavation of 2007 were two similarly incised 

seasons, as well as two 2 x 2m trenches in preparation for the 

Funder: Applecross Archaeology

Ardersier

The Gun Lodge Hotel, Ardersier John Wood

Evaluation Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

any archaeology in the proposed development area for three 

based assessment of the site found no previously recorded 

the Gun Lodge Hotel, formerly known as Cromal Lodge and 

Despite its close proximity, this record was not relevant to the 

examined had in places been part of a bowling green, evident 

Funder: Mr A Wilson

Ardgour

Maritime Landscape in North Argyll –  
Kingairloch, Boathouse Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

th

which would have limited the width of the boat stored below to 
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The upper floor, entered from the inland side, consists of one 

extensions (one still surviving, one indicated by the raggle of a 

Norse Settlement and Contacts in Northern Argyll – 
Glengalmadale Anne Bankier and Stephen Digney

 

could go back to the medieval period and to generate discussion 

The locations selected for systematic survey were those with 

were:

Shieling Group
Remains of at least nine structures surviving as dry stone 

footings with varying levels of preservation at:

c

 c

were two points where there may have been entrances but they 

 c

small internal circular feature in SW had an internal diameter of 

indication of any entrance with dimensions of c

and wall width c

one section of wall which may have been part of a larger structure 

were located near a burn on the W slopes of Glengalmadale not 

Report to be deposited RCAHMS and Highland SMR in due 

Caledonian Research Foundation

Ardnamurchan

Ardnamurchan Transitions Project  

 Phil Richardson and Hannah Cobb

 

tomb of Cladh Aindreis in Swordle Bay, as well as numerous test 

hoped to explore further the relationship between the cairn itself 

and the activity in its forecourt, immediately S of the front of the 

front of the cairn revealed a large ditch, containing prehistoric 

flints, c

the both the E and W trench baulks and appeared to curve to 

Prehistoric Society, Royal Archaeological Institute, Glasgow 

Archaeological Society, CFA Archaeology Ltd, Council for 

Lancashire, The Russell Trust

Norse Settlement and Contacts in Northern Argyll – 
Camus nan Geall Anne Bankier and Stephen Digney

 

could go back to the medieval period and to generate discussion 

The locations selected for systematic survey were those with 

Structural remains

structures, one of which has been remodelled into a structure 

Report to be deposited with RCAHMS and Highland SMR in 

Caledonian Research Foundation

Norse Settlement and Contacts in Northern Argyll – 
Laga Anne Bankier and Stephen Digney

 

Argyll was targeted at a number of locations with surviving Old 

that could go back to the medieval period and to generate 
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The locations selected for systematic survey were those with 

Shieling group
Surviving as dry stone footings situated on the SW slope of 

Ben Laga at:

Raised platform

Stone setting
c

Possible shieling

Report to be deposited RCAHMS and Highland SMR in due 

Caledonian Research Foundation

Norse Settlement and Contacts in Northern Argyll – 
Loch Mudle Anne Bankier and Stephen Digney

 

could go back to the medieval period and to generate discussion 

The locations selected for systematic survey were those with 

enclosure at Loch Mudle had been observed from the road and 

 

c

Report to be deposited with RCAHMS and Highland SMR in 

Norse Settlement and Contacts in Northern Argyll – 
Reidhdhail Anne Bankier and Stephen Digney

 

could go back to the medieval period and to generate discussion 

The locations selected for systematic survey were those with 

structures consisting of low stone footings

Report to be deposited with RCAHMS and Highland SMR in 

Caledonian Research Foundation

Norse Settlement and Contacts in Northern Argyll – 
Sanna Anne Bankier and Stephen Digney

 

Argyll was targeted at a number of locations with surviving Old 

that could go back to the medieval period and to generate 

The locations selected for systematic survey were those with 

site at Sanna was located while en route from Sanna to Dun 

Structural remains

outline of robbed structural remains with dimensions c

structure with dimensions of c

original form of which is not clear, has been remodelled into a 

structure indicated by a roughly rectangular raised area in the 

Report to be deposited with RCAHMS and Highland SMR in 

Caledonian Research Foundation

Arisaig and Moidart

A830: Loch nan Uamh to Arisaig, Lochaber  

 Phil Richardson

Monitored topsoil strip, excavation CFA Archaeology Ltd

archaeological work in 2005 (DES 2006, 86) which included the 

excavation of a burnt mound at Arisaig, pits and clearance cairns 

a monitored topsoil strip was conducted at these locations in 
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Funder: Historic Scotland on behalf of Transport Scotland

Auldearn

Laikenbuie Ronnie Scott and Annette Jack

revealed that this cairn was a small kerbed ring cairn with three 

Age, similar in size and construction to Balnuaran of Clava S 

The other cairn consisted of stones laid on a mound of yellow 

bank consisted of stones laid on a low bank of soil with shallow 

Boleskine and Abertarff

Military Road, Fort Augustus John Lewis

Watching brief Scotia Archaeology

maintained during the removal of vegetation and other materials 
th

military road and of the excavation of a narrow tract alongside 

gravel surface survived, although along most of its length erosion 

had removed this deposit and in places damaged the underlying 

many places because of various topographical features, whereas 

the typical arrangement of large boulders overlain by smaller 

stones and gravel appears to have been maintained throughout 

Funder: Scottish and Southern Energy

Boleskine and Abertarff/Urquhart and 
Glenmoriston

Millennium Wind Farm, Glenmoriston Candy Hatherley

Marking out Headland Archaeology Ltd

Funder: Millennium Wind Energy Ltd

Bower

Nipster, Caithness Paul Humphreys and John Wood

Watching brief Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

The topsoil of the proposed area was stripped by mechanical 

th th

Funder: SID Building Services Wick

Bracadale

Bracadale Parish Church, St Assind’s Sarah E Thomas

PhD research on the late medieval Church in the Hebrides 

Glasgow

the church consist of the turf covered foundations of a roughly 
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although the southern turf bank/wall continues past the burial 

Merkadale Sarah E Thomas

PhD research on the late medieval church in the Hebrides 

 Departments of Archaeology and History,  

Trien near the head of Loch Harport was carried out in May 

is a small rectangular structure orientated E/W with surviving 

the walls are c

the chapel there is one piece of stone which appears to be a 

Uamh an Eich Bhric Martin Wildgoose and Steven Birch

st

century AD date that is being rapidly eroded by rising sea level and 

and the lower stone of a rotary quern have been recovered from 

were set in the shelter in December 2006, in order to monitor the 

and Ian Suddaby

Cawdor/Croy and Dalcross

Nairn to Clunas Replacement Water Main Alastair Rees

the cultural heritage resource that may potentially be affected by 

the construction of a section of new water main running from 

the study corridor were cropmark sites along the floodplain area 

st Edition OS map were noted along the upland 

Report deposited with Highland Region Council and archive 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Thurso Waste Water Treatment Works Alastair Rees

the cultural heritage resource that may potentially be affected 

by the construction of a secondary waste water treatment works 

proposed development, sites of archaeological importance 

Report deposited with Highland Region Council and archive 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Cawdor

Tom nan Clach Windfarm John Wood

 

 Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

aerial photographs was undertaken and the areas of the proposed 

turbine sites and access tracks were walked and examined for 

were recorded in the affected area apart from modern grouse 

places erosion had exposed extensive evidence of former tree 

Funder: Savills (L&P) Ltd

Clyne

Back Beach, Brora Jacqueline Aitken and Janet Hooper

Excavation

archaeologists, undertook the excavation of part of the salt pans 

survey carried out by CFA in 2005, it was decided to open up 

c

of salt production at Brora, along with the coal mining which 

provided the fuel for the saltworks, were sponsored by the 

an unrivalled opportunity to learn more about early attempts to 

flagged floor, was recorded in the eroding face of a dune at the E 

Augering suggested that the wall extended back from the present 

inserting a trench behind the dune edge, it would be possible 

was found that the wall did not extend as far as the augering had 

suggested, although the return of the wall was uncovered right at 
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auger survey, appeared to extend from the S gable to outcrop 

by 2m wide, was laid out across the long axis of the structure, 

extending beyond both long walls in order to pick up the midden 

on the S side and to expose an area outside the building to the 

very well constructed and similar in character to those visibly 

the S wall, which had a central doorway, its threshold enhanced 

deposit containing relatively modern material, as well as animal 

bones and a range of ceramics, appeared to have been dumped 

eastern half of the interior was cobbled, but no clear floor surface 

The line of a substantial wall, aligned E/W and with a doorway 

towards its E end, running along the base of the dune to the 

position of this wall suggests that it might be associated with 

means that it is very vulnerable to the erosion evidenced in the 

photographic and drawn record which now extends back to the 

lower level than the other buildings believed to be associated 

was decided to see if the full extent of the wall could be exposed 

and, by opening wider trenches across the best surviving stretch 

of walling, explore whether any deposits were preserved at the 

basal course or an additional face inserted to strengthen the wall 

was present at the east end, further to the W, the wall is now so 

Traces of an old ground surface were found on the landward side 

In spring 2007, a wall eroding out of the dune was exposed 

depicts the salt works when they were still in operation, shows 

four roofed buildings in this location, including a long structure 

wall face proved that it was very similar in character and scale 

to those exposed in the other three trenches, with a doorway 

of the doorway, where there appears to be a clear corner, visible 

midden layers stopped at the internal threshold, suggesting that 
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they formed while the building was still in use, while the lower 

middens, which are separated from them by a thin layer of sand, 

extended in the structure where their trampled upper surface 

a large amount of stone (and pantiles) in a similar matrix of 

up of windblown deposits, which sloped down markedly to the 

of a chimney, revealed immediately below the clay and rubble 

there had been a second hearth in the SW angle of the wall, 

second hearth consisted of heavily burnt red sandstone, but no 

Kilbraur Catherine Dagg

Survey

the early modern townships on the S side of the River Brora 

Funder: Sylvestrus Ltd

Kilbraur Wind Farm, Strath Brora Jamie Humble

 

 Headland Archaeology Ltd

between December 2006 and September 2007 and comprised 

(iv) an evaluation of a rectilinear stony mound in the SW of an 

extension to the borrow pit and (v) a watching brief over all 

borrow pit in January 2007 following an evaluation in December 

the excavation a further round cairn and curvilinear stone heap 

At the same time as the area excavation, a detailed instrument 

survey was undertaken on sites close to the borrow pit that were 

of the prehistoric settlement remains immediately to the W of 

A further evaluation was undertaken in May 2007 on a 

rectangular stone mound in the SE of an extension to the borrow 

The watching brief aspect monitored all groundworks for the 

and a linear stone bank, of which all except one cairn were in the 

Contin

Blar na Pairce Catherine Dagg

assessment and metal detecting survey was carried out in 

accounts indicate that the battle took place where the MacDonald 

th and 20th 

Funder: Mary MacDougall

Creich

Murphy’s Croft Bonar Bridge John Wood

Evaluation Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

assessment and trial trenching evaluation was carried out on 

recorded features in the site itself, but extensive prehistoric and 

later sites have been noted nearby, including hut circles, cairns 
st Edition OS map records the site 

record a hut circle and clearance cairns with the proposed site was 

Funder: Mr G Smart

Cromarty

Cromarty East Church John Wood and Gemma Shannahan

Archaeological evaluation Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

Scottish Redundant Churches Trust to inform plans for repair 

shovel then cleaned back by drawhoe and towel, to discover the 

extent of disturbance to archaeological evidence, and clarify the 

nature of the church foundations and the direction and position 
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boulders making up the foundations had been concreted over 

have been done around the entire church, and although keeping 

water out, must also be retaining moisture in the fabric of the 

Situated on the floor of in the W corner of the porch is a 

sandstone grave slab, its carved surface heavily weathered 

provided a supplementary report, dating the slab to possibly 
th century as it resembles slabs of that period from 

Funder: Scottish Redundant Churches Trust

Croy and Dalcross

Wester Cairnglass, Gollanfield, Inverness 
 Gemma Shannahan and Claire Herbert

Watching brief Alba Archaeology (Highland) Ltd

February 2007 on the proposed site of a new house at Wester 

or features had previously been recorded on this site, but during 

of the features had been greatly disturbed through extensive 

The two largest features may represent the remains of prehistoric 

pits or burnt mounds, and have been preserved in situ

Funder: Mr and Mrs I Wilson

Daviot and Dunlichity

Culloden Jill Harden

granted for various works in the clan graves area at Culloden 

Between December 2006 and April 2007 the following work 

agreed that this modern intrusion should be removed to return 

the area to a semblance of how it would have been when the 

were recorded and most were taken away, and then the area 

in situ but will be 

scheduled site, passing from the Well of the Dead, across the 

time the route of the main road, which also used to cross the 

original route of the road as the main footpath, and removing 

establish the exact line of the old road the probable line was 

packed stone/gravel road metalling with bitumen through its 

that was created in June 2007 used this old road metalling as 

a foundation, with any earlier road layers remaining untouched 

Dores

Dores Scottish Water Pipeline  

 Claire Shaw and Douglas Gordon

Watching brief Rathmell Archaeology Limited

These works were required by Jacobs on behalf of Scottish Water 

in respect of the construction of a new pipeline from Aldourie 

balance we have illustrated that this pipeline development has 

not adversely impacted on any archaeological remains and we 

have recommended that no further archaeological works are 

Report deposited with Highland Archaeology Service and 

Funder: Jacobs on behalf of Scottish Water Solutions

Rosebank, Dores Claire Herbert

Evaluation Alba Archaeology (Highland) Ltd

June 2007 in advance of a proposed housing development 

deposited with RCAHMS and Highland Council SMR

Funder: Druid Developments

Dornoch

Dornoch Northern Development Stuart Farrell

Evaluation

Funder: Mr J Mackintosh

Dornoch Primary Substation Security  

 Mary Peteranna, John Wombell and John Wood

 

 Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

2007 to establish the nature and extent of any archaeology 

likely to be affected by the underground laying of a high voltage 
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archaeology and documentary records indicate a long history of 

based assessment which preceded the watching brief highlighted 

ploughing a local farmer uncovered the remains of two stone 

cists and evidence of the remains of a burial cairn (Highland SMR 

The limitations of the trench width made it impossible to reveal 

Funder: Scottish and Southern Energy PLC

The Square, Dornoch Mary Peteranna, John Wombell,  

 Ann Coombs and John Wood

Archaeological evaluation Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

in April 2007 to establish the nature and extent of any 

archaeology likely to be affected by a development at the Square 

initial walkover survey and subsequent archaeological trenching 

Funder: J A Property Development Ltd

Duirinish

Cnoc A’ Cladh, Ardmore Sarah E Thomas

PhD research on the late medieval church in the Hebrides 

Glasgow

c

Fund

Croft 2b, Kildonan, Isle of Skye Martin Wildgoose

Walkover survey, evaluation  

 Archaeological and Ancient Landscape Survey

well preserved farmstead consisting of house, byre, cart shed, 

enclosure and stack stand was recorded close to the proposed 

Archive currently retained by Archaeological and Ancient 

Highland Council

Funder: Mr T Gordon

Croft 4, Altavaid Harlosh, Isle of Skye Martin Wildgoose

Watching brief Archaeological and Ancient Landscape Survey

Archive currently retained by Archaeological and Ancient 

Council

Funder: Mr C Lamont

Dun Colbost, Skye Robin Murdoch

Watching brief Scotia Archaeology

brief was kept during the excavation of small trenches for three 

replacement poles for an overhead power supply around the 

Funder: Scottish and Southern Energy

Durness

Ceannabeinne, Durness O Lelong

the character of several buildings and record the visible 

excavated in four of the township buildings revealed evidence for 

Some of the other structures may have been in use for much 

Funder: Durness Development Group

Dun Dornadilla Graeme Cavers

Survey AOC Archaeology Group

were taken to produce a pointcloud with a net resolution of 
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Traigh na h’Uamhag, Durness O Lelong

been interpreted as a possible eremitic monastery of medieval 

Funder: Durness Development Group

Eddrachillis

Scourie Replacement Water Treatment Works Claire 

Shaw

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Farr

Bettyhill Local Scale Onshore Wind Development  

 John Wood

 

 Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

and aerial photographs was undertaken, between February and 

and access tracks were walked and examined for archaeological 

was evidence of extensive peat cutting across the whole area 

areas of wet, deep peatland appear to survive, with potential to 

archaeological features were recorded in some areas but without 

Langale, Grumbeg and Achadh an Eas townships  
and The Tulloch, Strathnaver O Lelong

July 2007 at three cleared townships in the upper reaches of the 

The walkover surveys involved recording visible surface remains 

by means of sketches, written descriptions and photographs 

of selected features, and comparing them to features recorded 
st

Topographic survey of the earthwork known as the Tulloch, 

model of the banked and ditched enclosure, which may be of 

Highland Council SMR, RCAHMS and Historic Scotland

Funder: Historic Scotland

Strathy Cemetery Extension John Wood

 

 Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

was carried out between December 2006 and January 2007 

in advance of a proposed extension to Strathy Cemetery, as a 

Funder: The Highland Council

Fearn

Hilton of Cadboll Chapel David Murray
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were partially revealed, sealed beneath what appeared to be 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Loandhu – Cadboll Water Main Renewal  

 John Wood and Cait McCullagh

 

 Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

conducted to establish as far as possible the nature and extent 

of any archaeology likely to be affected by the construction of 

a new water main in the Loandhu to Cadboll areas of Easter 

archaeologically sensitive areas and a watching brief is also 

Funder: Scottish Water and Halcrow Ltd

Quarry Road, Balintore Dan Atkinson

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

on the periphery of the site and in an approximate 500m 

geoenvironmental site investigation had established that much of 

the site had been disturbed by quarrying and lay beneath several 

trenching was only required over the site outside the established 

redeposited sand and windblown sand deposits above natural 

deposited with Highland SMR

Funder: Aviemore and Highland Development Ltd

The Whitehall, Ross Crescent, Balintore Claire Herbert

Evaluation Alba Archaeology (Highland) Ltd

August 2007 in advance of a proposed housing development 

Possible human remains are said to have been found during 

deposited with RCAHMS and Highland Council SMR

Funder: Mr John Thomson

Fodderty

Inchbae Lodge Catherine Dagg

Trial trenching

a development of a house and chalets in area where a possible 

Roman temporary camp has been reported and where local 

cultivation features and the well preserved cobble floor and drain 
th st Edition OS map 

Funder: Mrs Rita Bishop

Gairloch

Borve – Edinbane Water Main Renewal  

 John Wood and Cathy Dagg

 

 Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

as far as possible the nature and extent of any archaeology likely 

to be affected by the construction of a new water main between 

water main is to be laid almost entirely in the inbye ground of 

the crofting townships occupying the E shore of Loch Ewe, the 

exceptions being the sheep parks of Drumchork farm, SE of 

The croft lands rising steeply from the loch shore are for the 

higher crofts is the number and size of stone heaps cleared from 

and structural, representing the effort involved in bringing this 

The crofts are sparsely inhabited and scattered, abandoned 
th

higher enclosed ground the land has not been improved in the 

road on Aird Point and at Drumchork where holiday chalets 

represented by Second World War gun placements and camps at 

Mellon Charles and Aird and the massive landscaping involved in 

Funder: Scottish Water and Halcrow Ltd

Loch Ewe Sewer Renewal Claire Shaw

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Glenelg

Inner Loch Hourn John Wombell

Survey, excavation
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the core area of the site, while representative buildings were 

considerable depth of deposits which had built up on the 

up over a partly eroded hut, on the very edge of the shore (Site 

Though no evidence which can date the building was recovered, 

A programme of soil sampling was carried out by members of 

Mallaig Water Main Renewal John Wood

the sources consulted revealed any features long the line of 

general area by Jonathon Wordsworth in 2000, identifying 

some areas of archaeological potential, but none relevant to 

Funder: Halcrow PLC

Golspie

Carn Liath Broch Sarah Hogg and Andrew Hollinrake

along the outside of the existing fence around the perimeter of 

contemporary with the broch, but may be a sign of more recent 

not disturbed, and it was agreed with the contractors that the 

installation of the new fence could be carried out without any 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Littleferry Pilot’s House, Sutherland  

 John Wombell and John Wood

Watching brief Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

2006 monitoring the excavation of foundation trenches for the 

out by a mechanical digger, no archaeological remains were 

Funder: Amanda Hoare

Little Ferry House, Sutherland Mary Peteranna

Watching brief Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

areas for services were excavated under close archaeological 
th

there were no archaeological features uncovered inside the site 

Funder: Mr S Lyon

Inverness and Bona

Achpopuli, Abriachan Catherine Dagg

Watching brief

Funder: Andrew MacMillan

Balvonie Braes, Milton of Leys, Inverness  

 Mary Peteranna and Claire Herbert

Evaluation Alba Archaeology (Highland) Ltd

of a proposed housing development was undertaken, with 

the evaluation whether this feature was modern or prehistoric 

Funder: Highland Housing Fair

Culduthel Farm Phase 7 & 8 Ross Murray

Excavation Headland Archaeology Ltd

archaeological supervision, uncovering over 300 prehistoric 

features including a cremation burial, a possible inhumation, 

three roundhouses, part of an enclosure, part of a palisade, the 

remains of a small bowl furnace for iron smelting/smithing, and 

were recovered from these features, dating from the middle 
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saddle querns, c280 pieces of flint, a decorated copper alloy 

pin, c

lined, was found on the highest part of the site and appear to be 

Funder: Tulloch Homes Ltd

Great Glen Way Monolith, Inverness Castle Claire Herbert

Watching brief Alba Archaeology (Highland) Ltd

2007 during the excavation of a foundation trench for the 

terminus marker stone of the Great Glen Way in the grounds 

Funder: Great Glen Ways

Lochardil Burn, Inverness Ross Murray

Monitored topsoil strip Headland Archaeology Ltd

Funder: Tulloch Homes Ltd

Lower Slackbuie, Inverness Dan Atkinson

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

development contained subcircular features interpreted as 

Area A included a single lithic tool from a small circular feature, 

suggesting that the assemblage is likely to date to the prehistoric 

development, contained several subcircular features, the most 

truncated pit, indicating metalworking was being carried out in 

evidence of rig and furrow, indicative of medieval and early 

modern cultivation, two sherds of early modern pottery were 

drains, suggesting that the site of the proposed development 
th 

Funder: Inverness Property Development LPP

Slackbuie, Inverness Chris Fyles

the SE side of Inverness and contained two separate areas of 

2 was stripped 

of topsoil down to an archaeological horizon lying directly on 

an undisturbed subsoil dividing between dry yellow brown sandy 

this area a complex series of pits and postholes were exposed, 

flint blades, recovered from a pit and posthole in the possible 

In Area B, a rectangle measuring 8000m2 was stripped of 

Although suggestive of some form of structure, these were too 

containing large quantities of stones and slight indications of 

Small quantities of iron slag were recovered during the evaluation 

Funder: Elphinstone Holdings Ltd

Slacknamarnock Quarry, Inverness Colin Hewat

Watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

vegetation and excavation of topsoil to form an access road 

into the disused quarry and of soil stripping in areas designated 

It appears that a large part of the site had been stripped down 

to the underlying sand and gravel deposits at the time of the 

that appeared to be undisturbed was the high area located along 

Funder: Aviemore and Highland Developments Ltd

Kilmallie

Ballachulish Moss

Community Development Group in January 2007, to undertake 
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Although no features are visible on the ground surface in the 

application area, unrecorded buried remains might still survive to 

area and an archaeological watching brief were needed at this 

Cow Hill, Fort William A Hickie

aerial photographs and preserved as low banks in the landscape, 

Eilean Loch Airceig  

level of the loch, oriented E/W and measuring c

gable has collapsed outwards, and evidence for an altar and 

to the S may mark the extent of the medieval burial ground, 

but the only evidence for burials are two fragments of slate 

gravestones cast down the bank below the chapel, one of which 

pieces are scattered throughout the crannog material on the W 

th century, and erosion of the crannog 

the SW corner stands so high that it must have been planted on 

top of an upstanding wall, part of which may be visible a little to 

courses of flat slabs, is visible beneath a nearby stump, with a 

Funder: Sunart Oakwoods Research Group

Fort William and Inverlochy Project Dr Tony Pollard

Geophysical survey, trial trench evaluation  

excavated in and outside the remains of the nearby fort which 

the survival of remains relating to the early history of the 

town (Maryburgh) which grew up around the fort which was 

deprive Jacobite forces of cover when they began a siege of the 

A series of trenches in the fort established that very little if 

anything remains of buried archaeological features related to the 

th 

were encountered heaped up against the exterior of the wall, 

at the rear of the beach, and there may be potential for earlier 

On the Parade, the course of a former burn contained various 

layers of rich midden material, including ceramics and bottle 
th

th

th

A series of postholes may relate to the early settlement or later 

survey of a ridge known as Tom na hAire, near the old castle of 

held to be the site of the victory of a Royalist army led by the 

Marquis of Montrose over a Covenantor force under the Marquis 

Funder: Highland Council, Lochaber Community Fund 

(Highland 2007), Heritage Lottery Fund

Kilmonivaig

Invergarry Castle Janet Hooper

Building recording
th th

Though no groundworks have been necessary, a watching brief 

has been maintained throughout the consolidation works and a 

comprehensive photographic and written record of the building 

Funder: Historic Scotland, Mr and Mrs McCallum
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Kilmuir

Kilbride Point Sarah E Thomas

PhD research on the late medieval church in the Hebrides 

 Departments of Archaeology and History,  

on the W coast of the Trotternish peninsula was carried out in 

Fund

Kilmaluag Sarah E Thomas

PhD research on the late medieval church in the Hebrides 

Departments of Archaeology and History,  

wall standing is the W gable wall which stands to its entire height 

the W wall was rebuilt in order to house a memorial tablet to the 

Fund

Kiltarlity and Convinth

Culmill Catherine Dagg

Trial trenching

th th

Funder: G and S Johnson

Kimuir Easter

Appitaud, Milton Claire Herbert

Evaluation Alba Archaeology (Highland) Ltd

June 2007 in advance of a proposed housing development 

Funder: Capital Homes (Highland) Ltd

Kintail

Camas Luinie George Currie

Faddoch George Currie

Knockbain

Bellfield, Charlestown, Inverness
Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

test pits in the vicinity of a probable ring ditch and enclosure 

Funder: WA Fairhurst and Partners

Laggan

New Water Main at Laggan, Invernessshire  

 Mary Peteranna and John Wood

Archaeological survey Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

Ltd acting for Scottish Water to identify and record the nature 

and extent of any archaeological features likely to be affected by 

Running at a length of 600m, two previously known areas of 

Their presence did not fall directly into the route of the proposed 

pipeline, and Scottish Water were advised to avoid the marked 

Funder: Halcrow Group Ltd acting on behalf of Scottish Water

Lairg

25 Lairg Muir Cathy Dagg and John Wood

Archaeological evaluation Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

carried out in July 2007 in advance of construction of a new house 
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archaeological features on the site itself, although the surrounding 

area is rich in archaeology, containing extensive prehistoric and 

croft house and byre, a rapid photographic record and building 

fragments of ceramic and two of glass were recovered from the 
th

in cultivation for a very long time, and appears to have been 

levelled and improved in the 20th

Funder: Rev J Goskirk

Lairg Muir John Wood and Gemma Shannahan

 

 Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

watching brief on site stripping were carried out in August 2007 

as a condition of planning permission for construction of a 

access track

Funder: D Atkinson

Lairg Muir Croft John Wood

Archaeological evaluation Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

on 3 July 2007 in advance of construction of a new house 

features in the site itself, although the surrounding area is rich 

in archaeology, containing extensive prehistoric and later sites 

282m2

Funder: Mr I Fraser

Plot 1 Savalmore, Sutherland Cathy Dagg and John Wood

Archaeological evaluation Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

features on the site itself, although the surrounding area is rich 

in archaeology, containing extensive prehistoric and later sites 

To the SE of this site is the Creag an tSabhal, the rock of the store 

2, 

2

th

Funder: Mr A Butcher

Sallachy Broch Graeme Cavers

Survey AOC Archaeology Group

96, Torroble Catherine Dagg

Watching brief

cleared of stones, which had been used to construct a retaining 

wall for the public road, and no archaeological features were 

Funder: A Anderson

Latheron

Ballachly Lloyd Laing

Geophysical survey, excavation  

Early Christian monastic complex at Chapel Hill, Ballachly, near 

some ambiguity, using resistivity, and additionally carried out a 

site assessment by trial trenching was conducted outside the 

scheduled area, to further the understanding of the geophysical 

had been caused by freshwater springs following the contour of 

(Trench 2) revealed the better preserved remains of a stone wall of 

on a prepared ground surface which also showed evidence for 

2, which seems to have had a facing of large stones with core 

of smaller stones and gravel, (in the section investigated mixed 
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To the SE of Wall A of the scheduled area a cutting (Trench 3) 

This cutting coincided with an area of cobbles overlain by a 
th th

Lochalsh

Kyle Water Main Renewal John Wood

Field monitoring Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

during May and June 2007 to identify and record as far as 

possible any archaeology affected by the construction of a new 

series of site visits were undertaken during the construction 

at Achnandarach had already taken place so it was not possible 

based assessment were checked further, and where necessary 

Funder: Halcrow PLC

Kyle Water Treatment Works John Wood

Archaeological excavation Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

agreed by the contractors that the works would not encroach 

circle the area to be extended by the works was found to be clear 

Funder: Mott MacDonald for Scottish Water

Lochbroom

Braemore Square  

 Anna Welti, Jackie Wilson and Gordon Sleight

Survey Lochbroom Field Club

banks and dykes in the southernmost part of the site have been 

sweep of the site by metal detector has revealed fragments of 

a subrectangular stone house structure possibly associated with 

nearby banks and foundations, and several pits and hollows of 

clearance, has enabled initial interpretation of many of the site 

Morvern

Maritime Landscape in North Argyll – Bonnavoulin, 
Possible Fish Trap Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

rocks at its southern end, but stops short of a rocky outcrop at 
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Maritime Landscape in North Argyll –  
Bonnavoulin, Quays Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

between high and low water marks links a small offshore island 

(Eilean nan Gabhar) and an intervening rock outcrop to the E 

lower level may have given protection against wave action from 

Maritime Landscape in North Argyll –  
Killundine, boathouse Colin Martin and Paula Martin

Survey Morvern Maritime Centre

on Lismore (DES

Norse settlement and Contacts in Northern Argyll – 
Caisteal nan Con Anne Bankier and Stephen Digney

 

Reconnaissance survey with the aim of identifying evidence for 

was to locate archaeological remains that could go back to the 

locations selected for systematic survey were those with very little 

th

Structures associated with Caisteal nan Con

which is heavily overgrown with grasses and moss with 

Report to be deposited with RCAHMS and Highland SMR in 

Petty

Castle Stuart Golf Course  

Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

carried out in May 2007 during ground reduction work associated 

with the construction of a compound and access road at Castle 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, City of Edinburgh Council 

Funder: Castle Stuart LLP

Castle Stuart Golf Course Emma Malone and John Wood

Excavation Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

September of 2007 to identify, excavate and record all features 

already exposed following a watching brief conducted by CFA 

a measurement of c 2 and a smaller section immediately 

to the S c885m2

concentration of pits, but when investigated, a large proportion 

worked flint and BA pottery were found, as well as a large, deep 

Funder: Castle Stuart Golf

Easter Glackton Farm Emma Malone

Watching brief Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

the nature and extent of any archaeology likely to be affected by 

The initial walkover survey discovered that the area had been 

remove the original undulating landscape to form an area of level 

A site meeting with Highland County Council archaeologist 

to continue the watching brief as the area could no longer be 

Funder: HQC Construction Ltd

Portree

Bile Chapel, Torvaig Sarah E Thomas

PhD research on the late medieval church in the Hebrides 

 Departments of Archaeology and History,  

walls are c



HIGHLAND

Fund

Braes Water Treatment Works, Portree, Skye Claire 

Shaw

Report to be deposited with the Highland Council Archaeology 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Churchton Bay, Raasay Phil Richardson and Mike Cressey

Excavation, palaeoenvironmental  

assessment, survey and evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

palaeoenvironmental assessment of intertidal peat in Clachan 

Harbour, Churchton Bay, were required in advance of the 

February 2007 uncovered a lithic scatter below and in the peat 

and evaluation were carried out in advance of construction of an 

excavation showed it contained burnt coal and ash and had seen 

revealing a spread of dark burnt coal and ash immediately to 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, Highland Council SMR

Funder: Highland Council

Croft 1, West Suisnish, Isle of Raasay Martin Wildgoose

Evaluation Archaeological and Ancient Landscape Survey

survey had been cut through by a new access road, as had 

and 25 were both enclosures and that they had fallen out of use 

Both structures had then been quarried for stone during the 

Archive currently retained by Archaeological and Ancient 

Council

Funder: Mrs Diane Henderson

Home Farm, Portree Ian Suddaby

Watching brief, excavation CFA Archaeology Ltd

2006 during the removal of topsoil at Home Farm, Portree, Isle 

A number of features were recorded and subsequent excavations 

circular ditched enclosure with similarities to henge or hengiform 

artefact poor, but an assemblage of Late Bronze Age pottery was 

with RCAHMS and Highland SMR

Funder: Lochalsh and Skye Housing Association and Robertson 

Homes

Kyle Rona, Achadh and Doire Dubh, Raasay  

 Bruce Henry

Survey ACFA

Rona, Achadh and Doire Dubh, was carried out by ACFA in two 

phases in April 2006 and April 2007, as part of the continuing 

programme of recording the physical remains of human activity 
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along with many associated agricultural areas and structures such 
th 

century and are related to the clearance of people from the S 

The buildings recorded include the schoolhouse (taken as the 

has been sympathetically restored by the Mountain Bothies 

th

has since been used as a bothy by shepherds and others, many 

the shepherds in particular form an important record of social 

Raasay Water Main John Wood, Martin Wildgoose and 

Gemma Shannahan

Site recording, monitoring Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

checking for upstanding archaeological remains and flagging 

known RCAHMS sites for the attention of the contractors on 

was recorded, previously not noted in RCAHMS or SMR record, 

Funder: Halcrow PLC

Reay

Forss Wind Farm Paul Humphreys and John Wood

Watching brief Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

2007 during the installation of cables to connect wind turbines 

soils were present and despite the presence of archaeology in the 

Funder: Scottish and Southern Energy

Resolis

Newhall Point, Balblair Stuart Farrell

Evaluation

th

work (DES 

Funder: Mr and Mrs F Haldane

Rosemarkie

Fortrose Cathedral – Chapter House Paul Fox

Fortrose Cathedral, during the repair and replacement of roof 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Rosemarkie Churchyard Isabel Henderson and Ian G Scott

Fragment of incised cross slab Groam House Museum

good and there is no differentiation in the colour of the sandstone 

ring is well proportioned in respect to the cross arms, and is 

a terminal circular hollow at the end of the groove of the external 

margin of the ring where it meets the surviving transverse arm 

seen where a vestige of another section of the ring has survived 

has the same breadth as the groove used for the ring but it is cut 

of the fragment are rough, suggesting the breaking up of the 

is visible on the front face of the slab but two depressions on 

the dressed edge and this internal structure of the slab accounts 

no evidence for the pebble inclusion which features on the back 

The design of what survives of the cross is typical of Pictish 

that the slab may have been regularly cut but straight edges and 

transverse arm with the edge of the slab and the lack of an edge 
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the thickness of the slab and the deeper cutting of the surviving 

arm, which is not a transverse arm, suggests that the orientation 

of the slab is probably what makes the straight edge the right 

the slab is not large, but slabs of similar width are found in the 

Latin cross then the height of the slab would probably have been 

tell whether slabs carved on one face only stood erect or were 

fact that the depressions on the otherwise dressed straight edge 

were thought to be acceptable indicates that this slab lay on the 

variation of the nature of the grooves, and the individual 

mannerism of the decorative circular hollows at the ends of the 

grooves, all suggest that this fragment is a remnant of a slab 

that easily takes its place in quality of design and execution with 

Rosskeen

Rosskeen Waste Water Treatment Works Alastair Rees

cultural heritage resource potentially affected by the construction 

of a water treatment works and associated sewer at Rosskeen on 

the proposed waste water treatment works, indicating that there 

may be further archaeological sites and deposits in the footprint 

Report deposited with Highland Regional Council and archive 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Sleat

Kinloch Forest Martin Wildgoose

recorded:

Archive currently retained by Archaeological and Ancient 

Funder: Forestry Commission

Small Isles

Bealach a’ Braigh Bhig, Orval, Isle of Rum Alan Saville

bladelike character and possible Early Mesolithic date found on 

Beinn Tighe, Canna Jill Harden

DES 2006, 

subsoil or archaeological layers of unknown origin, whichever 

revealed, marked by the presence in two of the sondages of 

down to the subsoil, which was scored by ard/plough marks of 

unknown age, or onto stony layers that were not removed in 

was noted in any of the sondages, an indication that at least 

commissioned and once completed a research strategy will be 

developed with the aim of seeking support to look at this exciting 

Change House and Coroghon Barns, Canna  

 George Geddes

Historic building recording Headland Archaeology Ltd

Barns Two agricultural buildings on the island of Canna were the 

aim of this was to inform the urgent repair work that is necessary 

buildings, the production of a database of individual features in 

th century, Coroghon slightly later than Change 

House, and were constructed as multipurpose agricultural 

buildings, with rooms for stabling horses, providing a byre for 

They are situated close to the sea, probably to facilitate the easy 

Isle of Eigg Martin Wildgoose

Archaeological reconnaissance survey  

 Archaeological and Ancient Landscape Survey

infrastructure, (wind farm, hydro scheme and solar array), and 

Where it was felt necessary cable routes were realigned to avoid 
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recorded during the work:

Archive currently retained by Archaeological and Ancient 

Funder: Eigg Electric Ltd

Snizort and Duirnish

Borve – Edinbane Water Main Renewal  

 John Wood and Cathy Dagg

 

 Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

walkover survey were conducted in September 2007 to establish 

as far as possible the nature and extent of any archaeology likely 

to be affected by the construction of a new water main in the 

crofting township remains, and areas of rig cultivation were 

Funder: Scottish Water and Halcrow Ltd

Strath

Uamh an Ard Achaidh (High Pasture Cave)  

 Steven Birch and Martin Wildgoose

Excavation, landscape survey  

 West Coast Archaeological Services/ 

 Archaeological and Ancient Landscape Survey

deposits here differed markedly from those at the foot of the stairs 

(southern end of cave), where multiple personal items had been 

placed, with the emphasis here being on deposition of animal 

but made/cast in iron was also recovered from between the 

pegs from a lyre, possibly the oldest such instrument in western 

geophysical anomalies and uncertain landscape features were 

insight into the work at High Pasture Cave see the dedicated 

The excavation archive is currently held by WCAS and AALS 

Funder: Historic Scotland, Highland Council, Highland 2007 

Fund and Skye and Lochalsh Enterprise/LEADER+ 

Tarbat

Tarbat Discovery Programme  

 Martin Carver and Cecily Spall

Excavation Field Archaeology Specialists Ltd

on the northern zone of Sector 2, being the area closest to the 

beyond the terrace walls believed to be associated with a 

Investigation of structures and features belonging to Period 2, 

the principal phase of monastic occupation, was completed 

to have been constructed on a platform of levelled ground and 

Investigation in the southernmost part of the site consisted 

and the engineering of the monastic road, but not apparently 

road was investigated in a sondage and found to have been built 

area of excavation was completed, having begun in 2005 with 

excavation of the two flanking burials, one with a stone cist, the 

other without, but marked at the ground surface by an earth 

had been placed into a shallow earthwork that showed as a ditch 

close to the wettest area of the site and appeared to be related 
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deposited strata was also investigated in order to test the nature 

are reported to the Treasure Trove Advisory Panel, and all 

2006 have been deposited with the Highland HER and with 

Thurso

Achingills Farm Catherine Dagg

Watching brief

out on ground breaking work associated with a new house on 

Stemster Hill contain a number of scheduled ancient monuments, 

forming a prehistoric ritual landscape of cairns and chambered 

Funder: Mr D Bullivant

Tongue

Skinnet – Melness Water Main Renewal John Wood

was conducted on 22 June 2007 to establish as far as possible 

the nature and extent of any archaeology likely to be affected by 

Historic Environment Record were visited, but no archaeological 

st Edition Survey 

st

Funder: Halcrow PLC

155 Rhitongue Catherine Dagg

Watching brief

th

prehistoric cultivation to the W of the site, or deliberate paving of 

a work area associated with a structure, possibly a hut circle, to 

Funder: Mr P MacDonald

Urray

Broomhill, Muir of Ord Dan Atkinson

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

during April 2007 in advance of a proposed housing development 

excavated in the area of the proposed development, totalling 

evidence of a natural palaeochannel and features associated with 

Funder: Aviemore and Highland Developments Ltd

Watten

Lynegar T Cowie

Park type, datable to c

Mybster Caithness Paul Humphreys and John Wood

Watching brief Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

out on 30 July 2007 to record the nature and extent of any 

archaeology revealed during the construction of a house at 

The site was cleared of topsoil and turf using a mechanical 

Funder: Mr and Mrs Firth

Wick

Castle Sinclair Girnigoe Field Archaeology Specialists Ltd

Excavation, watching brief Field Archaeology Specialists Ltd
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During August and September of 2007, an archaeological 

excavation and watching brief were carried out before and during, 

the construction of a new path and bridge to provide pedestrian 

built structures associated with the West Barbican and West 

during evaluation, were further exposed, revealing the eroded, 

West Barbican building, it could relate to the latest phase of use 

of the castle, representing part of a formal path leading from 

the West Barbican area, down into the dry moat to the South 

At the eastern end of the new access path, a substantial area 

original access road to the castle, although no secure dating 

also encountered, running roughly parallel to the slope of the 

encountered, representing the lower courses of the SE wall of 

Funder: Clan Sinclair Trust

Loch of Yarrows Environs, Caithness Mike Cressey 

Palaeoenvironmental research and GPR survey  

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

2007 we carried out a programme of palaeoenvionmental survey 

on behalf of the Scottish Wetlands Archaeology Programme 

several research studies carried out by SWAP during 2006 as part 

of a wider framework to promote Scottish Wetland Archaeology 

help of volunteer members of the Caithness Archaeological Trust 

Penetrating Radar (GPR) over variable depths of blanket or mire 

carried out following above average winter rainfalls that resulted 

in high saturation of the blanket peat which covers much of the 

The three sites selected for survey were:

obtained from coring, although slight attenuation (loss of the radar 

shallow peat area, again good correlation was recorded between 

the site of possible building remains resting on alluvial clay, the 

radar returns were confused by the distribution of building stone, 

peat does not adversely affect the radar returns gained from the 

apparatus used and both peat stratigraphy and basal morphology 

destructive method for site demarcation of archaeological sites 

Funder: Scottish Wetland Archaeology Programme

Whitegate Andrew Heald, John Barber and Jon Henderson

 

season concentrated on further trenches across the roundhouse 

First, during excavation across one of the roundhouse walls 

a chamber was uncovered which contained extensive animal 

recovered a subterranean feature which was accessed by a 
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prosaic explanation as a well may explain this enigmatic structure, 

Our thanks are due to the landowners and tenants for their 

permission to excavate and strong support, and to the Caithness 

Archaeological Trust and Historic Scotland for further support 

and groups who visited and aided with the excavation, particularly 

Enterprise

INVERCLYDE

Inverkip

Greenock Cut Tom Whalley

archaeological survey and monitoring took place in 2006 and 

2007 during regeneration and repair works on the Greenock 
th

observe repair works to the structure of the cut, and a survey of 

the main structures and features along the Cut was completed in 

building (waster houses), sluice and bothy along the route of the 

such as boundary gates were given a very basic record and the 

to recording the infrastructure associated with the aqueduct, 

the structures including, but not limited to, alterations to bothy 

the main features such as bridges, overflows, sluices and bothies 

Funder: British Waterways Scotland

Inverkip A Becket and cRennie

April 2007 in advance of a proposed housing development to 

quarrying and the dumping of building debris was found in other 

Funder: Stewart Milne Homes

Port Glasgow

Newark Castle Tom Whalley

th

took place in February 2007 to monitor the removal of rubble 

panels were probably modern repairs or replacements as 

evidence of replacement and repair to some of the ashlar posts, 

A full archaeological survey of the central part of the roof 

This revealed that the roof was constructed from a mixture of 

third series of assembly marks had been made to ensure that 

the trimmers were placed in the correct location during the 
th

a combed ceiling on the underside of the rafters, which had 

replacements were noted that had been attempts to repair the 

Funder: Historic Scotland

MIDLOTHIAN

Borthwick

Harvieston Farm, Gorebridge Colin Hewat

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

development within the former grounds of Harvieston House 
th

th th

deposited with Midlothian Council

Funder: George Wimpey East Scotland Ltd

Stobbs Farm, Gorebridge Martin Cook

Evaluation, excavation AOC Archaeology Group

in advance of a residential development at Stobbs Farm, 

area, consisting of 32 trenches totalling 6000m2

The subsequent excavation revealed these to be remnants of 

three mortar bonded sandstone buildings and a blocked up 
st Edition OS 

Funder: Taylor Woodrow

Vogrie Road/Lady Brae, Gorebridge Helena Gray

Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

in advance of a proposed housing development at Vogrie Road/
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Four modern pits and made ground consisting of redeposited 

Funder: Domus Ltd

Cockpen

Build 27, New Hunterfield, Gorebridge Phil Richardson

carried out in July 2007 in advance of the construction of a new 

lay in an area of high archaeological potential with several sites 

Two evaluation trenches were excavated in order to ascertain 

Funder: Baxter, Clark and Paul (Edinburgh) Ltd

Dalhousie Dairy, Cockpen George Geddes

Historic building recording Headland Archaeology Ltd

Buildings Appraisal at Dalhousie Dairy in connection with a 

buildings appraisal was requested because of the complexity and 

date of the group of buildings, in order to assess the history of 

th 

century, perhaps associated with the Dalhousie estate and the 

and large cattle courts, as well as a cottage, probably for the dairy 

buildings, a photographic survey, a phased ground floor plan 

Funder: Macfarlane Homes

Newbattle Abbey Boundary Wall Mike Cressey

Standing building survey CFA Archaeology Ltd

allow access for the construction of new services and was to 

building survey was restricted to producing a record of the 

Cranston

Cousland Castle H M D Jones

Geophysical survey Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society

DES 

2006 was continued with a survey on the eastern side of the 

the area (20 x 80m) but the survey showed only irregular high 

resistance areas that could indicate a varying depth of limestone 

Funder: D Connolly, British Archaeological Jobs Resource, 

Cousland Historical Society, Edinburgh Archaeological Field 

Society

Crichton

Crichton Castle Mary Márkus

Inventory

Funder: Historic Scotland

Whippielaw Steading, Pathhead  

 Alan Duffy and Diana Sproat

Evaluation, historic building assessment  

 AOC Archaeology Group

archaeological evaluation and a historic building assessment were 

th

Funder: DFE Property Development

Dalkeith

Melville Gate Data Centre, Dalkeith  

 Candy Hatherley and Roz Gillis

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd
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Data Centre in connection with a planning condition issued by 

The area to the W of the fort, within the known location of 

the annexe, had been severely truncated by ground works during 

investigations were carried out to clarify the status of the annexe 

Two ditches were uncovered and Roman amphora and tile were 

heavily truncated there is potential for partial survival of Roman 

Funder: RBS Group

Glencorse

Dalmore Mill Diana Sproat and Alan Hunter Blair

Historic building recording, archaeological evaluation  

 AOC Archaeology Group

an archaeological evaluation were undertaken between August 

2006 and February 2007 on the site of Dalmore Paper Mill in 

th

early 20th

th th

Funder: Thomas Mitchell Homes

Greenlaw Mains, Penicuik
Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

April 2007 at Greenlaw Mains in advance of a proposed 

Mauricewood and Greenlaw Collieries, both of which appear on 
st

were uncovered during the evaluation, but there were no other 

Funder: WSP Environmental Ltd on behalf of Wimpey Homes

Lasswade

Jewel and Esk Valley College, Hardengreen  

 Erlend Hindmarch

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

raised location overlooking a river valley) and the presence of 

prehistoric sites in the immediate area, an evaluation consisting 

Funder: GVA Grimley LLP
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Maiden Castle Ian Hawkins

Ground resistance survey Edinburgh Archaeological Field 

Society

A further two 20 x 20m grids were surveyed over the bank and 

no evidence of any ditch terminal or revetment at the break of 

Funder: Esk Valley Trust, Edinburgh Archaeological Field 

Society

Melville Nurseries Sarah Lynchehaun

Evaluation, excavation AOC Archaeology Group

archaeological evaluation which was undertaken between 7 

2

subsequently commissioned to undertake further excavation 

of an area within the site totalling 5300m2

Funder: GVA Grimley LLP

Newbigging Open Cast Coal Scheme  

 Melanie Johnson and Sue Anderson

Small quantities of cremated human bone and prehistoric pottery 

Prehistoric pottery was recovered from the surface of two 

likely to be Early Bronze Age in date, although the vessel from 

F5 had no diagnostic features to enable the determination of the 

and twisted cord) and heavy carination on the vessel from F7 

Cremated bone was collected from the surfaces of four 

but their ages could not be determined more closely and there 

appeared to contain the remains of adults while F7 contained the 

degree of osteophytic lipping on the articular margin of one talus, 

is too small to support any assumptions about the species of 

wood that were burnt as part of the pyre, both birch and hazel 

were native to Scotland throughout prehistory and both are 

A fragment of long bone was extracted from F5 and submitted 

correspond to either the burial tradition or the type of pottery 

Funder: Scottish Coal

Roslin Glen Gun Powder Mill Complex Biddy Simpson

Baseline survey East Lothian Council Archaeology Service

was commissioned by Midlothian Council to undertake a baseline 

survey of the Roslin Glen Gunpowder Mills in order to prepare 

and photographed, and recommendations for further work were 

Report deposited with RCAHMS and East Lothian and 

Funder: Midlothian Council

Newbattle

St David’s School, Dalkeith Colin Hewat

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

features were recorded that are representative of cultivation 

medieval pottery recovered suggests a phase of medieval 

Funder: George Wimpey East Scotland Ltd

Newton

Danderhall Martin Cook

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

archaeological evaluation was required in advance of the 

the proposed development area, consisting of eight trenches 
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evaluation uncovered no features or artefacts of archaeological 

A subsequent archaeological evaluation was required in advance 

2

with the former use of the site within the coalmining industry was 

Funder: Turner Townsend

Land to the North of Edmonstone, the Wisp Melanie 

Johnson

The development site lay across a known archaeological site 

site had formerly been occupied by a railway, and coal pits and 
th

c

of made ground overlying natural, and comprising principally 

any have survived in the area due to prior industrial activity

Funder: Bernard Hunter Ltd

Penicuik

Penicuik Estate H M D Jones and J Strobridge

Excavation Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society

DES 2006, 

deepened and stone settings suggested that these were within 

th

Funder: Sir Robert Clerk of Penicuik, David Connolly, British 

Archaeological Jobs Resource, Edinburgh Archaeological Field 

Society

Penicuik Estate H M D Jones

Geophysical survey Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society

DES 

The 20 x 20m squares of this survey are incorporated into the 

grid of the Castlehill site survey (DES

of the survey along the line of a ridge, shows amorphous high 

low resistances align well with the crop marks scaled from the 

on the hill but Iron Age tools have been interpreted as used for 

Funder: Historic Scotland, Sir Robert Clerk of Penicuik, 

Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society

MORAY

Birnie

Birnie Fraser Hunter

Birnie (DES 

roundhouse revealed extensive remains of charred timbers from 

posts were also found, some squared, and other structural 

biconical blue one), a rotary quern stone and a series of stone 

have now been excavated, revealing the ring groove of an earlier 

quadrant was also examined, with removal of much less extensive 

destruction deposits revealing a series of large pits and an oval 

cleaning revealed hints of an overlying rectangular structure 

in 2000 and 2006 revealed a series of rebuilds, with evidence 

The third trench examined the area where the coin hoards 

came from (DES

that there were no structures connected with the hoards, and 

Duffus

Burghead Well Sarah Hogg

2007 during the excavation of a small trench near Burghead 
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th

Funder: Historic Scotland

Clarkly Hill Fraser Hunter

brooch, the other a variant trumpet brooch with an enamelled disc 

(DES

Claimed as treasure trove (TT 3/07) and allocated to Elgin 

Duffus Castle Sarah Hogg

remedial work in areas where drainage and erosion problems 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Roseisle Maltings, Elgin Rob Engl

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

The watching brief covered an area totalling approximately 

5,250m2

Funder: Redrow Homes (Scotland) Ltd

Elgin

Elgin Plainstones Fountain Claire Herbert

Watching brief, excavation Alba Archaeology (Highland) Ltd

archaeological supervision, due to a misunderstanding between 

the building contractors and the client, and in the process human 

scale rescue excavation was undertaken, and a human skull and 

analysis of remains showed that they belonged to two individuals, 

an elderly male and a young female, while the pottery sherd was 
th th century AD, providing a terminus post 

quem

Funder: Moray Council

Mosstowie Water Main Elgin  

 John Wood and Gemma Shannahan

Watching brief Highland Archaeology Services Ltd

May 2007, in response to a request from Aberdeenshire 

trench under archaeological supervision, eight possible features 

were uncovered, examined and recorded, the conclusion being 
th

or 20th

ditches in the vicinity in a tight group, with one slightly overlying 

Funder: Halcrow Group Ltd

Thornhill Road, Elgin Martin Cook

Evaluation, excavation AOC Archaeology Group

development area, consisting of 20 trenches totalling 3830 

excavation of the ditches was subsequently completed but no 

datable material was recovered from the archaeological features, 

The evaluation uncovered no other features or artefacts of 

Forres

Grantown Road, Forres Martin Cook

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

sets of associated pits, postholes and ditches, all thought to relate 
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Grange

Sillyearn Wood Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

determine an appropriate method of managing the archaeological 

resource in partnership with other responsibilities, for example, 

environmental considerations, public access and recreation as 

the ground, sites noted previously from aerial photography and 

can be seen to the E of a track leading through the wood from 

Archive deposited with the Aberdeenshire Forestry 

Grange, Keith

The Balloch Colin Shepherd

Historic landscape survey

The following features were recorded during prospective 

scatter of stones which are probably the remains of a clearance 

Archive deposited with the Aberdeenshire Forestry 

Knockando

Archiestown Fraser Hunter

Rafford

Lochyhill, Forres, Moray Ross White

Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

least two sites of archaeological potential, including ring ditches 

to preserve the remains in situ and the test pits moved to a new 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, Aberdeenshire Council 

Funder: WA Fairhurst and Partners

Rathven

Barhill Road, Buckie  

 Victoria Clements and Sarah Lynchehaun

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

A subsequent archaeological evaluation was carried out in 

advance of the proposed housing development (Phase 2) at 

the area suggesting a quantity of archaeological remains within 

the development area no features or artefacts of archaeological 

that any underlying features, as revealed by previous aerial 

photographs of this area, have been removed entirely by plough 

Rothes

Rothes

prepared in May 2007 in advance of the proposed construction 

and sensitivity assessment was carried out to ascertain if these 

This assessment concluded that the industrial areas already 

Funder: Rothes Distillers
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Spynie

Lossie Green Former Gasworks, Elgin Sarah Lynchehaun

Remediation works AOC Archaeology Group

the remains of the former Elgin Gasworks were located and 

Structures recorded included a partial arched roof structure, a 

Funder: GVA Grimley LLP

Urquhart

Corbiewells, Garmouth Martin Cook

Excavation, survey AOC Archaeology Group

partially complete cist was composed of edge set rounded stones 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Garmouth Alan Saville

weight 20g) found in 2007 by Mr William Baird on the surface of 

Maverstone Muir
Buildings survey Murray Archaeological Services Ltd

st Edition OS map 

th

clay and bool walling and some interesting structural details were 

NORTH AYRSHIRE

Ardrossan

Carrick Avenue, Saltcoats Lindsay Dunbar

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

prior to the determination of a planning application for a 

proposed development area, consisting of ten trenches totalling 
2

modern dumped material and disturbance associated with 

the existing housing and industrial estate on either side of the 

Funder: McMillan and Cronin

Dalry Road Lindsay Dunbar

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

prior to the determination of a planning application for a 

2

showed considerable evidence for agricultural improvement with 

numerous stone rubble drains and a variety of forms of ceramic 

Funder: McMillan and Cronin

Beith

Woodside Scott Jacobson

Evaluation Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd

was carried out on 2nd and 3rd of May 2007 on estate grounds 

The evaluation consisted of six trenches covering approximately 

th and 20th

Funder: Mark McDaid

Cumbrae

Golf Road, Millport Douglas Gordon

Watching brief Rathmell Archaeology Limited

th th of April 2007 for Mr McFarlane 

and ancillary buildings no features or deposits of archaeological 

Funder: Mr McFarlane

Golf Road, Millport Alastair Becket and Lorna Innes

archaeological features were unearthed during the course of this 

Funder: Robertson Design

Dreghorn

153–161 Main Street, Dreghorn Alan Matthews

Excavation Rathmell Archaeology Limited
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Waterside Developments Ltd in connection with the development 

the break of slope contained several archaeological features, a 

Several fragments of early medieval pottery were recovered 

archaeological landscape, the presence of these kilns suggests 

smaller features were excavated and recorded but the mobility 

Report deposited with WoSAS and archive deposited with 

Funder: Waterside Developments Ltd

Kilbirnie

Nether Mill, Kilbirnie Douglas Gordon

Evaluation, survey Rathmell Archaeology Limited

available open ground to the E of the mill complex and over the 

as agreed with WoSAS, of all of the uncovered features with 

indicating an attempt at improvement were apparent throughout 

th

th

remains on site and the structure stands no more than one storey 

Report deposited with WoSAS and archive deposited with 

Kilbride

Rockholm
Monitoring Rathmell Archaeology Limited

September 2007 in respect of the construction of a dwelling 

house and associated works in an area A of Rockholm, Whiting 

Report deposited with WoSAS and archive deposited with 

Funder: Mr and Mrs Monteith

Kilmory

Clauchan Church J S Wood and Grace Small

Survey ACFA and Arran Heritage Museum

vertically then fanning towards the back of the block, where the 
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th century 

Funder: Arran Heritage Museum

Seafield Cottage, Blackwaterfoot Claire Shaw

Evaluation, building recording Rathmell Archaeology Limited

exhibited a fairly common stratigraphic sequence with a sandy 

silted topsoil (varying shades of orange/red/brown) which varied 

homogeneous subsoil of red/orange sand which gave way to the 

th

cottage is nothing more than the shell of a single celled building, 

Report deposited with WoSAS and archive deposited with 

Funder: Mrs Caroline Fleming

Tigh-na-Druim Louise Turner

Monitoring Rathmell Archaeology Limited

April 2007 for John Thomson Construction Limited (on behalf 

of Susan Currie) in respect of the construction of a dwelling 

Report deposited with WoSAS and archive deposited with 

Funder: John Thomson Construction Limited

Largs

Constablewood Estate Alan Matthews

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

5 October 2007 in respect of the construction of a dwelling house 

Report deposited with WoSAS and archive deposited with 

67–73 Nelson Street, Largs Louise Turner

Monitoring Rathmell Archaeology Limited

Archaeologia 62) 

as the location of a Bronze Age cist and associated satellite urned 

later groundworks revealed several outlying satellite urn burials 

hammer was also recorded as having been found within spoil 

During the current groundworks on site, the original location 

th th

mound, in area apparently undisturbed by the early 20th century 

groundworks, two postholes of probable prehistoric date were 

Also to the rear of the W house structure was a dry stone, 

th

Report deposited with WoSAS and archive deposited with 

Funder: Lochview Developments

West Kilbride

56a Ardrossan Road, Seamill Thomas Rees

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

works was undertaken on 3 April 2007 in respect of the 

exhibited a fairly common stratigraphic sequence with mid brown 

friable sand topsoil with occasional small to medium stones with 

which contained stone inclusions in the northern portions of the 

Report deposited with WoSAS and archive deposited with 

Funder: Morvern Developments Ltd

NORTH LANARKSHIRE

Cadder

M80 Gas Pipeline Diversion
Watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

associated with the M80 Stepps to Haggs Improvements 

stripping in advance of the temporary compound and a watching 

brief during the topsoil stripping of the new pipeline corridor 

watching brief of the compound area revealed no archaeological 
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Funder: Murphy Group

Cumbernauld

Castlecary Lime Works

around foot of slope, remote from burn, reaching up to 30m 

Continues on terrace on left bank of burn to front of large adit 

c

Efield Cemetery Evaluation Scott Jacobson

Evaluation Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd

M80 near Cumbernauld in support of the development of an 

Ceramics, glass and general rubbish from the 20th century were 

Forth and Clyde Canal: Auchinstarry Basin Tom Whalley

c200mm 

proved by the presence of a geotextile membrane below it and a 

Archive to be deposited with RCAHMS

Funder: Davidson Design Partnership

Westerwood Rob Engl

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

the construction of a golf course extension at Westerwood, 

derived from rutting caused by heavy plant movement within 

across the area of disturbance to determine if any putative 

The evaluation revealed that recent movement of heavy plant 

had not disturbed any archaeological deposits relating to the 

recorded in the form of compact old rut marks associated with 

previous farm activity and a cut related to the placement of the 

Funder: Mr George Oldham

Westerwood Rob Engl

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

2 were 

opened over the proposed 6ha area, which lay to the immediate 

Funder: Q Hotels

Dalziel

Hamilton Mausoleum, Dalziel Park Estate  

 Charlotte Francoz

2006 and January 2007 inspected the stones lying within the 

Mausoleum enclosure and remnants of garden features in the 

extensive cleaning around the Mausoleum enclosure entrance 

the area immediately around the Mausoleum entrance had once 

been laid out in a formal arrangement, probably during early 

20th

Kilsyth

Kelvinhead Jetty, Forth and Clyde Canal Dan Atkinson

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

issues that would affect the proposed development of the site, 

rear of the site, representing the remains of a transit point for the 

the light of the results of the assessment, a programme of trial 

revetment that extended slightly from the canal bank into the 
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Lochend Cottage, Colzium Fiona Baker

Watching brief Firat Archaeological Services

on site of new house and section through glacial mound was 

Archive deposited with Firat Archaeological Services and to be 

Funder: Mr Mark Hawthorne

2–8 Shuttle Street, Kilsyth Alastair Becket

archaeological potential of the area surrounding the proposed 

th th

evaluation, as it was comprehensively cleared during demolition 

Funder: Heckland and Dore

New Monkland

Greendykeside Scott Jacobson

Evaluation Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd

also recorded some of the previously known mining remains in 

Funder: A7 Energy Ltd

ORKNEY

Birsay and Harray

Birsay-Skaill Landscape Project
Geophysical survey  

 

inside the Guardianship boundaries, although coverage inside 

was partial due to constraints created by standing buildings and 

A series of anomalies was revealed by both techniques which 

archaeology along the cliff edge and in its immediate environs, 

together with the foci at the main settlement site and the Peedie 

were several discrete anomalies in this higher area suggesting 

The survey is intended to complement the selective excavation 

survey), and add to the coverage of the wider landscape study 

Data structure report to HS, Interim reports to be lodged with 

Orkney SMR, Orkney Museum and archive to be deposited with 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Dounby Quilco CJ Mamwell

mechanically stripped from the area under archaeological 

Funder: Orkney Housing Association Ltd

Nessbreck, Corrigall Judith Robertson

Rescue excavation  

 Orkney Archaeological Trust and Orkney College

rescue excavation was initiated by Historic Scotland and work 

a geophysical survey of the area immediately surrounding the 

results revealed a concentration of anomalies surrounding the 

c

on four stone pillars c

except for the SW corner, which had been stacked to the roof 

entrance passage from the SE that entered the middle of the 

In the area above and surrounding the chamber there were 
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hammer from inside the chamber and a stone handle from 

stones exhibiting heavy tooling were recovered from the rubble 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Cross and Burness/Stronsay

Sanday/Stronsay Electricity Cable Replacement  

 Judith Robertson

watching briefs Orkney Archaeological Trust and  

The walkover survey did not identify any new features within 

Stove was magnetically quiet, although the buildup of sand within 

inland section of the Sanday survey revealed a concentration of 

While it is impossible to ascertain dates for these anomalies from 

geophysical survey, the forms of some of the anomalies hint 

at a prehistoric origin, which might correlate with the known 

survey on Stronsay seems to indicate that the bulk of the known 
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In the light of these results the cable route was slightly amended 

brief was then instigated on the remaining potentially sensitive 

Copies of the report to be deposited with Orkney SMR and 

Funder: Orkney Islands Council

Eday

Green M J Miles

Trial excavation

In 2006 a geophysics survey carried out by Orkney College 

suggested extensive archaeological remains (DES

The trial excavation was carried out by a small team of volunteers 

ploughsoil to expose the upper parts of the surviving archaeology, 

an associated building c

Outside the building was a dark midden deposit and a line of 

These comprised worked pebble flint including several scrapers, 

a wide variety of stone implements including hammerstones, 

Funder: Mr M J Miles, Ms D Coles and Mr P Mason

Linkataing Paul Sharman and Judith Robertson

Topographic survey, minor excavation, restoration  

 Orkney Archaeological Trust  

 and Orkney College

to assess damage done by erecting a fence across the prehistoric 

work without causing further damage to the building to prevent 

building were surveyed and the disturbed areas planned from 

segment of bank that had suffered most damage was examined 

by box section, revealing the outer face of stone foundations 

rapid handheld GPS survey was conducted to locate surrounding 

previously recognised, and several potential sites, comprising 

Archive to be deposited with RCAHMS and a copy with the 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Evie and Rendall

Broch of Gurness Andrew Hollinrake

October 2006 while contactors dug two small test pits and 

drilled four boreholes near the W side of the existing visitor 

surrounding the site, in advance of the planned extension to 

an area of modern disturbance associated with the foundations 

encountered in the boreholes did not indicate the presence of 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Broch of Gurness Susan Ovenden

guardianship site was investigated by gradiometry and resistance 

of survey, immediately to the S and SW of the properties in 

northwards to include a small area immediately to the W of the 

of identifying any anomalies of archaeological interest outside 

the guardianship area prior to work on the site by Historic 

The gradiometer data is dominated by responses from ridge 

the more enhanced ridge and furrow responses indicate the 

disturbance of earlier, magnetically enhanced, archaeological 

It is possible that some of the anomalies may be associated with 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Brookfield, Rendall Susan Ovenden

development area, a geophysical survey was commissioned and 

carried out on 2 May 2007 to establish the nature and extent of 

possible archaeological remains within the proposed development 

Funder: Developer

Lyron, Rendall, Mainland Judith Robertson

Evaluation, watching brief  

was conducted on 22 August 2007 for an area of a proposed 
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c 2

Woodwick Burn David Lynn

Field survey

HY 3660 2270 Alongside a survey of Hammars Hill which is 

proposed for a wind farm development, a walkover survey was 

which showed as the only recorded features of the immediate 

area, and to record other features which the landowner 

any construction for the proposed development, so would be 

into a small bay at Woodwick on the shore of Eynhallow and 

The area is used as unimproved moorland pasture, and there 

has been systematic peat extraction on both sides of the burn, 

which has led to frequent access tracks across the moorland 

001 N bank HY 37297/22868 

It survives as a c

have been placed in the surrounding boggy turf, particularly 

002 N bank HY 37240/22839 In a similar bankside location 

c65m upstream sits a 3m square hut base of dry stone flags with 

c

003 N bank HY 36995/22732 This is a complex of dry stone 

channel has been dug across the meander, the upstream end 

walled and still open, with stone settings at the mouth to indicate 

there is a set of submerged walling curves in from the opposite 

bank to direct flow towards the channel mouth and a deep pool 

The island created by the channel within the meander is edged 

with masonry walling, now badly slumped, which continues down 

wall rubble sit on the island c3m apart, and the contained area 

is full of masonry rubble, low walling fragments, and a second 

This appears to be a relatively recent complex of features 

mill site is perhaps the most exciting interpretation, although the 

location so far upstream of the cultivated area is unexpected, and 

other possibilities related to quarrying or other purposes remain 

004 N bank HY 36910/22683 This is a second complex of 

submerged flagstone feature, which could be placed walling or 

outlet of the pool, through which the stream now flows, with 

not appear to be structural walling for a building, but the area is 

Again, water supply management seems the most obvious 

explanation, but without structural indications that the supply 

upstream regulatory complex for Structure 003, emphasising 

005 N bank HY 36722/22762

covered masonry rubble, c

except possibly a squared SE corner, where the wall may be 

stretch of the burn close to extensive peat cutting areas on both 

sides, where a small shelter or store could be very useful

006 N bank HY 36666/22756 This lies c70m further 

each end a short stretch continues northwards for c

two end stretches are truncated at the termini or continue further 

shelter seems more plausible than an enclosed building, possibly 

007 N bank HY 36568/22890 Styes of Aikerness 

created on the valley slope c

c

humps and dips, with occasional masonry blocks scattered within 

c

passage leading SE, opening towards the burn and the valley 

mound, mainly of stone, c c

and c

Bronze Age tumulus mound, which has been heavily mutilated 

cell may have been accompanied by a lot of digging into the 

remainder of the mound in search of stone, hence the chaotic 
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008 N bank HY 36635/22921 [Styes of Aikerness] This lies 

within the SE corner of the fenced enclosure, and is another 

c

is slightly hollowed, as if excavated out at some stage, but the 

This looks to be a second, previously unrecorded, Bronze Age 

tumulus, and very much a companion site to Structure 007 c80m 

though apparently smaller may give a clue to the original size of 

009 S bank HY 37165/22806 This is a tentative structural 

downstream of the modern cistern which provides the water 

(either of spoil or a building) but lies within an area which has 

010 S bank HY 37325/22883

alteration very close to the current stream course, which is 

with several low orthostatic alignments protruding through the 

which relies on the historical sources, although it is clearly 

masonry robbing have left only the internal area of the chapel 

has also vanished to these processes leaving the interior as a 

Conclusion
This is clearly an upland valley bowl with some potential for 

investigated within this exercise, and further exploration of its 

further into the bowl, with reports of substantially constructed 

bridges and the like to suggest that the valley has been well 

Firth

Heddle Hill Quarry Dave Lawrence

drift deposits were removed by machine from the bedrock over 

an area of c2,500m2

Funder: Orkney Aggregates

Hoy and Graemsay

Quoy-Dale, Hoy Judith Robertson

conducted on 28 July 2007 for the machine removal of topsoil 

and overburden ahead of the construction of foundations for a 

of archaeological importance was disturbed by the work

Funder: Mr P Bews

Kirkwall and St Ola

Hillocks of Garth Dave Lawrence

archaeological mounds was stripped of topsoil and examined for 

Quanterness Rebecca Craig

Taphonomic study of human remains  

The purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of 

will be looked at in the context of the other known burial sites 

the human remains was carried out, there is merit in a return to 

systematic taphonmic analysis (considering weathering, burning, 

damage in the form of cut marks or gnaw marks) of the human 

remains from Quanterness with the aim of perhaps being able 

to support or refute some of the current hypotheses about this 

Orphir

Hobbister Michelle Farrell, Jane Bunting

the environmental context of the hypothesised population and 

The palaeoenvironmental work at Hobbister was framed 

around one hypothesis of deposition for the Bronze Age axe 

found in 2006 (DES 

into a bog pool or pond as a ritual act, probably in response to 

an increase in wetness and expansion of blanket peat into an 
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A sample from shallower upslope peat was also taken to allow 

Association

Hobbister Paul Sharman

 

environmental impact assessment Orkney Archaeological Trust

walkover survey to identify potential archaeological and cultural 

heritage issues was commissioned in respect of a proposed 

scheme to expand the area available for the extraction of peat 

on the slopes of Griffyelt at Hobbister in the mainland parish of 

during the walkover survey, although the ground cover was so 

high that some sites may have been missed, along with those 

Funder: Aquatera Ltd

Rousay and Egilsay

Corse, Rousay Paul Sharman and Susan Ovenden

Geophysical survey and intrusive archaeological evaluation 

HY 3880 2835 As part of the requirements to apply for 

outline planning permission for a housing plot on the land of 

Corse, Rousay, Mr Garson commissioned a geophysical survey 

to establish the nature and extent of possible archaeological 

remains in c

this, he commissioned us to conduct an intrusive archaeological 

th century, but could originally have been medieval 

covered up and will be excluded from the proposed development 

Funder: John Garson 

Eynhallow James Moore and Antonia Thomas

of the island, several possible prehistoric burial mounds and a 

is required to understand these boundaries, initial assessment 

suggests there is clear phasing and chronological depth to these 

Approximately 3600m2 of gradiometry was conducted over 

a suspected burnt mound, which revealed several diagnostic 

crossing the survey area, there was clear evidence of settlement 

corresponding to the mound on which the monastic site sits 

and some of the anomalies also hint at features predating the 

Funder: Hunter Archaeological Trust, Viking Society for 

The Braes of Ha’Breck, Wyre Antonia Thomas

Excavation Orkney College/Orkney Archaeological Trust

Archaeologist Owen Raybould revealing stone flags in Trench A of the 

nonetheless revealed occupation deposits and structural remains 

Trench A was located over an area of high magnetic response 

which correlated with a high concentration of artefacts recovered 

truncated, to the level of the natural glacial till in some places, 

a sondage across one of these spreads revealed a linear 

Trench B was similarly positioned over an area of archaeological 

were indicated by the presence of a rammed stone floor showing 

evidence of in situ burning and the incorporation of flint and 

cobble stone tools in the surface, which has been interpreted as a 
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revealed, the working floor and short stretches of ruined coursed 

masonry show several episodes of activity with various stages of 

from this trench were several pieces of worked flint, cobble stone 

2 test pits were also excavated and all revealed evidence 

In addition, areas of considerable in situ burning were exposed 

representing internal structural elements and several phases of 

likely, therefore, that this trench contains the remains of an early 

Funder: Orkney Islands Council, Society of Antiquaries 

Scotland, Orkney Archaeological Trust, Orkney College, the 

Flaws family

Sandwick

Birsay-Skaill Landscape Project
Geophysical and topographic survey, selective excavation  

Previous survey in 2003 and further survey and excavations in 

magnetic anomalies in the Snusgar mound and neighbouring 

an extremely well preserved decorated antler comb from a 

are currently being processed at the Research Laboratory for 

Bone preservation was good (currently being assessed by 

were floated and processed on site and are being assessed for 

archaeobotanic evidence and radiocarbon potential by Dr D 

behalf of Historic Scotland by AOC Conservation Services, 

Data Structure Report deposited with HS, Interim Reports to 

Skara Brae Neolithic Village Andrew Hollinrake

maintained during the excavation of material from behind the 

recent severe weather, areas of subsidence had appeared in two 

be imported material, mostly large stones and sand from the 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Skara Brae Neolithic Village Andrew Hollinrake

excavated around the glass roof covering House 7 at Skara 

the removal of turf and topsoil during the removal of the glass 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Sandwick and Stenness

World Heritage Area – Inner Buffer Zone: Phase X  

 Susan Ovenden

at the Point of Onston around the chambered tomb and within 
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of archaeological interest although the data suggest that few 

enclosure ditch suggested by previous gradiometer survey and 

has detected part of the tower which is approximately 30m in 

Elsewhere gradiometer survey has detected numerous responses 

of enhanced response have also been located which may be of 

Funder: Historic Scotland, Orkney Islands Council, Orkney 

Shapinsay

Burroughston Broch
Watching brief Orkney Archaeological Trust

September 2007 for the construction of a stone plinth for 

noticeboards in the interior of the broch and for the removal 

Funder: Shapinsay Development Trust

South Ronaldsay

East Broch of Burray James Moore

Topographic survey, plane table survey, building recording 

 Orkney College

of Burray, as part of a postgraduate course with Orkney College 

the broch since antiquarian investigations by Farrer and Petrie 
th

broch to modern standards, provides clear evidence of an area 

has highlighted a number of areas of erosion caused by recent 

Funder: Orkney College

Kirkhouse Judith Robertson

 

 Orkney Archaeological Trust

based assessment and walkover survey of an area, prior to a 

sand quarry

The survey noted previously unrecorded extensive and 

complex archaeology with structures visible in the sand dune 

Funder: Mr and Mrs Critchlow

The Cairns, Windwick Bay Martin Carruthers

The site comprises a low mound with an overall extent of some 

of c

of intramural galleries or staircases were detected it remains 

possible that such features remain to be discovered and that 

A gap in the masonry on the SW of the roundhouse may be 

an entrance but could equally be an opening into an intramural 

upon the deliberately reduced wall head of the roundhouse on 

have been part of a depositional event that occurred at the end 

of, at least one period of, the use of the structure, perhaps as 

is almost certainly the feature briefly uncovered in the early 
th

structure is furnished with a pair of parallel upright partitions, 

or stalls, that partly rest against the wall faces but are not 

large orthostats placed end to end appear to form a screen and 

this may be the end of the chamber here or a later blocking off 

by two uprights, which may well represent a doorway framing 

an entrance passage leading into the chamber and blocked in 

Relatively high up in the disturbed soils within the sunken 

feature several large cracked slabs tipping into the chamber, 

chamber included a saddle quern and three upper stones for 

indicates that this subterranean chamber is stratigraphically 

later than the roundhouse, although further planned work will 

Iron Age, and a very well laid out set of stalls or boxes was set 

to the early part of the Late Iron Age (based on preliminary 

pottery examination) is suggested as occupying much of the 
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Part of the E sector of the massive roundhouse wall has been 

removed in antiquity and against the massive truncation front 

that resulted from this has been laid a revetment wall built in 

items such as a carefully made sandstone spindle whorl and an 

the eastern side of the main trench revealed that archaeological 

the eastern end of the trench, and these almost certainly extend 

This trench contained a series of deposits and stone features 

elements or secondary phases of extramural buildings associated 

possible early Iron Age carinated pottery from these deposits 

and structures may indicate the presence of an early settlement 

Towards the eastern end of the trench a midden area between 

two areas of walling was found to be very rich in animal bone, 

Archive to be deposited with Orkney SMR and Orkney 

Funder: Orkney Islands Council, Orkney Archaeological Trust, 

The Cairns, Windwick Bay Martin Carruthers

roundhouse with a total diameter of c22m, an internal diameter 

excavated on the SW part of the interior, revealing that the wall 

flag floor survives beneath the mass of rubble which appears to 

have been deliberately and rapidly introduced at the end of the 

in the interior yielded several coarse stone tools and pottery 

The excavated quadrant also allowed the examination of the 

previously recorded gap in the masonry wall of structure A and 

a large quantity of charcoal including possible charred withies 

together with a large piece of whalebone embedded in the wall 

therefore appears that the main entrance to Structure A lies 

to preserve evidence of some architectural features, such 

as a scarcement ledge, the question of the exact nature of 

this roundhouse was nevertheless further elucidated by an 

had an internal makeup of clay, soil and rubble dumps, which 

may indicate that the roundhouse does not possess the classic 

together with the overall proportion of the wall thickness to 

 shows that 

It is therefore likely to be a complex Atlantic roundhouse similar 

the roundhouse, in structure D, a rectangular sunken chamber 

a distinct, roofed building in its own right demonstrates that it 

by digging into the mass of rubble in the interior of structure A 

and lining the cut with large uprights capped by substantial flags 

deliberate blocking material we found a fragment of a copper 

with the base of the wall face of the souterrain chamber was a 

row of uprights which were probably further elements of the 

souterrain was built with some awareness of the layout of the 

of the roundhouse and the construction of the souterrain were 

uprights forming a rectangular or oblong building dating to the 

Stratigraphically, the construction of structure B was shown to 

be later than the use, and probably the abandonment, of the 

with threshold sill and pivot stone, possibly connecting these 

two structures as well as affording access to an external yard, 

to be a well preserved settlement zone of later middle Iron 

Archive to be deposited with Orkney SMR and Orkney 

Funder: Orkney Islands Council, Orkney Archaeological Trust, 
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St Andrews and Deerness

Long Howe
Excavation Orkney College

Long Howe was partially excavated as part of the Mine Howe 

Mesolithic features might have survived elsewhere in the vicinity 

quadrant of the barrow was excavated in detail with the aim of 

the barrow mound was built, but that pockets of soil had survived 

material and one contained a fragment of hazelnut shell which 

come from surface collections and none have been excavated 

to the existing assemblages of narrow blade microliths, but it 

has provided a dated context which suggests that settlement in 

the time of Mesolithic activity lower sea levels would have meant 

that the site was further from the sea than it appears today, 

but the location offers several advantages in terms of nearby 

Funder: Friends of Orkney Archaeological Trust, Historic 

Scotland, Orkney College, Orkney Islands Council, Society of 

Antiquaries of London, Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

The Bronze Age burial at Long Howe after removal of mound material, 

Stenness

Ness of Brodgar
Excavation Orkney Archaeological Trust and Orkney College

continued on the large oval structure partially revealed in 2005 

uncover the full extent of this structure before dealing with 

in situ

activity represented by ephemeral structures, spreads of ash 

wall that appeared to enclose this structure was revealed this 

season as having both and inner and outer wall face with a wall 

were located further across the peninsula over the line of this 

A polished stone macehead was recovered during topsoil 

a thin stone slab decorated with incised geometric designs were 

Trench P (20 x 20m) was opened over the structure (Building 

the full extent of this building (as indicated by magnetometry) 

and to explore its relationships with other elements on the 

to Structure 2 at Barnhouse, but exhibits a complex structural 

with the insertion of a large curving wall across its centre 

geometric designs similar to those discovered at Skara Brae on 

Funder: Historic Scotland, Orkney Islands Council, Orkney 

Archaeological Trust, Orkney College, Russell Trust, Robert 

Stenness Sewer Replacement and  
Waste Water Treatment Works Alastair Rees

cultural heritage resource potentially affected by the construction 

of a new sewer, rising main, treatment works extension and 

interest along and close to the route of the proposed sewer, 

Heritage Site, it was clear that there was potential for unknown 

programme of watching briefs were therefore proposed and 

undertaken, including one during the excavation of the rising 

main pipeline from where it exits the WwTW extension site as 

Report deposited with Orkney Archaeological Trust and 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Stronsay

Stronsay Archaeological Survey 2007
Field survey OAT/Orkney College Archaeology Department
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on the island of Stronsay to assess the archaeological potential 

presented flint lithics including one barbed and tanged arrowhead, 

association with prehistoric pottery and a coarse stone macehead 

The site of Links House produced two tanged flint points, flint 

Funder: Orkney Islands Council

Walls and Flotta

Hoy and South Walls Landscape Study Judith Robertson

Geophysical survey  

 Orkney Archaeological Trust and Orkney College

to undertake an extensive programme of geophysical survey 

was completed over six separate areas across the peninsula, to 

unknown site types, to allow for comparative study between 

similar sites, and to collect data to allow for a wider landscape 

interpretation to assist in gaining a better understanding of the 

The results clearly show the broch and associated settlement of 

magnetic and high resistance anomaly with potentially associated 

while the three earthen dykes to its W do not show up well in 

the results of the survey of the potential prehistoric mounds at 

with Storehouse having a mix of possible prehistoric and modern 

Reports to be deposited with the Orkney SMR and 

Funder: Orkney Islands Council

West Wray

Berst Ness, Knowe of Skea H Moore and G Wilson

Excavation EASE Archaeology

work include the discovery of two previously unknown structures 

Funder: Historic Scotland, Orkney Islands Council

Costie’s Lobster Warehouse, Pierowall  

 Sean Joseph Mullan

Evaluation EASE Archaeology

extension to an existing warehouse in the village of Pierowall, 

which in trench 2 included a small amount of animal bone and 

Funder: Mr G Costie
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Links of Noltland H Moore and G Wilson

Rescue excavation EASE Archaeology

by Historic Scotland, was carried out between February and 

walled buildings which are eroding out of sand dunes within the 

thought to be contemporary with each other and of probable 

two were relatively well preserved and are thought to have served 

upright stones, suggestive of radial divisions, were also present 

rectangular in plan and was divided by upright slabs into a series 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Links of Noltland Bronze Age Houses  

 H Moore and G Wilson

Excavation EASE Archaeology

September and October 2007 on a complex of buildings 

threatened by aeolian erosion in the scheduled area at Links of 

central hearth, is radially partitioned and appears to have served 

has been too severely truncated by erosion to determine its full 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Rapness, West Wray Amanda Brend

Evaluation EASE Archaeology

September 2007 in advance of proposed development for a 

c

Funder: Barbara Jeffreys
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PERTH AND KINROSS

Aberdalgie

Aberdalgie Churchyard P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

of which may be related to former churchyard boundaries, were 

Abernethy

Newburgh Alan Saville

Alyth

Drumderg Wind Farm Mike Roy

Walkover and topographical survey, evaluation, watching brief 

 AOC Archaeology Group

proposed development area, followed by topographical survey 

of an area of cultivation remains and then the archaeological 

evaluation of the areas around three proposed turbine sites, a 

2 were excavated over c

of a cable trench to the S of the wind farm, which exposed the 

Funder: Scottish and Southern Energy

North Balloch Steading Chris Fyles and Derek Hall

which there are now no traces except for a few hewn stones 

of possible reused sculpted stone in the fabric of the steading 

walls and a doorway formed with delicately grooved sandstone 

.

Funder: HDC Architectural and Building Design Consultancy

Tullymurdoch P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

magnetic anomalies over the hut circles appear to be mostly due 

to magnetic boulders derived from the local glacial till and used in 

single walled features are not so obvious and later rectangular 

structures and a Pitcarmick house of mainly turf construction 

pattern of boulder related anomalies provides evidence for the 

Funder: Blairgowrie Geoscience

Ardoch

Kaimes Cottage David Bowler

2007 on the digging of foundation pits for a small wind turbine, 

Funder: Julian Schad

Auchtergaven

Bankfoot New Church

Trenches were located over the cropmarks and in other areas of 

the development area to test for any features that may not be 

accounts for some of the pits visible on the aerial photographs, 
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Funder: Auchtergaven and Moneydie Parish

Blair Atholl

Ardtulichan George Currie

Cargill

Campsie Hill, Guildtown

the construction of an access route to a new house built in the 

to the possibility that the access road may have crossed the 

Funder: Mr G Barnett

Cargill Churchyard P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

Cleish

Gairneybridge

a number of archaeological sites are located in the vicinity of the 

Funder: Carneil Homes

Clunie

Stars of Forneth Thomas Addyman

Historic building assessment Addyman Archaeology

survey of this farm steading/farmhouse was undertaken on 23 
th

ranges looks over a regularly laid out walled/terraced garden 

th

the W and, particularly, to the E where there is a substantial 

Collace

Collace Churchyard P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

Regional resistivity variations, however, support the idea that the 

Comrie

Dalginross Roman Fort (near)  

Metal detecting Perth Museum and Art Gallery

medieval metalwork and three certain and one possible items 

Phalera

strap thickness of c

by mud and corrosion, but there is a central perforation for a 

st century 

decorative role, with a decorative emblem riveted to its centre 

Boss Hemispherical boss with a collar at the base, and the 

Pin head 

with four transverse lentoid bosses set at the cardinal points 
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they are found on Roman sites, perhaps from trade, adoption of 

local styles by the army, or recruitment of local people into the 

Weight Biconical lead weight, rather damaged and pitted 

(each dot representing an ounce), but it is likely that two are lost, 

a 5 unciae weight unciae 

semis

would presumably originally form a quincunx shape, a narrow 

Coupar Angus

Coupar Angus Abbey Church – Churchyard P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

high resistivity ground has been mapped to the E of the present 

suggested is due to a dump of uplifted stony subsoil (from 

churchyard anomaly is due to a layer of high resistivity material 

The magnetic survey undertaken in July to August 2007 was 

very noisy, as expected in a graveyard, but there are suggestions 

Resistivity work has recently been started (October 2007) in 

evidence for the presence of a building immediately to the S of 

the churchyard wall together with a series of low resistance linear 

Crieff

Crieff High School, Broich Road

excavation had been requested as the ditch of the Broich road 

2 

was stripped of topsoil down to an archaeological horizon lying 

a roundhouse or more probably a structure associated in some 

3000m2, was stripped of topsoil, exposing the W ditch of the 

Area 2, and no other archaeological features were uncovered 

the cursus ditch, from the edge of Area 2 to the disused railway 

2

However, the topsoil strip during the excavation did not reveal a 

Duchlage Farm, Crieff Mike Roy

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

December 2006 in advance of proposed development works 

Innerpeffray West Temporary Camp Dr D J Woolliscroft

Roman Gask frontier road in crossing through the temporary 

suggested that the two could never have been in operation at 

the same time, and a trench was dug to study their history by 

date from the Antonine or Several period, whereas the road 
st

there has been speculation in the past that the well constructed, 

st

the excavated evidence, because the road was clearly shown to 

sequence would help to explain two phenomena that have been 

st

of Inchtuthil, and, secondly the apparent lack of a similarly well 

Dron

The Strathearn Environs and Royal Forteviot Project 
(SERF) – Exmagirdle Chapel Survey S Driscoll

Standing building and geophysical survey  

building occupying a small, curvilinear churchyard in the Glenearn 

derives from ecclesia and St Grillán, an obscure companion of St 

survey of the church, a topographic survey of the churchyard and 
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its immediate vicinity, and geophysical survey of the open areas 

architectural features including the E window and an ambry 
th

th

 

/serf

Archive currently deposited with the Department of 

Funder: British Academy, Historic Scotland, Department of 

Scotland

Dull

A’ Chrois George Currie

Enclosures

Black Burn 8 George Currie

Black Burn 9–10 George Currie
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Black Burn 11 George Currie

Black Burn 12 George Currie

Cnoc Phaurl George Currie

Craig Hill George Currie

Falls of Camserney George Currie

Hill Park George Currie

Leachd nam Braoileag (1) P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

Funder: John Muir Trust

Leachd nam Braoileag (2) P Morris

Magnetic survey  Blairgowrie Geoscience

geologically related but a few are probably due to magnetic 

Funder: John Muir Trust

Lurgan George Currie

Plot 2, E of Dull Church John Lewis

Evaluation Scotia Archaeology

Early Christian monastic settlement, nothing of archaeological 

Ruith Mhuillin 

Cup-marked Rocks

Tom Orain, Glen Quach David Strachan and Sarah Winlow

quarried out site of this homestead with the aim of assessing 

the homestead had been completely destroyed by piecemeal 

gravel extraction, although it produced part of a rotary quern of 

Dunkeld and Dowally

A9 Kindallachan Junction Improvements Ian Suddaby

Monitored topsoil strip, excavation CFA Archaeology Ltd

may be a grave, phosphate sampling was carried out on the 

Funder: Scotland TranServ

Dunning

Dunning Primary School Martin Cook

Excavation AOC Archaeology Group

required in advance of a proposed extension to the existing 
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Errol

Errol Churchyard P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

weak linear features parallel to the probable orientation of the 

building can be seen it is not really possible to demonstrate the 

Wown Chapel P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

of large anomalies (metal debris plus magnetic basalt boulders) 

survey shows that the church sits in an area of relatively low 

resistivity ground surrounded by a ring of higher resistivity 

material which looks as if it could be spoil either from site 

It has been proposed that the church building may once have 

Forgandenny

Kirkton Hill Tom Welsh

slope, with a 3m bank flanking it, and another parallel about 

Kirkton Hill Tom Welsh

is bounded S and E by steep crags connecting to Mailer Hill 

them, facing WSW along the axis of Strathearn, known as 

of the ridge for 20m but these remains are reduced by cultivation 

with documentary research on Mailer as part of Forteviot (Acq 

Mailer Hill Tom Welsh

Hill is an arc of rubble wall about 20m long x 6m broad, and 

suggestions elsewhere W along the ridge that there was an 

The Strathearn Environs and Royal Forteviot Project 
(SERF) – Jackschairs Hillfort J Huggett

c

The best preserved section of the defences around the entrance 

area to the E is clearly visible, as are the four ramparts, although 

the outermost ditch is very indistinct as much of it lies in the 

entrance and appear to run out where the natural topography is 

southern side, and possibly on the northern side, although here 

the picture is complicated by the presence of steep natural rock 

the hillfort where the ground sharply falls away, and the survey 

rocky eminence in the enclosure would appear to be approached 

by a continuation of the entrance roadway, suggesting that this 

serf 

Archive currently deposited with the Department of 

Funder: British Academy, Historic Scotland, Department of 

Scotland

The Strathearn Environs and Royal Forteviot Project 
(SERF) – Jackschairs Hillfort  

 T Poller, M Goldberg and S Driscoll

is coincident with the natural break of slope, and the site could 

sequence and composition of the ramparts and a portion of the 

the E of the entrance and cut through the visible surface features 

Preservation of archaeological deposits in the interior of 

the hillfort was greatest immediately behind the innermost 

courses of sandstone blocks, which survived to a height of 
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curvilinear stone setting/paving relating to a larger structure, and 

in  situ

earthen core and incorporated a large orthostatic boulder, 

which provided structural integrity for a large posthole cut 

into the rampart, suggesting both stone and substantial timber 

have been faced in stone although only a few stones remained 

Evidence for the destruction of an early timber phase was 

which related to a stepped construction cut into the natural 

a large deposit of tumbled stones, evidence of a stone walling or 

The outer ramparts were simple earthen dumps, quarried 

running along its crest which may represent the location of a 

From the excavations it would appear that the earliest phase 

was later elaborated by the addition of three ditches possibly all 

serf 

Archive currently deposited with the Department of 

Funder: British Academy, Historic Scotland, Department of 

Scotland

Forteviot

Forteviot Mark A Hall, J Shiels and Peter Armstrong

Metal detecting Perth Museum and Art Gallery

heraldic pendant from close to the site of the Battle of Dupplin, 

loop to which, unusually, the suspension bar which would have 

and if this was not attached to his horse it was certainly attached 

treasure trove and allocated to Perth Museum and Art Gallery 

Haly Hill and Water of May Tom Welsh

Water of May revealed how Haly Hill had been undermined 
th

away, but this suggests the promontory was no larger than 

present appearances suggest, and unlikely to have been the 

L and E Alcock (PSAS

had formerly been a straight channel along the E edge of the 

the E bank has been systematically scoured in the historic period, 

making it unlikely for an early historic high status site, such as a 

royal residence, to have survived, if it was located on the valley 

and structures used to alter its course, and a documentary study 

Henhill Tom Welsh

through the garden of a bungalow W across the road into the 

Henhill Tom Welsh
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Milton of Forteviot Tom Welsh

embankment c

an 80m lade alongside the lane leading to Milton, to where there 

was a lade along the edge of the valley, part of which survives, 

Pathstruie Church James Crawford

Historic church building survey

Insulation of the roof was heather, remains of which survive and 

heating installed and the old pulpit removed together with the 

At this point, two of the W gable windows were demolished to 

provide tractor access, the exterior bell was removed to Invermay 

House and the memorial tablets were removed to Forteviot 
th century still 

copy of the original tack granted by Patrick Edie and a postcard 

The churchyard was also recorded and a full MI recording 

th

th

th 

All plans and MIs will be deposited with RCAHMS and Perth 

The Strathearn Environs and Royal Forteviot Project 
(SERF) – Forteviot Village Project  

 E Campbell and M Gondek

Excavation, survey  

th century, and the second is to gain some 

idea of the development of the village throughout the medieval 

th to 
th

from buried medieval ploughsoil, indicating that the core of the 

medieval village lies closer to the present street line and to the 

Study of the parish church and graveyard showed the building 

Areas of the village were also targeted for geophysical survey, 

including parts of the manse garden, the village green and the 

possible ditch and traces of the previous village on the village 

green, and included features well away from the core of modern 

serf 

Archive currently deposited with the Department of 

Funder: British Academy, Historic Scotland, Department of 

Scotland

The Strathearn Environs and Royal Forteviot Project 
(SERF) – Neolithic Palisaded Enclosure  

Excavation this year targeted the entrance avenue, which 

avenue and enclosure and the southern end with the exception 

The postholes of the avenue were exceptionally large, some 

The postholes were ramped with no common orientation to 

were found between the posts, but there were a number of 
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This may be evidence of a gateway or screen that would have 

posthole was found to the E of the avenue and was of substantial 

of other features including oval pits and tree throws were found 

Cremated bone was found in small quantities in four of the 

avenue posts, including in the disturbed packing of one post that 

serf 

Archive currently deposited with the Department of 

Funder: British Academy, Historic Scotland, Department of 

Scotland

The Strathearn Environs and Royal Forteviot Project 
(SERF) – Pictish Cemetery

September 2007 over the site of the Pictish Cemetery to the S 

range of cropmark features including a large square enclosure, 

a series of round and square barrows, a number of dug graves, 

barrows were overlain by a variety of ploughmarks, probable 
th

the eastern barrow and the flat graves in the eastern side of the 

The layout of the barrows was not entirely regular and suggests 

that the western barrow was primary with the eastern being 

large postholes towards the middle of the W side, which were 

by four small postholes on a similar orientation to the barrow 

The eastern barrow also had a central W/E grave with four 

At the end of the excavation coloured gravel was placed in 

Archive currently deposited with the Department of 

Funder: British Academy, Historic Scotland, Department of 

Scotland

Fortingall

Fortingall Jon Tanner

2007 at Fortingall as part of an MSc dissertation investigating 

(fluxgate gradiometer), earth resistance and magnetic susceptibility 

survey detected two parallel rows of large pits or postholes each 

 on the S side and three, possibly 

Fortingall Erlend Hindmarch

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

requested by Historic Scotland during the excavation of two new 

sewer pipes, the course of which encroached on a scheduled 

apart from the pit correspond to features visible in oblique aerial 

A further archaeological watching brief was requested by 

watching brief was requested because the new pipes had to 

traverse a scheduled ancient monument believed to be a monastic 

the cropmark responsible for demarcation of the scheduled 

monument was seen the remains of a possible revetment wall cut 

seen cutting pipe trench 2, although the revetment wall was seen 

to be demolished with the remains lying at the base of the river 

believed that the river terrace was excavated providing material 

Innerwick Hydro Scheme Chris Fyles

in July and August 2006 of the route of a proposed small hydro 
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track up the glen of the Innerwick Burn partly follows an older 

the older track exists in parallel to the newer version for part of 

Funder: Shawater Ltd

Inverinain Hydro Scheme Graeme Brown

and walkover survey were undertaken in July and August 2006 

of the route of a proposed small hydro scheme in Inverinain, 

upslope and on the side branch of the proposed scheme on the 

6) was rapidly surveyed providing evidence of more structures 

were found on top of the upper terrace while a further four 

Further down the Inverinain burn near the proposed outflow of 

absent from the vicinity of the present houses at Inverinain, lie 

Funder: Shawater Ltd

Invervar Hydro Scheme Graeme Brown

assessment and walkover survey were undertaken in July and 

August 2006 of the route of a proposed small hydro scheme 

shieling, buildings, dry stone walls, and two previous water or 

Funder: Shawater Ltd

Fowlis Wer

Corrymuckloch George Currie

Glendevon

Green Knowes Wind Farm Ross Murray

soil survey 

 Headland Archaeology Ltd

a mitigation plan for impacts during construction on features 

The second stage of works was based on the results of the 

giving additional sections through banks and establishing that no 

across the turf banks provided little additional information on 

any changes in the soil due to land use, concluded that natural 

topography and drainage were the principal factors controlling 

the management of livestock and are assumed to be of medieval 

Funder: CRE Energy Ltd

Inchture

Mains of Inchture, Moncur Farm Road Chris Fyles

archaeological evaluation in advance of new housing to the S and 

W of a scheduled area comprising a complex series of prehistoric 
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but trenches close to the SAM exposed the stone foundations of 

a medieval building in a low mound, containing a small quantity 
th th

aligned with cropmarks in the SAM and possibly representing the 

Funder: Muir Homes Ltd

Kenmore

Ardtalnaig Hydro Scheme Graeme Brown

the following sites:

6m

st Edition OS

road

section of dry stone wall 8m long

side of the glen, demonstrating how the modern settlements have 

th th

Funder: Shawater Ltd

Balmacnaughton BM2–6 George Currie

October 2007:

marks, three of which have single rings

Balnasuim George Currie

Ben Lawers Rock Art Project  

 Richard Bradley and Aaron Watson

investigated by test pitting which extended around each of 

selected to illustrate the full range of designs, from simple to 

more prominent outcrop nearby included a large natural basin, 

two sides of which had been embellished with quite complex 
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This rock was abutted by a small stone platform approximately 

if the distinctive appearance of these three rocks influenced the 

Blarmore George Currie

Cragganester 1–3 George Currie

Cragganester 4–5 George Currie

Creag an Sgliata George Currie

Enclosures

Druim Reamhar George Currie

East Mealour George Currie

Easter Croftintygan George Currie

Meall Greigh George Currie

Mergdow MG 1 George Currie

Mergdow MG 2 George Currie

Morenish MR 1 George Currie

of the eastern Morenish Cottage dyke, bearing at least 28 cup 

Morenish MR 2–4 George Currie
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Morenish MR 5 George Currie

Remony Burn George Currie

Cairn (possible)

Remony Burn George Currie

Remony Burn 5–6 George Currie

Submerged Woodland, Craggantoul, Loch Tay  

Assessment survey The Scottish Trust for  

the larger, upright stumps showed that there were other tree 

remains, both upright and at an angle, underneath the lochbed 

silts (DES

results of radiocarbon dating from the 2007 work mean that the 

was c

A team of underwater archaeologists laid out a baseline along 

the middle of the site and all of the observed timbers were 

a few softer samples are probably alder and two samples are 

oak, one was alder and one was pine, according to Dr Jennifer 

Trench A A trench was laid out encompassing a number of 

tree remains, with the main aim of establishing the depth under 

was hoped that this would produce a base level for the old land 

deeply embedded but also that the deposits in which they exist 

now are probably the result of land slippage or avalanche in the 

shoreline gravels, sands and silts with occasional layers of more 

slipped into the loch at different times, overlying loch bed layers 

of material that have been washed in and then covered by similar 

complicated by consideration of the radiocarbon dates that have 

A number of tree remains in the trench, one stump that was 

already very obvious and other timbers that came to light through 

excavation, support the hypothesis of shoreside collapse as they 

has a large gash in which stones and gravel were embedded, as 

dates is from Mesolithic to Dark Age, but with no examples from 

very steep and rocky and it is hard to see how it might have been 

exploited in the past except for foraging for nuts and berries 

any form of agriculture and even exploitation for charcoal would 

existing woodland is the modern extension of the woods that are 

of trees from the broad range of periods represented will give a 

useful picture of the environmental history of the area and of the 

areas include loch level variations, climate change and geological 

The complexity of the situation is characterised by two very 

If the shoreline is collapsing into the loch it is hard to see how 

the later tree can end up further into the loch than the earlier one 
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completely flattened by erosion and protected under a layer of 

While so far no evidence of human activity has been 

them decorated, and a carved stone ball were discovered nearby 

Sample no, Lab code, Sample mat, Yrs BP, 

sigma

Archaeology

Tomour TM 1 George Currie

Tomour TM 2 George Currie

Kilspindie

Rait Churchyard P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

out in the accessible portion of the churchyard surrounding 

or enclosure parallel to the eastern churchyard fence together 

Kinfauns

Kinfauns Churchyard P Morris

Geophysical survey Blairgowrie Geoscience

Newton Farm, Glencarse

advance of the conversion of existing steading buildings and the 

were excavated throughout the site, as cropmarks of a barrow 

Funder: Blazon Investments Ltd

Kinloch

Burnside Enclosure, Blairgowrie Phil Richardson

Excavation CFA Archaeology Ltd

revealed the existence of an oval ditched enclosure on a knoll, with 

both inside and outside this enclosure, but their relationship with 

ploughing has resulted in truncation, and this, together with 

the lack of artefacts, means that a determination of the date 

and function of the enclosure and features cannot at present be 

Funder: Laird Brothers (Forfar) Ltd

Muir of Gormack George Currie

Kinnaird

Barton Hill, Kinnaird Tamlin Barton
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foundations revealed deposits relating to landscaping the mound 

Funder: Andrew Black Design

Kinnoull

Hillside Hospital, Dundee Road, Perth Rob Engl

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

at the site of the former Hillside Hospital, at Dundee Road, 
2 were excavated in 

th

Funder: Halliday, Fraser Munro

Kinross

Classlochie Farm
Metal detecting Perth Museum and Art Gallery

out of shape in two places and with a slightly flattened, integral 

th th

Claimed as treasure trove and allocated to Perth Museum and 

Little Dunkeld

Airlich George Currie

Ossian’s Cave and Seat  

Archaeological evaluation, recording, survey  

 Addyman Archaeology

mapping of features that may have related to former rock 

gardens and water works (topographic work by Mason Land 

A limited archaeological evaluation exercise attempted to 

locate evidence for water systems associated with the grotto to 

DES

In the wider Hermitage Gardens detailed records were made of 

Logierait

Ballinluig Junction Improvement  

 Mike Cressey and Leanne Whitelaw

Standing building recording CFA Archaeology Ltd

intermediate station on the Perth to Inverness main line of the 

platform comprised dressed sandstone with larger blocks used for 

Funder: Balfour Beatty Civil Engineering Ltd

Cuil-an-Duin Access Road, A9 Ballinluig Junction 
Improvements Ian Suddaby

Test excavation CFA Archaeology Ltd

phases of road construction, with a single phase being recorded 

equating to the type of construction used by General Wade were 

Funder: Balfour Beatty Civil Engineering Ltd

Upper Ballachandy 2 George Currie

Upper Ballachandy 3 George Currie
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Monzievaird and Strowan

Glascorrie George Currie

Moulin

Allt an Aghascair Tom Welsh

Linear earthwork (old road)

comprising a main bank and subsidiary banks may be the course 

of an old road, which runs from a possible bridgehead across Allt 

merging with a dry stone wall that crosses the lateral banks, it 

Baledmond 1 George Currie

Baledmond 2–3 George Currie

single cup mark at its highest point along with another possible 

Balnacraig George Currie

outcrop 50m from the sharp turn in the road to the W of 

Black Spout, Pitlochry David Strachan and Sarah Winlow

part of Perthshire Archaeology Month in June 2007 (see DES 

the wall thickens on the exterior downslope towards the likely 

Creag na Ciche or Craigiedun Tom Welsh

at this site (DES

bank is 5 7m broad, either a broad stony bank or a bank and 

the SW, in the recently cleared area, the wall clearly crosses, at 

a 60 degree angle, the inner end of a rock outcrop aligned E 

is followed by a modern forest track for 30m but diverges 

entrance E of the central outcrop, following a terrace around 

Glen Girnaig Hydro Scheme Graeme Brown

survey were undertaken in July and August 2006 of the route 

of a proposed small hydro scheme in Glen Girnaig, Perth & 

medieval enclosure site at Old Faskally close to Old Faskally 

been surveyed were also assessed including a single unroofed 

Funder: Shawater Ltd

Lagreach

the mound was in fact a deposit of bedrock, large boulders and 

Funder: A & J Stephen (Builders) Ltd

Muthill

Blar an Rodhar George Currie

Inscribed rock

initials inscribed including I Mc DM and D Mc and a date of 

Strageath Roman fort D J Woolliscroft
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conducted, taking in the entire fort and its annexes, along with 

complex sequence of defences, known from past work, while 

could indicate hearths and furnaces and might thus indicate vicus 

Orwell

Loch Leven Footpath, 
Orwell Old Parish Church

section of the trail passing close to Orwell Church and some 

no archaeological artefacts or features were discovered during 

undertaken on 5th

Perth

Craigie Knowes Tom Welsh

Structures

6m wide, berms either side and a bank along the edge of the 

Riggs Road/Whitefriars Street, Perth  

industrial units an archaeological evaluation was undertaken on 

demolished remains of the friary church and its ranges were 

located in three of the trenches and human remains were 

indicating the line of a piped water supply for the friary, was 

Funder: Mr Semple, Direct Flooring

Portmoak

Balgeddie Mark A Hall

Metal detecting Perth Museum and Art Gallery

now only a stub and the bottom right and left edges are severely 

background, a common variant on equally common quatrefoil 

pendants of similar design and colouring (including an example 

from Scone reported in DES

Claimed as treasure trove and allocated to Perth Museum and 

Kinnesswood T Cowie and M Hall

Claimed as treasure trove and allocated to Perth Museum and 

Kinnesswood T Cowie and M Hall

by Mr Jim Crombie during metal detecting probably represents a 

axehead and the blade of a second, two socketed gouges, part of 

Kinnesswood Farm
Metal detecting Perth Museum and Art Gallery

th

penny of Henry III, two broken quarters of a John I penny, and 

th th

been bent out of shape but is complete and supports a quatrefoil 

cusped bevel of plain form with a square set cut quartz setting 

Claimed as treasure trove and allocated to Perth Museum and 

Portmoak Mark A Hall

Metal detecting Perth Museum and Art Gallery

runs around the central design and while some of the letters are 

oval into which has been deeply cut a bird apparently sitting on a 

depictions on late medieval badges suggest it may be a bird of 
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worn about the neck the bird would be looking down towards the 

suggestive of the presence of a minor cleric, but the seal itself 

could equally have belonged to a lesser noble or merchant, 

th th

Claimed as treasure trove and allocated to Perth Museum and 

Rattray

East Drimmie George Currie

Redgorton

East Nether Benchil Farm Chris Fyles

Two red sandstone wall panels bearing heraldic devices and 
th th centuries, had 

inspection, it was found that the panels (which were badly abraded) 

one panel probably belonged to Robert Arnot of Benchil, who 

Graham of Balgowan and Blair of Balthayock, and perhaps 

son of John Graham, 2nd of Balgowan, and Helen, daughter 

th th

century construction and bearing the marks of substantial repair 

demolished and converted to housing, and provision was made 

Funder: Rochoill Developments Ltd

Gowrie Farm, Stanley Derek Hall

2007 of part of a proposed site for the erection of ten houses 

and associated gardens was undertaken to assess the level of 

preservation of a cropmark of a possible palisaded enclosure 

of the enclosure and the only features located in both trenches 

Funder: Grovebury Management Ltd

Scone

Butterfly Garden Tom Welsh

Circular mound

Gallows Knowe Tom Welsh

Promontory site

th

which show that the town of Scone extended S of Catmore Burn/
th

settlement to the S, on both banks of Catmore Burn, then called 

Scone Abbey and Moothill

of Scone Palace, aimed at locating the remains of Scone Abbey 

and investigating the interior and surroundings of the Moothill 

provisionally interpreted as remains of Scone Abbey based 

research framework for archaeological remains in Scone Palace 

grounds with the aim of increasing knowledge about the royal 

Geophysical survey was carried out over two weeks in July 

were also undertaken in an expanded survey area, using a higher 

produced convincing evidence indicating the location and partial 

layout of the Augustinian abbey church and other elements of 

slope which descends toward the SE from the lawns S of the 

particularly clear and corroborated the magnetic and resistance 

the lawns and slope structural remains of the abbey church were 

of the abbey church, including the site of the church crossing 

transept, the E portion of the nave and the fragmentary outline 

latest medieval structural phase of the abbey, most probably 
th th
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Arbroath and Pluscarden this may represent the site of the 

construction was indicated by a linear anomaly running down 

clearly resolved anomalies which are interpreted as elements 

encountered at a greater depth than those relating to the abbey 

church, suggesting that the monastic range was built upon a 

overlying the cloister anomalies, which is interpreted as dumped 

church may represent the location of burials, and in this 
th and 20th centuries human remains were 

cemetery would normally be expected E of the E range, and 

of the abbey church also indicated a prominent linear anomaly 

landscaped slope, or perhaps the path of an enclosure shown 

areas of magnetic disturbance and minor linear anomalies may 

of three 20 x 20m grids around the southern corner of the 

th

th

century parish church and this appears to be supported by the 

may indicate the location of an enclosure around the parish 

level to the S of the Moothill chapel and this may represent 
th century church, although 

A timeslice survey was also recorded at the base of the Moothill 

overlying a large homogeneous response located around the 

The resistivity and magnetic surveys appear to support these 

the Moothill, over which mound material may have subsequently 

the continuation of the possible ditch was encountered on the 

activity such as the construction of an ornamental pond, but 

Funder: Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Hunter Marshall 

Trinity Gask

Drum of Cowgask Chris Fyles

of Perthshire) and a derelict cottage (probably depicted on the 
st

apparently been built into one corner of the steading floor plan, 

drawn at appropriate scales and detailed notes being made of 

brief was then maintained on groundbreaking works associated 

Funder: Mr Robert MacGowan, Burnside, Trinity Gask

PERTH AND KINROSS/STIRLING

Kenmore/Killin

Essan Hydro Scheme Chris Fyles

walkover survey were undertaken in July and August 2006 

of the route of a proposed small hydro scheme on the Allt 

Innerwick Burn partly follows an older track to the shielings at 

Funder: Shawater Ltd

RENFREWSHIRE

Kilbarchan

Kilbarchan West Parish Church Stephen J Clancy

Excavation Renfrewshire Local History Forum:  

 Archaeology Section

September 2007 and Renfrewshire Doors Open Day 2007, 

range of buildings, of unknown date, previously ran from the 

These cottages were demolished in stages to make way for the 
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With excavations recently carried out at the Weavers Cottage, 

we felt that the time was right to investigate if any remains of 

out foundation cut for the S wall, along with a late concrete 

and hearth along with in situ stone slab and tiles along the 

placed to investigate possible internal rooms to the E of the 

top of concrete flagstones, which made up a path around the 

The two trial trenches were placed along the eastern boundary 

Funder: Renfrewshire Local History Forum: Archaeology 

Section (RLHF:AS)

Weavers Cottage Derek Alexander

back wall of the cottage required a trial trench to determine 

th

Paisley

Barbush Mills, Johnstone Diana Sproat

Historic building recording, watching brief  

 AOC Archaeology Group

recording was undertaken during 2005 to 2006 at the site 

of Barbush Mills before the demolition of the entire industrial 

and the earliest buildings on the site survived from an earlier 

period when textile work was undertaken piecemeal by hand 

th century with the last extensions added 

in the early 20th

external elevation survey of the main elevations and a detailed 

floor plan survey accompanied by a written and photographic 

determine the nature and extent of any archaeological remains 

in the area and any evidence of the earlier mill buildings on 

buildings next to the Black Cart Water, the original water source 

of sandstone wall foundations, brick services and structures, 

concrete machine bases, cobbled walkways and three phases of 

Funder: Dawn Homes Ltd

Hawkhead Hospital, Hawkhead Road, Paisley  

Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

situated was formerly part of the Hawkhead Estate, which was 
th

Scottish architect Thomas Smith Tait designed the hospital 

A and B Listed, are to be converted for residential use and 

further housing is to be constructed in farmland to the S of the 

were uncovered during the evaluation, but there were no other 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, West of Scotland SMR

Shuttle Street/Witherspoon Street Ray Cachart

Street The site was considered to archaeologically sensitive 

due to its location in the historic part of the burgh towards its 
th th

evaluation was designed to satisfy an outstanding archaeological 

trenches were excavated and revealed mainly modern deposits 

overlying a deposit of what was considered to be horticultural 

Funder: Rock DCM Ltd

Renfrew

Abbotsinch Louise Turner

Monitoring Rathmell Archaeology Limited

The archaeological works were designed to mitigate the impact 

a reinforced concrete settling tank and a linear arrangement of 

Funder: Jacobs
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Ayton

Gunsgreen House
Building recording and analysis Addyman Archaeology

upgrading of previous analytical and drawn record of the interiors 

DES 2006) was 

Allyson McDermott undertook comprehensive sampling of 

analysis, revealing extensive evidence of interior decorative 

 The entrance hall walls were revealed to have been 

surfaced with plaster ruled out to suggest ashlarwork, painted 

this contrasted notably with the intense turquoise/blue of the 

 

 The latter consisted of a 

small compartment lined with sections of Chinese tea chest 

 Miscellaneous items found beneath 
th

Funder: Gunsgreen House Trust

Bowden

Bowden Mill  

Historic building survey Addyman Archaeology

th

building and the wider site in advance of proposals for conversion 

 

which an original mill building (itself probably on a much older mill 

 The grinding apparatus and timber framing remain 

 

mill lade was traced from header dams and sluices far upstream 

to where it fed overshot to a substantial water wheel in its own 

 

Funder: Private client

Broughton, Glenholm and Kilbucho

Upper Tweed Survey – Burnetland Hill Tam Ward

Excavation Biggar Archaeology Group

Three trenches were opened on the most prominent quarry, 

which measured c8m in total length from the top of the quarry 

scarp to the base of the spoil heap and by c

the rear of the quarry was a vertical quarried face of bedrock 

Upper Tweed Survey – Chapelgill Burn Tam Ward

Excavation Biggar Archaeology Group

buildings, enclosures and sheep milking buchts, indicating a farm 
th

trial pits over the site produced evidence of habitation dating from 
th th

th

th

th

an enclosure in the complex was carried out by members of the 

Edinburgh Field Archaeological Society and appeared to show 

single trench through a turf and stone bucht produced a piece of 

excavations by the Group including other sheep buchts, and 

Upper Tweed Survey – Glencotho Tam Ward

Excavation Biggar Archaeology Group

kiln investigated is one of a pair which are seen as partially 

scooped and partially embanked to form open ended enclosures 

measuring c

had been faced with random rubble greywacke (and occasional 

is from a quarry high on the overlooking face of Benshaw Hill to 

Upper Tweed Survey – Harehill Knowe Tam Ward

Excavation Biggar Archaeology Group

of a natural alluvial of sand and gravel, but the height had been 

Upper Tweed Survey – Logan Burn Tam Ward

Excavation Biggar Archaeology Group

th

stones includes part of a byre drain that discharged through the 
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th

and a series of milking buchts, but the building may prove to a 

Upper Tweed Survey – Woodend Tam Ward

Excavation Biggar Archaeology Group

mound with a summit cist partially exposed, was unfortunately 

begun before it was realised that it is a Scheduled Ancient 

trowelled to reveal the natural alluvial mound had been covered 

in the cairn on the west side of the open cist has up to eight 

rabbit activity and it appears both cists were opened in previous 

Chirnside

Edington Smiddy, near Edingtonhill Malcolm McInnes

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group
th

century smiddy and deserted medieval village, we undertook a 

associated with the construction of a house and garage at a 

Cockburnspath

Dunglass Burn Richard Tipping

January 2007, an assemblage of small archaeological features 

was recovered from an eroding coastal section on the Dunglass 

Burn, including (a) four small, well preserved wood charcoal 

accumulations resting on bedrock, one fragment of Corylus 

bones including both wild and domestic animals, some worked by 

human beings, and one antler of red deer (Cervus elaphus

c c

Funder: Hunter Archaeological Trust, Historic Scotland

historic coastal and fluvial changes at Dunglass Burn, south east 

Scot Geog 

Proc Soc Antiq Scot

Townhead Farm Robert McMorran

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

construction of a cattle court and shed near Townhead Farm, 

Funder: A and B Russell and Partners

Coldingham

Coldingham – Adopt-a-Monument Project ACM Calder

Geophysical survey  

 Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society (EAFS)

lies next to the Scheduled Ancient Monument of Coldingham 

Funder: Council for Scottish Archaeology

Coldingham – Adopt-a-Monument Project Julia Carter

Metal detecting Friends of Coldingham Priory

collaboration with Scottish Borders Council, the Council for 

Scottish Archaeology, Bill Wyman, Richard Havers and pupils at 

methods and approaches while investigating the excavation 

spoil for artefacts before development of the Coldingham Priory 

Funder: Scottish Borders Council, Council for Scottish 

Archaeology

Earlston

Haughhead Road, Earlston Richard Heawood

Watching brief Abercorn Archaeology LLP

groundworks for the erection of a new house on the site of a 

were interpreted as robbed out wall foundations probably relating 

Funder: Mr Derek Anderson

Eddleston

Eddleston
Survey Peeblesshire Archaeological Society
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Peeblesshire Archaeological Society is continuing with a 

walkover survey of Eddleston parish (DES

cores, chert debitage

range

Funder: Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

Galashiels

Burgh Yards, Huddersfield Street, Galashiels  

 George Geddes

Historic building recording, evaluation  

 Headland Archaeology Ltd

 

comprehensive survey of the standing buildings at the Burgh 

Council Yard, including research, photographic and metric 

include two groups, one related to the Waverley Iron Works and 

th 

century and included workshops, an engine and boilerhouse and 

council buildings are early 20th

complex or indicative of features and structures associated with 

Funder: Scottish Borders Council

Kelso

Broomlands, Kelso Donald Wilson

Excavation AOC Archaeology Group

after the builders had revealed a previously unknown burial 

a short cist that had been partially disturbed by the workmen, 

the cremated skeletal remains having being removed by the 

The bones had been compressed by the capstone and were in 

a very poor condition, with only the larger bones of the arms 

at both ends of the cist, although all the teeth recovered were 

features were revealed once the cist stones had been removed 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Lyne

Lyne Church T Cowie and H Bradley

Graveyard survey Peeblesshire Archaeological Society

Society, assisted by Helen Bradley (CSA), undertook a survey 

th

interpretation of the church and other local archaeological sites 

support to volunteer groups in the conservation and promotion 

with Biggar Archaeology Group) involved the excavation of 

three long cists on the nearby glacial knoll known as Abbey 

subsequently constructed, explaining the importance of the cists 

and providing information about nearby sites, particularly the 
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The Society has now turned its attention to the church and its 

graveyard, and in particular to the monument to Janet Veitch 

but inappropriate housing in an enclosed perspex covering 

range of destructive effects ranging from mechanical damage 

PAS is attempting to raise funds to have the stone professionally 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS and Scottish Borders 

monuments in the Scottish Lowlands, Proc Soc Antiq Scotl 

Melrose

Abbey House, Melrose Sarah Hogg

west wall of Abbey House provided an opportunity to examine 

of medieval date which had been suggested during a building 

recording programme undertaken in 2002 (DES

Funder: Historic Scotland

Hillslap Tower, Langshaw Stephanie Leith

Watching brief Abercorn Archaeology LLP

excavation of foundation trenches for a new circular tower, 

Funder: The Mercer Trust

Melrose Abbey David Murray

Melrose Abbey Church, a brief archaeological examination was 

visible, suggesting two phases of activity, thought to be building 

and/or construction, between which was a narrow layer which 

Funder: Historic Scotland

St Mary’s School, Melrose
Watching brief CFA Archaeology Ltd

June and July 2007 during groundworks for a new classroom 

is B Listed, lies in the scheduled area associated with Melrose 

Newlands

Halmyre Farm, West Linton George Geddes

Historic building recording Headland Archaeology Ltd

requested in connection with planning conditions issued by 

consisted of a survey of the historic farm buildings that form 
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of existing farm buildings for housing and the construction of 

th century as part of 

agricultural improvement and included a barn, byre and stable 

a water house, an electric power plant, a larger cartshed and 

th

20th

Peebles

Bonnington Road, Peebles Richard Conolly

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

2

Funder: CALA Homes (East) Ltd

Whitehaugh, Peebles Erlend Hindmarch

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

prehistoric and Roman archaeology, an evaluation was undertaken 

Funder: Taylor Woodrow Developments Ltd

Selkirk

Oakwood Fraser Hunter

a kilometre from the Roman fort, and it may well be associated 

Claimed as treasure trove (TT 25/07) and allocated to Scottish 

Sprouston

Lempitlaw Farm, Sprouston  

 George Geddes and James McMeekin

Historic building recording and evaluation  

 Headland Archaeology Ltd

comprising historic building recording and an archaeological 

2007 in advance of a proposed development at Lempitlaw Farm, 

Map evidence suggests that two steadings were founded at 

landscape, possibly replacing a fermtoun centred on the medieval 

The building recording established that the remaining structures 
th century in date and are probably fragments 

a horse gin, probably powering a thresher, as well as other 

typical buildings such as stables, byre and barn had also stood 

on the site but had been demolished in the late 20th

 

century replacement for one in the steading itself, had been 

 

Sprouston Stage 3 Richard Heawood

Excavation Abercorn Archaeology LLP

evaluated in 2006, and the 2007 excavation surrounded the site 

The excavation investigated an area considered to lie between 

subdivided by relatively narrow ditched boundaries, containing 

ovens were recorded, including a corn drier with a clay lining 

were excavated, together with some probable structural features, 

but there were no unambiguous building remains to augment the 

pair of iron shears and Scottish White Gritty Ware pottery, a 

relatively large assemblage of the latter being recovered from a 

Funder: Tweed Homes Ltd

Tweedsmuir

Upper Tweed Survey – Fruid Reservoir Tam Ward

Excavation Biggar Archaeology Group

platform house sites in advance of erosion in the reservoir is 

holes c
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diameter of c

around the upper (W) side of the site and down the southern 

whole of the interior including postholes, stake holes and a series 

House 2 was built immediately upslope, and if occupied, 

Only a few stones indicated the base of an apron which must 

2 similarly had a ring of postholes but giving a diameter of c8m 

and like the other house the postholes were regularly spaced 

doorway sides were also constructed of three posts set side by 

the other house a wall trench survived and it also had suffered a 

trench similarly positioned and almost devoid of charcoal is also 

central hearth was indicated by scorched sub stratum surrounded 

Upper Tweed Survey – Fruid Valley Tam Ward

E side of the Fruid valley which contained a series of previously 

recorded unenclosed platform settlements revealed a few small 

SHETLAND

Delting

Laggan Gas Pipeline G Wilson and H Moore

 

 EASE Archaeology

survey were carried out during May 2007 in advance of the 

construction of new gas pipeline and gas processing facilities at 

crofting remains and structures associated with the wartime 

Dunrossness

Jarlshof Andrew Heald

decoration on the sides and there is a groove running round the 

Claimed as treasure trove (TT 8/07) and allocated to Shetland 

Wiltrow H Moore and G Wilson

Survey EASE Archaeology

previously excavated prehistoric site at Wiltrow, in advance of 

Funder: JHB Ltd

Lerwick

Fort Charlotte Gordon Ewart

along the E rampart of the fort, a series of trial trenches were 

th

of other structures along the E rampart based on historic plan 
th

and 20th

some evidence , in terms of levelling and clearance activity of the 
th

Funder: Historic Scotland

Northmaven

Queina Waters, South-East North Roe  

Survey Lithic Research

2006), selected areas were surveyed and reported upon (DES 

W of the Queina Waters lochs, on the southern side of the Burn 

of Shetland, Min. Mag

The 2007 Survey showed that the Queina Waters felsite dykes 

three dykes was associated with a small knapping floor, where 

Small amounts of knapping debris were also found in connection 

were rare, whereas flat flakes and slabs, possibly for Shetland 
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dykes in the area are in banded, spherulitic or riebeckite felsite, 

it is possible that the implement may have been brought into the 

Tingwall

East Voe G Wilson

Assessment EASE Archaeology

during April 2007 in advance of house building at East Voe, 

Unst

Hamar, Baltasound J M Bond and V E Turner

investigated (Bond et al

late, small structure overlying an earlier house with an associated 

House 1
The preliminary excavation of the structure in 2006 revealed 

et al

partially reopened the trial trench excavated by Stumann Hansen 

section through the stratigraphy of the upper room for recording 

part of the upper room were also removed, revealing a set of 

across the upper part of the room from the W wall, a secondary 

wall and a large stone setting in the centre of the room, perhaps 

room and are stratigraphically later than the ashy floor layers 

next season will allow access to and sampling of the primary 

In the 2006 season, the excavation of the lower room had 

aim of the 2007 excavation season to fully excavate this area but 

also to use a number of geoarchaeological and environmental 

techniques to maximise the information available from the 

channel that had been cut through the natural bedrock, running 

towards the southern doorway, associated with a number of 

than the lower doorway and the deposits appear to be sealed by 

the end walls, suggesting that the walls had been rebuilt and the 

north of the channel feature, represented by a reddened area 

that the room was cleaned down to bedrock at some point, only 

change of function is probably associated with the rebuilding of 

Excavation of the annexe to the W of the main structure 

a hearth, was recorded butting the wall and sealed by the later 

A series of sondages was excavated around the northern 

noted that the gully extended around the northern arc of the 

structure, though it could not be traced far along the western wall 

due to intensive rabbit damage and on the eastern side of the 

was sampled for soil micromorphology and palaeoentomology 

House 2 
A small assessment trench was excavated across the short 

as a spill of the wall core into the structure following collapse or 

subsequent analysis has shown that these contexts are rich in 

the wall was butted by layers displaying varying degrees of 

carbon flecking with an amended soil or midden at the base of 

A second trench situated over the presumed later part of 

Funders: Heritage Lottery Fund, European Agricultural 

Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF), Shetland Development 

Trust, Shetland Enterprise Company, Shetland Amenity Trust, 

Bradford

Lund House George Geddes

Historic building recording Headland Archaeology Ltd

further research or recording and to record the building prior to 
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photographic survey of the building, a written description and 

Lund House, a fairly typical Shetland Haa House, was 
th century and was later 

raised and extended in 2 phases, of c c

likely builder was Andrew Scott of Voesgarth/Greenwall or 

more typical of the local vernacular, and walled garden may also 
th

Shetland Community Archaeology Project –  
Sandwick O Lelong

of excavation in 2005 and 2006 and an assessment of the 

information from the site before its destruction and to train 

The excavations in 2005 and 2006 revealed the remains of 

a partly truncated building of later prehistoric date, made up of 

An inhumation burial, discovered in 2005, had been cut through 

The 2007 excavation season consisted of limited investigation 

were recovered in this season, including hundreds of sherds of 

pottery, a blue glass bead, fragments of shale bangle, worked 

At the close of the 2007 excavation season, the site was 

partially reconstructed and consolidated and access by visitors 

Funder: The SCAPE Trust, Historic Scotland, Russell Trust, 

Shetland Community Archaeology Project –  
Sandwick  LH Smith

excavation and rebuilding of the cellular Iron Age structures in 

their original position improvements were made to the access 

The site will be maintained for visitors and erosion monitored and 

the open sea together with severe winter weather and a sinking 

Funder: Shetland Islands Council

Underhoull Upper House, Westin  

 J M Bond and V E Turner

archaeology, in preparation for the full excavation planned for 

at its western end (Trench A) and a second across the middle of 

the structure (Trench B) encompassing what appeared to be an 

The southern arc of the top of the house was formed of a 

wall a flagged area was uncovered beneath c0.

To the south of the flagged area a shallow drain cut into the 

area of the main structure produced a large amount of steatite 

of the structure on its northern side and being recorded in both 
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of trench A, a layer of slag was revealed that sealed a large area 

In Trench B, a rubble layer sealed the remains of a small 

Two schist whetstones were found on the path and another in 

Within the area of the main structure excavation ceased when 

occupation deposits were encountered, in order that their full 

Funder: Heritage Lottery Fund, European Agricultural Guidance 

and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF), Shetland Development Trust, 

Shetland Enterprise Company, Shetland Amenity Trust, 

Unst J M Bond and V E Turner

contour survey using penmap was conducted around the houses 

gather information about other possible structures in the vicinity 

A programme of augering for information on the potential use 

Funder: Heritage Lottery Fund, European Agricultural Guidance 

and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF), Shetland Development Trust, 

Shetland Enterprise Company, Shetland Amenity Trust, 

Walls and Sandness

Foula Landscape Project – Da Heights John Oswin

 

 Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society

EDM in 2006 appeared to indicate the presence of a double 

A thorough survey was conducted in June 2007, using peat 

prodders to determine the depth of bedrock below the peat and 

present ground contours, and those of the bedrock were also 

Six trial pits were dug, three on the periphery of the inner ring, 

Two trial pits showed that stones, sometimes now tumbled and 

barely showing on the surface, were set on a deliberately built 

fourth showed that a stone on the outer ring was laid on a similar 

Peat samples were taken from a number of locations for pollen 

The plan showed the presence of an oval stone enclosure 

pointing at midwinter sunrise and not conforming to the 

contours, and excavations demonstrated that it had been built 

An interim report has been sent to Foula Heritage and Shetland 

Funder: Foula Heritage Trust
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Ayr

Citadel Place, Ayr David Sneddon

Place, Ayr, in what had been the SE corner of the Cromwellian 

th

th

part of the site, although analysis was limited due to the depth 

Further traces of buried deposits lying under windblown sand 

monitoring of test pits across the site found mortared sandstone 

features in three of them, and modern destruction layers in all 

with WoSAS SMR and RCAHMS

Ayr and Maybole

Girvan Reinforcement, Gas Pipeline  

 Alastair Becket and Lorna Innes

A watching brief was carried out between May to September 

of the watching brief, and all features and deposits within the 

several pits and postholes with associated pottery, lithic and 

Sherds of prehistoric pottery were recovered from a thin deposit 

enclosure lay almost entirely outside the monitored area, it is 

Funder: Murphy Group

Ayr

Land to the North of 116 Main Street,  
Newton upon Ayr
Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

25 September 2007 in respect of the construction of a dwelling 

Funder: Damside Construction Ltd

Ballantrae

A77 Glen App Douglas Gordon

works, of which three are considered to be likely to be adversely 

th

Funder: Mouchel Parkman

Dailly

Dalquharran Castle Chris Dalglish

an archaeological evaluation of a proposed development site at 

The proposed development area measures approximately 
th

th

elements associated with the policies of the Adam mansion, and 
th to 20th centuries, 

numerous features, structures and deposits associated with 

mining or other modern use of the landscape: trackways, coal 

dumps and a large bing, middens and waste pits, and demolition 

Other modern features included an isolated hearth, the remains 
st

of trenches revealed evidence for landscaping associated with 

the construction or use of the Adam mansion and for the use 

The evaluation also encountered remains that were probably 
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of one group of cropmarks as a prehistoric enclosure and 
th

W, the evaluation recovered evidence of what is probably a late 

Dalquharran Estate Tom Addyman

Landscape gazetteer Addyman Archaeology

features on the Dalquharran Estate as part of a wider conservation 

Dalquharran Old Castle Initial reassessment of the old castle 

included the recognition that the old castle originally consisted of 

a rectangular range with circular corner towers to both SE and 

which are incorporated into the E wall of the E range, including 

The circular tower to the SW was removed and the corner 

th

th

Rhetorica Novissima

intermittent recessed panels, surmounted by copes and iron 

there seems to have been a further court, a service area that 

th

17th-century gardens The extent of gardens that were 
th

terminated at the Old Place of Dalquharran, which lay in the 

castle was enclosed by walls, extensive sections of which remain 

to the W (running up to the later burial enclosure), and along 

where there had perhaps been a viewing platform or the base 

th

Little now remains of further avenues that are recorded on 

planting in the vicinity of the walled garden to the W policies 

Late 18th-century and later landscape With the building of 
th century 

walled garden was extensively remodelled, with new entrances 

th century the walled garden was itself relocated to 

Dalquharran (new) Castle and Associated Buildings  

Building analysis and recording, conservation plan  

 Addyman Archaeology

c

in the Soane Museum show both the original scheme for the 

house (c c

basement level to the W suggests the earlier scheme had already 

The interior of the new castle was cleared of debris, particularly 

basis for a drawn record by Addyman Archaeology, upon which 

Forecourt, stable block and service court Evolution of 

An extremely ornate design for the whole by Robert Adam 

frontage was reversed and employed for the forecourt elevation, 

though in plan the internal arrangements of the range remained 

forecourt into the service court was completed, but blocked in at 

th

th century but 

structure, which had seen modern extension and conversion to 

The original summerhouse seems to have formed part of the 

th century, apparently with a lantern or skylight at 

th
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Girvan

Balkeachy Mine John Pickin

Surviving features comprise:

built on steeply sloping ground and is open on the SE or downhill 

Girvan Harbour Alastair Rees

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the site of a proposed 

Funder: Girvan Horizons

William Grant and Sons Distillers Ltd,  
Warehouses 33 & 35 David Sneddon

programme at William Grant & Sons Distillery, near Girvan, an 

archaeological watching brief was undertaken during July and 

colluvial deposits would be present that could mask archaeological 

features, we proposed to excavate a series of evaluation trenches 

archaeological material likely to be destroyed by the construction 

stepping stones, two isolated pits, redeposited burnt mound 

material, preserved wood at the base of a peat deposit and an 

related to relatively complex subsoil deposits arising from colluvial 

movement and formation of peat, concentrated along the SE 

Funder: William Grant and Son Distillers Ltd

William Grant and Sons Distillers Ltd,  
Warehouse 37 Charlotte Francoz

an archaeological watching brief was maintained during stripping of 

the stripping, traces of early prehistoric occupation were discovered 

The large artefactual assemblage from across the site consisted 

the site in its wider landscape context

Funder: William Grant and Son Distillers Ltd

Kirkoswald

Culzean Castle Derek Alexander

April 2007 during the laying of a new drainage pipe along the 

western verge down from the Armorial Arch to the start of the 

wall runs obliquely underneath the main wall flanking the entrance 

Culzean Castle Derek Alexander

bicentenary of the abolition of the slave trade an archaeological 

uncovered artefacts including window glass, a roof slate, bricks, 

th century, no clear in situ structural remains 

Fund

Maybole

Balgarth, Doonfoot Martin Cook

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group
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Funder: Mactaggart and Mickel Ltd

Kirkland Street, Maybole

2007 of the proposed development area revealed nothing of 

Funder: Alexander Morton Homes (Scotland) Ltd

Symington

Symington Parish Church  

 Alistair Beckett and Charlotte Francoz

which involved demolition of the porch, boilerhouse and external 

stair, and the digging of foundations for replacement structures 

and excavation of trenches for the foundations for a replacement 

although fragments of human remains were discovered they 

were not in situ

earlier drainage pipe, where disarticulated human bones and two 

in situ human remains were 

trenches were also excavated immediately W of the newly built 

 

Funder: Symington Parish Church Congregational Board

Symington Parish Church Rebecca Shaw

Watching brief Rebecca Shaw Archaeological Services

foundation trenches for walls and a trench to allow a new water 

disturbance due to the insertion of an electricity cable, gas pipe, 

also a disused (and broken) salt glazed clay pipe and an old oil 

Report deposited with WoSAS SMR and archive with 

Funder: Symington Parish Church Congregational Board

Tarbolton

Mauchline Road, Mossblown John Gooder

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

2

Funder: Dawn Homes Ltd

SOUTH LANARKSHIRE

Avondale, Lesmahagow

MacAlpine Water Pipeline Scott Jacobson

Watching brief Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd

archaeological monitoring was carried out in May and July 2007 

on sites near Strathaven and Crossford in support of the trenching 

th and 20th centuries (none 

Funder: Alfred McAlpine plc

Biggar

Biggar High School Dan Atkinson

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

proposed new school buildings to replace the existing Biggar 

High School between 

deposited with East Lothian SMR

Funder: South Lanarkshire Council

Boghall Farm Tam Ward

Findspot Biggar Archaeology Group

locate evidence of prehistory between the town of Biggar and 

Edinburgh Road, Biggar John Gooder

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

an archaeological evaluation was undertaken in advance of a 

2

Funder: Halcrow Ltd on behalf of Hallam Land Management 

Ltd

3 Moat Cottage, Biggar Scott Jacobson

Watching brief Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd
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th and 20th

Funder: Moira Thomson

Bothwell

Bothwell Castle Paul Fox

Funder: Historic Scotland

Bothwell Castle Mary Márkus

Inventory

to which the corbels are attached, these must have come from 

in the collection comes, not from the castle, but from nearby 
th

capitals in particular are extremely intricately carved, with deeply 

This and other inventories of carved stones at Historic 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Carluke, Darlserf, Lesmahagow, 
Stonehouse

Castlehill to Hillhead Connection Road Bill Huston
th century, William Roy documented the Roman road 

network that provided communication between the Castledykes 

fort (near Carstairs, Lanarkshire) and the forts at Bothwellhaugh 

its flow direction, possibly the result of a culvert having been 

the burn, probing the soil showed a pattern of apparent bottoming 

in this study are outlined near the end of this report, particularly 

top of the constant slope descent leading down to the Cander 

Water, soil probing showed apparent bottoming stones centred 

On the east side of the Cander, there is an apparent cut that 

and ditch rectangular enclosure, only the western edge of which 

substantially more than the nearby furrows within the forestry 
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to the construction of the turnpike up the Clyde Valley, but its 

constant slope descent and relative straightness suggest that it 

st Edition OS map shows that the Clyde was at that time 

seems probable that the W bank was also sandy prior to being 

to have been a road prior to the turnpike, and the lower portion 

with stone, not sandy, banks, as it seems to have been about 

W of the Clyde, one may speculate whether the ford was used 

theory of two crossings was postulated, an RCAHMS aerial 

two sides of an enclosure which seems to have been a defensive 

on the two sides that do not show the cropmark, suggesting that 

enclosure is between the two possible river crossing points, a 

The aerial photo also shows a broad swath of seemingly poorer 

soil with distinctive edges, which passes roughly 50m from the 

where the suggested upriver crossing may have been at roughly a 

a solid pattern of apparent bottoming stones was found to be 

quality soil going away from the river on a line close to that of 

improved with a solid foundation of bottoming stones, while the 

second upstream crossing needed an improved road capable of 

Both swaths of apparently lower quality soil lead toward the 

could ascend northward sidelong up the steep hillside along the 

a pattern of apparent bottoming stones about 6m wide centred at 

to development and extensive quarrying and mining, probing 

to about 57° starts a gentle constant slope sidelong descending 

th

eastward along a track that was once a road from Carluke to 

E of where the Hillhead Farm drive meets the road) seems a 

mining and quarrying have probably destroyed any possible 

At the Hillhead high point, the road from the Castledykes 

Possibly it was entering the E gate of a Roman camp, or there 

it appears that there could have been three roads splitting off in 

studied for this report but it could have continued onward to the 

A third route could have continued straight W, and then turned 

Burn, thereafter becoming Main Street, Wishaw, long accepted as 

tended to avoid soft ground, this route is suggested as an alternate 

This search has included study of old and current maps, plus 

the published work of past Roman road researchers, observing 

used where there is no documentary or visual evidence of use 

Davies writes in Roads in Roman Britain
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has been found at two points, even many miles apart, there is 

every reason to expect that it continues across the intervening 

the collective evidence is spread along a reasonably straight 

feedback on whether additional evidence should be gathered and 

if there is electronic ground scanning equipment that could be 

Carluke

41 Station Road, Carluke Alistair Robertson

Evaluation, watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

in accordance with a condition placed on planning consent for a 

W side of Carluke and had contained a mid 20th

story dwelling, demolished by the time of the evaluation, set in 
th century onwards 

th

Archaeological monitoring of test pitting and the grubbing out 

th century, were built 

were disturbed in several places, and disturbance relating to 

redevelopment in the 20th century was evident across the site 

th

suggest the earliest building would be unusual if constructed in 
th century and the possibility remains that it was a medieval 

structure, albeit much disturbed in the 20th

Funder: Robertson Frame Ltd

Whiteshaw Road, Carluke Scott Jacobson

Watching brief Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd

from the 20th

Funder: Alfred McAlpine plc

Carnwath

Wilsontown Ironworks Rebecca Shaw

Walkover survey Rebecca Shaw Archaeological Services

Eleven features were recorded: an outside toilet, two limekilns, 

Report deposited with WoSAS SMR and archive with 

Funder: Forestry Commission Scotland

Crawford

Elvanfoot Scott Jacobson

Watching brief Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd

rubbish from the 20th

Funder: South Lanarkshire Council

Elvanfoot Substation
Evaluation CFA Archaeology Ltd

during a Cultural Heritage Assessment for an Environmental 

Statement was carried out between January and April 2007 

near Elvanfoot in advance of the construction of a proposed new 

uncovered, suggesting that this was a burial pit dating to the Late 

Archive deposited with RCAHMS, South Lanarkshire Council 

SMR

Funder: Scottish Power Power Systems

Little Clyde Roman Camp and Roman Road  

 David Sneddon

The hand excavation of three small archaeological trenches, 
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excavations were within the boundaries of the scheduled ancient 

and the archaeological watching brief was within the boundaries 

of the scheduled ancient monument of Bodsberry Hill to Little 

Funder: Scottish Power

Crawfordjohn

Thirstone Quarry David Swan

disturbed areas, but no archaeological features were discovered 

Funder: Loudounhill Contracts Ltd

Douglas

10 Main Street, Douglas Scott Jacobson

Evaluation Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd

The evaluation comprised of four trenches covering approximately 

th and 20th

Funder: John Frame

Poniel Quarry Roz Gillis

Watching brief Headland Archaeology Ltd

had been disturbed by previous quarrying and no archaeological 

Funder: Tinto Sand and Gravel Ltd

Wolfcrooks Farm, Douglas Water Scott Jacobson

Watching brief Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd

Wolfcrooks Farm, in support of the erection of an agricultural 

Funder: Mr Andrew Muirhead

East Kilbride

Law Knowe, East Kilbride D Swan and D M Maguire

the heavily truncated remains of a burial cairn and a modern 

features were recorded at ground level and then left in situ 

observed during the watching brief section across the rest of the 

Funder: Playgolf (Holdings) Plc

Philipshill Mill Sean Winter, Derek Alexander

carried out during May 2007, following a collation and analysis 

aims were to record an accurate site plan, resolve the question of 

whether the mill had been moved from an earlier site, determine 

measure the level of degradation suffered by the fabric of the 

Survey was carried out with an EDM to obtain an accurate 

located a number of cuts in this area but no evidence of structural 

original building being altered a minimum of four times over 

building with the wheel and gear pits, with water entering the 

thick, and timber and stone lintels incorporated in windows and 

presumably the last, is a brick wall to the W of the main building, 

been repairs to all parts of the structure in brick, suggesting they 

The buttress to the SE is contemporaneous with changes to 

from the lade was via a steeply inclined sluice and at this time the 

was later bricked up and an addition built above it to allow water 
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current fabric of the mill was compared with past records and 

Hamilton

Cadzow Castle Gordon Ewart and David Murray

Archaeological monitoring and recording 

excavation and standing building recording were completed on 

th

century) with the addition of later masonry thought at present 
th

th

th

this structure brought to light further evidence of the conversion 
th

th

This exercise may also be associated with the blocking of two 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Hamilton South-West Lorna Innes

sites within the proposed development area, although only two 

included a railway station and associated dead track across part 

of the site, a farmstead at Brackenhill, still a working farm, 

and a farmstead which has been abandoned and subsequently 

Funder: Mark Turnbull Landscape Architect (MTLA)

Lanark

107 Castlegate, Lanark Dave Swan

July 2007 during excavation of a building footprint, in order 

to identify any potential archaeological deposits associated 

Funder: Mrs Margaret Seymour

Lanark Grammar School Candy Hatherley

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

Funder: WSP Environmental for Amec

The Beeches, Lanark Mike Roy and Rob Engl

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

associated with Phase 2 of the residential development at the 

Funder: Redrow Homes (Scotland) Ltd

Lesmahagow

Birkwood Hospital, Lesmahagow Mike Roy

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

residential development at the Birkwood Hospital to the S of 
2 were 

th

Funder: Caledonia Homes

Crossbank Scott Jacobson

Evaluation Archaeological Heritage Services Ltd

next to Blair Road near Crossford in support of the development 

evaluation a circular feature with evidence of extensive burning 

glass and general rubbish from the 20th century were noted 

Funder: Steven Forster

Poniel, Happendon Douglas Gordon

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

works was undertaken in respect of the proposed industrial 
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burning were noted, although these are probably modern in 

Funder: James Barr Ltd

Libberton

Libberton Mains Farm Gavin Davies

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

Funder: FM Developments Ltd

Rutherglen

M74 Completion – Glenford Works, Quay Road, 
Rutherglen George Geddes

Historic building recording Headland Archaeology Ltd

from the mid 20th

be deposited with WoSAS

Funder: Glasgow City Council

Walston

Howburn Farm Tam Ward

Fieldwalking and excavation Biggar Archaeology Group

The collection, which has been compared to Star Carr type Early 

The site is unique in being so far inland, coastal sites being the 

Various

Assemblage of Arran pitchstone Tam Ward

Assessment of assemblage Biggar Archaeology Group

Various locations An assemblage of Arran pitchstone 

popular belief, numerous tool types such as scrapers, piercers, 

Larnarkshire, although the presence of the arrowhead indicates 

STIRLING

Buchanan

Inchfad, Loch Lomond

th

was to record any remains of the earlier structures revealed or 

the earlier harbour wall comprised a single skin of large boulders 

Funder: Mr Miceal Harding

Tigh an Eas, Ardess Derek Alexander and Jill Harden
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end of the structure topsoil and rubble were removed to reveal 

was found in the centre of the floor and may represent a posthole 

trench large quantities of stone were revealed and recorded 

st Edition 

excavated across the southern end of the structure, revealing the 

th

were discovered, including glass, pottery, metal and beads and 

Callander

Cambusmore Quarry, Balvalachlan/ 
Lots of Callander, Callander Jamie Humble

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

2007 in advance of a scheme of tree planting to create a screen 

been excluded from tree planting due to its proximity to the Lots 

associated with the Lots of Callander enclosure or any other 

Tannochbrae Chalet Park Alan Hunter Blair

Evaluation, trial trenching AOC Archaeology Group

2

2007 on approximately ha of land, formerly Tannochbrae 

chalet we discovered a linear cut feature, possibly part of a relict 

Funder: Bellway Homes Scotland (East)

Dunblane and Lecropt

Dunblane Cathedral Museum

was maintained when three geotechnical test pits were excavated 

by hand: one through an evaluation trench, another next to the 

did not encounter any archaeological deposits or features,

Funder: Dunblane Museum

Kenmore

Tullochcan George Currie

Killin

Ardchyle George Currie

Edravinoch George Currie

Inverhaggernie Hydro Scheme Chris Fyles

and walkover survey were undertaken in July and August 

2006 on the route of a proposed small hydro scheme on the 

buildings, sheepfolds, an enclosure, a bridge and the former site 

of a township or fermtoun (although no surface remains were 

Funder: Shawater Ltd

Kilmadock

Braes of Doune Wind Farm Alan Duffy

Monitoring AOC Archaeology Group

their immediate environs were protected from groundbreaking 
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works relating to the construction of a wind farm at Braes of 

recorded during the monitoring and there was no impact on any 

Funder: Airtricity Developments Limited

Doune Castle David Murray

Funder: Historic Scotland

St Ninians

Bannockburn Cemeteries, Bannockburn David Sneddon

survey was undertaken of two sites, one at Ladywell Park (Site 

metal detector survey was carried out prior to development to 

also undertaken on the second site, where a Roman Road is 
st

the proposed development area, and the southern end of the site 

th

of pits relating to the battle, but recent analysis of the stakes has 

shown that they display no evidence of sharpening or burning 

th and 20th

th

th th

buttons and two musket balls were found, which may date to the 
th

th

Funder: Stirling Council

Bannockburn High School Simon Stronach

Metal detector survey Headland Archaeology Ltd

is considered to be within the general area of engagement of the 

Battle of Bannockburn and the work was undertaken to satisfy 

are likely to have been deposited prior to the second half of the 

20th

construction of the standing school building and is not likely to 

Funder: Stirling Council Corporate Services

Cowiehall Quarry, Easter Moss Douglas Gordon

Excavation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

advance of the extension at Cowiehall Quarry, Easter Moss, from 

and hand cleaning of an area 20 x 25m and the subsequent 

A date in the 2nd century AD has been suggested for the 

a number of questions about the site, particularly concerning 

Report deposited with Stirling Archaeology Service and archive 

Milton Mill, St Ninians George Geddes

Historic building recording Headland Archaeology Ltd

Stirlingshire Council to record the building before alteration and 

between April and June 2007 and included metric and 

photographic survey (including the internal machinery) of the 

th

of the internal workings of the grain mill, though the threshing 
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Funder: OMI Architects

Plots 12–14 and 17–18, Broadleys Business Park  

 Simon Stronach

Metal detector survey Headland Archaeology Ltd

during August 2007 on the site of a proposed business park 

the west side of the Bannock Burn and is considered to lie within 

the general area of engagement during the main part of the Battle 

Management Ltd

Stirling

Cambuskenneth Abbey Mary Márkus

Inventory

forms part of a very ornate canopy, originally part of a larger 

The feet, are clad in sollerets with spurs attached, and rest on a 

This and other inventories of carved stones at Historic 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Stirling Castle, Palace – SPARC Gordon Ewart

and investigation within the Palace at Stirling Castle (SPARC), 

newly exposed masonry on the Governors Stair was recorded 

wall of the Old Chapel were refaced as part of the creation of the 

Funder: Historic Scotland

WEST DUNBARTONSHIRE

Bonhill

Napierston Farm, Jamestown Fiona Baker

Evaluation excavations, standing building recording  

 Firat Archaeological Services

th th

farm building prior to demolition, followed by evaluation 

place name of a larger area of land and the focus of settlement 

th century were found, and midden deposits were dominated 
th th th

Archive held by Firat Archaeological Services until deposited 

Funder: Leonard Builders

Dumbarton

Dumbarton Castle – French Prison Alan Radley

The French Prison had been deteriorating badly and this was 

particularly evident in the badly cracked W wall of the E ground 

to investigate the wall foundations in the E room, and the other 

th 

century, and also deposits associated with levelling for, and the 

trench in the E room was excavated as far as bedrock and it was 

This appeared to be the cause of the slumping and subsequent 

These trenches showed evidence of the installation of a 

th

A further visit comprising excavation and assessment took 

place outside the French Prison during February and March 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Old Kilpatrick

Agamemnon Street Rail Bridge Fiona Baker

Standing building recording Firat Archaeological Services

bridge piers and abutments and steel bridge, recorded by 

Archive held by Firat Archaeological Services until deposited 

Funder: Clydebank Rebuilt

Golden Hill Primary School Fiona Baker

Evaluation excavation Firat Archaeological Services
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investigation, but a watching brief of any excavations in the S 

Archive held by Firat Archaeological Services until deposited 

Funder: West Dunbartonshire Council

WEST LOTHIAN

Kirknewton

Kirknewton T Cowie

of Middle Bronze Age metalwork known from West Lothian and 

c The axes of Scotland 

and northern England, Munich (Prähistorische Bronzefunde 

Claimed as treasure trove and allocated to West Lothian 

Linlithgow

Burgh Halls, Linlithgow A Robertson

Evaluation, historic building recording Headland Archaeology 

Ltd

historic building recording inside the building and monitoring 

engineering test pits and trial trench evaluation in the garden area 

The evaluation lay within a scheduled ancient monument (SAM 

th century 
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walls possibly relating to the corner of a building surviving 

th th

walls may relate to one of the structures in the vicinity of the 

Archive to be deposited with RCAHMS and report deposited 

with WoSAS SMR

Funded by: West Lothian Council

212–224 High Street, Linlithgow  

 Mike Cressey and Ian Suddaby

 

 CFA Archaeology Ltd

planned development of the site, a standing building survey on 

two former tannery buildings and a disused bakery was carried 

th

tannery ceased operation the building was converted, resulting in 

th 
th

Other features recorded included a courtyard wall enclosing 

locations of the piles used in the construction of new buildings 

during the evaluation and a second revealed the foundations of 

of a wooden barrel within which were deposits of wood, perhaps 

Funded by: Hardie Associates Ltd

Kingsfield Farm, Linlithgow Martin Cook

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

Funded by: Montagu Evans LLP

Livingston

West Lothian Schools: Deans Community High Street 
 Dan Atkinson

Evaluation Headland Archaeology Ltd

during April 2007 on the site of the proposed new school 

complex to replace the existing Deans Community High School, 

The vestiges of previous agricultural activities dating to the 

Funded by: Dawn Construction and Hochtief PPP Solutions

Cambuskenneth Abbey, stone canopy, 
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Torphichen

Ogilface Castle H M D Jones

Geophysical survey Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society

promontory formed between the Barbauchlaw Burn and a burn 

At its E end the level area of the promontory is less than 20m 

squares running W from this end with a further square on the 

the resistivity survey, as a high resistance 7m square with less 

some suggest walls and rectangular buildings giving the site 

Funded by: Historic Scotland, Dr John Wells, History of 

Armadale Association, Dr Peter Morris, Edinburgh Archaeological 

Field Society

Stand Hill H M D Jones

Geophysical survey Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society

An aerial photograph of the site shows the rectangular 

outline of a building within enclosure banks and these were 

Report copies will be deposited with HS, RCAHMS and 

Funded by: Historic Scotland, Dr John Wells, History of 

Armadale Association, Dr Peter Morris, Edinburgh Archaeological 

Field Society

West Calder

Polbeth Farm Sarah Lynchehaun

Evaluation AOC Archaeology Group

th century, an archaeological 

Fourteen trenches (covering an area of 502m2

The only features revealed by the trial trenching were various 
th

and 20th

Funded by: Caledonia Homes Ltd

COMHAIRLE NAN EILEAN SIAR/ 
WESTERN ISLES

Barra

Barra Water Main Claire Shaw

Monitoring Rathmell Archaeology Limited

Primary School to Suidheachan, to the immediate S of the 

pipeline was covered by a short turf grass, typical of machair 

Report deposited with the Western Isles Archaeological Service 

Funder: Jacobs

Barvas

Bragar, Lewis Alan Duffy

Watching brief AOC Archaeology Group

associated with replacement of a water main within the settlement 

Funder: Jacobs

Bragar, Water Mains Replacement Claire Shaw

Report deposited with Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and archive 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Bragar, Water Mains Replacement
Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

conditions with a view to determining more closely the potential 

In total seven test pits were dug, mainly along the roadside on 

The eastern half of the pipeline route can be characterised 

as mainly modern made up ground, frequently cut by existing 

half is less disturbed than the E but the presence of services in 

both of these areas reduces the probability of any archaeological 

features being disturbed by the pipe upgrade since the route 

from these services is midway along the route between house 

here remains a possibility considering the number of upstanding 

features within the vicinity of the route and the lack of disturbance 
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Report deposited with Western Isles Archaeology Service and 

Dùn Èistean Archaeology Project Rachel  C Barrowman

work of topographic and geophysical survey and trial trenching 

excavation on Dùn Èistean, undertaken over six weeks between 

alongside local and student volunteers on the excavation, and 

environmental processing and web site maintenance were 

undertaken in the local community at the Comunn Eachdraidh 

were opened over a large, well preserved building, Structure C, 

and one of two smaller circular buildings, Structure F, at the head 

base of a ruined tower, Structure G, in order to complete the 

Excavations in Structure C revealed a kiln barn, with the bowl 

of the occupation on Dùn Èistean as it is evidence for the drying 

It also suggests the presence of a larger and more permanent 

burnt deposits associated with the use of the kiln had been robbed 

pottery, a sherd of glass and a musket ball was recovered from 

these later structures, which had disturbed earlier floor deposits 

Work in Trench D revealed three phases of buildings and 

remains of an old ground surface, the stone footings of the 

corner of a building, an occupation layer and a thick ashy midden 

cooking hearth, and to the W a large rectangular courtyard area 

th th 

keeping with broadly domestic occupation, but with indications 

th

In Trench F the eastern of two scoops or terraces, Structure 

above Palla na Biorlinn, a gully leading down to a rocky ledge 

where tradition records a landing place on which the Morrisons 

faces of neat stonework, with a turf core, and a doorway looking 

scatters of coarse pottery sherds and charcoal were excavated at 

the doorway, while inside the building two phases of occupation 

and to the S of Structure G, the base of a ruined rectangular 

tower, and there is evidence that there was a flaw in execution of 

Finds of coarse pottery, a sherd of imported glazed pottery and 

pistol shot in the collapsed tower suggest that this building is 

growing picture of a community living on Dùn Èistean during the 

drying kiln and barn may be evidence for a larger and more 

permanent community on the island than has previously been 
th th centuries, as 

may the large communal hearth in Trench D and the several 

pottery and glass found in the later turf shelters in Trenches 
th 

century, but in the absence of absolute dating it is problematic to 

hoped that it will be done in tandem with a typological study 

were also taken from the site in 2007 to investigate the methods 

of construction used in the structures, and the occupation 

collected from flotation has great potential to add information 

on the diet and crop processing on the site, and the everyday 
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analysis and research towards publishing the evidence from this 

Eoropie, Butt of Lewis Douglas Gordon

Evaluation Rathmell Archaeology Limited

archaeological investigative works was undertaken in respect of 

the proposed access road from a waste water treatment works at 

comprised six trenches within the footprint of the proposed 

of possibly prehistoric pottery which in turn could indicate that 

The second evaluation again comprised six trenches within 

uncovered were a furrow [008] and a composite wall [005][006] 

st th

th

Report deposited with Western Isles Archaeology Service and 

Eoropie, Waste Water Treatment Works, Outfall,  
Access Road and Replacement Sewer  

 Claire Shaw and Alastair Rees

archaeological sites close to the study areas underlines the 

potential for archaeological remains, ranging from the prehistoric 

Report deposited with Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and archive 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Lionel to Port of Ness Rachel C Barrowman

Watching brief

machine excavations for the insertion of a water main between 

results of the watching brief were negative, with no remains of 
th

20th

such as modern glazed ceramic, bone and bottle glass in the 

Archive deposited with SMR, Western Isles Archaeology 

Ness Archaeological Landscape Survey C S Barrowman

GPS survey results using ArcView GIS software, with all digital 

Four sites also underwent a detailed topographic survey: 

prehistoric settlement and later shieling mounds at Cnocan Glas 

Bhiliscleiter 

th

Tessa Poller undertaking geophysical survey of medieval remains in 

exhibition Ness Remains
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Thòmais (early medieval chapel)

possible settlement mounds, metalworking

souterrain

Archive to be deposited with RCAHMS, SMR, Museum nan 

Funder: the Heritage Lottery Fund, Historic Scotland, the Clan 

Society), the Comhairle nan Eilean Siar (Western Isles Council), 

Glasgow, RCAHMS

Siadar Active Breakwater Scheme Rachel C Barrowman

In February and March 2007 I undertook an archaeological 

potential direct and indirect visual impacts of the proposed 

development of an active breakwater renewables energy scheme 

Accreting erosion

possible robbed structures and/or enclosure walls 6530 

Accreting erosion

(SABS) Rubha Bhlanisgaidh, structure, midden, settlement 308 

st Edition 

Rubha Bhlanisgaidh, Large oval enclosure/structure 307, 308 

stone building

stone alignment

stone alignment

possible structure

quarry and dump
st 

track 

settlement

structure

st Edition OS OS 

st

35SE 36

36

st

35SE 36

35SE 36

36
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35SE  36

st

35SE 36

iron slag eroding from section

structure

possible eroded cairn

township: ruined black house and enclosure

Siorrabhig rectilinear dry stone enclosure

features

structure

35SE 33

structure

possible structure

35SE 63

Funder: Aurora Environmental/npower renewables

Harris

Bunavoneadar Whaling Station  

 Dan Atkinson and George Geddes

Conservation plan, survey Headland Archaeology Ltd

during World War I, and reopened, on a much smaller scale, 

are extensive and include the seawall, slipway, flensing platform, 

part of the foundations of another piggery, magazine and dam 

associated with the operation of the whaling station lie outwith 

result of a commission x the owners for the preparation of a 

site included a feature x feature description and assessment of 

deposited with RCAHMS and the Highland SMR

Gleann Mor, Hirta, St Kilda M R Curtis and G R Curtis

Survey of prehistoric circular stone setting

setting of stones is on a relatively level area in the deep valley 

outside the line of the stones, while on the upper or ESE side it 

Detailed measurements of the visible stone dimensions and 

Geophysical survey being carried out in heavy weather on a potential 
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their positions were made on 7 June 2007 together with 35 

stones, and at least 5 stones covered x the peat, unequally 

c

c

Isle of Harris Fishing Project  

carried out at weekends by local volunteers (Harris Archaeology 

Group) over a period of several months in 2007, and supported 

 work by a 

reminiscence studies (based on local interviews), local (maritime) 

Archive deposited with the Western Isles Council and to be 

Funder: LEADER+, Western Isles Council, Harris 

St Kilda Susan Ovenden

area could be investigated in the time available and while many 

anomalies of potential archaeological interest have been detected 

of resistance survey was carried out over the suspected location 

Funder: IWC Media

Lochs

A’ Chlach Chrom, Beinn Chleiteir, Loch Erisort  

 M R Curtis and G R Curtis

Prehistoric standing stone, horizon survey

appears that peat has been cut up to it on the W side, exposing 

packing stones at its base on that side and causing it to lean over 

on the hogback hill, Cnoc nan Clach (DES 

Cnoc nan Clach the S extreme moon could be seen to gleam 

DES

standing stone, the two settings on Cnoc nan Clach are seen 

horizon survey from here showed that not only the brief gleam of 

the S extreme moon in the col to the left of the Sleeping Beauty, 

DES

same S extreme moon could have been seen in the two notches 

Arnish Moor Wind Farm G R Curtis and M R Curtis

Watching brief

in January 2006 during the construction of a wood pole power 

Druim Dubh Standing Stone Circle, a scheduled monument 

(DES

60mm layer of hard and dark material which produced numerous 

Funder: Scottish and Southern Energy plc

Balallan to Laxay Water Main Replacement A Rees

and walkover survey were undertaken during April 2005 to 

assess the impact of the proposed construction of several new 

water mains in the area on any potential sites of archaeological 
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sites of potential archaeological and historical interest were 

 Locosaigh Field survey revealed an area 

th 
th

Locosaigh Field survey and cartographic 

Locosaigh Field survey revealed an 

Locosaigh An area of curvilinear rig and 

th th 

Locosaigh st Edition OS map indicates 

comprises a single rectangular structure with a small section of 

rectangular structure with a small square yard abutting the SW 

Poll Gorm Field survey revealed a large area 

be substantial herringbone type drainage channels cut into the 

Poll Gorm Field survey revealed several 

Cnoc a Phlea Field survey and cartographic 

study revealed an almost complete unroofed blackhouse, xre 

and enclosure with associated rig and furrow cultivation at this 

 Locosaigh Field survey revealed a large area 

area of rig and furrow respects the topography of the area and 
th

th

Culthir Field survey revealed an area of 

th 

Culthir Field survey revealed a small square 

Cnoc a Bhalle Field survey revealed a 

Cnoc a Bhalle Field survey revealed a 

Cnoc Poll Nabhar Field survey revealed 
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Balle Ailen Field 

Balle Ailen Field survey revealed a large, 

lower courses of a rectangular structure measuring approximately 

The walls of these structures are upstanding to a maximum height 

Balle Ailen Cartographic study revealed 

The only trace noted during the walk over survey was a large 

number of stones suggesting the stonework of the building has 

Cnoc nan Teineachan Field survey 

revealed an area of upstanding relict rig and furrow cultivation 

Laimir Mhor 

Gledfield Field survey revealed a ruined 

blackhouse present at this location with walls upstanding to a 

Cnoc na Buaile Duibhe Field survey 

Cnoc na Buaile Duibhe Field survey 

Cnoc na Buaile Duibhe The walkover 

Cnoc na Buaile Duibhe Field survey 

revealed the remains of a small blackhouse at this location, 

Cnoc na Buaile Duibhe Field survey 

revealed the heavily denuded remains of a small stone built 

Report deposited with Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and archive 

Beinn Chleiteir, Loch Erisort  

 Mr Curtis, G R Curtis, M Boreham and J Ewing

Prehistoric stone circle and cairn

and socket holes and cairn were probed and the site surveyed 

seems to have been badly damaged some two centuries ago, and 

removed from their sockets, either taken away whole, broken 

off above present ground level, with 2 or 3 displaced packing 

Empty socket hole with complete or part megalith lying at its 

Empty socket hole with complete or part megalith lying at its 

Empty socket hole with broken megalith lying to SE, with 

2 original in situ packers and 2 displaced packers returned to 

Subsequent peat growth has covered the displaced packers 

standing stones have been broken off, they now appear much 

of Beinn Chleiteir, on the top of a natural green mound, about 

Beinn Chul Na Creige, Loch Erisort  

 G R Curtis and M R Curtis

Prehistoric stone setting and backsight

DES

A person at this backsight position could see the regleam of 

of the hilltop it would not have been possible to see the moon if 

Beinn Na Muilne M R Curtis and G R Curtis

Cleiter, Beinn Chleiteir, Loch Erisort  

 M R Curtis and G R Curtis

c

Laxay and Keose Community Woodlands
Walkover survey

survey was undertaken in September 2007 in connection with 

development of community woodlands and biomass planting in 
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survey, the only known archaeology within the development 

area was a stone and earth dyke along the course of the Abhainn 

were observed in an area of deep peat on the W shore of Loch 

Report to be deposited with Western Isles SMR and 

Lemreway Water Treatment Works Claire Shaw

2007 to assess the impact of the construction of numerous 

measuring approx 6 x 5m, standing to a height of approx 

road (B8060)

Report deposited with Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and archive 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions

Mul Thagaraigh James Crawford

Mul Thagaraigh James Crawford

Mul Thagaraigh James Crawford

Bomber, was found strewn over a substantial area with 303 

Shiant Islands Catherine Dagg

and sections of previously excavated standing buildings were 

completed, with the assistance of students from the Czech 

continued on making measured plans of complex sites on Garbh 

Sideval Stone Circle, Fangs, Loch Seaforth  

 M R Curtis and G R Curtis

Artefacts

rabbits and weather has continued since partial dismantling of 

earth and stone banks (DES

of the circle is almost completely exposed, revealing a cluster of 

Once some the stones were removed in 2006, erosion of the 

North Uist

A865/A867 Road Improvement Scheme, North Uist 
 Helen Holderness

out between December 2005 and March 2006 in advance of road 

development close to the scheduled ancient monument of Barpa 

settings were discovered: some of these formed patterns around 

patches of cleared ground that would suggest the presence of 

of the site a small patch of ash and burnt indicated the presence 

the most complex and contained kerbstones for several separate 

Baile Sear Fraser Hunter

on the beach at Baile Sear, near an eroding settlement site 

Claimed as treasure trove (TT 37/07) and allocated to Museum 

Baile Sear Community Archaeology Project, Sloc 
Sabhaidh, Baile Sear, North Uist  

Excavation The SCAPE Trust

Sear was uncovered and partially damaged in the storm of 
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beach in front of the site, in order to further investigate structures 

within a large pit, which was lined by a single skin of undressed 

was corbelled inwards, and was preserved to a maximum height 

two freestanding masonry piers survived in the northern part 

trench that had contained the primary wall was left open for a 

Several deep pits were then dug through these deposits from 

are typical of later prehistoric domestic sites in the Western Isles, 

included quantities of animal and cetacean bone, worked antler, 

saddle and rotary querns, and a copper alloy ring, were also 

Trench 2 was positioned at the southern end of the exposed 

features and was c

an eroding mound with walls, midden, bone and pottery spilling 

out onto the beach, as well as to investigate underlying deposits 

dry stone walling were found which did not readily conform 

to any known typological form, other than one corbelled cell 

all physically related and built into each other in a succession, the 

Various occupation deposits were excavated from within these 

of c

c

sides with overlying horizontal courses, all covered by large 

flagstones) was below the level of the other structures but was 

secondary walling into a structure of unknown use, resembling 

as postholes, stone sockets, dog and other, mixed animal burials 

structures, while others may have been cut from the occupation 

Hammer/course stone tools were found in abundance all over 

the trench, as was worked, butchered and unworked bone, IA 

c

querns have been found over the years in the immediate vicinity, 

examples were found this year, together with a fragment of rotary 

needles and a bone spout or possibly mouthpiece were amongst 

Archive to be deposited with RCAHMS upon completion of 

Funder: Historic Scotland, the SCAPE Trust

Baleshare Andrew Heald

One resembles a bar ingot, the other is similar but has a bulbous 

the copper alloy ingot, although there is no direct geographical 

Age activity in the area from previous work only supports this 

Claimed as treasure trove (TT 86/06) and allocated to Museum 

Griminish, North Uist Lindsay Dunbar and Sarah 

Lynchehaun

Survey, excavation AOC Archaeology Group

carried out after the landowner reported the disturbance of a 

previously unknown burial at Griminish to Dr Mary MacLeod, 

subsequently requested assistance from Historic Scotland under 

A single crouched inhumation burial within a short cist was 

had dislodged and led to the loss of much of the upper body 
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cist with two stones (some of which were now weathered in situ) 

were no capstones, but it seems the body was covered by a few 

Funder: Historic Scotland

Kirkibost Island Andrew Heald

Claimed as treasure trove (TT 85/06) and allocated to Museum 

Bayhead to Grimsay, North Uist  

 

and walkover survey were undertaken during May 2007 to assess 

the archaeological potential of a proposed pipeline route from 

st and 2nd 

of prehistoric ritual and funerary sites were also recorded within 

Report deposited with Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and archive 

Funder: Scottish Water

North Uist Souterrains Susan Ovenden

type and local residents were interested in two further possible 

subsequently commissioned to survey this group of monuments 

understand the context within which the monuments were 

which appears to be associated with the souterrain discovered in 

as well as a number of possible rectilinear structures that are 

of the resistance survey were generally disappointing they did 

support the probable location of the roundhouse and also gave 

a broad idea of the depth at which some of these deposits were 

depth and area of archaeological deposits are present, these are 

constituting an entire settlement mound similar to those found 

suggest the presence of at least one structure and associated 

the souterrain there is also evidence to suggest that a castle, 
th 

without further investigation it is impossible to ascertain the exact 

nature of the archaeological features that relate to the anomalies 

and recorded by Carmichael does not appear to be a souterrain 

and was not clearly visible in the geophysical survey data, 

although this is likely to be a result of the geophysical properties 

a concentration of structures, including at least one probable 

structures and the probable souterrains is impossible to interpret 

without further investigation, the sizeable nature of some of 

It would also appear that the structures extend beyond the 

nature of this concentration of possible enclosures, pits, walls, 

and platforms or rubble is unclear but the lack of considerable 

magnetic enhancement differentiates them from the settlement 

Funder: Access Archaeology

Sornach Coir Fhinn 

Survey 

level bay cut out of the hillside and the material excavated in 

An accurate plan was made by A Thom (Thom, Thom and Burl 

how the circle may be indicating short, calendar alignments to 

neighbouring sites (op cit

was possible to look for distant peaks which might mark accurate 

only a few miles away but in the SE the landscape is particularly 
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showing even more dimly (almost vanishing before the end of the 

visit), was Glamaig, a conical peak also on Skye almost exactly 

the diameter of the true circle which forms the boundary with 

the flattened part was actually aimed at this remote peak, so that 

reason for digging out the platform for the circle at this point on 

the hillside was to keep the top of Glamaig in view, together with 

whatever other nearer horizon targets, if any, were being aimed 

have been very suitable in prehistoric times for marking two of 

many more such long alignments, visible only in clear weather, 

surveyed more British standing stone sites than anyone else, but 

Obviously if a distant peak is recorded it must have been clear but 

it is unlikely to have been equally good when all the sites shown 

conditions it must often be a matter of luck whether a vital distant 

The second point is that investigations of the astronomical 

irreducible requirement must remain of course: to be plausible a 

celestial alignment must include a direction indicator of some kind 

as with Sornach Coir Fhinn the landscape itself could often be 

giving us important clues about what the circle builders and stone 

between local hills, seemed an obvious potential sunrise foresight 

and an examination of the site plan showed that this direction 

The third point is that the discovery of the rarely visible yet 

The literature on the climatic deterioration in Britain between the 

middle Bronze and the Iron Ages is large but an essential point 

is that peat is repeatedly found to have grown over Highland 

archaeological sites of these earlier periods, marking the onset of 

the stones of which were originally half submerged by about 5ft 

Ninth report with inventory of monuments 

and constructions in the Outer Hebrides, Skye and the Small 

Isles

Megalithic astronomy: a new 

archaeological and statistical study of 300 western Scottish 

site

Megalithic rings: 

plans and data for 229 monuments in Britain, Brit Archaeol 

Vallay, North Uist Lindsay Dunbar and Sarah Lynchehaun

Survey, excavation AOC Archaeology Group

and survey under the terms of the Historic Scotland Human 

was carried out after the landowner reported the disturbance of 

a previously unreported burial on Vallay to Dr Mary MacLeod, 

subsequently requested assistance from Historic Scotland under 

The excavation revealed a single adult inhumation in what 

Funder: Historic Scotland

South Uist

Coastal Zone Assessment Survey of South Uist and 
Benbecula (E coasts) G Wilson and H Moore

Rapid audit survey EASE Archaeology

Report deposited with Western Isles SMR and RCAHMS and 

Funder: Historic Scotland via The SCAPE Trust

Eriskay to South Uist (Garynamoine) Water Pipeline 

Alastair Rees

commissioned by Scottish Water Solutions to carry out an 

assessment of the cultural heritage resource potentially affected 

by the insertion of a new water main between the islands of 

Report deposited with Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and archive 

Funder: Scottish Water Solutions
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Uig

21, Bhaltos Catherine Dagg

Trial trenching

st Edition OS 

map but now not surviving above ground, was investigated by 

mechanical digger impractical, the trenching was carried out by 

hand, which greatly increased the archaeological information 

building were located, and a rich assemblage of ceramics dating 
th century was recovered from layers 

Funder: Mary MacDougall

Garynahine Peat Park James Crawford

Watching brief

recorded in DES

the existing moor levels, which is consistent with disturbance 

the peat cutting for some two metres and had a depth of some 

flat stones had been placed in the peat at the same level and 

would appear to be an attempt to gain dry access to the pit site 

and is perhaps indicative of an approach to the site from the 

Loch Roag Islands Erosion Survey – Stroim Village 

 James Crawford

Survey

Because of sea erosion at the foot of some of the blackhouse 

ruins, a general survey of the area was carried out on this deserted 

beach, all having extensive stepped internal spatial layout with 

of these structures are now being eroded by the sea, and the 

the tidal area of Aird Orasaigh from the rest of the village, a 

Aird Orasaigh has served as an extensive peat cutting area either 

Loch Roag Islands Survey James Crawford

Survey

islands of Loch Roag W and E was undertaken with the following 

Eilean Flodaigh – West Loch North

rubble walls, which are fast becoming inundated by the storm 

As there appears to be an E/W orientation indicating a possible 

ecclesiastical structure, it may be that this structure was a retreat 

in Eilean Donan Castle, Lochalsh, was then incarcerated on 

took part in this incident at that time, and was also involved 

Cornelius Con was without shelter during his time on the island, 

probability, the three cellular structures were his habitation, with 

Eilean Bhacsaigh – West Loch

th

stone outcrops with a wall running seawards and terminating at 
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Eilean Bhacsaigh – E Loch

their bedding planes, there is the distinct likelihood that these 

a passageway leading towards what is now an eroded 

Eilean Greinam – E Loch

Eilean Ceabhagh

DES 

bracken cover, an overall picture could not be achieved so a 

further assessment of the site will have to be carried out before 

chamber with the neck appearing to run in a SE direction, which 

Eilean Cliatasaigh

foot of a sheer rockface, with an enclosure at the rear of the 

Eilean Rishanish

The Cottage, Garynahine James Crawford

th century and no buildings 

constructed since this period, it was assessed that an early 

revealed light orthostat walling consistent with a medieval build 

A full report will be deposited with RCAHMS and the Regional 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE ANCIENT AND HISTORICAL 

MONUMENTS OF SCOTLAND

Introduction

The format of this report continues that of previous years, 

programmes of the Royal Commission (RCAHMS), plus details 

of educational and outreach activities, followed by a list of 

accessions to the archaeological collections held in the RCAHMS 

the principal accessions to the collections, are published in the 

RCAHMS Annual Review, copies of which are available from 

publications, as well as giving access to Canmore, the RCAHMS 

SURVEY AND RECORDING

General

In what proved to be a busy year, RCAHMS undertook three 

main archaeological surveys in 2007: a survey, in partnership 

of the site of the medieval burgh of Roxburgh, begun in 2006, 

The eagerly awaited In the shadow of Bennachie; a field 

archaeology of Donside, Aberdeenshire, was published late in 

Work is now well advanced on the preparation of a monograph 

Aerial Survey

Aerial survey in 2007 continued to redress the regional and 

thematic imbalances in the RCAHMS oblique aerial photograph 

holdings of known monuments were enhanced and there was 

flying resources were allocated to a concerted programme of 

particularly on monuments related to Thomas Telford and civil 

East Renfrewshire

A survey of East Renfrewshire, which was undertaken in 

the summer and autumn of 2007, was designed to revise 

Bruce Henry (Renfrewshire Local History Forum), Alex Hale and 

Leanne McCafferty (both RCAHMS) undertaking archaeological survey 
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groups, visited a total of over 300 sites and monuments, ranging 

Historic Land-use Assessment

funded by RCAHMS and Historic Scotland, has now surveyed 

was concentrated on Fife and southern Argyll, with the survey 

The data for Easter Ross and Inverness is now available online 

Roxburgh

The survey of the abandoned medieval burgh and castle at 

Roxburgh, begun in 2006, continued in 2007 with a season of 

work have now been combined in the RCAHMS Geographic 

Information System, and a digital terrain model has been created 

St Kilda

archaeology on the islands and to consolidate all the previously 

island, Hirta, where about 600 structures have been recorded, 

Scotland’s Rural Past

to support local communities to investigate and document 

Historic Rural Settlement Trust, is hosted by RCAHMS, with 

partnership funding from RCAHMS, the Heritage Lottery Fund, 

Historic Scotland, Highlands and Islands Enterprise and the 

have been set up with local communities around Scotland, ranging 

in scale from recording all rural settlement remains in Strathconon 
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the communities in Islay and Strathpeffer have been working 

in October 2007, providing extensive guidance and advice on 

Special Surveys

Special surveys undertaken by RCAHMS in 2007 included the 

Pictish cemetery at Pityoulish, Aviemore, the remains of the 

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

Building a Picture of Scotland’s Past

Treasured Places 

sites, castles and monuments, feats of civil engineering and pieces 

Midlothian, beat off stiff competition from a number of the 

Edinburgh Makar, Valerie Gillies, to pen a poem celebrating the 

from 25 

RCAHMS from conception to the present day, showcasing 

A complementary touring exhibition will, at the same time, visit 

series working with community groups and schools to explore 

of the public can contribute their own information and images to 

distinct part of the national record and will be available for all to 

COLLECTIONS

In the course of this year we have received a wide range of 

archaeological material, from reports on watching briefs to 

accession is the archive from the survey and excavations at the 

Brown Caterthun and the White Caterthun, by CFA Archaeology, 

Material can be accepted in both traditional paper form, and 

development of policies and guidelines on standards of archival 

creation and preservation, to ensure that this material continues 

Copies of guidelines for the creation of paper and digital 

archives are available online, through the Freedom of Information 

The RCAHMS public search room is open for consultation, 
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All the material detailed in the following accessions list is available 

for public consultation, although it may be a considerable time 

before it is catalogued and a detailed record is available through 

material is housed in an external store, and that several days 

check whether an appointment is necessary to consult any of 

PRINCIPAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL ACCESSIONS
April 2007 to March 2008

SCOTLAND, GENERAL

Archive material from the Association of Regional and Island 

Archaeologists (ARIA), comprising minutes, correspondence 

Council)

at Broxmouth, Tillytarmont, Birsay Bay, Hallowhill, Boysack, 

A collection comprising correspondence between Dr Aubrey 

Burl, Professor Alexander Thom, Dr Archibald Thom, and J 

Patrick, relating to their researches into megalithic monuments, 

A large collection of slides taken by Dr Anthony Jackson in 

Jackson)

ABERDEEN, CITY OF

Reports by Murray Archaeological Services: watching brief 

ABERDEENSHIRE

Report on evaluation at Burnland (Site 2, Phase 2), Elrick (AOC 

Archive from a historic building survey of Derry Lodge, Mar 

and Blackburn bypass, by D Alexander, CFA Archaeology Ltd, 

Report on Historic Landscape Survey at Pitmedden, by Peter 

McGowan Associates, Landscape Architects and Addyman 

Reports by Murray Archaeological Services Ltd: watching brief 

watching brief at East Lodge, Crathes Castle, Crathes (MAS 

View of the rampart, ditch and counterscarp bank of the White 

Caterthun multivallate fort, taken during excavations by CFA 
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watching brief at Mains of Cullen, Gamrie (Castle of Cullen of 

 

(Murray Archaeological Services)

ANGUS 

Report on watching brief at the House of Dun, Montrose, by 

Archives from surveys and excavations by CFA Archaeology Ltd 

Age souterrains and pits at Dubton Farm, Brechin, (BREW), 

Report by CFA Archaeology Ltd on excavations at Redcastle, 

Reports by Murray Archaeological Services Ltd: watching 

 

(Murray Archaeological Services Ltd)

ARGYLL AND BUTE 

(AOC Archaeology Group) 

Reports by CFA Archaeology Ltd: assessment and mitigation 

Postcard of Connel Ferry, c

Riasg Buidhe, Colonsay, c

th
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Reports by Rathmell Archaeology Ltd: watching brief at 

Archaeology) 

Reports by T C Welsh: structures near Dun Mhor, Crinan Wood, 

CLACKMANNAN

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY 

Report on watching brief, at Mote of Mark, Rockcliffe, 

Forestry Bypass Road), by Dumfries and Galloway Council, 

Report on excavation and geophysical survey at Caerlaverock 

Draft publication text, interim, structures and specialist reports 

Report on survey at Cairnhead Community Forest, by A Hoaen, 

Representative) 

Reports by Rathmell Archaeology Ltd: evaluation at Planting 

Archive from excavations at Old Caerlaverock Castle, by M L 

Report on a possible barbican at Castledykes, Dumfries, by T C 

DUNDEE, CITY OF 

Report on a standing building recording survey at Panmure 

EAST AYRSHIRE 

Archive from an evaluation at Floak Quarry, Fenwick (AOC 

Group) 

Report on a survey, evaluation and watching brief at 

EAST DUNBARTONSHIRE 

Archive from an evaluation and watching brief at Alloway 

Reports on an excavation and resistivity survey at Bearsden 

(Historic Scotland) 

EAST LOTHIAN 

Archive from an evaluation, at a waste water treatment works, 

Archaeology Group) 

Dunbar Waste Water Treatment Works, West Barns, Dunbar (CFA 

detector survey and archaeological watching brief, at Bankton 

Heritage Consultancy) 

L Ritchie) 
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EAST RENFREWSHIRE 

(ACFA) 

Plan of unenclosed platform at Ballageich Hill, Eaglesham, by S 

EDINBURGH, CITY OF 

Archive from investigations by AOC Archaeology Group: 

evaluation and standing building assessment at 82 Craigs Road 

Group)

Reports by CFA Archaeology Ltd: standing building survey and 

building survey and watching brief at Sunbury House, Belford 

brief, at Bonnington Road Lane, Ashley Place and Tinto Place 

excavation and watching brief at Edinburgh Airport Rail Link (CFA 

watching brief at Braid Burn Flood Prevention Scheme: Oxgangs 

Report on watching brief at The South Drive, Cramond House, 

Specialist report for excavations at Scottish Parliament site, 

Data structure report and draft publication text on excavations at 

(Historic Scotland) 

FALKIRK 

Reports by CFA Archaeology Ltd: archaeological evaluation at 
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FIFE 

Report on conservation of the Melville Tomb, Collessie, by ARC 

ARC (Architecture Research Conservation)) 

Archive from investigations by CFA Archaeology Ltd: watching 

Report on monitoring of borehole and trial pit excavation at 

Report on a watching brief at Anglepark Quarry, Annsmuir, 

GLASGOW, CITY OF 

Report on excavation and evaluation at Gartloch Road, 

(AOC Archaeology Group) 

Report on a controlled soil strip at Lochwood Farm, Lochend 

(CFA)

HIGHLAND 

(Archaeological and Ancient Landscape Survey) 

Conservation) 

building survey at Balnaglack farmstead, Castle Stewart (CFA 

Penetrating Radar survey in relation to wetland landscapes (CFA 

c

Jacobs Babtie: Assynt Water Treatment Works, Clear water tank 

Report on survey undertaken in the area of Lochan Hakel, 

Report and publication drafts on excavations at Smoo Cave, 

Report on inspection of two anemometer mast positions at 

Corriemoillie, Garve, Easter Ross, by RPS Planning, Transport & 

Measured drawings of the Clach Biorach, Edderton, symbol stone, 

Report on evaluation at Applecross Broch, Wester Ross, by 

Reports on archaeological deposits from a Limestone Cave at 

(West Coast Archaeological Services) 

Report on standing building recording at Drummondhill, 

J Wordsworth) 

MIDLOTHIAN 

recording and archaeological evaluation at Cakemuir Castle (CFA 
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MORAY 

Archive from an archaeological assessment for a proposed wind 

(CFA)

Reports and publication archive from excavations at Spynie 

Scotland)

Reports by Murray Archaeological Services: watching brief 

Measured drawings of early medieval crosses and other sculptured 

NORTH AYRSHIRE 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE 

Reports by CFA Archaeology Ltd: evaluation at Rawyards, 

Arts and Archaeology)

ORKNEY 

Reports by EASE Archaeological Consultants: excavations 

Draft publication text from excavations at Barnhouse, by C 

the Stenness Sewer Replacement and Waste Water Treatment 

Reports by Orkney Archaeological Trust: evaluation of the Dyke 

(OAT))

Report of geophysical survey of Orkney World Heritage Area, by 

PERTH AND KINROSS 

Archive from an evaluation at Duchlage Farm, Crieff (AOC 

Group) 

Conservation report on the Sir William Oliphant Memorial, 

Reports by CFA Archaeology Ltd: evaluation at Rait Borrow Pit 

(CFA) 

geophysical survey, at Westown Chapel, Errol, by Perth and 

Trust)

Report on standing building survey, at Old Reading Room, 
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RENFREWSHIRE 

Report on an evaluation at Shuttle Street/Witherspoon Street, 

Goold, Composite Energy Ltd) 

SCOTTISH BORDERS 

Archive from a watching brief and excavation of a Bronze Age 

burial, Hoprig, Cockburnspath (EOSW), by CFA Archaeology 

Draft report from the Linear Earthworks survey by J Barber, 

SHETLAND 

Correspondence and copies of maps and photographs relating 

Report on sample submission for radiocarbon dates from 

SOUTH AYRSHIRE 

(Addyman Archaeology) 

Archaeology Ltd)

A Wakeling) 

SOUTH LANARKSHIRE 

Report on Geophysical and Topographical Survey at Laigh 

Report on environmental assessment at Duneaton, Abington, by 

Reports by CFA Archaeology Ltd: evaluation at The Lairs, 

STIRLING 

Report on a standing building survey and recording of semaphore 

WEST DUNBARTONSHIRE 

Archive from a watching brief at Castle Street, Dumbarton (AOC 

Group) 

WEST LOTHIAN 

(CFA) 

WESTERN ISLES 

Drawings from excavations by CFA Archaeology Ltd at: Bagh an 

(CFA) 

Report on an archaeological watching brief at Barpa Langais, by 
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ACCESS TO SOME ON-LINE RESOURCES IN SCOTLAND

continued and increased involvement of the universities, and 

the growing interest of individuals and amateur groups actively 

Planning Policy Guidance, such as NPPG5 – Archaeology and 

planning

archaeological services in most councils throughout Scotland 

written up and published elsewhere, meaning that Discovery 

and excavation in Scotland remains the primary source for 

OASIS
In April 2007, an Internet development, known as OASIS (the 

Online AccesS to the Index of archaeological investigationS) was 

collection, management and dissemination of information from 

contributors and transferred across the Internet to local and 

data capture form includes the ability to upload and transfer 

2007 saw not only the 60th anniversary of Discovery and 

excavation in Scotland (DES), but also the launch of the back 

before the current issue, are now available digitally through 

the ArchSearch catalogue, hosted by the Archaeology Data 

Discovery and excavation in Scotland are added on an annual 

basis to Canmore, the Royal Commission on the Ancient 

and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS) national 

database, and RCAHMS is currently exploring the possibility 

of adding links between the Canmore references and the digital 

publication of DES

Discovery and excavation in 

Scotland

st

for those interested in the archaeology of Scotland, some of 

the size of DES, from the initial typescript report of the Scottish 

Regional Group of CBA comprising three pages detailing 
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records have been validated both locally and nationally, copies 

of these reports may be accessed online via the Archaeology 

Data Service ArchSearch catalogue and, in time, directly from 

OASIS complements and encourages the continued reporting 

DES  

Discovery and excavation, thereby also 

streamlining the submission process for the DES

PASTMAP
PASTMAP is a map browsing and query system for Scottish 

on scheduled ancient monuments, listed buildings and gardens 

from several of the local authority Sites and Monuments Records 

noted that PASTMAP contains data for information purposes 

only, and should not be used for development control without 

CANMORE

archaeological sites, monuments, buildings and maritime sites in 

Scotland, together with an index to the drawings, manuscripts 

80,000 of the photographs or drawings in the collection are 

with an easier to use search interface integrating both text and 

The Archaeology Data Service
Through ArchSearch, the Archaeology Data Service provides 

combines information from a wide range of databases into a 

of Canmore and the West of Scotland Archaeology Service 

also acts a repository for some digital archives created through 

with the search tools available, there are online help pages 

To date there are relatively few archives for Scotland available 

Through the ArchSearch library, users may access scanned 

particular interest to Scotland, as well as Discovery and 

excavation in Scotland, users may consult almost the entire 

run of the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of 

Scotland, Archaeologia Scotica

Canmore will have embedded hyperlinks signposting the related 

collaboration with Historic Scotland, has developed the digital 

publication series called Scottish Archaeological Internet 

Reports (SAIR SAIR was developed in recognition that the 

the amount of space available both through the Proceedings of 

publications covering a wide range of sites, both geographically 

Useful urls:
The online resources described above may be freely consulted 

via the Internet, but some do require the user to register (without 

However, please note that, unlike traditional publications, the 
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RADIOCARBON DATES

RADIOCARBON DATES ARRANGED THROUGH NATIONAL MUSEUMS SCOTLAND  
DURING 2006/7

Alison Sheridan, with Richard Bradley (on Broomend of Crichie dates)

Discovery and 

excavation in Scotland

Age elite artefacts in distant Wessex! The Inchmarnock date, kindly funded by Sir Robert Smith, gives us another important piece 

Dating Cremated Bones Project

In addition to the dates reported upon here (and in Sheridan and Higham and Curtis et al

Miscellaneous dates

Findspot, museum,
NMRS no.

Dated material,
context, associations

Sponsor Lab No. Date BP Date cal BC
at 1� and 2� 

Midtown of Pitglassie, 
Aberdeenshire

Cremated human bone fragment from 
shallow depression close to location of 

principal artefactual association Carinated 

style

3940–3660

Townhead, Rothesay, 
Bute, Argyll & Bute
(Bute Museum)

Burnt hazelnut shell from probable hearth 

2

3630–3360

Inchmarnock cist 3, 
Argyll & Bute
(c/o Bute Museum)

young adult female) from cist with spacer 

and flint knife

Sir Robert 
Smith 2133–1902

(c/o Orkney 
Archaeological Trust)

Cremated human bone fragment (adult, 
indeterminate sex) from cist with gold foil 
discs, fragment of old amber spacer plate 
necklace and amber dress accessories

Originally 
Historic 
Scotland, for 
Orkney 
Archaeological 
Trust 3

2030–1770

Ardeer Sands, nr 

(Dick Institute, 

Cremated human bone fragment (adult, 
probably female, long bone) from inside 
inverted urn of bucket type (with Cordoned 

reddish quartz pebble embedded in the clay

1740–1520

Ardeer Sands, near 

(Dick Institute, 

Cremated human bone fragment (adult, 

the centre, above the old land surface on 
which the cairn had been constructed

1690–1510

Notes:

� � �) for cremated 

bone from the same individual (as reported in Discovery and excavation in Scotland



RADIOCARBON DATES

the description, published in the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

Broomend of Crichie dates 

Sample, context Lab no.
(SUERC-  
then GU-)

Date BP Date cal BC
at 1� and 2�

Comment

(base of old land surface sealed beneath bank of henge), 
15255)

4230–3960 of land use including 

erection of monument

beneath bank of henge), sample 5, env no 35)
15253)

4230–3980
As above

(base of old land surface sealed beneath bank of henge), 
sample 6, env no 35)

15254)
3950–3690

As above

15252)
3770–3640

As above

15256)
2290–2040 may constitute a terminus 

ante quem for erection of 
the post

15249)
2140–1940

Provides a terminus post 
quem for the erection of 

15250)
2130–1890

As above

bank), sample 3, env no 32

15251)
1940–1740

As above

terminus post quem

References

Discovery and excavation in Scotland

Proc Soc Antiq Scotl
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RADIOCARBON DATING RESULTS FROM THE BEAKER PEOPLE PROJECT, 2007: 
SCOTTISH SAMPLES

The Beaker People Project

Discovery and excavation 

in Scotland

bold. Further information 

C values are not cited, but it is clear that the individuals both had diets that were 

et al.

Beakers and Bodies Project

Beaker-associated skeleton:

Findspot, museum, Clarke 1970 no Beaker type1 Laboratory no OxA- Date BP Date cal BC at 1� and 2�

2410–2140

Early Bronze Age skeleton from short cist with no ceramic associations:

Findspot, museum Laboratory no OxA- Date BP Date cal BC at 1� and 2�

2190–1960

References

Beaker pottery of Great Britain and Ireland.

From Stonehenge to the Baltic: living with cultural diversity in the third 

millennium BC

Larsson, M and Parker Pearson, M 2007 From Stonehenge to the Baltic: living with cultural diversity in the third millennium BC. 

Proc Prehist Soc 

Powerful pots: Beakers in north-east prehistory

From sickles to circles: Britain and 

Ireland at the time of Stonehenge

From Stonehenge to 

the Baltic: living with cultural diversity in the third millennium BC

RADIOCARBON DATES
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RADIOCARBON DATES

RADIOCARBON DATING RESULTS FROM THE BEAKERS AND BODIES PROJECT

The Beakers and Bodies Project

The Beaker People Project et al

It also includes a consideration of beaker typology and manufacture, burial contexts, grave goods, human osteology and evidence for 

Findspot; 
Museum code

Beaker type Laboratory no 
OxA-

Date BP Date cal BC to decade

Aberdeenshire

Clarke Fig 495

2470–2200

Aberdeen City

n/a

2460–2190

Aberdeenshire Step 5

n/a

i.

ii.

i.

ii.

i.
2460–2150

ii.
2440–2140

Mains of Leslie, Premnay, 
Aberdeenshire

Clarke Fig 602

2460–2150

Clarke Fig 661

2430-2140

East Castlehill (cist 3), Boyndlie, Tyrie, 
Aberdeenshire 

Clarke Fig 725

2400–2140

Aberdeenshire Step 3

n/a

2340–2130

Aberdeenshire

Clarke Fig. 585 

2300–2040

Park Quarry (cist 3), Durris, 
Aberdeenshire 2290–2040

Step 5

Clarke Fig 721

2290–2040

Blackhill, Tyrie, Aberdeenshire Food Vessel/Beaker hybrid
Step 7
n/a
Clarke Fig 738

2150–1950

Beatties Hill, Spurryhillock, Fetteresso, 
Aberdeenshire

Beaker/Food Vessel hybrid or 
Food Vessel proper
Step 7
n/a, n/a

2140–1950

Persley Quarry, Aberdeen City

Clarke Fig 522

2140–1930

Auchlin, Aberdour, Aberdeenshire
1920–1750

cont’d 



References

Beaker pottery of Great Britain and Ireland

Helinium 
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The Archaeologist
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Discovery and excavation in  
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THE RE-DATING OF SOME SCOTTISH SPECIMENS BY THE OXFORD RADIOCARBON 
ACCELERATOR UNIT (ORAU): RESULTS RECEIVED DURING 2007

Alison Sheridan and Tom Higham

This follows on from the note published in Discovery and excavation in Scotland 

Discovery and excavation in 

Scotland

C values less 

C value 

 probability level are given in bold. Further details about individual 

Discovery and excavation 

in Scotland 

The following, faulty dates have now been withdrawn and should not henceforth be cited:

Knap of Howar: 

Holm of Papa Westray North:

Stones of Stenness:

Barnhill, Broughty Ferry:

Findspot Context Species New date
lab no.
OxA-

New date
 BP

C value Calibrated date at 1  
(in bold) and 2 . All cal BC 
unless specified otherwise

Orkney
Trench III, Pig (humerus)

3630–3360
Holm of Papa 

Orkney

Trench I, 5, 
layer 3

Sheep 
(vertebra) 2880–2630

layer 2
Otter
(tibia) 3030–2890

Trench IV, Red deer
(astragalus) 2860–2490

Trench IV, Red deer (from 
same sample 2870–2570

Stones of Stenness, 
Orkney

Basal ditch, Domestic ox 
(hoof) 3020–2870

like feature
Sheep (long 
bone), burnt: 
structural 
carbonate 
dated

3020–2880

Barnhill, Broughty 
Ferry, Angus

Cist under 
cairn

Human
2020–1770
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TREASURE TROVE ALLOCATIONS 2007

ABERDEENSHIRE Findspot Allocation TT no

Early Historic pin Whitehills Marischal 78/06

th

ANGUS

ARGYLL & BUTE

DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY
Medieval/later excavation assemblage Whithorn Stranraer 88/06

Early Historic carved stone fragment Old Luce Stranraer 05/07

Medieval pewter brooch Southerness Dumfries 27/07
Late Bronze Age sword Lockerbie Dumfries 33/07
EBA axehead blade fragment Dumfries Dumfries 36/07

CITY OF DUNDEE

EAST LOTHIAN

th

Roman silver brooch and two flint tools Athelstaneford ELC 38/07

EDINBURGH CITY

FALKIRK
th

FIFE

th century political medal St Andrews E Fife 65/06
th century communion token Anstruther E Fife 66/06

of Viking silver
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th th

th th

HIGHLAND

th

th

BA excavation assemblage Balblair Quarry Inverness 75/06

th th century Highland brooch Fort William Inverness 83/06

MORAY
Two fragmentary Roman brooches Burghead Elgin 03/07
EBA flint tool Garmouth Elgin 06/07

PERTH & KINROSS

SCOTTISH BORDERS
Medieval annular brooch/buckle Drumelzier Tweeddale 62/06

Roman trumpet brooch Selkirk SBM 25/07
th

SHETLAND
Steatite spindle whorl Jarlshof Shetland 08/07

STIRLING

WEST LOTHIAN

WESTERN ISLES

th th
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CURRENT POST-GRADUATE SCOTTISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN THE UK

Compiled by Lorna Flinn and Paula Milburn

Institution Name Research End date Status

c  
  in east central Scotland  MPhil

  in the British Isles using computer models of multiple 
  data sets

  and its implications for dairying

  microlith in the Mesolithic

 

  interpretation of monuments and resources in order to
  understand local factors influencing settlement and
  social organisation

  reconstruction

  the historical ecology of Orkney and Shetland

  Iron Age

  from Orkney

  disciplinary approach to the diagnosis, manifestation and 
  analysis of tuberculosis in faunal remains from both  

 

  Scotland: the aerial evidence



CURRENT POST-GRADUATE RESEARCH

  Modelling and Analysis using GIS Case Studies from the

  Argyllshire, with special reference to the Great Glen, Scotland
  (c 

  East Scotland: a study of Peebleshire, Berwickshire and
  East Dumfriesshire

  populations with special emphasis on activity markers

  and economic study

  Bronze Age in Britain and Ireland

  they are understood today

  morphology and settlement distribution demonstrate links

  influence, interaction and material culture

  Eastern Scotland 

  Period in Scotland

  Southern Scotland

  pottery at native and military sites in Scotland
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CURRENT POST-GRADUATE RESEARCH

  and evolution in the West of Scotland 
 

  Monumental Sculpture

  the evidence from technical ceramics

  Camps in Scotland

 Semple surviving churches

  occupation of Orkney, Scotland

  from Auldhame, East Lothian 

  on Tiree

  Prehistory: an island perspective from Tiree and Coll, Inner
  Hebrides

  Historic Scottish Towns

  Eastern Cairngorm Mountains

  systems in Shetland

  c 3rd th centuries AD  PhD

 

  Adornment to the Construction of Early Medieval  



LOCAL AUTHORITY ARCHAEOLOGICAL ADVISORS AND  
THEIR AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

Discovery and excavation in Scotland include an input by the archaeological advisors to local 

developments in their area, and to ensure that adequate provision is made for archaeological recording if such developments are 

Aberdeen City
Judith Stones

Aberdeen City Council 

Whitespace  

60 Frederick Street 

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Aberdeenshire; Angus; Moray
Ian Shepherd

Principal Archaeologist

Planning & Environment

Aberdeenshire Council 

Woodhill House  

Westburn Road  

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Argyll and Bute; Glasgow City; E Ayrshire; 
E Renfrewshire; Inverclyde; N Ayrshire; 
N Lanarkshire; Renfrewshire; S Ayrshire; 
S Lanarkshire; W Dunbartonshire; West Lothian; 
Loch Lomond & the Trossachs National Park 
(Argyll and W Dunbartonshire part)
Dr Carol Swanson

Manager

West of Scotland Archaeology Service 

Charing Cross Complex   

20 India Street    

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Clackmannanshire; Stirling; Loch Lomond & the 
Trossachs National Park (Stirling part)
Lorna Main

Archaeologist

Environment Services

Stirling Council  

Viewforth  

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Dumfries and Galloway
Jane Brann

Archaeologist

Planning and Environment  

Dumfries and Galloway Council 

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Dundee City
Thomas Rees

Consultant Archaeologist

Rathmell Archaeology Ltd   

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

East Lothian; Midlothian
Biddy Simpson

East Lothian Council  

John Muir House   

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

City of Edinburgh
John Lawson

Curator of Archaeology

Archaeology Service  

City of Edinburgh Council  

Edinburgh EH8 8DD

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Falkirk
Geoff Bailey

Falkirk Museum    

Callendar House    

Callendar Park    

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:
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LOCAL AUTHORITY ADVISORS

Fife
Douglas Speirs

Town House   

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Highland
Dorothy Maxwell

Planning & Development Service

Highland Council   

Glenurquhart Road  

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Orkney
Julie Gibson

Orkney Archaeologist

c/o Orkney College  

Weyland   

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Perth and Kinross; Loch Lomond & the Trossachs 
National Park (Perth and Kinross part)
David Strachan

Area Archaeologist

The Lodge   

Perth PH2 8EP

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

 
Scottish Borders
Rory McDonald

Planning and Economic Development 

Scottish Borders Council

Melrose TD6 0SA

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Shetland
Val Turner

Regional Archaeologist Shetland

Shetland Amenity Trust

Garthspool   

Lerwick    

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:

Western Isles
Mary MacLeod

Western Isles Archaeologist 

Achmore Old School  

Achmore   

Tel: Fax:
E-mail:
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Hobbister 142; Kinnesswood 166; 

Kirknewton 192; Martingirth Farm 65–6; 

Shawhead 63–4 

iron 124 

stone: Abernethy 150; Biggar 182;

Burntisland 95; Dornoch 111;  

Edinburgh 83; Killin 163;  

Montrose Basin 32; Shalunt 49

Ayr (S Ayrs); Citadel Place 179; Main St 179;  

pipeline 179  

see also hammers; maceheads

Ayton (Border), Gunsgreen House 170

Balblair (Highld), Newhall Point 122

Baledmond (P & K), cup marks 165

Balintore (Angus), Castle 33

Balintore (Highld): Quarry Road 113;  

The Whitehall 113

Balkeachy Mine (S Ayrs) 181

Ballachly (Highld), Chapel Hill 118, 119
Ballachulish Moss (Highld) 115–16

balls, Neolithic 94, 98, 163

Ballygowan Bay (Ag & B), mound 45

Balmacnaughton (P & K), cup marks 160
Balmerino (Fife): Abbey 95, 210;  

Balmerino Farm Steading 95

Balnacraig (P & K), cup mark 165

Balnasuim (P & K), cup mark 160

Baltasound (Shet), Hamar 176–7

Banchory-Devenick (Aberdeens):  

Duffs Hill 11; Old Bourtreebush 11

Banchory-Ternan (Aberdeens),  

Banchory Woods 11

Bankfoot (P & K), church site 150–1

Bannachra Castle (Ag & B) 48

Bannockburn (Stirlg): cemeteries 190;  

High School 190

Bardrochwood (D & G),  

industrial earthwork 64

barns: Camptoun 71; Canna 123;  

Clachandou 46; Dalhousie 128;  

Glenmuick 23; Halmyre Farm 174; 

Kirkbryde 63; Kirkliston 91; Lewis 195; 

Mearns 80; Newton 38, 39;  

Old Barremman Farm 49, 50

Barpa Langais (N Uist) 202

Barra (W Isles), water main 194

barracks 9

barrows: Hobbister 143; Long Howe 147; 

Roeberry 148; Strathearn 158;  

Tiree 55, 57; see also cairns

bathing house 58
batteries, military 70, 116, 175

Beith (N Ayrs), Woodside 134

Ben Lawers (P & K), rock art 160–1

Benbecula (W Isles), coastal zone  

assessment 205

Benderloch (Ag & B): Cliff House 34;  

Ledaig House, land to E of 34

Bettyhill (Highld), wind farm 112

bifid razor 39–40

Big Howe Broch (Orkney) 145

Biggar (S Lans): Boghall Farm 182;  

Edinburgh Road 182; High School 182;  

Moat Cottage 182–3

Birnie (Moray), prehistoric site 131

Birsay-Skaill Landscape Project (Orkney)  

138, 144

Birse (Aberdeens), standing stones 11–12

blackhouses 198, 200, 201, 206

Blackwaterfoot (N Ayrs), Seafield Cottage 136

Blair Athol (P & K), Ardtulichan 151

Blairhall (Fife) 96

Blar na Pairce (Highld) 109

Blarmore (P & K), cup mark 161

boat noosts 202, 205, 206

boathouses 103, 104, 120

Bolton (E Loth), Kirklands Farm 69

Bonar Bridge (Highld), Murphy’s Croft 109

Bonawe Furnace (Ag & B) 39

Bonnavoulin (Highld),  

fish trap and quays 119, 120

Borders 170–5, 217

Borve (Highld), water main 124

Bothwell Castle (S Lans) 183
boundaries, prehistoric 51, 143

boundary stones 16, 32
Bowden (Border), Bowden Mill 170

Bracadale (Highld), church 106–7

Braemar Castle (Aberdeens) 17

Braes of Doune Wind Farm (Stirlg) 189–90

Brechin (Angus), Den Burn Works 31

breweries 86, 89

brick and tile works 18, 101

bridges: Essan 168; Glenmuick 23;  

Innerwick 159; Inverhaggernie 189;  

Old Kilpatrick, Agamemnon St bridge 191; 

Park Farm, Eaglesham 78–9

brochs: Applecross 103; Big Howe 145; 

Burroughstone 145; Carn Liath 114;  

Dun Colbost 111;  

Dun Dornadilla 111–12;  

East Broch of Burray 145;  

Green Hill of Hestiegeo 148;  

Gurness 140; Outer Green Hill 148; 

Sallachy 118; Tirefour 47;  

Whitegate 126

brooches: Romano-British 69, 96, 132, 174; 

medieval 96

Broomend of Crichie (Aberdeens) 25

Brora (Highld), Back Beach 107–9

Broughty Ferry (Dundee), Seafield House 67

Buckie (Moray), Barhill Road 133

Buittle (D & G), East Logan Farm 59

bulla, papal 98, 99
burials see barrows; cairns; chambered tombs; 

cist burials; cremations; inhumations; 

passage grave

Burnetland Hill (Border) 170

burnt mounds: Arisaig 105;  

Cantick Farm 148; Carrifran Wildwood 64;  

Eddleston 172; Eynhallow 143;  

Gollanfield 110; High Pasture Cave 124;  

Kilbraur 109; Sanday 139;  

South Kirktonmoor 79

Burntisland (Fife), axe 95

byres 13, 15, 21, 22, 25, 46, 49–50, 71, 111

Cadder (E Duns): gas pipeline 136–7;  

Low Moss Prison 68

Cadzow Castle (S Lans) 187

Caerlaverock (D & G): Castle 59–60, 212;  

harness mount 60; WWT reserve 60

Cairnie (Aberdeens), Bin Forest survey 12, 13
cairns (other than clearance cairns): 

Ardtalnaig 160; Ballygowan 45;  

A/M80 94

Abdie (Fife): pipeline 94; stone ball 94
Aberdalgie (P & K), churchyard 150

Aberdeen City 211; Argyll Road 10;  

Bedford Road 10; Bridge of Don 10; 

Caberstone House 9; Canal St 9;  

Hillhead Halls Development 9; James St 9; 

King St Bus Station 9; Kingswells House, 

Newhills 10; Marchburn Primary School 9;  

Mearns St 9–10; Ness Farm Gully Waste 

Treatment System 10; St Andrew’s St 10;  

Stoneywood Terrace 10

Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route 10–11

Aberdeenshire 11–30, 211–12

Aberdeenshire Canal 9, 10

Aberdour (Fife), Castle 94–5

Aberlady (E Loth), Ballencrieff Farm 69

Aberlemno (Angus), Mains of Balgavies 30–1

Aboyne (Aberdeens), Tarland Road 11

Abriachan (Highld), Achpopuli 114

Achadh an Eas (Highld) 112

Airlich (P & K), cup marks 164
Airlie (Angus), Primary School 31

Airth (Falk), Shore Road 92

Alloa (Clacks), Old Wet Dock 58

Altavaid Harlosh (Highld), Croft 4 111

Alvah (Aberdeens), Brownside 11

Angus 30–4, 212

Anstruther (Fife), communion token 97, 98

Antonine Wall 68–9, 92, 137

Applecross (Highld), broch 103

aqueduct 127

Arbroath (Angus), East Abbey St 31

Archiestown (Moray), querns 133

architectural fragments: Bothwell 183; 

Cambuskenneth 193; Clauchan 135, 136; 

Crichton 128; Edinburgh 84, 86; Kells 62; 

North Balloch Steading 150; Seton 77
ard/ploughmarks 35, 123

Ardanaiseig (Ag & B), Hotel 39

Ardchyle (Stirlg), cup marks 189

Ardersier (Highld), Gun Lodge Hotel 103

Ardess (Stirlg), Tigh an Eas 188, 189

Ardlui (Ag & B), Garristuck 35

Ardmore (Skye, Highld), 

Cnoc A’ Cladh Chapel 111

Ardnamurchan (Highld): surveys 104–5;  

Transitions Project 104

Ardoch (P & K), Kaimes Cottage 150

Ardrossan (N Ayrs), Dalry Road 134

Ardtalnaig Hydro Scheme (P & K) 160

Argyll and Bute 34–58, 212–13

Arisaig (Highld), A830 105–6

Aros Castle (Ag & B) 45

Arran (N Ayrs) 135–6

Arrochar (Ag & B), Allt a’ Chnoic 34, 35
arrowheads, post-medieval 72

Assynt (Highld), Water Treatment Works 103

asylum 85

Athelstaneford (E Loth):  

Camptoun Holdings 69;  

Gilmerton House 69

Auchendavy Roman fort (E Duns) 68

Auchenrivock (D & G), A7 64

Auchmithie (Angus), coastal path 31

Avondale (S Lans), pipeline 182

axes 

copper alloy: Caerlaverock 59–60;
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Barclye to Palnure pipeline 64;  

Beinn Chleiteir 201; Bin Forest 12;  

Clean Pool 24, 25; Corrennie Forest 16; 

Dod Hill 80; Dornoch 111;  

Elvanfoot 185; Gartly Forest 21;  

Gleann Uaine 47, 48; Glenmoriston 106;  

Harehill Knowe 170; Huly Hill 91; 

Kilmartin 41; Laikenbuie 106;  

Law Knowe 186; Loch Roag 206, 207; 

Mull of Kintyre 52; Newbarns 60;  

Peebles 174; Pitfichie Forest 15;  

Remony Burn 162; Styes of Aikerness 141, 

142; Tiree 57; Woodend 171;  

see also barrows; chambered tombs

Caisteal nan Con (Highld), survey 120

Callander (Stirlg): 

Cambusmore Quarry 189;  

Tannochbrae Chalet Park 189

Cameron (Fife),  

Feddinch Mains Golf Course 95

Campbeltown (Ag & B): Ardnacross Farm 35; 

Argyll St 35; Gallowhill Farm 35;  

Kildonald Cottage 35

camps, Roman 93, 152, 185–6;  

see also forts/fortlets

Camus nan Geall (Highld), survey 104

canal structures 188;  

see also Aberdeenshire Canal; aqueduct; 

Crinan Canal; Forth and Clyde Canal; 

Greenock Cut

Canna (Highld): Beinn Tighe 123;  

Change House and Coroghon Barns 123

Carberry (E Loth): Carberry Road 72–3; 

tombstone 72
Cargill (P & K), churchyard 151

Carluke (S Lans): Station Road 185;  

Whiteshaw Road 185

Carnoustie (Angus), Greencore Maltings 31

Carriden (Falk), fort 92

Castle Sinclair (Highld) 125, 126
Castle of Snusgar (Orkney) 144
Castle Stuart (Highld), golf course 120

Castlehill to Hillhead Road (S Lans) 183–4, 185
castles/tower houses see Aberdour; Aros; 

Balintore; Bannachra; Bothwell; Braemar; 

Cadzow; Caerlaverock; Caisteal nan Con; 

Castle Sinclair; Colinton; Cousland; 

Craigievar; Craigmillar; Crichton; Cullen; 

Culzean; Dalquharran; Delgaty; Doune; 

Drumtochty; Duffus; Dumbarton; Dunbar; 

Dunnottar; Dunstaffnage; Edinburgh; 

Gardyne; Glamis; Invergarry; Inverness; 

Kellie; Kilmahew; Kilmory; Newark;  

North Balloch Steading; Ogilface;  

Rothesay; Slains; Stirling; Threave; Torosay;  

see also mottes

Cauldcoats Fort (Midloth) 131

cave sites 122, 124; see also rock shelters

Cawdor (Highld): 

Tom nan Clach Wind Farm 107;  

waste water works 107; water main 107

chambered tombs: Barpa Langais 202;  

Cladh Aindreis 104; Dod Hill 80;  

Eilean Ceabhagh 207; Macharioch 51; 

Point of Onston 144; Tiree 55, 56, 57;  

see also passage grave

Chapel of Garioch (Aberdeens): 

Bennachie Forest 13, 14;  

Fetternear Palace 14; Kemnay 14; 

Legatsden 14

Chapelgill Burn (Border) 170

charcoal-making 18

Chirnside (Border), Edington Smiddy 171

churches/chapels: Aberdalgie 150;  

Bracadale 106–7; Cargill 151;  

Chapelhall 38; Clauchan 135, 136;  

Cnoc A’ Cladh 111; Collace 151;  

Coupar Angus 152; Cromarty 109–10; 

Dairsie 97; Dunstaffnage 44;  

Edinburgh 87, 90;  

Eilean Loch Airceig 116; Errol 155;  

Exmagirdle 152–3; Fife 99–100;  

Forteviot 157; Fortrose Cathedral 122;  

Glasgow Cathedral 101; Haddington 71;  

Hilton of Cadboll 112–13;  

Kilbarchan 168–9; Kilbride Point 117; 

Kilkenneth 58; Kilmaluag 117;  

Kilmichael 48; Kinfauns 163; Leith 90;  

Lewis 197, 206; Lyne 172, 173;  

Merkadale 107; Methil 100;  

Mount Stuart House 45–6;  

Muckhart 58–9; Norrisdale 142;  

Orwell 166; Pathstruie 157; Rait 163; 

Rosemarkie 122–3; St Kilda 199;  

Scone 168; Scoulag 45–6; Seton 77;  

Symington 182; Torryburn 99;  

Torvaig 120–1; Totamore 36;  

Vicarsford 100; Wown 155;  

see also monastic sites

cist burials: Ardnacross 35; Chapelhall 38; 

Corbiewells 134; Corrennie Forest 16;  

Dornoch 111; Griminish 203–4;  

Kelso 172; Kilmichael 48; Largs 136;  

Ness 197; Powmyre Quarry 31;  

Tarbat 124; Tiree 55; Vallay 205;  

Woodend 171

cisterns 14, 17, 69, 70, 78

Clackmannan (Clacks), Riccarton 58

Clackmannanshire 58–9, 213

Cladh Aindreis (Highld), tomb 104

Clauchan Church (N Ayrs) 135, 136

Clunie (P & K), Stars of Forneth 151

Cluny (Aberdeens), forest surveys 15–17

Cnoc an Rath (Ag & B) 48

Cockburnspath (Border): Dunglass Burn 171;  

Townhead Farm 69, 171

Cockpen (Midloth), Dalhousie Dairy 128

coins: Roman 65; medieval 164, 166;  

post-medieval 31, 72, 74

Coldingham (Border), priory 171

Colinton Castle (Edin) 82

Coll (Ag & B): Broadhills 36; survey 36;  

Totamore 36

Collace (P & K), churchyard 151

Collessie (Fife), pipeline 94

collieries see mining sites

Colonsay (Ag & B): Port Lobh 36–7;  

Port Mhor 37

comb, antler 144; see also weaving combs

communion token 97, 98

corn drying kilns: Dreghorn 134, 135; 

Glenmuick 23; Laggan 117;  

Laigh Newton 67;  

Lewis 195, 202, 206, 207;  

Lower Caoinaig 53; Milton Mill 190; 

Sprouston 174

Corrymuckloch (P & K), cup marks 159

Coupar Angus (P & K), churchyard 152, 153
Cousland Castle (Midloth) 128

Cowiehall Quarry (Stirlg) 190
Cragganester (P & K), cup marks 161

Craigievar Castle (Aberdeens) 26

Craigmillar Castle (Edin) 82

Crail (Fife), finds 93, 96

crannogs 42, 43, 116

Creag an Sgliata (P & K), enclosures 160, 161

cremation pit 72

cremations 31, 32, 60, 114, 130, 136

Crichton (Midloth): Castle 128;  

Whippielaw Steading 129

Crieff (P & K): Duchlage Farm 152;  

High School 152

Crinan Canal (Ag & B) 49, 52

croft house, Raasay 121, 122

Cromarty (Highld), East Church 109–10

cross head 65
cross slabs 99, 122–3

Cullen Castle (Aberdeens) 20

Culloden (Highld), clan graves 110

Culross (Fife): palace 96–7; seal matrix 96
Culzean Castle (S Ayrs) 181

Cumbernauld (N Lans): 

Auchinstarry Basin 137;  

Castlecary Lime Works 137;  

Efield Cemetery Evaluation 137; 

Westerwood 137

Cumbrae (N Ayrs), Millport 134

cup marks  

Aberdeenshire:

Chapel of Garioch 14; Daviot 17;  

Fordyce 20; Kirkton of Bourtie 12;  

Old Bourtreebush 11; Rayne 28
 Argyll & Bute:

Achadh – Chaorann 52;  

Achanelid 44; Ballochroy 39; Ballure 41; 

Braids 41; Corriecrevie 39; Evanachan 54; 

Kildalvan 44; Kilmartin 41–2; North 

Knapdale 49; Ulva 45 

 Angus: Pitmudie 33; Prieston 34 

Dumfries & Galloway:

Lagganmullan 59; pipeline site 64;  

Slate Row 65; Torrs 10 63 

Highland: Kintail 117 

Perth & Kinross: Airlich 164;

Ardtulichan 151; Baledmond 165;  

Balmacnaughton 160;  

Balnacraig 165; Balnasuim 160;  

Blarmore 161; Corrymuckloch 159;  

Cragganester 161;  

Druim Reamhar 161; Dull 153–4;  

East Drimmie 167;  

East Mealour 161;  

Easter Croftintygan 161;  

Glascorrie 165; Meall Greigh 161; 

Mergdow 161; Morenish 161–2;  

Muir of Gormack 163;  

Remony Burn 162;  

Ruith Mhullin 154; Tomour 163;  

Upper Ballachandy 164 

Stirling: Ardchyle 189; 

Edravinoch 189; Tullochcan 189

Cupar (Fife), Tarvit Home Farm 97

curling pond 96

Currie (Edin), Heriot Watt Research Park 81

cursus 152

dairies 49, 50, 128

Dairsie (Fife), church 97

Dalginross (P & K), fort 151–2

Dalkeith (Midloth) fort/Melville Gate Data 

Centre 128–9;  

St David’s School 130

Dalquharran Castle and estate (S Ayrs) 179–80

Dalziel (N Lans), Hamilton Mausoleum 137

Danderhall (Midloth), evaluation 130–1

Daviot (Aberdeens), Cuttlecraigs 17

Delgaty Castle (Aberdeens) 30

Delting (Shet), pipeline 175

Dirleton (E Loth), Dirleton House 69
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distilleries 81, 132, 181;  

see also still

docks see harbours/docks

Dores (Highld): pipeline 110; Rosebank 110

Dornoch (Highld):  

Northern Development 110;  

Primary Substation Security 110–11;  

The Square 111

Douglas (S Lans): Main St 186;  

Pionel Quarry 186

Douglas Water (S Lans), Wolfcrooks Farm 186

Dounby Quilco (Orkney) 138

Doune Castle (Stirlg) 190

dovecotes 66, 75

Dreghorn (N Ayrs), Main St 134, 135
dress fastener, medieval 26, 27
Druim Reamhar (P & K), cup mark 161

Drumderg Wind Farm (P & K) 150

Drumtochty (Aberdeens), survey 18–20

Drumtochty Castle (Aberdeens) 18

Duffus (Moray): Burghead Well 131–2;  

Castle 132; Clarkly Hill 132

Dull (P & K): A’ Chrois 153; Church 154;  

cup marks 153–4;  

Leachd nam Braoileag 154

Dumbarton Castle (W Duns) 191

Dumfries (D & G), The Saddle 61

Dumfries and Galloway 59–66, 213

Dun (Angus): House of Dun 32;  

Montrose Basin 32

Dun Colbost (Highld), broch 111

Dunadd (Ag & B), environs 43

Dunbar (E Loth): Ashfield 69–70;  

Brandsmill 70; Castle 70; Duke St 70; 

Harbour Vaults 70;  

Lamer Island Battery 70;  

MacArthur’s Store 70; St Pauli 70–1;  

Spott Road 71

Dunblane (Stirlg), Cathedral Museum 189

Dundee: Burns and Harris Building 66;  

Holiday Inn Express 66;  

Panmure Buildings 213; Panmurefield 66;  

Western Cemetery 67

Dunfermline (Fife): Carnegie Library 97;  

Carnegie Museum 97

Dunkeld (P & K), A9 improvements 154

Dunlop (E Ayrs), Dunlop House 67
Dunning (P & K), Primary School 154

Dunnottar (Aberdeens): Castle 17; survey 17

Dunoon and Kilmun (Ar & B):  

Allt Fala Mor 37;  

Bla’ Wearie Croft 37, 38; Blairbeg 37; 

Chapelhall 38; Garrachra 38;  

March Cottage 38; Newton 38–9

duns 49, 197

Dunstaffnage Castle (Ag & B) 44–5

Dupplin, Battle of 156

Durness (Highld): Ceannabeinne 111;  

Dun Dornadilla 111–12;  

Traigh na h’Uamhag 112
Durris (Aberdeens), Sheeoch Bridge 17

Dyce (Aberdeens), Kirkhill 17

Eaglesham (E Rens) farm surveys 78–9;  

South Kirktonmoor 79

Earlston (Border), Haughhead Road 171

East Ayrshire 67–8, 213

East Broch of Burray (Orkney) 145

East Dunbartonshire 68–9, 213

East Kilbride (S Lans): Law Knowe 186; 

Philipshill Mill 186

East Lothian 69–77, 213

East Mealour (P & K), cup marks 161

East Refrewshire 78–80, 208–9, 214

East Voe (Shet) 176

Easter Croftintygan (P & K), cup mark 161

Eastwood (E Rens), Braidbar Quarry 79

Eday (Orkney): Green 140; Linkataing 140

Eddleston (Border), survey 171–2

Ederline Boathouse Crannog (Ag & B) 42, 43
Edinburgh: Advocate’s Close 81;  

archaeological accessions 214;  

Arthur’s Seat 88; Barnton Avenue West 81;  

Beehive Inn 81–2;  

Bonnington Road Lane/Ashley Place/Tinto 

Place 82; Bonnyhaugh Lane 82;  

Calton Road 82; Castle 84;  

Castlebrae High School 82;  

Colinton Castle 82; Cowgate 91; 

Craigmillar Castle 82;  

Cramond Kennels 83;  

Crawford’s Bakery 83; Dewar Place 83;  

East Claremont St, axe 83;  

Eastern General Hospital 83;  

Farl O’Cakes Field (Lauriston) 85;  

Forrest Row/Bristo Place 85; gasworks 84;  

George Heriot’s School 85–6;  

Granton Park Ave 89; Grassmarket 86; 

Greendykes 82–3; Greenside End 86;  

Greyfriars Kirkyard 86;  

Harbour Place (Portobello) 86;  

High St 87; Holyrood High School 87;  

Holyrood Park 87–8;  

Infirmary St Baths 88;  

Jewel and Esk College 88;  

Logie Green Road 88–9;  

Merchiston Castle School 89;  

New Kirkgate Shopping Centre 89;  

Old Tolbooth 87; Potterow 89;  

Prestonfield 89–90; Quartermile 90;  

St Andrews Square Gardens 90;  

St Patrick’s Church 90;  

Sauchton Prison 87; Semple St 90;  

Tarton Club 91; Telfer Wall 85;  

tram project 84–5;  

Tynecastle High School 91; zoo 85;  

see also Gilmerton; Granton; Kirkliston; 

Leith; South Queensferry

Edmonstone (Midloth), land to north of 130–1

Edravinoch (Stirlg), cup marks 189
Edzell (Aberdeens), Arnhall Quarry 17–18

Eigg (Highld), survey 123–4

Eilean Loch Airceig (Highld), survey 116

Elgin (Moray): Lossie Green Gasworks 134; 

Mosstowie water main 132;  

Plainstones Fountain 132;  

Roseisle Maltings 132;  Thornhill Road 132

Elrick (Aberdeens), Burnland 29

Elvanfoot (S Lans) 185

enclosures Neolithic: Burnside 163;  

Strathearn 157–8 not dated: 

Barran Eoin 42–3; Blairbeg 37;  

Creag na Ciche 165; Dal Riata Dun 49; 

Fettercairn 18; Gallowhill Farm 35; 

Kilmartin 41

Errol (P & K): churchyard 155;  

Wown Chapel 155

Eskdalemuir (D & G), forestry road 61

Essan Hydro Scheme (P & K/Stirlg) 168

Exmagirdle Church (P & K) 152–3

explosives stores 47, 58

Falkirk 92–4, 214–15

Falkirk (Falk): Antonine Wall 92;  

Camelon Road 92; Eastburn Drive 92; 

gateway 92–3; Lochlands 93;  

Tamfourhill 93

Fenwick (E Ayrs), Kilmaurs Road 67

Fettercairn (Aberdeens), Inglismaldie 18

Fetteresso (Aberdeens): 

forest survey 22; standing stone 18;  

waste water scheme 18

Fetternear Palace (Aberdeens) 14

field systems: Carriden 92; Fetteresso 22; 

Glengarden 22; Glenisla 32;  

Huntly 25; Kilbraur 109;  

Lasswade 130; Pitfichie Forest 16;  

see also rig and furrow

Fife 94–100, 215

finger rings 26, 27, 98, 166, 203

Fionnphort (Ag & B) 40

fish traps 40, 119, 199, 206, 208
fishing station 114

Fishnish Bay (Ag & B) 58

flint and stone tools 

Palaeolithic/Mesolithic:

Stronsay 148 

Mesolithic:

Edinburgh 87–8; Kintyre 50;  

Loch Garten 103; Long Howe 147;  

Mull 36; Raasay 121; Rum 123;  

Walston 188 

Neolithic:

Canna 123; Dundee 67;  

Eday 140; Edinburgh 88;  

Girvan 181; S Lans 188 

Neolithic/Bronze Age: Kintyre 50; 

Lewis 202; South Queensferry 81; 

Stronsay 148

Bronze Age:

Bin Forest 12; Clean Pool 25; Coll 36; 

Corbiewells 134;  

Fruid Reservoir 175; Inverness 115;  

Powmyre Quarry 32;  

Slackbuie 115; Tayport 97 

Iron Age: Dal Riata Dun 49 

not dated: Chapel of Garioch 14; 

Cladh Aindreis 104; Coll 36;  

Dundee 66; Kilchattan 45;  

Kintyre 50, 51; Portree 121;  

Sanday 139; Shetland 175–6;  

Tiree 57 

see also axes; hammers; maceheads; querns

Fodderty (Highld), Inchbae Lodge 113

Fordyce (Aberdeens), Brankenentham 20

Forfar (Angus), Forfar Loch 32

Forres (Moray): Grantown Road 132–3; 

Lochyhill 133

Forss Wind Farm (Highld) 122

Fort Augustus (Highld),  

Military Road 106

Fort William (Highld): 

Cow Hill 116; Project 116

Forteviot (P & K): Church 157;  

Haly Hill and Water of May 156;  

Henhill 156–7; Milton of Forteviot 157;  

Neolithic enclosure 157–8;  

pendant 156; Pictish cemetery 158;  

royal settlement 157

Forth and Clyde Canal 101, 102, 137–8

Fortingall (P & K), surveys 158

Fortrose (Highld): Cathedral 122;  

Rosemarkie churchyard 122–3

forts 

early:

Caisteal nan Con 120;  

Creag na Ciche 165;  

White Caterthun 211;  

see also forts/fortlets; hillforts 
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post-medieval:

Ayr 179; Fort Charlotte 175;  

Fort William 116; Leith 89, 90–1

forts/fortlets, Roman: 

Auchendavy 68; Carriden 92;  

Cauldcoats 131; Dalginross 151–2; 

Dalkeith 128–9; Mollins 94;  

Strageath 165–6; Westerwood 137;  

see also camps

Foula (Shet), survey 178
foundry 70–1

Fruid Reservoir (Border) 174

furnaces 62, 114, 131

Gairloch (Highld): Borve 113;  

Loch Ewe Sewer renewal 113

Gairneybridge (P & K) 151

Galashiels (Border), Burgh Yards 172

Galston (E Ayrs), Laigh Newton 67

Gamrie (Aberdeens), Mains of Cullen 20

garden features: Aberdour 95;  

Broughton House 63;  

Craigievar Castle 26; Dalquharran 180; 

Edinburgh 90; Leith Hall 14;  

Ossian’s Cave and Seat 164;  

Scone 168; Spring Bank House 73

Gardyne Castle (Angus) 33

Garmouth (Moray): Corbiewells 134; flint 134

Gartly (Aberdeens), forest surveys 20–2

Gask frontier 152

gasworks 84, 134

Gifford (E Loth), Station Road 77

Gight (Aberdeens), survey 19, 20

Gilmerton (Edin), Ravenscroft St 90

Girvan (S Ayrs): Grant Distillery 181;  

harbour 181

Gladsmuir (E Loth),  

Elvingston Science Centre 71

Glamis (Angus): Castle 32;  

Powmyre Quarry 31–2

Glascorrie (P & K), cup marks 165

Glasgow: archaeological accessions 215; 

Athenaeum Theatre 100–1;  

Campbellfield Brick and Tile Works 101; 

Cathedral 101; Gartloch Road 101;  

Great Dovehill 101;  

Great Eastern Hotel 101;  

High St/Bell St 101–2;  

Maryhill Locks 102; Orr St 102;  

Pinkston Basin 101;  

see also Govan; Paisley

glassworks 75–6

Gleann Uaine (Ag & B) 47, 48
Glen App (S Ayrs) 179

Glen Clova Hydro Scheme (Angus) 31

Glen Girnaig Hydro Scheme (P & K) 165

Glen Lean (Ar & B), Clachaig mill 36, 38

Glenairlie (D & G), A76 65

Glenbervie (Aberdeens), Fetteresso survey 22

Glencarse (P & K), Newton Farm 163

Glencorse (Midloth): Dalmore Mill 129;  

Greenlaw Mains 129

Glencotho (Border) 170

Glenegedale House (Ag & B) 40

Glenelg (Highld): Inner Loch Hourn 113–14;  

Mallaig water main 114

Glenford Works (S Lans) 188

Glengalmadale (Highld), survey 104

Glengarden (Aberdeens), field system 22

Glengyre (D & G) 62

Glenisla (Angus): Burn of Kilry 32;  

Glenisla House 32

Glenluce (D & G), coin 65

Glenmoriston (Highld), Millennium Wind 

Farm 106

Glenmuick (Aberdeens),  

Spital of Glenmuick 23

Gollanfield (Highld): 

Easter Glackton Farm 120;  

Wer Cairnglass 110

Golspie (Highld), Carn Liath Broch 114

Gorebridge (Midloth): Harvieston Farm 127; 

New Hunterfield 128; Stobbs Farm 127; 

Vogrie Road/Lady Brae 127–8

Govan (Glasgow), Forth and Clyde Canal 102

Grange (Moray), Sillyearn Wood 133

Granton Harbour (Edin) 86

Grantully (P & K), manor house 210

gravestones/slabs 107, 110, 116, 153;  

see also tombstone, Roman

Green Knowes Wind Farm (P & K) 159

Greenock Cut (Inver) 127

Grumbeg (Highld) 112

Guildtown (P & K), Campsie Hill 151

Gurness (Orkney), broch 140

Haddington (E Loth): Camptoun Holdings 71;  

Camptoun Steading 71;  

Clerkington Stables 71; Market St 71;  

Sinclair McGill Building 71–2

Haddo (Aberdeens), Deer Park 29

Hamilton (S Lans), South-West 187

hammers, stone 136, 139

Happendon (S Lans), Poniel 187–8

harbours/docks: Aberdeen 9; Alloa 58;  

Aros 45; Bonnavoulin 120;  

Bunavoneadar 198, 200; Dunbar 70; 

Edinburgh 86; Girvan 181; Inchfad 188;  

Lewis 207; Scalpay 199; Torosay 58

Harehill Knowe (Border) 170

harness mount 60
Harris (W Isles): Beinn Na Muilne 201; 

Bunavoneadar Whaling Station 198, 200; 

Fishing Project 199

Heddle (Orkney), quarry 142

henges 25, 26, 121

heraldic panels 167

heraldic pendant 156
High Pasture Cave (Highld) 124
Highland 103–27, 215

hillforts see Dunadd; Jackschairs;  

Maiden Castle; Mither Tap; Tullochgorm

Hilton of Cadboll (Highld): chapel 112–13;  

water main replacement 113

hoards, Bronze Age 59–60, 166

Hobbister (Orkney) 142–3

horse engine 92

horse pendant 166

Hoy (Orkney) 142, 148

human bones: Benderloch 34; Dairsie 97; 

Edinburgh, Greyfriars 86; Elgin 132; 

Glasgow 102; Haddington 71;  

Newbigging 130; Quanterness 142; 

Whitegate 126

Huntly (Aberdeens): Bin Forest 12, 13;  

Bogie St 23; Clashendarroch Forest 20–1;  

Clean Brae 23; Clean Pool 23, 24, 25;  

Duke St 25; Kinnoir 25

hut circles 

Aberdeenshire: Alvah 11; 

Bennachie Forest 13;  

Clashendarroch 20; Echt 17;  

Pitfichie Forest 15; Rashy Burn 22–3 

Argyll & Bute: Blasthill 51; 

Dunstaffnage 44; Islay 40

Angus: Glenisla 32 

East Renfrewshire: Mearns 80 

Highland: Abriachan 114; 

Bonar Bridge 109; Kilbraur 109;  

Lochalsh 119; Tongue 125 

Lewis: 206, 207 

Moray: Sillyearn Wood 133 

Perth & Kinross:

Leachd nam Braoileag 154;  

Tullymurdoch 150

Inch (D & G): A75 62; Cults Loch 61, 62;  

Planting End 62

Inchfad (Stirlg) 188

Inchture (P & K), Mains of Inchture 159–60

ingot 203

inhumations: prehistoric 114; Bronze Age 60; 

Iron Age 148, 177; Pictish 158;  

medieval 38, 71, 102, 124, 132;  

medieval–post-medieval 77, 112–13;  

post-medieval 86, 110

Innerpeffray (P & K), Roman camp 152

Innerwick (E Loth), Crowhill Cottages 72

Innerwick (P & K), survey 158–9

inscriptions: Roman 72; medieval 98, 99;  

post-medieval 79, 97, 98, 122, 165, 180

Inverarity (Angus), East Grange Steading 33

Inverclyde 127

Invergarry Castle (Highld) 116

Invergordon (Highld), waste water plant 103

Inverhaggernie Hydro Scheme (Stirlg) 189

Inverinain (P & K), survey 159
Inverkip (Inver): evaluation 127;  

Greenock Cut 127

Inverness (Highld): Castle 115;  

Culduthel Farm 114; Lochardil Burn 115; 

Slackbuie and Lower Slackbuie 115; 

Slacknamarnock Quarry 115

Inverurie (Aberdeens), Broom Lodge 25

Invervar (P & K), survey 159

Iona (Ag & B), Caol Ithe 40

ironworks/ironworking:  

prehistoric 114, 115, 131; medieval 62;  

post-medieval 39, 70–1, 172, 185

Islay (Ag & B) 39–41

Jackschairs hillfort (P & K) 155–6

Jamestown (W Duns), Napierston Farm 191

Jarlshof (Shet) 175

Johnstone (Rens), Barbush Mills 169

Kames (Ag & B), Ann Terrace 40

Keith (Moray), The Balloch 133

Kellie Castle (Fife) 95–6

Kells (D & G), Airds of Kells 62

Kelso (Border), Broomlands 172

Kelton (D & G), Inglestone Motte 62

Kennethmont (Aberdeens): Gartly Forest 21–2;  

Leith Hall Pavilion 14
Kilbarchan (Rens), Church and Weavers 

Cottage 168–9

Kilbirnie (N Ayrs), Nether Mill 135

Kilbraur (Highld), survey 108, 109

Kilcalmonell (Ag & B): 

Ballochroy 39; Corriecrevie 39

Kilchattan (Ag & B), Blackpark East 45

Kilchoman (Ag & B), bifid razor 39–40

Kildonan (Highld), Croft 2b 111

Killean (Ag & B): Ballure 41; Braids 41

Killin (Stirlg), cup marks 189

Killundine (Highld), boathouse 120

Kilmahew Castle (Ag & B) 35–6

Kilmartin (Ag & B) 41–4

Kilmichael Chapel (Ag & B) 48
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Kilmichael Glassary (Ag & B) 42–4

Kilmodan (Ag & B), Achanelid 44

Kilmore (Ag & B): Cardingmill Cottage 44; 

survey 36

Kilmory Castle (Ag & B) 48–9

Kilmuir (Highld): Kilbride Point chapel 117; 

Kilmaluag church 117

Kilninian (Ag & B), survey 36

kilns: post-medieval 93, 101; not dated 110;  

see also corn drying kilns; lime kilns

Kilsyth (N Lans): Kelvinhead Jetty 137–8; 

Lochend Cottage 138; Shuttle St 138

Kiltarlity (Highld), Culmill 117

Kinfauns (P & K), churchyard 163

King Edward (Aberdeens), Balchers 25

Kingairloch (Highld), boathouse 103, 104

Kinglassie (Fife), finger ring 98
Kingsbarns (Fife), strap end 98
Kinloch (P & K), Burnside Enclosure 163

Kinloch Forest (Highld), survey 123

Kinnaird (P & K), Barton Hill 163–4

Kinross (P & K), Classlochie Farm 164

Kintail (Highld), cup marks 117

Kintore (Aberdeens): henge 26;  

Midmill Long Cairn 25–6;  

Midmill South 26; ‘Power Station’ 25

Kirkclaugh (D & G), rock art 59
Kirkcudbright (D & G): 

Broughton House 62–3;  

cup marks 63; Jordieland Farm 63

Kirkhouse (Orkney) 145

Kirkibost (Highld), fish trap 208
Kirkintilloch (E Duns): Alloway Grove 68;  

Auchendavy fort 68; Vodaphone Mast 68

Kirkliston (Edin): Cat Stane 91–2;  

Harvest Road 91; Huly Hill 91;  

Humbie Farmsteading 91;  

West Clifton Steading 92

Kirkmaiden (D & G): Kirkbryde, Graveyard 

Field 63; Knowe Hill 63

Kirknewton (W Loth), axe 192

Kirkton of Bourtie (Aberdeens),  

cup mark and quern 12

Kirkton of Culsalmond (Aberdeens), 

Culsalmond Mort House 17

Kirkton Hill (P & K) 155

Kirkwall (Orkney): Hillocks of Garth 142;  

Quanterness 142

knives 84, 115, 146

Knockbain (Highld), Bellfield 117

knocking stones 40, 53, 54

Laga (Highld), survey 104

Laggan (Highld), water main 117

Lagganmullan (D & G), cup marks 59

Laikenbuie (Highld), ring cairn 106
Lairg (Highld): Lairg Muir 117–18;  

Lairg Muir Croft 118; Sallachy Broch 118; 

Savalmore 118; Torroble 118

Lanark (S Lans): The Beeches 187;  

Castlegate 187; Grammar School 187

Langdale (Highld) 112

Larbet (Falk), New Carron Road 93

Largs (N Ayrs): Constablewood Estate 136;  

Nelson St 136

Lasswade (Midloth):  

Jewel and Esk Valley College 129;  

Maiden Castle 129, 130;  

Melville Nurseries 130;  

Newbigging coal scheme 130

Leith (Edin): Coburg St 82; Duncan Place 83; 

Henderson St 86–7; Lambs House 88; 

Pilrig Park 89; St James’s Church 90;  

siege of 89, 90–1; tram project 84–5

Lerwick (Shet), Fort Charlotte 175

Lesmahagow (S Lans): Birkwood Hospital 187;  

Crossbank 187; pipeline 182

Leswalt (D & G), Lochnaw Cottage 64

Letham (Angus), Guthrie St 32

Lewis (W Isles): Arnish Moor Wind Farm 199; 

Balallan to Laxay water main 199–201; 

Bragar 194–5;  

Dun Eistean project 195, 196;  

Eoropie 196; Garynahine 206, 207;  

Laxay and Keose Community Woodlands 

201–2;  

Lemreway Water Treatment Works 202; 

Lionel to Port of Ness Sewer 196;  

Loch Erisort 199, 201;  

Loch Roag Islands Erosion Survey 206–7; 

Mul Thagaraigh 202; Ness 196–7;  

Siadar Active Breakwater Scheme 197–8; 

Sideval 202; Uig 206

Libberton (S Lans), Libberton Mains Farm 188

lime kilns: An Sailean 47; Appin House 46; 

Ardtalnaig 160; Balmerino 95;  

Castlecary 137; Glencotho 170; }

Wilsontown Ironworks 185

Linlithgow (W Loth): Burgh Halls 192–3;  

High St 193; Kingsfield Farm 193

Lintrathen (Angus): Balintore Castle 33; 

Pitmudie 33

Little Clyde Roman Camp (S Lans) 185–6

Littleferry (Highld): Little Ferry House 114;  

Pilot’s House 114

Livingston (W Loth), Deans Community 

School 193

Loch Beg (Ag & B), survey 40

Loch Garten (Highld), flint 103

Loch Mudle (Highld), survey 105

Loch Scridain (Ag & B), survey 40

Loch Tay (P & K), submerged woodland 162–3

Loch of Yarrows (Highld), environs 126

Lochalsh (Highld), Kyle Water Main/Treatment 

Works 119

Locharbriggs (D & G), Jericho Bridge 65

Lochbroom (Highld), Braemore Square 119

Lockerbie (D & G): Johnsfield 61; sword 61

Logan Burn (Border) 170–1

Logie Pert (Angus), schoolhouse 33

Logierait (P & K): Ballinluig 164;  

Cuil-an-Duin 164

Long Howe (Orkney), burial 147
longhouses: Ardoch Farm 78;  

Bin Forest 12, 13; Clachandou 46; 

Corrennie Forest 17; Durness 111; 

Fetteresso 22; Pitfichie Forest 15;  

Unst 176

Longside (Aberdeens), Skinner Road 26

loom weights 178

Loudoun (E Ayrs), Galston Flood Prevention 

Scheme 67

Lund House (Shet) 176–7

Lyne (Border), church survey 172, 173

MacDuff (Aberdeens), Buchan St 20

maceheads 140, 147, 148

Macmerry (E Loth): Brierbush Road 71;  

East Adniston 71

Maiden Castle (Aberdeens) 27–8

Maiden Castle (Midloth) 129, 130

maltings 81, 132

Manuel Nunnery (Falk) 94

marker stone 37

Marykirk (Aberdeens): Inglismaldie 18; 

Southern View 27

Maybole (S Ayrs): Balgarth 181–2;  

Kirkland St 182; pipeline 179

Meall Greigh (P & K), cup marks 161
Mearns (E Rens), Middleton 80
Melrose (Border): Abbey 173;  

Abbey House 173; Hillslap Tower 173;  

St Mary’s School 173

Mergdow (P & K), cup marks 161

Merkadale (Highld), church 107

Methil (Fife), church 100

Midlothian 127–31, 215–16

Midmar (Aberdeens), survey 27

milestones 64

military road 106

mill lades 17, 77, 78, 79, 135, 157

Millport (N Ayrs), Golf Road 134

mills 

grain: Bowden 170; Dalhousie 128;

Henhill 156–7; Kilbirnie 135;  

Kilmartin 41; Lewis 198, 202;  

Little Spott Steading 76;  

Milton of Forteviot 157;  

Milton Mill 190–1, 192;  

Over Enoch Farm 79;  

Tillychardoch 29, 30;  

Woodwick Burn 141 

gunpowder: Clachaig 36, 38; 

Roslin Glen 130 

paper: Dalmore 129 

textile: Barbush Mills 169; 

Brechin 31; Galashiels 172;  

Glasgow 101; Philipshill 186–7;  

water pumping, Strathbeg 27
Milngavie (E Duns), Douglas Academy 69

Milton (Highld), Appitaud 117

Milton of Leys (Highld), Balvonie Braes 114

mining sites: Balkeachy 181; Danderhall 130;  

Druim a’ Chuirn 40; Glencorse 129; 

Macmerry 71; Musselburgh 73; 

Newbigging 130; Old Coalburn 68; 

Prestongrange 76; Wisp 131

Minnigaff (D & G), pipeline 64

Mither Tap (Aberdeens), hillfort 28

Mochrum (D & G), Airyolland Homestead 64

Moffat (D & G), Carrifran Wildwood 64

Moidart (Highld), A830 105–6

Mollins fort (Falk) 94

monastic sites: Ballachly 118, 119;  

Balmerino 95, 210;  

Cambuskenneth 191, 193;  

Coldingham 171; Coupar Angus 152, 153; 

Dull 154; Dunfermline 97;  

Eynhallow 143; Holyrood 88; Manuel 94;  

Melrose 173; Newbattle 128;  

North Berwick 74; Perth 166;  

St Andrews 99; Scone 167–8;  

Tarbat 124, 125; Tongland 63; 

Whittingehame 77

Monikie (Angus), Ardeste Earth House 33

Monimail (Fife), pipeline 94

Monquhitter (Aberdeens), Wagglehill Wood 27

Montrose (Angus):  

Dorward House, north of 33; finds 33;  

Hill Place 33; Queen’s Close 33–4

Monymusk (Aberdeens), Pitfichie Forest survey 

15–16

Moray 131–4, 216

Morenish (P & K), cup marks 161–2

Morvern (Highld) 119–20

Mossblown (S Ayrs), Mauchline Road 182

mottes 61, 62

mould 203

Moulin (P & K): Allt an Aghascair 165;  
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Creag na Ciche or Craigiedun 165;  

cup marks 165; Lagreach 165

mount, copper alloy 202

Mount Stuart House (Ag & B) 45–6

Muckhart (Clacks), Church 58–9

Muir of Gormack (P & K), cup mark 163

Muir of Ord (Highld), Broomhill 125

Mull (Ag & B) 36, 40, 45, 58

Mull of Kintyre (Ag & B):  

Rubha Na Lice 51–2; Torr Na Lice 51

Musselburgh (E Loth): High St 73;  

Macbeth Moir Road 73;  

North High St 73; Pinkie Mains Farm 73

Muthill (P & K): Bar an Rodhar 165;  

Strageath fort 165–6

Nairn to Clunas water main (Highld) 107

Nechtansmere, Battle of 32

Ness of Brodgar (Orkney) 147

Nessbreck souterrain (Orkney) 138, 139
New Crumnock (E Ayrs), Old Coalburn 68

New Kilpatrick (E Duns): Antonine Wall 68–9;  

Douglas Academy 69

New Monkland (N Lans), Greendykeside 138

Newark Castle (Inver) 127

Newbarns Project (D & G) 60–1

Newbattle Abbey (Midloth) 128

Newburgh (P & K), axehead 150

Nipster (Highld) 106

North Ayrshire 134–6, 216

North Balloch Steading (P & K) 150

North Berwick (E Loth): 

Lodge Grounds Restoration Project 75;  

Marine Park 74; Old Abbey Road 74;  

Sydserf House 74–5; Tantallon Road 75;  

whalebone arch 74

North Bute (Ag & B) 48–9

North Knapdale (Ag & B): Barr Ban 49;  

Crinan 49; Dal Riata Dun 49;  

Dun Mor 49; North Knapdale Forest 49

North Lanarkshire 94, 136–8, 216

North Uist (W Isles): Baile Sear 202, 203; 

Baleshare 203; Bayhead to Grimsay 204;  

Griminish 203–4; Kirkibost Island 204;  

road improvement scheme 202;  

Sornach Coir Fhinn 204, 205;  

souterrains 204; Vallay 205

Oban (Ag & B), Glenshellach 45

Ogilface Castle (W Loth) 194

Old Hailes (E Loth) 75

Old Kilpatrick (W Duns): 

Agamemnon St bridge 191;  

Golden Hill Primary School 191–2

Old Luce (D & G): A75 62; Glenluce 65;  

Longforth Farm, cross head 65;  

pipeline 64

Orkney 138–49, 216

Orwell (P & K), church 166

Ossian’s Cave and Seat (P & K) 164

ovens: Roman 72, 93, 130; medieval 87

Oyne (Aberdeens): 

Bennachie Forest survey 13–14;  

Strathdon hillforts 27–8

Paisley (Rens): Hawkhead Hospital 169;  

Leverndale Hospital 102;  

Shuttle St/Witherspoon St 169

palstave 175

Panbride (Angus), Craigmill Burn 34

Parton (D & G), Cogarth Farm 65

passage grave 60

Pathstruie (P & K), church 157

Peebles (Border): Bonnington Road 174;  

Whitehaugh 174

Pencaitland (E Loth), Pencaitland House 75

pendants see heraldic pendant; horse pendant

Penicuik (Midloth), estate 131

Penninghame (D & G), pipeline 64

Perth (P & K): Craigie Knowes 166;  

Hillside Hospital 164; Riggs Road/

Whitefriars St 166

Perth and Kinross 150–68, 216

Peterculter (Aberdeen), Cults Academy 10

Peterhead (Aberdeens), Sandford Lodge 28

phalera 151

pier/jetty, medieval 9
Pinkie, Battle of 72, 73, 74

pins: antler 124; copper alloy 12, 60, 115, 164; 

ring-headed 151–2

pit alignments 66, 69, 115

Pitlochry (P & K), Black Spout 165

Pitmedden (Aberdeens), Pitmedden House 30

Pitmilly (Fife), stone ball 98
Pityoulish (Highld), cemetery 210
Poldhu (Aberdeens), wells restoration 26
poorhouses 83, 85

Port Appin (Ag & B): Clachandou 46–7;  

kiln 46
Port Askaig (Ag & B), Druim a’ Chuirn 40–1

Port Glasgow (Inver), Newark Castle 127

Portmoak (P & K), finds 166–7

Portree (Highld): Bile Chapel 120–1;  

Braes Water Treatment Works 121;  

Home Farm 121

post-graduate research 228–30

pottery:  

Neolithic 26, 32, 123, 140, 143, 144; 

Neolithic/Bronze Age 67, 81, 114;  

Beaker 31, 121, 134, 185;  

Bronze Age 25, 34, 67, 120, 121, 130;  

Bronze Age/Iron Age 32;  

Iron Age 131, 139, 145, 146, 203;  

Roman 129;  

medieval 23, 62–3, 71, 76, 85, 157 

Prestonkirk (E Loth), Traprain Farm 75

Prestonpans (E Loth): Battle of 76;  

Mid Road 75; Prestongrange Community 

Archaeology Project 75–6;  

Prestonlinks Woodland 76;  

station car park 76

prisons 68, 87, 191

promontory sites: Haly Hill 156; Inch 61, 62;  

Kirkton Hill 155; Orkney 145;  

Scone 167; Traigh na h’Uamhag 112
pumping mill 27

Queina Waters (Shet) 175–6

querns 

disc 133 

rotary: Birnie 131; Dal Riata Dun 49; 

Loch Awe 43; N Uist 203;  

Uamh an Eich Bhric 107;  

Wallyford 73, 74 

saddle: Buckie 133; 

The Cairns 145; Dornoch 111;  

Fruid Reservoir 175; Inverness 115; 

Kilmartin 41; Kirkton of Bourtie 12; 

Linkataing 140; N Uist 203 

type not given: Mollins 94

Raasay (Highld): Churchton Bay 121;  

north end survey 121, 122;  

water main 122; West Suisnish 121

radiocarbon dates 220–5; Coll 36;  

Glenshellach 45; Kintore 25, 26;  

Loch Tay 162, 163; Long Howe 147; 

Mither Tap 28; Newbigging 130;  

Sandwick 177; Tigh an Eas 189;  

Traigh na h’Uamhag 112

railway turntable 69

railways 76, 131, 164, 191

Rait (P & K), churchyard 163

Rathen (Aberdeens),  

West Church cemetery 28

Rattray (P & K), East Drimmie 167

Rayne (Aberdeens), cup mark 28
Redgorton (P & K):  

East Nether Benchil Farm 167;  

Gowrie Farm 167

Redhill (Aberdeens), hut circles 17 

Reidhdhail (Highld), survey 105

Remony Burn (P & K) 162
Rendall (Orkney): Brookfield 140;  

Lyron 140–1

Renfrew (Rens), Abbotsinch 169;  

Jordanhill Campus 102

Renfrewshire 168–9, 217

Rerrick (D & G), Slate Row 65
Rhynie (Aberdeens): 

Clashendarroch Forest 20–1;  

Environs Project 28–9; Essie Road 28

rig and furrow: Aberdeen 9, 10; Alvah 11;  

The Balloch 133; Banchory-Ternan 11;  

Benncahie Forest 13, 14; Borve 124; 

Carriden 92; Cogarth Farm 65;  

Delgaty Wood 30; Drumtochty 20; 

Eaglesham 78; Edinburgh 89;  

Elvingston 71; Fettercairn 18;  

Gartly Forest 22; Gight 20;  

Gladsmuir 71; Glenisla 32;  

Greendykeside 138; Haddo Deer Park 29;  

Inglismaldie 18; Kilmartin 41;  

King Edward 25; Lewis 200, 201; 

Lochlands 93; Manuel 94; Marykirk 27; 

Mearns 80; Orkney 143, 145;  

Pitfichie Forest 15, 16; Prestonpans 75; 

Tiree 57; Wagglehill Wood 27

ring ditches 132, 133

roads, Roman 183–4, 185, 186

rock art 147, 160–1;  

see also cup marks

rock shelters 34, 107, 202;  

see also cave sites

Rockholm (N Ayrs) 135

Roslin Glen (Midloth), mill 130

Rosneath (Ag & B),  

Old Barremman Farm 49–50

Rosskeen (Highld), waste water works 123

Rothes (Moray), survey 133

Rothesay (Ag & B): Bishop St 50; Castle 50;  

Council Buildings 50; Eastlands Road 50

roundhouses: Birnie 131; The Cairns 145–6; 

Castle Stuart 120; Crieff 152;  

Dalquharran 180; Falkirk 93;  

Fruid Reservoir 174–5; Inveresk 72; 

Inverness 114, 115; Lasswade 130;  

Links of Noltland 149; North Uist 204; 

Portree 121; Powmyre Quarry 32;  

Strathdon hillforts 28; Whitegate 126;  

see also wheelhouse

Rousay (Orkney): Corse 143; Eynhallow 143;  

Wyre, Braes of Ha’Breck 143, 144

Roxburgh (Border), survey 209

Ruith Mhullin (P & K), cup marks 154

Rum (Highld), Bealach a’ Braigh Bhig 123

Rutherglen (S Lans), M74 188

St Andrews (Fife): bulla 98, 99;  
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The Grange 99; St Leonard’s Field 99;  

University Medical Centre 99

St Combs (Aberdeens), finds 26, 27
St Kilda (W Isles): Gleann Mor 198–9;  

survey 199, 209
St Ninians (Stirlg):  

Broadleys Business Park 191;  

Milton Mill 190–1, 192
salt works 107–9

Saltcoats (N Ayrs), Carrick Avenue 134

Saltoun (E Loth), East Saltoun Farm 76

Sanday (Orkney), cable replacement 139–40

Sandwick (Orkney) 144–5

Sandwick (Shet) 177
Sanna (Highld), survey 105

Scalpay (W Isles), harbour 199
Scone (P & K): Abbey and Moothill 167–8;  

Butterfly Garden 167;  

Gallows Knowe 167

Scotland’s Rural Past 209–10

Scoulag (Ag & B), Church 45–6

Scourie (Highld), Water Treatment Works 112

sculpture, medieval 63;  

see also architectural fragments; cross head; 

cross slabs

seal matrices 33, 96, 166–7

Seamill (N Ayrs), Ardrossan Road 136

Selkirk (Border), Oakwood 174

Shalunt (Ag & B), axe 49

Shapinsay (Orkney), Burroughstone Broch 145

Shawhead (D & G), axe 63–4

sheepfolds: Allt Darach 54; Ardtalnaig 160; 

Bennachie Forest 13; Eaglesham 79; 

Fetteresso 22; Inverhaggernie 189; 

Inverinain 159; Lower Caoinaig 53;  

Mearns 80; Pitfichie Forest 15;  

Stronchullin 37, 38

shell midden site 36–7

Shetland 175–8, 217

Shiant Islands (W Isles) 202

shield, terracotta 86
shielings: Altavaid Harlosh 111;  

Braes of Doune 189–90;  

Carrifran Wildwood 64; Dull 153;  

Essan 168; Gleann Uaine 47, 48;  

Glengalmadale 104; Innerwick 159; 

Inverhaggernie 189; Inverinain 159; 

Invervar 159; Kilmartin 41;  

Laga 105; Lewis 196, 197, 206, 207;  

Raasay 122; Reidhdhail 105

Shiskine (N Ayrs), Tigh-na-Druim 136

shot, lead 72, 74, 116, 195

Skara Brae (Orkney) 144

Skye (Highld) 106–7, 111, 117, 120–1, 123, 

124, 208
Slains (Aberdeens): Forvie Kirk 29;  

Old Castle 29

Sorn (E Ayrs), Beechcroft 68

souterrains: Applecross 103; Ardestie 33;  

The Cairns 145, 146;  

Cowiehall Quarry 190;  

Druim a’ Chuirn 40–1; Ness (Lewis) 197;  

Nessbreck 138, 139;  

North Uist 204; Windmill Cottage 94

South Ayrshire 179–82

South Knapdale (Ag & B) 52

South Lanarkshire 182–8, 217

South Queensferry (Edin): 

Boat House Restaurant 81;  

Echline Avenue 81; Oroco Pier Hotel 81

South Ronaldsay (Orkney) 145–6

South Uist (W Isles): 

coastal zone assessment 205; pipeline 205

Southend (Ag & B) 50–2

Southern Kintyre Project 50, 51
spearhead, Bronze Age 166

spindle whorls 33, 49, 64, 146, 166, 175

Sprouston (Border): Field B 174;  

Lempitlaw Farm 174

Stand Hill (W Loth) 194

standing stones: Birse 11–12; Fetteresso 18;  

Harris 199, 201; Lewis 201, 207;  

Ness (Lewis) 197; Newton 94; Tiree 55–6;  

see also stone alignments;  

stone circles; stone row

Stenness (Orkney) 144–5, 147

Stenton (E Loth), Little Spott Steading 76

still 23

Stirling 188–91, 217

Stirling (Stirlg):  

Cambuskenneth Abbey 191, 193;  

Castle 191

stone alignments 197

stone circles: Foula 178; Harris 201;  

Kirkton of Bourtie 12;  

Lewis 198, 199, 202;  

North Uist 204, 205;  

Old Bourtreebush 11;  

St Kilda 198–9; Tiree 54, 55, 56–7

stone row 55, 57

Stonehaven (Aberdeens): 

cliffline monitoring 17;  

waste water scheme 18

Stoneykirk (D & G), Clay Croft 65

Strachan (Aberdeens), Blackhall 29

Strachur (Ag & B): Coire Aodainn 52;  

Kinlocheckbeag 52–3;  

Lower Caoinaig 53; Stuck 53;  

Upper Caoinaig 53–4; Upper Succoth 54

Strageath fort (P & K) 165–6

strap ends 93, 96, 98
Strathbeg (Aberdeens), Pumping Mill 27
Strathdon (Aberdeens), Auchernach 29

Strathlachlan (Ag & B): Allt Darach 54; 

Evanachan 54
Strathnaver (Highld), survey 112

Strathy (Highld), cemetery 112

Stronchullin (Ar & B), Bla’ Wearie Croft 37, 38

Stronsay (Orkney) 139–40, 147–8

swords and sword fittings  

61, 125, 164, 166, 203

Symington (S Ayrs), church 182

tannery 193

Tarbat (Highld), discovery programme 124, 125
Tarland (Aberdeens),  

Tillychardoch Horse Mill 29, 30
Tayport (Fife), arrowhead 97

Tealing (Angus), Prieston 34

Thirstone Quarry (S Lans) 186

Threave Castle (D & G) 59

Thurso (Highld): Achingills Farm 125;  

waste water works 107

timber hall, Neolithic 67, 158

Tiree (Ag & B): Kilkenneth 57;  

Kilkenneth Chapel 58;  

survey and excavation 54, 55–6, 57

Tirefour Broch (Ag & B) 47

tombstone, Roman 72
Tomour (P & K), cup marks 163

Tongland Abbey (D & G) 63

Tongue (Highld): Rhitongue 125; Skinnet 125

Torosay (Ag & B) 58

Torryburn (Fife), Crombie Old Kirk 99
Torvaig (Highld), Bile Chapel 120–1

Tough (Aberdeens), forest surveys 15–17

tower houses  

see castles/tower houses

Tranent (E Loth): Bankton House 76;  

Church St 76;  

North Elphinstone Farm 76–7;  

Seton Collegiate Chapel 77
treasure trove 226–7

Trinity (Angus), coin 31

Trinity Gask (P & K), Drum of Cowgask 168

Troqueer (D & G): Martingirth Farm 65–6;  

Pearmont House 66

Tullich (Aberdeens), Rashy Burn 22–3

Tullochcan (Stirlg), cup marks 189

Tullochgorm (Ag & B), fort 44

Tullymurdoch (P & K), survey 150
tuning pegs, lyre 124

Turriff (Aberdeens): Delgaty Wood 30;  

Lower Woodtown 30

tusk, boar 83

twinning pens 41, 48

Tyninghame (E Loth), Tyninghame Links 

Steading 77

Uamh an Eich Bhric (Highld),  

rock shelter 107

Ulva (Ag & B), Meall Min 45

Underhoull Upper House (Shet) 177–8

Unst (Shet) 176–8

Upper Ballachandy (P & K), cup marks 164

Upper Tweed Survey 170–1, 174–5

Urquhart (Moray), Maverstone Muir 134

vellum making 124

Vicarsford chapel (Fife) 100

votive deposits 124, 131, 142–3, 145

Wallyford (E Loth): Barbachlaw 72, 73;  

quern 73, 74; survey 74

Walston (S Lans), Howburn Farm 188

Watten (Highld): Lynegar 125; Mybster 125

weaving combs 145

wells 26, 59, 89, 124–5; holy 37, 198

West Calder (W Loth), Polbeth Farm 194

West Dunbartonshire 191–2, 217

West Linton (Border), Halmyre Farm 173–4

West Lothian 192–4, 217

West Wray (Orkney):  

Costie’s Lobster Warehouse 148;  

Knowe of Skea 148; Links of Noltland 149; 

Rapness 149

Western Isles 194–207, 217

whalebone arch 74

whaling station 198, 200
wheelhouse 203;  

see also roundhouses

whetstones 66, 131, 176, 178

White Caterthun fort (Ag & B) 211
Whitehills (Aberdeens), pin 12
Whithorn (D & G),  

George St/King St/Bruce St 66

Whittingehame (E Loth): 

New Luggate Farm Steading 77;  

Papple Steading 77

Wick (Highld): Castle Sinclair 125, 126;  

Loch of Yarrows 126; Whitegate 126–7

Wilsontown Ironworks (S Lans) 185

Wiltrow (Shet) 175

wind pump 78

Windwick Bay (Orkney), The Cairns 145–6

Woodend (Border) 171

Woodwick Burn (Orkney) 141–2

World War II plane 202

World War II structures 68, 73, 89, 94, 103, 

113, 169, 172
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